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ABSTRACT 
The present study has been directed towards 
investigating quantitative measurements of colours in minerals, 
which might serve as a readily accessible means of identification 
and understanding related properties. 
A review of the concepts of colour measurement is 
described in the first part of the thesis. Attention has been paid 
to the improvement and application of methods of colour measurement~ 
in mineralogy and gemmology. Computational procedures and all the 
necessary computer programmes for calculating colour values are 
given with examples. for this purpose appropriate measurements of 
spectral reflectivity for opaque minerals, and spectral transmittance 
for non-opaque minerals and facetted gemstones are described. 
Quantitative measurements of other colour properties -
colour constancy, bireflectance and reflection pleochroism - are 
described and defined. A study of some colour problems in ore minerals 
is made. Tables of colour values and spectral reflectivity data for 
130 ore minerals are given, and these values are also presented in 
colour diagrams. The uses of quantitative colour values and colour 
diagrams are explained with examples. 
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The colour of a mineral is one of the simplest qualitative 
properties that can be used as an aid to distinguishing it from other 
minerals, even though the same mineral may show different colours and 
different minerals may have the same colour. 
The quantitative measurement of colour involves several 
theoretical and practical difficulties. Other physical properties that 
can be measured more easily have therefore been used for mineral 
identification and it is only relatively recently that an interest in 
the quantitative measurement of colour in mineralogy has developed. 
One branch of mineralogy in which colour is of prime 
importance is gemmology, where small colour differences may greatly 
affect the relative value of two otherwise identical specimens. Once 
a gemstone has been facetted, transmitted light methods of determining 
its spectral transmission are difficult or impossible to apply, so it 
was decided that an investigation of the use of reflected light methods 
would be made. 
At the same time, the application of similar methods to the measurement 
of colour in opaque minerals was also investigated, since it promised to 
be a useful additional method for the identification of these minerals. 
It was found that the use of reflected light method in 
non-opaque minerals including gemstones was unfavourable for purposes of 
quantitative colour measurement. 
2 
After a theoretical study therefore, an alternative method was developed 
using a matching liquid to determine the spectral transmission of a 
facetted gemstone for colour compatison. 
finally, it was also decided to investigate some colour 
problems in minerals, such as changes in the observed colour of a mineral 
that occur as its grain size is reduced. 
3 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW ON THEORY Of COLOUR MEASUREMENT 
II.1. INTRODUCTION 
The art of coloring started many thousands of years ago, 
but the science mf colour began in the last centuries. It was founded by 
Isaac Newton (1866) hwo separated the components of homogeneous white 
light (the sun light) into a sequence of coloured rays. In recent years 
modern methods of colour measurement have been developed. Concepts , 
methods and quantitative data have become standardized and used by 
colorimetrists and research workers. 
Despite the fact that colour is an important physical 
property made use of in mineralogy, and particularly in gemmology, in 
various ways (e.g. specimen colour, colours seen under the microscope in 
polarised light, etc.), there has been comparatively little use or 
understanding of the concepts of quantitative colour measurement. 
A summary of the necessary basic information has therefore 
been prepared from the literature, which is abundant. further details if 
required may be found in the following useful books, and periodical 
papers listed in the reference section. 
(1) 'The Science of Color' 
(2) 1 Color Science 1 
by the Committee on Colorimetry of 
the Optical Society of America,1968. 
by Gunter Wyszecki and w.s.Stiles, 
1967. 
(3) 1The Measurement of Colour' by W.D.Wright, 1969. 
(4) 1 Physical Aspects of Colour' by Dr. P.J.Bouma, 1947. 
4 
(5) 'Color in Business, Science and Industry' by D.B. Judd & G. Wyszecki, 
1963. 
(6) 'Sources of Color Science' selected and edited by D.L. MacAdam, 
1970. 
In 1931 the Commission Internationals de l'Eclairage 
(C.I.E.) first adopted a set of data to define the colour- matching 
characteristics of standard observers (that is of tbe average eye) and 
established a reference framework for the specifications of colours • 
Armed with this reference framework, specifications of various standard 
stimuli (light sources) and a standard chromaticity diagram were derived. 
Any colour is then determined with reference to a standard 
stimulus o~ standard stimuli and expressed by three numbers termed 
tristimulus values. It can also be represented in the standard C.I.E. 
chromaticity diagram and characterised by numbers, namely dominant (or 
complementary) wavelength, excita~ion purity and relative brightness. 
Since basic data representing the normal eye as standardised 
by the C.I.E. colour specifications are independent of the colour vision 
of any particular individual, they are reproducible from one laboratory 
to another. 
II.2. PSYCHOPHYSICAL CONCEPTS OF COLOUR 
Man has been aware of colour since immemorial time • 
Aristotle first realized that light is necessary for colour vision. 
5 
It is now well known that colours are seen because of light. The 
phenomena of light have been explained by wave ( Maxwell's electro-
magnetic ) and quantum theories. Both theories have been accepted, as 
light has a dual nature, possessing both wave and corpuscular properties. 
As far as the measurement of colour is concerned the 
concepts of light and colour need to be defined by the procedures which 
are precribed for their measurements. 
The measurement of colour is not a purely physical practice. 
Physiology and in some cases (such as sensation, perception, recall , 
recognition, imagination, motivation, feeling, emotion, reasoning,etc.) 
psycholmgy are involved in the measurement, since colour - matching 
experiments to obtain basic data were made by human observers. 
When a beam of lig~t strikes the retina of the eye the 
colour sensation is interpreted by the mind. Colour sensation which may 
be defined as the primary conscious response to excitation of the visual 
mechanism has three attributes, hue , saturation and brightness as 
interpreted by the eye and mind. Sensation is specifically the direct 
result of consciousness of the present stimulation of the sense organs, 
as distinguished from perception, which includes the combination of 
different sensations and utilization of past experience in recognizing 
the objects and facts from which the present stimulation arises. 
Objects are very commonly recognized and classified 
according to the colour of the light they reflect. The colour of an 
object depends upon the effect of its selective absorption, upon the 
spectral distribution of the incident radiant energy and upon the 
psychophysical functions of human vision. 
It is obvious that subjects of light and colour are 
linked to the sciences of physics, chemistry, physiology, and in some 




II 3. ATTRIBUTES OF COLOUR 
Light is characterised by its frequency, velocity and 
wavelength. Since the velocity is constant in a given medium, the 
frequency and wavelength are inversely proportional. However, wavelength 
is usually quoted in preference to frequency, as the numbers required 
are smaller. Table II 1 shows the colour names given to light of certain 
wavelength ranges in approximate divisions. 
Table II 1 
Wavelength Colour 
(nm) name 
380 450 Violet 
450 490 Blue 
490 560 Green 
560 590 Yellow 
590 630 Orange 
630 780 Red 
There is, of course, a continuous series of pure colours gradually 
passing from the one into the others. They are known as hues and 
illustrated, for example, in Plate 1. 
Each hue (spectrum colour) has several different colours 
(having the same brightness) when it becomes progressively paler till it 
approachswhite. The progression from a spectrum colour (retaining its hue 
throughout towards white is said to be one of desaturation. The aspect in 
which the individual members of such series differ, namely the property 
8 
of being more or less white, we call their saturations. Plate 2 shows a 
green hue giving a gradual change of saturation. The saturation increases 
progressively from zero in the case of white sample (achromatic) to a 
maximum in the case of a highly saturated colour sample (chromatic). 
A colour retaining its two properties, hue and saturation, 
will give rise to a slightly different sensation of colour when its 
brightness level is changed. In other words if two samples have the same 
hue and saturation but differ in brightness they will appear .to be 
different colours. 
Thus the colour sensation has three attributes, namely 
hue,saturation and brightness. Expressed differently, therefore, a colour 
sensation is completely determined by thes~ three magnitudes • 
Plate 1 a. Hue circuit of high saturation, brightness varying 
to give the highest saturation of each hue. 
(from Plate 19 in the 'Science of Color' published 
by the Committee on Colorimetry Optical Socie ty of 
America, 1968) 
Plate 1 b. Red-to-Yellow series giving approximately equal 
subjective intervals of hue. 
(from Plate 8 facing Page 102 in the 'Measurement 
of Colour' by w.o.Wright, 1969 ) 
L 
Plate 2 a. Polar arrangement of various saturations of several 
hues, all having the same brightness. 
(from Plate 18 in the 'Science of Color' published 
by the Committee on Colorimetry Optical Society of 
America, 1968) 
Plate 2b. G~ey-to-Green series giving approximately equal 
subjective intervals of saturation. 
(from Elate 8 facing Page 102 in the 'Measurement 
of corour by w.o.Wright, 1969) 
' 
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II.4. THE SENSITIVITY OF THE EVE 
Relative Luminous Efficiency Functions 
The most important natural light source is the sun. Many 
spectroradiometric measurements of the spectral energy distributions 
of the sun have been made and reported in the literature ( Abbot at al 
1923; Kimball 1928; Moon 1940; Taylor and Kerr 1941; MacAdam 1958 ; 
Henderson and Hodgkiss 1963; and Budde 1963 ). The significant spectral 
distribution data taken from Wyszecki and Stiles (1967) are shown in 
Figures II.1 and II.2. 
Figure II.2 contains relative spectral irradiance 
distributions of daylight at correlated colour temperatures 5500, 6500 
and 75oo•K. They are considered as the most typical spectral 
distributions of irradiance produced by daylight at the earth's surface 
and are recommended as guides in the development of sources of 
artificial daylight. 
The above data show that the spectrum of the sun radiates 
approximately equal amounts of energy per unit wavelength interval 
throughout the visible range. But these equal amounts of energy of 
different wavelengths do not produce visible sensation having equal 
brightnesses. In other words the brightness sensitivity of the eye is 
not equal for all wavelengths of the visible spectrum. The sensitivity 
of the eye to radiant energy depends upon the wavelength. 
The conversion of light energy into nervous energy takes 
place in the light-sensitive retina of the eye. The retina contains two 
kinds of light sensitive elements, rods and cones. Rods are receptors 
10 
which function in the low level of illumination (scotopic vision) , 
whereas cones operate at high illumination levels (photopic vision). 
The luminance level of the normal photopic range is from about one to 
* fifteen foot-lamberts (Brown, 1951). 
Important investigations of the spectral sensitivity of 
the eye were made by Gibson and Tyndall (1923), Crawford (1949), Judd 
and Wyszecki (1963), Wright (1946) and others. In such investigations 
spectral sensitivity was recorded subjectively by finding the energy 
required at each wavelength in the visible spectrum to produce a response 
of constant brightness; for cones, the observations were made under 
photopic conditions or by using the foveal area of the retina, while 
the rod sensitivity was obtained at near-threshold illumination using 
the extra-fovea (Wright, 1969). The sensitivity curve was then given by 
plotting the inverse of the energy obtained against wavelength. 
Since only the relative sensitivity to the various wavelengths was of 
interest, all values were multiplied by a constant so that the maxima 
were equal to unity. These values thus obtained are termed the relative 
luminous efficiency functions. 
I 
figure I I .3 shows scotopic ( V ')\ ) and photopic ( V )\ ) 
curves as standardised in 1951 and 1924 respectively by the C.I.E. The 
rods have their maximum sensitivity at a wavelength of 507 nm and the 
cones at one of about 555 nm • The curves as a whole have been shifted 
with respec~ to each other. 
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A considerable difference between the two functions is 
that the relative brightness in different coloured objects alters when 
the quantity of light is greatly reduced. If one half of the field of 
vision, for instance, is strongly illuminated with yellow light of 581 
nm and the other half with green light of 530 nm the eye sensitivity 
for these two wavelengths is equal. When the illumination levels are 
reduced by the same factor, the powers of the two halves have indeed 
remained equal but the eye sensitivity has become quite different for 
the two lights. 
With these equal powers the green light has a much stronger apparent 
brightness than the yellow light (Figure 11.3). This is known as the 
Purkinje effect. Expressed differently, in order to obtain the same 
apparent brightness we shall have to transmit much more energy per 
second of violet or red light to the eye than the green light. 
It became necessary to select one of the relative 
efficiency functions to be used to obtain standard data specifying 
visual sensitivity for colour differences. When colours are observed 
at low luminance levels such as under twilight conditions or in areas 
of high density in colour transparencies, the scotopic function (V'~ ) 
would be useful to obtain data. 
Normally, colour differences are observed under high illumination levels 
( :i.!e., higher than one foot-lambert) and therefore the photopic ( V )\ ) 
function was selected by the C.I.E. and used to derive the basic colour-
matching functions for general purposes of colour measurements. 
It was later verified from the experimental data by Brown 
(1951) that sensitivity to colour differences remains constant For a 
12 
normal observer until the field luminance drops below about one foot-
lambert. Below this level the colour discrimination becomes poorer , 
slowly at first, and then rapidly. 
Sensitivity To Differences Of Hue And Saturation 
In the same way that the sensitivity of the eye to small 
differences of brightness varies, so there are sensitivities to small 
differences of hue (wavelength) and saturation (purity). 
Hue discrimination was measured by setting just-noticeable 
differences of wavelengths. Starting with the two halves of the 
photometric field illuminated by light of the same wavelength ~ and 
luminance (brightness), the wavelength of one half of the field was then 
gradually changed to ~ ~ d~ , at the same time maintaining the 
-
brightness match between the two halves, until a just-noticeable 
* chromaticness difference was detected (Wright and Pitt, 1934; Bedford 
and Wyszecki, 1958). The average difference d)\= [(+d~) +(-d)\) ]12 
was obtained from several repeated measurements for each comparison 
wavelength and plotted against )\ • 
All curves have the same general appearance as shown in 
figure II.4. It is regarded only as typical , since the differences 
between individuals are fairly large. 
* Chromaticness = hue and saturation, taken together, expressive of the 
quality of colour sensation as distinguished from its 
intensity ( CCOSA 1968). 
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Figure II.4 shows that tbe difference of wavelength which 
can just be detected by the normal eye varies irregularly from end of 
the spectrum to the other. A wavelength difference of about 1 nm will 
give rise to a just-noticeable chromaticness difference in the yellow-
orange (590 nm) part of the spectrum and again in the blue-green(490 nm) 
under a 2-degrees field of observation. Under large field conditions 
small differences of wavelength might be detectable in these regions_·af 
the spectrum (Wright, 1969). Hue discrimination rapidly becomes poor at 
both ends of the visible spectrum. 
The sensitivity of the eye to differences of saturation 
is expressed by the number of just-noticeably different mixtures of 
white with light of any given wavelength. In the experiments additive 
mixtures of a monochromatic light of a given wavelength and a given 
achromatic (white) light were produced in two halves of a photometric 
field. The luminance of the both lights can be varied independently, 
thus providing a series of colours ranging from a pure white to a 
spectrum colour. 
The observer was required to determine just-noticeable differences or 
equally differences of saturation by changing the colour of one half 
of the photometric field (Martin et al , 1933). 
An alternative method was to make repeated colour matches and deduce 
the just-noticeable difference from the standard deviation of the 
matches (MacAdam , 1942). 
In both cases it was found that the sensitivity to saturation was least. 
(i.e. the number of steps between white and the spectral radiation was 
least) for wavelength in the yellow part (570 nm) of the spectrum, as 
shown in Figure 11.5 (taken from Wyazecki and Stiles, 1967). This 
implies that a monochromatic light of wavelength 570 nm is in some 
sense less saturated than light of any other wavelength. 
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In conclusion, the photopic luminous efficiency functions 
V)\ play an important part in the derivation of colour-matching 
functions. The sensitivity of the eye to small differences of hue 
(wavelength) and saturation (purity) are of special interest and are 
major problems in measurements of colour discrimination, and are 
described in the later sections. 
II.S. SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION AND COUOUR SENSATION 
Experiments on radiant energy distribution of light 
sources showed that there is a relation between spectral composition 
of light and colour sensation. A white light sources, such as the sun, 
radiates more or less equal energy throughout the visible spectrum • 
In other words when the integrated white light is dispersed into 
distinguishable components an equal distribution of energy over the 
spectrum will result. If its spectral energies were plotted against 
wavelength a flat curve will be obtained. There is no region in which 
the energy is greater over other regions of the spectrum. 
When the energy distribution at some wavelengths is 
lower the light in general appears coloured • A yellow stimulus of a 
source, for instance, is due to a high energy distribution at long 
wavelengths and low energy distribution in the shorter wavelength 
regions. 
The spectral energy distribution (P)\) is a purely 
numerical series as a function of wavelength. Wavelength and intensity 
of light are characteristics of the appropriate colour response. 
This is known as the colour stimulus (Q). 
ror object colours the same principle applies, because 
they· act as secondary light sources. When radiant energy falls onto a 
surface of an object the spectral energy distribution(~~) of the 
incident light is altered after reflection by the surface of the 
object. The spectral energy distribution, the resultant of the combined 
action of the incident light (P~) and reflection power (R)\) of the 
object is equal to the colour stimulus of that object. that is, 
P)\ • R")-. = Q. 
16 
This interrelations are the fundamental facts to define object colours 
and are illustrated in Figure II.6. Light sources in general having 
different energy distributions cause different colour response. It 
appears that different colour stimuli from an object caused by different 
ligpt sources can be measured using the above general expression. 
It can be assumed that the retina (cone) possesses three 
dufferent types of light sensitive photo cells which are distinguished 
from one another by their spectral sensitivities. It can also be assumed 
that the first cell has ita maximum sensitivity in the red part of the 
spectrum, the second in the green and the third in the blue. When a 
light beam stimulates the eye the three photo cells operate together 
simultaneously and form three magnitudes by which a colour sensation 
is determined. 
The above assumption makes quantitative colour measurement 
possible by means of a photo-electric device functioning exactly the 
same as those of the retina. W~th such apparatus measurements of spectral 
reflectivity (or transmittance) on an object surface can be made and 
followed by appropriate calculation to derive the three magnitudes 
which will represent the attributes of colour sensation. 
Figure II 6. f~A.l.al.ion t1etween spectr8l dist.x-;I.Jution 
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II.6. PRINCIPLES OF COLOUR MEASUREMENT 
By experiments it was found that any colour could be 
produced by varying appropriate amounts of three suitable radiations 
(colours). The fundamental principles of colour measurement were first 
postulated by Grassmann (1854) and were familiar to Maxwell (1860 & 
1872), Helmholtz (1866) and others. 
Experimental checks were carried out later by Blottian (1947), Trezona 
(1954) and recently by Stiles (1963). Two significant investigations 
were made by Guild (1924 & 1931) and Wright (1928-1929) to determine 
the relative amounts of three specified radiations required to match 
the colours in the spectrum. 
Their colour mixture data were used in 1931 by the 
Commission Internationals de l'Eclairage (C.I.E.) to standardize the 
colour-matching functions of a normal observer and to adopt a standard 
framework for colour specification. 
One of the basic laws of colour theory would be expressed 
thus: By mixing three selected spectral colours in definite proportions 
any given colour sensation can be matched. 
Grassmann's first law states that three primary colours 
can be selected so that it is impossible to match one of them by any 
mixture of the other two. 
The primary colour stimuli employed in the colour-matching 
1E 
experiments were saturated red, green and blue, thus satisfying the 
above law none of them can be produced by a mixture of the rest of two 
radiations. But with these primary colours a yellow can be produced by 
mixing the red and green, and a purple by mixing blue and red. All 
intermediate hues of sucessive degrees of desaturation can be produced 
by combining the stimuli in appropriate definite proportions. A white 
is obtained by mixing the correct proportions of all three stimuli and 
is demonstrated in Plate 3. 
For a given colour Q , the colour equation can be conve-
niently expressed as 
R(R) + G(G) + B(B) Q(Q) • 
where Ri G and B are amounts of the three primary colours (R), (G) and 
(B), and they are termed the tristimulus values required to produce the 
Q quantity of the (Q) colour. It is possible and convenient to represent 
colours in colour space by three dimensional vectors, and colour matches 
by linear equations between such vectors. The symbol Q, for instance, 
is a vector representing a colour and R,G,B are the vectors representing 
the amounts of three fixed primaries. A three dimensional vector diagram 
illustrating a colour space and a corresponding two dimensional colour 
plane are shown in Figure 11.7. 
Grassmann's third law says that if two colours Q1 and a2 
are produced by mixtures of three radiations, the colours together , 
when mixed additively, will be matched by the sum of the two mixtures 
similarly combined. 
i.e., if 
R1 (R) + G1 (G) + B1 (B) 




R1 + R2 G1 + G a1 + 8 2 (R) + 2 2(G) + 2 2(8) 
The new colour a3 is thus obtained by the additive mixing of the two 
colours a1 and a2 and lies on the straight line connecting a1 and a2 , 
as shown in figure II.B. 
If m units of Q1 are mixed with n units of a2 , (m + n) 
units of a new colour .. a3 will be obtained. The colour Q3 will lie at a 
distance on the line Q1 Q2 such that Q1 a3 I Q3 a2 = n I m • 
for three or more colours the same principle applies. A 
convention was made to base the units of (R), (G) and (B) on a m~tch 
on a white of some defined quality. for this purpose there was an 
* assumption that white may be regarded as a colour (achromatic) in 
which neither red nor green nor blue predominates. The standard white, 
therefore, could be defined by its colour temperature if it were a 
Plankian radiator (Black body), whereas the qualities of other colours 
(chromatic colours) could be defined by their dominant wavelength and 
purity corresponding, in an approximate way, to their hue and saturation 
respectively. 
Based on such units the colour equation for the standard 
white (E) becomes: 
1(E) = R(R) + G(G) +8(8) 
* achromatic colour: colour that does not elicit hue. 
white, grey, black are achromatic colours. 
• 
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Plate 3. Additive combination of red, green an~ blue 
producing white. Partly overlapping mixture 
of red and green produces yellow, red and 
blue produces purple, blue and green produces 
blue-green. 
{from Plate 6 in the ' Science of Color' by 
the Committee on Colorimetry Optical Society 




Figure II u. Illustrating the additive mixture of the two colours o1 & Q 2 
producing ~ now colour a3 • 
·oo 
R 1 I 3 r = R + G = + 8 
G 1 I 3 g = = R + G + 8 
8 
b = ~R-+~G-+~8 = 1 I 3 • 
This particular white in fact is the centroid of the colour triangle. 
R, G, 8 are called tristimulus values and r, g, b are termed the 
chromaticity coordinates. By definition tristimulus values are 
components necessary in a three-colour mixture matching a sample colour. 
Grassmann's second law states that if two different light 
spots give the same colour sensation they continue to do so if the 
brightnesses of both are increased or decreased by the same factor • 
It rn.eans that with any change in brightness of a colour, its tristimulus 
values increase proportionally. 
All colours having the same hue and saturation but 
differing in brightness will be represented by one point in a colour 
plane. This is illustrated in Figure 11.9. Therefore colours slightly 
different due to variation in brightness annat be distinguidhed by the 
two-dimensional plane diagram. 
Although the colour sensation is defined by three 
magnitudes only hue and saturation are taken into account in the colour 
plane, the brightness is ignored. Such a colour plane is called a chro-
maticity diagram. It is in fact a plane of constant brightness. The 
chromaticity (quality of hue and saturation) of a synthesized colour 





r!gure I I 9. A v~ctor didgran1 wJth ~ ~nlour plan8 of constant 
brightnes~. 
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components in the trichromatic mixture. 
From the above laws any additive mixture of the primary 
colours RGB will produce a colour point lying within the colour triangle 
formed by three spectral radiations RGB. Practically this additive 
colour-mixture system does not hold the fundamental rule which states 
that all spectrum colours must lie inside the colour triangle. Some of 
the spectrum colours lie slightly beyond the triangle RGB. They cannot 
be produced by positive mixtures of RGB. Therefore the fundamental law 
of additive colour-matching has a limitation in its application. 
However the exceptions were eliminated by introducing 
subtractive amounts in the colour-matching. For example the colour of 
wavelength 510 nm cannot be produced by additive mixing of RGB but it 
can be matched in the following way expressed algebraically thus, 
{510) + r(R) = g{G) + b(B). 
or {510) = -r{R) + g{G) + b(B). 
Hence the spectrum colour (510) can be produced by a negative quantity 
of (R) plus two positive quantities of {G) and {B). In this manner the 
fundamental law holds universally. 
Based on these fundamental criteria of colour-mixing 
theory, extensive experiments were made to specify the unite of 
reference stimuli (R), (G) and {B) and their quantities required to 
match each wavelength colour in turn in the equal-energy spectrum. 
To fullfil the above requirements important investigations 
were undertaken by Wright (192B-29 & 1930) and Guild (1931) indepently, 
using very different instruments and with different groups of observers. 
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In Guild's experiment seven observers made colour matches 
through the spectrum. The instrumental stimuli were adjusted to be equal 
in a match on the N.P.L. white. 
Wright used ten observers in his investigation and his 
reference stimuli were monochromatic radiations of wavelengths 650 (R), 
530 (G) and 460 {B) nm. The units were adjusted so that equal amounts 
of the red and green stimuli were required in the match of a 
monochromatic yellow of wavelength 582.5 nm and equal amounts of the 
green and blue in the match on 494.0 nm. 
Both sets of data obtained by Guild and Wright were 
transformed by the c.r.E. to the same reference stimuli, namely 7oo.o, 
546.1 and 435.8 nm, with the units based on the N.~.L. white. The mean 
results of the two investigations were compared and it was found that 
they were in good agreement. Therefore the average values of the Guild-
Wright investigations were accepted as basic data for further experiments. 
These data are representative of a normal eye and called the 1931 
standard observer by definition. 
In 1955 a redetermination of the colour-matching functions 
was made by Stiles {1955) and his data showed that no important errors 
were present in Guild-Wright data. 
rigures II.10 and II.11 show the mean chromaticity 
coordinates of spectrum colours, obtained by Guild and Wright respective!~ 
In both figures the coordinates add up to unity at each wavelength. But 
one or the other of the coordinates is always negative, because those 
colours indicated by negative coordiAates cannot be matched by a positive 
2-3 
mixture of three components. In such case a match was established with 
a mixture of the sample light and one of the components. The amount of 
the component which is mixed with the sample light was taken as a 
negative quantity. It can be explained by the following expressions 
thus, 
or 
r(R) + g(G) = Q(Q) + b(B) 
r(R) + g(G) - b(B) = Q(Q). 
To obtain the amounts of (R), (G) and (B) in the equal-
energy spectrum the relative luminous efficiency function (V~ ) was 
used(Figure II.3) instead of making direct colour matches on an equal-
energy spectrum, because the light flux (luminance) at wavelength ~ in 
the equal-energy spectrum is proportional to V )\ • 
If the luminances are written as V(R), V(G), V(B) the 
colour equation becomes 
V(Q) = r.V(R) + g.V(G) + b.V(B). 
the spectral colour with wavelength )\ is 
V(1\) = r V(R) + g V(G) + b V(B). 
Since the light flux at wavelength ( )\) in the equal-energy spectrum 
is proportional to V~ , the unit quantities of the primaries in the 
equal-energy spectrum will be proportional to 
V(R) + g 
V)\ 
V(B) = m" V(G) + b 
The value V ')\ is already in existence( Figure I I. 3), the chromaticity 
coordinates , r )\ , g,.... , b)\ , and the reference stimuli, V ( R), V (G), 
V(B) are known experimentally. The colour-matching functions (also 
called distribution coefficients, or tristimulus values of the spectrum), 
r)\. g)\. jj"'. of the equal-energy spectrum are given by 
r" = ml\ r)\ 
-g ?\ = m}. g)\ 
b '). = m " b>. • 
Since only the relative values of the colour-matching functions are of 
interest, the coefficients for all wavelengths were multiplied by the 
same factor, and thus they were finally derived to satisfy the equation 
V?\ = a constant [rl\ V(R) + g')\ V(G) + b?\ v(a)J 
Figure II.12 which was thus derived from Figures II. 11 
and II.10 shows the spectral distribution curves for the equal-energy 
spectrum expressed in terms of the matching stimuli 700.0 nm, 546.1 nm 
and 435.8 nm with their units adjusted to be equal in a match on an 
equal-energy white. 
Thus the spectrum colours were broken down into three 
parameters r l\ ' g" and jj )\. measured in terms·. of the tristimulus 
values (or distribution coefficients). 
These basic data had to be used to compute specifications 
of a given stimulus. The spectrum locus could be drawn by plotti~g.·the 
spectral chromaticity coordinates, giving the chromaticities of the 
spectrum colours~ It is clear from Figure II.13 that part of the spectrum 
locus, unfortunately, lie outside the RGB triangle. Therefore it is not 
a suitable system for colour measurement purposes. The RGB system had to 
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II.?. THE C.I.E. SYSTEM OF COLOUR MEASUREMENT 
The principles of colorimetry were developed from the 
starting point of a colour-match with a visual trichromatic colorimeter. 
The whole of applied colorimetry is based on the primary RGB system. 
But the RGB system for the notation of colours in space and on a plane 
diagram is not convenient for practical use. The negative quantities of 
the chromaticity coordinates create difficulty in the sophisticated 
computations for colour specifications and cause the spectrum locus to 
lie outside the RGB colour triangle as shown in Figure II.13 • 
The C.I.E. (Commission Internationals de l'Eclairage), a 
body which in 1931 took over the functions of the earlier 'Commission 
Internationals de Photometrie 1 was responsible for transforming the RGB 
system into ona based on new primaries XYZ. This new system not only 
woul~ make use of the experimental data underlying the RGB system but 
also would introduce changes chiefly intended to simplify computation 
in colorimetric calculations. Thus the new system was diveloped via a 
transformation of the RGB coordinates. 
This is the transformation of Guild's and Wright's data 
by mathematical treatments into the new XYZ-CIE system so that tme 
coordinates and tristimulus values of the spectrum are never negative. 
Details of the transformation equations, if required, from one system 
to another can be found in the text-books. 
In this new system the colour-matching functions ('r"- , g)\ , 
b ).. in the old RGB system) are denoted by the symbols x )\ , y ~ , z).. • 
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The 1931 C.1.E. colour-matching functions based on the XVZ primaries are 
presented by the curves in Figure 11.14. Figure 11.15 shows the C1E-X¥Z 
standard chromaticity diagram in terms of the reference stimuli (X), (V) 
and (Z) with unit based on an equal-energy (E) whose coordinates in the 
chromaticity diagram are 1/3, 1/3 and 1/3. Table 11.2 summarises the 
relationships between the 1931 CIE-RGB system and the 1931 CIE-XVZ 
system. 
With the new set of reference stimuli XVZ the transformed 
system has the following characteristics: 
(1) Tristimulus values and coordinates of all spectrum colours are now 
positive, so the triangle formed by the chromaticity points XVZ 
completely encloses the spectrum locusa 
(2) The units of (X), (V) and (Z) are adjusted, as in the RGB system , 
to be equal in a match of an equal-energy white, so that the equal-
energy white (E) lies in the middle of the chromaticity triangle. 
(3) -The colour-matching function y ~ is set to be identical with the 
luminous efficiency function V~ • It follows that the tristimulus 
values V of a given colour is equal to its relative reflection or 
transmission factor. 
( 4) As in the RGB system, the areas under the curves X)\ ' y )\ ' z)\ of 
the spectrum are equal (Figure 11.10). 
that is, 
(5) The reference stimuli XVZ cannot be reproduced experimentally in 
the laboratory. They are hypothetical stimuli, but they have real 
merits as reference coordinates of the C.I.E. system. 
27 
All colours will be represented by points within the spectrum locus 
and the purple line connecting the red and blue ends. There is no 
colour outside the curve. 
Standard chromaticity coordinates x, y, z and the colour-
matching functions x)\ , y)\ , Z?\ , of the equal-energy spectrum are 
given in Table 11.3 (from Wyszecki and Stiles, 1967). 
These colour-matching functions are to be used in calculations for any 
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?.?a 
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Table II 2. 
Relationships between the 1931 C.I.E.-(R,G,B) System and the C.I.E.-(XYZ) 
System of colour specification 
Stimulus 
{R) 700.0 nm 
(G) 546.1 nm 







r g b 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
source(E) ! ! ! 
0.55255 0.32126 0.12619 
0.36230 0.34305 0.29465 
0.28226 0.33326 0.38448 
(from Wyszecki & Stiles 1967). 
x,v,z System 
(chromaticity coordinates) 
X y z 
0.73467 0.26533 o.ooooo 
0.27376 0.71741 0.00883 
0.16658 o.oo886 0.82456 
s ! s 
0.44757 0.40745 0.14498 
0.34842 0.35161 0.29997 
0.31006 0.31616 0.37378 
-27 c 
Tabl1:1 II 3. Chromaticity Coordinates and Color-Matching Functions 
in 1931 Cl E Colorimetric System (X, Y, Z} 
(A = 380 · · · 780 nm; ~;. = 5 nm) 
-----
Chn)maticity C•lClrdinat.:s Wav.:!•·ngth Color-Mat.:hing Functions 
I. 
.I: A !lA :A (nm) i·· A (J;. :A 
0.1741 0.0050 0.8209 380 0.0014 0.0000 0.0065 
0.1740 0.0050 0.1!210 385 0.0022 0.0001 0.0105 
0.1738 0.0049 0.8213 390 0.0042 0.0001 0.0201 
0.1736 0.0049 0.8215 395 0.0076 0.0002 0.0362 
0.1733 0.0048 0.8219 400 0.0143 0.0004 0.0679 
0.1730 0.00411 0.8222 405 0.0232 0.0006 0.1102 
0.1726 0.0048 0.8226 410 0.0435 0.0012 0.2074 
0.1721 0.0048 0.8231 415 0.0776 0.0022 0.3713 
0.1714 0.0051 0.8235 420 0.1344 0.0040 0.6456 
0.1703 0.0058 0.8239 425 0.2148 0.0073 1.0391. 
0.1689 0.0069 0.8242 430 0.2839 0.0116 1.3856 
0.1669 0.00116 0.8245 435 0.3285 0.0168 1.6230 
0.1644 0.0109 0.8247 440 0.3483 0.0230 . 1.7471 
0.1611 0.0138 0.8251 445 0.3481 0.0298 1.7826 
0.1566 0.0177 0.8257 450 0.3362 0.0380 1.7721 
0.1510 0.0227 0.8263 455 0.3187 0.0480 1.7441 
0.1440 0.0297 0.8263 460 0.2908 0.0600 1.6692 
0.1:!55 0.0399 0.8246 465 0.2511 0.0739 1.5281 
0.1241 0.0578 0.8181 470 0.1954 0.0910 1.2876 
0.1096 0.0868 0.8036 475 0.1421 0.1126 1.0419 
0.0913 0.1327 0.7760 480 0.0956 0.1390 0.8130 
0.0687 0.2007 0.7306 485 0.0580 0.1693 0.6162 
0.0454 0.2950 0.6596 490 0.0320 0.2080 0.4652 
0.0235 0.4127 0.5638 495 0.0147 0.2586 0.3533 
0.0082 . 0.5384 0.4534 500 0.0049 0.3230 0.2720 
0.0039 0.6548 0.3413 505 0.0024 0.4073 0.2123 
0.0139 0.7502 0.2359 510 0.0093 0.5030 0.1582 
0.0389 0.8120 0.1491 515 0.0291 0.6082 0.1117 
0.0743 0.8338 0.0919 520 0.0633 0.7100 0.0782 
0.1142 0.8262 0.0596 525 0.1096 0.7932 0.0573 
0.1547 0.8059 0.0394 530 0.1655 0.8620 0.0422 
0.1929 0.7816 0.0255 535 0.2257 0.9149 0.0298 
0.2296 0.7543 0.0161 540 0.2904 0.9540 0.0203 
0.2658 0.7243 0.0099 . 545 0.3597 0.9803 0.0134 
0.3016 0.6923 0.0061 550 0.4334 0.9950 0.0087 
0.3373 0.6589 0.0038 555 0.5121 1.0002 0.0057 
0.3731 0.6245 0.0024 560 0.5945 0.9950 0.0039 
0.4087 0.5896 0.0017 565 0.6784 0.9786 0.0027 
0.4441 0.5547 0.0012 570 0.7621 0.9520 0.0021 
0.4788 0.5202 0.0010 57.5 0.8425 0.9154 0.0018 
0 . .5125 0.4866 0.0009 .580 0.9163 0.8700 0.0017 
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Table II 3 (continued) 
Chromalicily Coordinalcs Wavclcnglh 
). 
Color-Malching Funclions 
XA YA :A (nm) .&A fh l;, 
0.5125 0.4866 0.0009 580 0.9163 0.8700 0.0017 
0.5-1411 0.4544 0.0008 585 0.9786 0.8163 0.0014 
0.57.52 0.4242 0.0006 590 1.0263 0.7570 0.0011 
0.6029 0.3965 0.0006 595 1.0567 0.6949 0.0010 
0.6270 0.3725 0.0005 600 1.0622 0.6310 0.000!1 
0.6482 0.3514 0.0004 605 1.0456 0.5668 0.0006 
0.6658 0.3340 0.0002 610 1.0026 0.5030 0.0003 
0.6801 0.3197 0.0002 615 0.9384 0.4412 0.0002 
0.6915 0.3083 0.0002 620 0.8544 0.3810 0.0002 
0.7006 0.2993 0.0001 625 0.7514 0.3210 0.0001 
0.7079 0.2920 0.0001 630 0.6424 0.2650 0.0000 
0.7140 0.2859 0.0001 635 0.5419 0.2170 0.0000 
0.7190 0.2809 0.0001 640 0.4479 0.1750 0.0000 
0.7230 0.2770 0.0000 645 0.3608 0.1382 0.0000 
0.72ti0 0.2740 0.0000 650 0.2835 0.1070 0.0000 
0.7283 0.2717 0.0000 655 0.2187 0.0816 0.0000 
0.7300 0.2700 0.0000 660 0.1649 0.0610 0.0000 
0.7311 0.2689 0.0000 665 0.1212 0.0446 0.0000 
0.7320 0.2680 0.0000 670 0.0874 0.0320 0.0000 
0.7327 0.2673 0.0000 675 0.0636 0.0232 0.0000 
0.7334 0.2666 0.0000 680 0.046!1 0.0170 0.0000 
0.7340 0.2660 0.0000 685 0.0329 0.0119 0.0000 
0.7344 0.2656 0.0000 690 0.0227 0.0082 0.0000 
0.7346 0.2654 0.0000 695 0.0158 0.0057 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 700 0.0114 0.0041 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 705 0.0081 0.0029 0.0000. 
0.734i 0.2653 0.0000 710 0.0058 0.0021 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 715 0.0041 0.0015 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 720 0.0029 0.0010 0.0000 
0.7347. 0.2653 0.0000 725 0.0020 0.0007 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 730 0.0014 0.0005 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 735 0.0010 0.0004 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 740 0.0007 0.0003 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 745 0.0005 0.0002 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 750 0.0003 0.0001 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 155 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 760 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 765 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 770 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 175 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.7347 0.2653 0.0000 780 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Totals 21.3713 21.3714 21.3715 
II.B. C.I.E. STANDARD LIGHT SOURCES 
It is necessary to specify a particular kind of light 
source (or light sources} under which colours are observed and measured. 
ror- the purposes of general colour measurement three light sources have 
been recommended by the C.I.E. in 1931 since they are the most common 
of all kinds of light. These sources designated by the symbols A, B and 
C are representatives of the following types of radiant energy 
distribution. 
A : Incandesent lamp light, at a colour temperature of 2854•K 
(this provides a standard illuminant similar to the average 
tungsten-filament lamp). 
8 : Artificial sun light, correlated colour temperatura of 4870•K. 
C Artificial average daylight, correlated colour temperatura of 
677o·K. 
In the visible range the spectral emittance distributions 
of source A is equal to that of a Planckian radiator and the spectral 
irradiance from source A is found from the Planck radiation law. The 
locus of Planckian (Black-body) radiators is useful for determining the 
correlated colour temperatura of a source, as shown in rigure 11.17. 
Sources 8 and C were obtained by combining source A with 
special filters, the Davis-Gibson filters. The relative spectral 
distributions of sources 8 and C ware obtained by measuring spectrophoto-
metrically and are represented by the curves in rigura 11.16. Their 
29 
chromaticity coordinates ere tabulated in Table II. 4 and are plotted 
in the C.I.E. chromaticity diagram of Figure II.17. 
As a convenient and practical rule standard light sources 
are used as reference achromatic stimuli. 
0~----------~----------~----------~ 
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figure II 17. r:.I.E. light. •wurces ~,r~,r: anrt the locus nf 
P.lanckian rFidlatrJrS in the C.J .[ • r.:hram;;~t.icit.y 
diagr::~11. Ab~nlute colnur ter1peratures are shown 
against th8 locus {from Judd & Wyszecki, 1965) 
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Table II .4. 
CHROMATICITY COORDINATES OF THE 1931 C.I.E. STANDARD 
LIGHT SOURCES 
Source X y 
A Incandescent Lamp 0.4476 0.4075 
B Sunlight (artificial) 0.3485 0.3518 
c Average Daylight (artificial) 0.3101 0.3163 
E Equal-energy Stimulus 0.3333 0.3333 
29 b 
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11.9. CO~PUTATION OF TRISTI~ULUS VALUES AND CHRO~ATICITY COORDINATES 
The C.I.E. system of colour measurement is an internationally 
adopted method to specify the characteristics of a light source or an 
object colour in terms of its tristimulus values. For a desired light 
source specified by ita spectral irradiance distributions (S~ d~) in the 
visible range {i.e. 380 nm to 780 nm) the triatimulus values XYZ are 
given by 
where K = 
X=K Js,._:x.,..d~, 
100.0 
, a normalizing factor and so that 
S)\ y)\ d)\ 
d)..= wavelength interval. 
( 1) 
y = 100.0; 





X=+ y + z 
z z = 
X + y + z 
Spectral energy distributions, tristimulus values and chromaticity 
coordinates of the C.I.E. standard sources and many other sources can 
be found in the text-books, particularly in 'Color Science' by Wyszecki 
and Stiles, 1967. 
To characterise an object colour irradiated by one of 
those sources the first requirement is to determine its spectral 
reflectance ( r)\ ) or transmittance ( t" ) by measurement, followed by 
calculation. Generally, spectral reflectance or transmittance is measuiSd 
with a spectrophotometer and the C.I.E. tristimulus values are then 
calculated. Sometimes tristimulus values are measured directly with a 
photoelectric colorimeter. 
The evaluation of the tristimulus values of an object 
colour with respect to a particular source can be done by either of the 
following methods. 
(1) Weighted Ordinate Method. 
This is merely a numerical method of integrating the 
values of spectral energy distributions (S~x~, S~y~, S~ z~ ) and 
spectral reflectance ( r '). ) or transmittance ( t )\ ) at equal wavelength 
intervals. 
The tristimulus values of an object colour are given by 
X = K Jr').. s~ x). d~ 
y 
= K J r'). s~ y~ d)\ (3) 
z = K f r'). s~ z)t d)\ • 
Since the products S)\ x )\ d )I , etc. of a source are 
constants for all problems of computing object colours, tables of 
normalized products denoted by H). x)\ d)\ , H)\ y~ d)\ and H). z)\ d" are 
convenient for the Weighted Ordinate Method of evaluating the integrals. 
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~he normalized products to be used for standard sources A, 8 and C 
are listed in Tabla 11.5 (from Wyszacki and Stiles, 1967). Using these 
Tables the tristimulus values of an object colour are given by 
X = f R~ H")\ X)\ d)\ 
' 
v = J Rl\ H)\ y)\ d)\ 
' 
(4) 
z = J Rl\ H)\ Z)\ d)\ • 
In the same way for a transparent object T ')\ replaces R ')\ • The 
chromaticity coordinates are than calculated by the equations (2) • 
(2) Selected Ordinate Method 
An alternative method for computing tristimulus 
specification of an object colour was proposed by Hardy and Pineo 
(1935). Their method is called the Selected Ordinate Method and is 
popular in practical colorimetry because of the simpler compu.tation 
to be carried out. In this method numerous multiplications involved 
in the Weighted Ordinate Method are avoided and only summations of 
reflectance are required at selected wavelengths. 
The selected wavelength intervals are chosen to be 
inversely proportional to H).. x)\ for X , H~ y). for V and H)\ z>-. 
for Z so that where the distribution coefficients are large the 
wavelength intervals are small, and vice versa. The essential 
calculations for the tristimulus values XVZ of an object colour by 




adding the values of reflectance (or transmittance) at 
selected wavelengths , and 
multiplying the three sums thus obtained by appropriate 
factors. 
The thirty ordi~~tes for standard sources A, 8 and C are listed in 
Table II.6 and the corresponding multiplication factors are also given 
at the bottom of the Table. The derivations of the tristimulus 
specification of an object by both methods are illustrated in figure 
II. 18. 
ACCURACY Or THE TWO METHODS 
The methods used to compute tristimulus specifications 
have limits of accuracy. The accuracy, based on comparison between 
computed values of standard reflecting surfaces and filters, depends 
on the numbers of wavelength intervals employed in the Weighted Ordinate 
and Selected Ordinate methods (Kerf, 1957). The smaller the wavelength 
intervals in the computation the better the accuracy obtained. 
According to Nickerson (1935) the Weighted Ordinate 
method with d~ = 10 nm and Selected Ordinate with N = 30 are sufficient 
for accuracy. The Selected Ordinate method N = 10 is rejected. Many 
authors think so for most purposes. 
According to Kerf (1957) the Weighted Ordinate d)\ = 10 nm 
and Selected Ordinate method N = 100 are equally accurate in average, 
but the error of both methods is greater than 1/2 jps (just perceptible 
steps, or = 1/10 NBS units) in some cases. Kerf concludes that the 
only method, which determines the tristimulus specifications of all 
the samples studied with an uncertainty smaller than 1/2 jps, is the 
Weighted Ordinate method d~ = 5 nm ; and that the Selected Ordinate 
method N = 30 may only be applied to smooth curves of samples. 
It is obvious that if accuracy is of prime importance 
the Weighted Ordinate method is preferable. With automatic computing 
machines becoming increasingly available to research workers the 
Selected Ordinate method is of less importance. 
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It is also found that the Weighted Ordinate method is more convenient 
to be used to derive weighted spectral energy distributions of any 
desired illumination • Therefore computer programs for the Weighted 
Ordinate method were developed and used in this present work. 
Using the Weighted Ordinate method d~ = 5 nm consistently 
as a standard method the deviations in computed colour values would 
be only due to errors in measured reflectivity (or transmittance) or 
insufficient numbers of wavelength intervals used in the measurement 
of spectral reflectivity (or transmittance). Precision of colour 
specifications in this work is discussed in a later Chapter. 
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·Table II s. 1931 CIE Color-Matching Functions (xA, !iA. :A) Weighted by Relative 
Spectral Energy Distribution (HAt:.).) of CIE Source A 
(A = 380 · · • 780 nm; t:.A = S nm) 
Wavelength Wavelength 
A (nm) :f;.HA fiJ.H;. I.;.HJ. A (nm) :i.;,ll;. fiJ.H;. :i.;.HJ. 
380 0.0006 0.0000 0.0029 580 4.8594 4.6139 0.0090 
385 0.0011 0.0000 0.0053 585 5.3549 4.4668 0.0077 
390 0.0024 0.0000 0.0113 590 5.7896 4.2704 0.0062 
395 0.0047 0.0001 0.0224 595 6.1403 4.0379 0.0058 
400 0.0097 0.0003 0.0463 600 6.351·8 3.7733 0.0048 
405 0.0174 0.0004 0.0825 605 6.4299 3.4855 0.0037 
410 0.0356 0.0010 0.1699 610 6.3340 3.1780 0.0019 
415 0.0694 0.0020 0.3319 615 6.0877 2.8622 0.0013 
420 0.1308 0.0039 . 0.6283 620 5.6865 2.5358 0.0013 
425 0.2269 0.0077 1.0974 625 5.1267 2.1901 0.0007 
430 0.3246 0.0133 1.5840 630 4.4902 1.8523 0.0000 
435 0.4055 0.0207 2.0036 635 3.8779 1.5529 0.0000 
440 0.4632 0.0306 2.3236 640 3.2791 1.2812 0.0000 
445 0.4976 0.0426 2.5484 645 2.7004 1.0344 0.0000 
450 O.SISS 0.0583 2.7173 650 2.1681 0.8183 0.0000 
455 0.5230 0.0788 2.8621 655 1.7078 0.6372 0.0000 
460 0.5097 0.1052 2.9254 660 1.3141 0.4861 0.0000 
465 0.4690 0.131l0 2.8539 665 0.9850 0.3625 0.0000 
470 0.3882 0.1808 2.5581 670 0.7241 0.2651 0.0000 
475 0.2998 0.2375 2.1979 675 0.5368 0.1958 0.0000 
480 0.2138 0.3108 1.8179 680 0.4022 0.1461 0.0000 
485 0.1372 0.4004 1.4575 685 0.2877 0.1041 0.0000 
490 0.0799 0.5196 1.1622 690 0.2019 0.0729 0.0000 
495 ;\~ 0.0387 0.6813 0.9308 695 0.1429 0.0515 0.0000 
soo 0.0136 0.8960 0.7545 700 0.1047 0.0377 0.0000 
sos 0.0070 1.1878 0.6191 705 0.0756 0.0271 0.0000 
510 0.0285 1.5398 0.4843 710 0.0549 0.0199 0.0000 
. SIS 0.0934 1.9518 0.3585 715 0.0394 0.0144 0.0000 
520 0.2127 2.3855 0.2627 720 0.0283 0.0097 0.0000 
525 0.3849 2.7859 0.2012 725 0.0198 0.0069 0.0000 
530 0.6069 3.1609 0.1547 730 0.0140 O.OOSQ 0.0000 
535 0.863i 3.4987 0.1140 735 0.0101 0.0041 0.0000 
540 1.1567 3.7999 0.0809 740 0.0072 0.0031 0.0000 
545 1.4904 4.0618 o.osss 745 0.0052 0.0021 0.0000 
550 1.8660 4.2841 0.0375 750 0.0032 0.0010 0.0000 
sss 2.2887 4.4701 0.0255 755 0.0021 0.0010 0.0000 
560 2.7550 4.6110 0.0181 760 0.0021 0.0010 0.0000 
565 3.2564 4.6974 0.0130 765 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 
570 3.7853 4.7285 0.0104 770 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 
515 4.3259 4.7002 0.0092 715 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
580 4.8594 4.6139 0.0090 780 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Totals 
ex ... Y ... z .. > 109.8472 100.0000 35.5824 
(z .. , y,., :c,.) 0.4476 0.4074 0.1450 
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(continued) 
Table II s. 193! CIE Color-Matching Functions {i;., !i;.. ~;.)Weighted by Rclativ~.: 
Spectral Energy Distribution (H/l)..) of CIE Source B 
().. = 380 · · • 780 nm; ~).. = S nm) 
Wavch:ngth Wavelength 
i. (nm) i:;.H;. !i;.H;. Z.;.H;. A (nm) .i;.H;. !i;.H;. "-;.H;. 
380 0.0015 0.0000 0.0070 580 4.4218 4.1984 0.0082 
385 0.00211 0.0001 0.0135 585 4.6790 3.9030 0.0067 
390 0.0063 0.0001 0.0301 590 4.8644 3.58110 0.0052 
395 0.0131 0.0003 0.0626 595 4.9701 3.2684 0.0047 
400 0.0282 0.0008 0.1340, 600 4.9736 2.9546 0.0037 
405 0.0517 0.0013 0.2455 605 4.8999 2.6561 0.0028 
410 0.1083 0.0030 ·0.5163 610 4.7185 2.3672 0.0014 
415 0.2139 0.0061 1.0236 615 4.4415 2.0882 0.0009 
420 0.4058 0.0121 1.9495 620 4.0700 1.8149 0.0009 
425 0.7017 0.0238 3.3944 625 3.6031 1.5392 0.0005 
430' 0.9916 0.0405 4.8394 630 3.1000 1.2788 0.0000 
435 1.2134 0.0621 5.9951 635 2.6296 1.0530 0.0000 
440 1.3446 0.0888 6.74411 640 2.1871 0.8545 0.0000 
445 1.3878 0.1188 7.1067 645 1.7765 0.6804 0.0000 
450 1.3718 0.1551 7.2308 650 1.4074 0.5312 0.0000 
455 1.3229 0.1993 7.2399 655 1.0929 0.4078 0.0000 
460 1.2269 0.2531 7.0422 660 0.8273 0.3060 0.0000 
465 1.0807 0.3181 6.5769 665 0.6085 0.2239 0.0000 
470 0.8589 0.4000 5.6599 670 0.4381 0.1604 0.0000 
475 0.6365 0.5044 4.6670 675 0.3177 0.1159 0.0000 
480 0.4348 0.6323 3.6980 680 0.2323 0.0844 0.0000 
4115 0.2667 0.77114 2.8332 685 0.1617 0.05115 0.0000 
490 0.1475 0.9590 2.1449 690 0.1102 0.0398 0.0000 
495 0.0672 1.1826 1.6156 695 0.0758 0.0273 0.0000 
500 0.0221 i.4538 1.2242 700 0.0540 0.0194 0.0000 
505 0.0106 1.7976 0.9370 705 0.0378 0.0135 0.0000 
510 0.0403 2.1798 0.6856 710 0.0267 0.0097 0.0000 
SIS 0.1246 2.6052 0.4785 715 0.0185 0.0068 0.0000 
520 0.2707 3.0361 0.3344 720 0.0129 0.0044 0.0000 
525 0.4735 3.4272 0.2476 725 0.0087 0.0030 0.0000 
530 0.7291 3.7973 0.1859 730 0.0060 0.0021 0.0000 
535 1.0186 4.1292 0.1345 735 0.0042 0.0017 0.0000 
540 1.3445 4.4168 0.0940 740 0.0029 0.0012 0.0000 
545 1.7042 4.6445 0.0635 745 0.0020 0.0008 0.0000 
550 2.0915 4.8016 0.0420 750 0.0012 0.0004 0.0000 
555 2.5006 ·4.8840 0.0278 755 0.0008 0.0004 ·o.oooo 
560 2.9200 4.8872 0.0192 760 0.0008 0.0004 0.0000 
565 3.3360 4.8122 0.0133 765 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 
570 3.7359 4.6669 0.0103 770 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 
575 4.1019 4.4568 0.0088 715 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
580 4.4218 4.1984 0.0082 780 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Totals 
(Xn• Ys,Zo> 99.0930 100.0000 85.3125 
(zB,Yn,zs) 0.3484 0.3516 0.3000 
34 a 
(continued) 
Table II s. 1931 Cl E Color-Matching Functions (:i:~, !i~. ;~) Weighted by Relative 
Spectral Energy Distribution (H~tl;.) of CIE Source C 
(J. = 380 · · · 780 nm; ill = S nm) 
Wavelength 
;. (11111) .i:;.JI ~ !i;./1;. :.;.JI J. 
Wavelength 
A (nrn) .i' ;,.II J. !i All A f.;)l ;_ 
380 0.(10~:!. 0.0000 O.OtOI 5110 4.:!.0114 ].99511 0.007K 
:IRS 0.0041 0.000:!. 0.0197 sss 4.3859 3.65115 0.0063 
390 0.0093 0.000:!. 0.0447 590 4.4920 3.3133 0.0048 
395 0.0197 0.0005 0.09311 595 4.5265 2.9767 0.0043 
400 0.0425 0.0012 0.2018 600 4.4745 2.6581 0.0034 
405 0.0782 0.0020 0.3716 605 4.3617 2.3644 0.0025 
410 0.1647 0.0045 0.7850 6t0 4.1622 2.0882 0.0013 
415 0.3263 0.0092 1.5611 6t5 3.8863 1.8272 0.0008 
420 0.6192 0.0184 ·2.9743 620 3.5349 1.5763 0.0008 
425 1.0672 0.0363 5.16211 625 3.1074 1.3275 0.0004. 
430 1.4986 0.0612 7.3139 630 2.6548 1.0952 0.0000 
435 1.8165 0.0929 8.9747 635 2.2358 0.8953 0.0000 
440 1.9874 0.1312 9.9687 640 1.8468 0.7216 0.0000 
445 2.0182 0.1728 10.3351 645 1.4909 0.5711 0.0000 
450 1.9578 0.2213 10.3194 650 1.1743 0.4432 0.0000 
455 1.8499 0.2786 10.1235 655 0.9058 0.3380 0.0000 
460 1.6811 0.3469 9.6497 660 0.6807 0.2518 0.0000 
465 1.4539 0.4279 8.8481 665 0.4965 0.1827 0.0000 
470 1.1360 0.5291 7.4860 670 0.3542 0.1297 0.0000 
475 0.8281 0.6562 6.0719 675 0.2548 0.0929 0.0000 
41!0 0.5563 0.8088 4.7305 680 0.1846 0.0671 0.0000 
485 0.3348 0.9773 3.5571 685 0.1270 I 0.0459 0.0000 490 0.1814 1.1790 2.6369 690 0.0855 0.0309 0.0000 
495 0.0807 1.4197 1.9396 695 0.0581 0.0209 0.0000 
500 0.0258 1.7004 1.4319 700 0.0408 0.0147 0.0000 
505 0.0121 2.0462 1.0665 705 0.0283 0.0101 0.0000 
510 0.0447 2.4165 0.7600 710 0.0197 0.0071 0.0000 
SIS 0.1350 2.8223 0.5183 715 0.0136 0.0049 0.0000 
520 0.2881 3.2309 0.3559 720 0.0093 0.0032 0.0000 
525 0.4982 3.6052 0.2604 725 0.0062 0.0022 0.0000 
530 0.7617· 3.9671 0.1942 730" 0.0042 0.0015 0.0000 
535 1.059.3 4.2941 0.1399 735 0.0029 0.0012 0.0000 
540 1.3924 4.5742 0.0973 740 0.0020 0.0009 0.0000 
545 1.7559 4.7853 0.0654 745 0.0014 0.0006 0.0000 
550 2.1412 4.9157 0.0430 750 0.0008 0.0003 0.0000 
sss 2".5414 4.9636 0.0283 755 0.0005 0.0003 0.0000 
560 2.9399 4.9204 0.0193 760 0.0005 0.0003 0.0000 
565 3.3167 4.7844 0.0132 765. 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 
570 3.6613 4.5736 0.0101 770 0.0003 0.0000 0.0000 
575 3.9623 4.3051 0.0085 775 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
580 4.2084 3.9958 0.0078 780 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Totals 
(Xc, Yc, Zr:) 98.0705 100.0000 118.2246 
(zc, 1/c, zc) 0.3101 0.3162 0.3737 
34 b 
Table II 6. 
Selected Ordinates for Computing 1931 C.I.E. Tristimulus Values of 




































































































623.3 600.1 476.8 
























































































X Y Z 
424.4 465.9 414.1 
435.5 489.4 422.2 


























































610.9 584.8 468.7 
















































factors: 0.03661 0.03333 0.01185 0.03303 0.03333 0.02842 0.03268 0.0333 0.03938 
{from Committee on Colorimetry Optical Society of America, 1968) 
; _., 
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Illustration of the Computation of the Tristimulus 
Values of an Object Colour by the Weighted Ordinate 
and Selected Ordinate Methods. 
Colour-matching functions (x ')\ , y1\ , z )\ ) • 
Energy distributions of the C.I.E. source A (H)\ ). 
Products of (2) with the colour-matching functions 
(H'l\x'?l , H')\y'l\ , H')\z)l >· 
Spectral reflectance (R~) of the object at equal 
wavelength intervals • 
Products of (3) and (4). The areas under the three curves 
give the tristimulus values X,V and Z of the object by 
the Weighted Ordinate method • 
Selected ordinates derived from (3) for the C.I.E. 
source A. 
(9)(10)(11) Spectral reflectance of the object at selected ordinates. 
Products of the sums by the appropriate factors give the 
tristimulus values X,V and Z of the object by the Selected 
Ordinate method. 
II 10. THE 1931 C.I.E. CHROMATICITY' DIAGRAM 
The 1931 c.I.E. chromaticity diagram with the spectral 
locus and the purple line is drawn on the x-y coordinates chart, as 
in Figure II 19. The chromaticity coordinates of the spectrum locus 
are included in Table II 3. 
Chromaticity, the quality of a colour may be specified 
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by a point in a plane diagram, the chromaticity diagram. This diagram 
represents the relative chromaticities of all colours in the same 
manner as a plane map represents the relative locations of various 
places on the earth. That is, the brightness of any colour is not 
taken into account in the diagram. The perfect white and black colours 
in fact will coincide at a poimt (achromatic point). 
All colours represented by points on the spectrum locus 
are termed spectrum colours. All colours within the triangle defined 
by the points of two ends (380 nm and 780 nm) of the spectrum locus 
and the point of the achromatic stimulus are called non-spectral 
colours. Colours having chromaticities (chromatic points) represented 
within the curve and outside the non-spectral triangle are called 
spectral colours • There is no colour outside the spectrum locus and 
the purple line (the Science of Color by the Committee on Colorimetry 
of the Optical Society of America, 1968). 
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II 11. DOMINANT WAVELENGTH AND EXCITATION PURITY 
Although the quality of a colour can be completely 
specified by its tristimulus values X,Y,Z (known as the trichromatic 
system) these numerical values do not provide a suitable way to 
visualize the chracter of the colour. A given colour can also be 
characterised by additional numerical values in terms of the dominant 
wavelength and excitation purity (known as the monochromatic system). 
It is in practice easier to get a general picture of a 
colour when it is expressed in terms of its dominant wavelength, purity 
and tristimu1us Y value (brightness) with respect to a particular light 
source. 
The dominant wavelength of a colour is the wavelength of 
spectrally pure radiant energy (spectrum colour) that, when additively 
mixed in suitable proportions with a specified white light yields a 
match with the given colour. The dominant wavelength of a colour 
correlates in an approximate way with the general term, hue. Thus, in 
gene~al, colours of constant dominant wivelength would be said to have 
1 
the same hue~ The derivation of the dominant wavelength of a sa~ple 
colour is shown in Figure II 20. That is the wavelength at the 
intersection point of the spectrum locus with the straight line drawn 
from the achromatic point through sample point. 
I If a sample point lies in the non-spectral t~angle then 
the w~velength corresponding to the intersection is the complementary 
wavelength ()\c) of the colour. The chromaticity of a spectral colour 
37 
is specified by its dominant wavelength ()\d) and excitation purity 
(Pe), and the chromaticity of a non-spectral colour is specified by its 
complementary wavelength ("c) and excitation purity (Pe). 
The determination of dominant wavelength from the 
chromaticity coordinates can also be carried out by computation,making 
use of tabulated ratios prepared by Judd (1933). 
Radiant energy of a single wavelength is said to be 
spectrally pure. In terms of the chromaticity diagram, a dominant (or 
complementary) wavelength is constant for all points on any straight 
line passing through an achromatic point, whereas purity increases 
linearly with increasing distance from zero at the achromatic point 
to the maximum (1 or 100%) on the spectrum locus {or on the purple 
line). 
The excitation purity (Pe) is defined as a ratio by the 
following equivalent expressions: 
Pe = x1 - x 
X - X 
= 
y 
y - y 
where x1 , y1 and x , y are coordinates of the sample point and 
specified achromatic point respectively ; x~ , Y) are coordinates 
of the dominant or complementary wavelength at the intersection point. 
When the straight line passing through the illuminant 
point and sample point is nearly horizontal the second formula will 









rigurr., l i ."fl. i-;r;.1phj CrlJ d8terrniniitir.:tn nf r.1omimmt. {or r:nrnpl.~IT!Ant.'lr /) 
'''HVP.hmql· h and excitation purity o~' a sample colour 
in the C. J .t. chromaticity dingrc:·un. 
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II 12. COLOUR DISCRIMINATION 
It has been shown that the standard C.I.E. system allows 
all colours to be specified quantitatively in terms of tristimulus 
specifications. As a consequence of the application of the system it 
is necessary to specify colour differences. The reason for this iS 
the fact that small differences in XVZ figures do not give directly 
an indication of the visual effect of the colour difference. 
There are limits to the precision and accuracy within 
which colours were matched by the standard observer, as described in 
previous sections, with a purely physical instrument. In other words 
there aPe limits within which colours are not discriminated to the 
visual sensation. 
This means that the C.I.E. system is not uniform and not quite suitable 
for colour difference specification without additional standardization 
or transformation into a uniform scale. Therefore, there is need of an 
additional system for specifying colour differences. 
A number of different methods of calculating colour. 
differences have been tried by various workers : Judd (1935); Wright 
(1941); Nickerson (1944 & 1950); Balinkin (1941); Godlove (1951) ; 
MacAdam (1942 & 1943); and others. 
All of these methods are based on measurements of intervals 
(distances} between colours. Three general approaches to the problem 
of establishing a uniform colour space have bean proposed. The first 
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of these is a linear transformation of the C.I.E. chromaticity chart 
into a so called Uniform Chromaticity (UCS) diagram (Judd , 1935 ; 
MacAdam, 1937; Hunter, 1941; Committee on Colorimetry, 1963). 
Combination of this transformation with a lightness scale yields a 
colour difference formulation of limited usefulness. 
The second approach, suggested by Nickerson (1936 & 1950), 
Balinkin (~941) and Godlove (1951), is the transformation of c.I.E. 
data into a so called uniform colour spacing as laid down in the 
Munsell Renotation and OIN systems. A colour difference specification 
can be defined in terms of hue, value and chroma (Munsell) or rarbton, 
Sa\tigung and Dunkelstufe (DIN). The transformation of c.I.E. data 
into these units can only be made by means of graphical representation. 
The third approach which is the more promising and 
easiest way of handling the problem is to use the colour discrimina~ 
data, as obtained by MacAdam (1942 & 1943), since no system is 
sufficiently uniform and no simple set of transformation equations can 
distort the C.I.E. space into a uniform space. Various methods proposed 
by MacAdam, based on his discrimination ellipses have found wide 
acceptance in industrial tolerance specification. 
The work of MacAdam was extended by Brown and MacAdam 
(1949) and Brown (1957). Many workers, Moon (1943), Davidson and frieda 
(1952), Brown (1951) and rriele (1961) analysed the MacAdam colour 
discrimination data and calculations based on these data were found 
to correlate with the visual results much better than do those based 
on other methods. 
In this present work the MacAdam discrimination data were 
used to compare nearly identical colours and colour differences of 
minerals. From the literature the necessary basic information is 
therefore summarised below. 
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MacAdam (1942) investigated visual sensitivity to colour 
differences by studying just equally noticeable differences of colour 
matches about a colour centre. Twenty-five representative colour 
centres scattered throughout the colour domain were used in colour 
matching to determine noticeability of colour differences at constant 
luminance. 
Extensive tests with a colour discrimination apparatus 
have indicated that the just noticeable differences of calour are 
directly related to the correspondin~ standard deviations of colour 
matching. The standard deviation of colour matching has therefore 
been adopted as a satisfactory measure of the noticeability of colour 
differences. 
The standard deviations (root mean square of individual 
deviations from the average setting) of MacAdam's colour matching were 
plotted on the C.I.E. chromaticity diagram and all were in the form 
of ellipses of varying size as shown in Figure II 21. These ellipses 
represent the noticeability of chromaticity variations in all directions 
from the chromaticities indicated at the centres of the ellipses. 
That is, these ellipses indicate the noticeabilities of conceivable 
combinations of purity and dominant wavelength differences. 
Silberstein and MacAdam (1945) deduced from discrimination 
ellipses that if the colour matches were not confined to chromaticity 




surfaces in colour space representing the standard deviation of colour 
matching would be ellipsoids. Silberstein (1946) proved that the 
standard deviation figures were in the form of ellipsoids in colour 
space and gave formulae from which the coefficients of the ellipsoids 
could be determined. 
The ellipses, therefore, are regarded as the constant 
luminance cross sectio~of the ellipsoids. MacAdam (1942) describes 
I 
that C.I.E. chromaticity diagram appears/convenient as possible for 
I' 
I I 
• the representation of relative chromatic! ty difference, in the manner ··; ;, ' 1 -
I 
I aa a plane map represents the relative locations of various places on 
/ '-
the earth. 
Each ellipse is measured by the lengths of the principal 
semi-axes I a I and 1 b 1 and the angle of inclination 9 of the major 
axis from the horizontal as shown in Figure II 22. These values of 
MacAdam's discrimination ellipses are tabulated in Table II 7. 
The sizes, shapes and orientations of the ellipses vary 
throughout the chromaticity diagram, in a somewhat systematic manner. 
These trends encouraged the interpolation of ellipses representing 
colours equally noticeably different from any other fixed colours. 
MacAdam (1943) has prepared contour diagrams in order to evaluate 
colour difference specifications for most practical purposes. They 
are reproduced in Figures II 23, 11 24, and II 25, and can be found 
in the original paper by MacAdam (1943) or in 'Color Science' by 
Wyszecki and Stiles (1967). 
Each of the twenty-five ellipses representing the known 
standard deviations of colmur matching, according to MacAdam, is 
represented by the equation 
where dx is the distance of the x coordinates of the centre of the 
ellipse and any point on the ellipse; dy is the difference of the y 
coordinates for the the same pair of points; and g11 , g12 and g22 
indicated in the diagrams are constants for each ellipse. 
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These constants can be determined from the length dx0 of 
the horizontal radius of the ellipse (for which dy = 0 ), the length 
dy0 of the vertical radius of the ellipse (for which dx = 0), and the 
lengths dp and dq of the radii which are inclined at + 45• from the 
horizontal 
1 I 2 g11 = dx0 
1 I 2 I dq2 g12 = dp - 1 
2 
g22 = 1 I dy0 • 
The orientation 8 and lengths a and b of the ellipse may 
be derived from the values of the coefficients g11 , g12 , g22 indicated 
for that central colour 
tan2 8 = 2g12 I (g11- g22 ). 
e<go• when g12 
e)9o· when g12 
1 I 2 a = 
( 0 ' 
> 0 • 
from these values an ellipse may be constructed. This ellipse is the 
equi-luminance crass section of the ellipsoid in colour space. 
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Every colour on the surface of the ellipsoid represents just equal 
noticeabilities of total colour difference from the central colour. 
Any colour which would plot within the ellpsoid would be visually 
indistinguishable from the colour plotted at the centre of the ell~soid. 
Accor~ing to MacAdam the necessity of constructing such 
ellipses will be almost completely eliminated by the method which 
follows: 
The ratio of any chromaticity difference colour matching is denoted by 
ds. Then 
In the calculation each of the numerical values, g11 , g12 , 
g22 for the region intermediate between the two chromaticities , is 
multiplied by 10,000. 
for example, if two colours A and 8 are to be compared with each other 
the differences of their chromaticities and appropriate coefficients 
found from the contour diagrams are substituted in the above equation 
and say ds = n • This indicates that the two colours A and 8 exhibit 
a difference of chromaticity n times as great as the standard deviations 
of colour matching. 
MacAdam (1943) described other methods of calculating 
colour differences for particular problems. Brown and MacAdam (1949) 
studied the visual sensitivities to combined chromaticity and luminance 
differences and determined the coefficients and axes of ellipsoids 
derived from standard deviations of colour matches. The cross sections 
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of all ellipsoids correlate well with results previously published by 
MacAdam (1942). 
Thus the precision of colour matching is commonly 
described by colour-matching ellipses. To obtain colour discrimination 
specifications, numerous colour-matching experiments have been made 
later by several workers: Stiles (1946), Brown (1951, 1952 & 1956), 
MacAdam (1950), Wyszecki and Fielder (1971), Wyszecki (1972). For a 
given colour centre the ellipses of different observers are not in 
close agreement, but there is an overall resemblance and a general 
agreement between ellipses obtained by different investigators. 
It has been found that the sizes, shapes and orientations 
of the ellipsoids depend upon many physical and psychophysical factors 
such as the luminance level, field size, surroundings, adaptation , 
portion of the retina, technique of observation, etc. 
The effects of colour-matching field size, chromatic 
surround and luminance level on colour discrimination ellipsoids have 
been studied by Brown (1951 & 1952). The effect of luminance level is 
already described in section II 4. 
From the work of Brown there are some interesting facts to be noted 
here. As a rule the colour of the field surrounding the matching field 
has a quite noticeable effect on colour discrimination when the matching 
field is small. Best discriminations obtained when the surround has 
the same chromaticity as the matching field. This agrees with results 
reported by Schontelder (1933). 
In general, large fields of view (10•) allow better colour 
45 
discrimination than flields covering only the foveal region (2•). This 
result is in agreement with observations by Judd (1930, Lobanova and 
Rautian (1949). The discrimination ellipsoids obtained for large-
field and small-field viewing are similar in orientation and shape, 
but differ in size. The orientation and shape of the ellipsoids (2• 
matching field) are also affected by the colour of the surround. 
However, at the present time the work of MacAdam, and 
Brown and MacAdam has found wide acceptance for colour discrimination 
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Figure II 21. MacAdam's discrimination ellipses 
(ten times enlarged). 
(from blyszecki & Stiles 1967) 
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Figure II 22. Measures of a discrimination ellipse. 
a = major semiaxis 
b = minor semiaxis 
dx = horizontal radius (For which dy = D) 0 
dy = vertical radius (for which dx = 0) 0 









Figure II 23. Contour lines of constant metrJc coAffi~iAnt g11 
for various locations in th8 C.I.E. chromaticity 
diagram (from MacAdam 1943). 
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Figure II 24. Contour lines of constant metric coefficient 2g1..., . l. 
fnr various locations in the C.I.E. chromaticity 
diagram (from MacAdam 1943). 
Figure II 25. Contour lines of constant metric coefficiPnt g22 
for various locations in t.he C.I.F. chro~aticity 
di~graM (from MacAdam 1g43). 
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III. SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
III 1. PREVIOUS WORK 
The measurement of reflectivity is the only reliable 
quantitative method in ore microscopy since reflectivity is the most 
important property of a reflecting material. Significant contributions 
to the theory and practice of such measurements were made by Folinsbee 
(1949), Bowie and Taylor (1958), Gray and Millman (1960 & 1962) 
' 
Cameron (1961), Bowie (1962), Jones (1962), Nichol (1962), von Gehlen 
and Piller (1964), and Nichol end Phillips (1964), using photoelectric 
microphotometers. The photoelectric microphotometer replaces the visual 
photometer usad by previous workers• Hallimcnd (1957) and Leonard (1960) 
and others. 
The divices and technique of reflectivity measurement 
for the visible spectrum have been improved in recent years • 
Unfortunately there are still marked variations in reflectivity values 
quoted for specific minerals by different workers, as Cameron (1961) 
points out and,described by Nichol and Phillips (1964). Causes of error 
"' 
in reflectivity and in the calculation for refractive index and 
absorption coefficient have been discussed by Piller and von Gehlen 
(1964). Errors due to glare effects from optical parts of the microscope 
and correction procedures to reduce the errors have been described by 
Bowie and Henry (1964) and Piller (1965). 
According to Piller and von Gehlen (1964) relative error 
of about + o.s% to ± 1% are unavoidable even under most favourable 
conditions. Cameron (1963) claims an accuracy of ± 0.2% • 
47. 
An important method of the linearity test of a photomultiplier used for 
reflectivity measurement has been given by Phdllips and Bradshaw (1965). 
The interest in reflectivity measurement has been 
increased to some extent to study other physical properties as well as 
the chemical composition. By measuring reflectivit~es of a mineral in 
air and oil its refractive index (n) and absorption index (K) can be 
derived, provided that the measured ~slues of reflectivity (R) are 
accurate (Cameron, 1961; von Gehlen and Piller, 1964; Bradshaw, Phillips 
and Smith, 1965). 
Bowie and Taylor (1958) have proposed a sy.stem of ore 
mineral identification from two quantitative values of reflectivity and 
micro-hardness. On this basi~ ~n unknown mineral can be assigned to one 
of the five main groups of similar composition and structure (oxides ; 
cobalt-nickel-iron; sulphides and arsenides; other sulphides; sulphosalts; 
and metals), and identification thereafter can be made with the aid of 
other observable properties such as colour, anisotropism, bireflection, 
etc. 
Cameron (1963) has introduced the method of determination 
of optical symmetry from reflectivity measurements of randomly oriented 
grains of anisotropic ore minerals in monochromatic light (549 nm). 
From such measured data the recognition of R of uniaxial minerals and 
w 
Rm , corresponding to R~ , of biaxial minerals can be made. The 
optical signs are then classified by a suggested convention analogous to 
that used for transparent minerals. Cameron suggested that with an accuracy 
of + 0.2% the value of reflectivity corresponding to the ordinary ray 
(Rw) for any uniaxial mineral can b,e used as a prime basis of mineral 
identification. for minerals sensibly of lower symmetry , a value of 
R , the reflectivity for Y direction, of biaxial minerals can also be 
m 
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determined and used in identification. 
Cervelle et al (1968) and Vaasjoki (1969) pointed out 
an interesting optical phenomenon of reverse bireflectance in a few 
ore minerals such as mawsonite and loellingite, showing the change of 
optic signs at some definite wavelength of the visible range. This new 
phenomenon has not been solved so far. 
Vaughan (1969) and Demirsoy (1969) have made attempts 
to explain variations in reflectivity and compos~tion in zoned bravoites. 
Engin (1969) showed a correlation between reflectivity and composition 
cf chromite ores from TJ~ay. Cr2 o3 has a positive correlation with 
measured reflectivity values at the 99.9 confidence level. That is 
reflectivity increases linearly with increasing of cr2o3 weight percent. 
Attempts have been made to correlate reflectivity and 
compositional variations of synthetic sphalerites by Akinci (1970) and 
of synthetic tetrahedrite-tennantite series by Hall (1972). 
Burns and Vaughan (1970) have shown the existence of 
correlation between reflectivity variations and effective number of 
electrons in pyrite type compounds and have explained this relation for 
other solid solution series of ore minerals. 
Reflectivity data of most ore minerals can be found in 
the books by c. Schouten (1962) and by Ramdohr (1969). More important 
spectral reflectivity values for four wavelengths have been compiled 
4'9 
recently in ' International Tables for the Microscopic Determination of 
Crystalline Substances Absorbing in the Visible Light ' published by 
the Commission on Ore Microscopy (1970), and ' Tables for Microscopic 
Identification of Ore Minerals ' by Uytenbogaardt and Burke (1971). 
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III 2. PRESENT WORK 
Specimen Preparation 
The polishing procedure of specimens in this laboratory 
was according to that described in the paper by Nichol and Phillips 
(1964). For readily tarnishing minerals such as bornite, specimens 
were kept in a vacuum desiccator immediately after their final polishing. 
Transparent, low-absorbing minerals were cut in such a way that the 
lower surfaces were non-parallel to the upper ones to reduce the back 
reflection. Facetted gemstones were measured without any preparation 
other than mounting and levelling in·a piece of black plasticine and 
cleaning the surface thoroughly with very soft tissues. 
Apparatus and Technique 
The reflectivity apparatus in this laboratory was 
originally used and described by Nichol (1962), Nichol and Phillips 
(1964), Phillips and Bradshaw (1966), Burton (1967) who modified the 
photomultiplier to improve linearity and stability, Engin (1968) who 
replaced the galvinometer with the better digital voltmeter, and Tugal 
(1969). 
Figure III 1 shows the general arrangement of the present 
reflectivity apparatus. To increase the accuracy and precision of 
results instrumental and operational improvements were made as follows: 
Two specimen changer-stages which can be fixed one after the other on 
the rotating stage of the microscope were made. Polished sections of 
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a standard and specimen were levelled with plasticine on flat metal 
plates. They were fixed on the specimen changer-stages by means of 
magnets, after choosing areas free from imperfections. By this way 
whenever measurements were made the same area of standard and specimen 
was measured. These changer-stages are extremely useful to increase 
the accuracy and precision and also to save time in the measurement 
for various wavelengths. 
The microscope, photomultiplier tube, illuminator and 
continuous monochromator, all in optical alignment, were rigidly 
fixed by clamping to a wooden board to improve the mechanical stability. 
All electrical units, which are voltage stabilizer ( TSV 
70 ), photomultiplier (EMI type 60948), stabilized EHT power supply 
unit (type E2), digital voltmeter (OM 2005), were checked and found 
the following operational and conditional requirements for accurate 
measurement. 
(1) The calibrated digital voltmeter should be switched on 
at least 15 minutes before taking a reading. 
(2) The voltage stabilizer for the light source must be left 
switched on for about 2 hours at a required voltage 
before making any measurement. The result of a check is 
shown by a curve in figure II 2. 
(3) The stabilized EHT power unit at a suitable voltage 
(depending on reflectivities of specimen and standards) 
range must be left switched on continuously for daily 
task so that a steady sensitivity df the photomultiplier 
was obtained. 
(4) The working room chould be in a reasonably constant 
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Figure III ~. Schematic di.agran of' the apparatus for reflectivity and transmi tici ty 
measurements. 
1. Voltage stabiliser TSV 70 
2. Illu:ninator 
3. Field di.aphragm 
4. Hea~ absar.bing glass filter 
5. Con:tia.uous moDDChromator 
6. Polarizer 
7 & B. Meassuring diapl$r'agm 
9. Condenser 
10. Specimen 
~ 1 .l41c:rosa> pe 
·j 2. PhotQmeter stop 
1 ;. PhotCJIIUltiplier tube Type EMI 6094B 
1~.stsbilised EHT pow.er supplY uni~ ~ E2 
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5:2 photomultiplier became unstable when the room was hot. · 
No stray light should be around the photomultiplier tube 
and the miceoscope. 
A test of the linearity of the photomultiplier was made 
according to the method described by Bradshaw and Phillips (1965), and 
no significent deviation from linearity was found. 
Spectral characteristics of the photomultiplier and continuous 
monochromator are according to the manufacturer's recommendations and 
are also given in Bradshaw's Ph.D. Thesis (1964). 
When the above instrumental conditions were satisfied 
spectral reflectivity measurements were made using suitable standards. 
During operation care was taken in every case such as exact levelling 
polished surfaces, selecting measuring areas, exact focusing onto the 
surface and accurate setting wavelengths of the sliding monochromator. 
At each wavelength three readings of the digital voltmeter were taken 
for standard, specimen and finally the black box. ~easuring the same 
areas of the standard and of the specimen with the aid of the specimen 
changer-stages the procedure was repeated for various wavelengths. 
Reflectivity value (in percent) corrected for the primary 
glare effect is computed by the following formula for a given wavelength. 
R)...(sp) 
= Rr. (st) V). (sp) V)\ (b) 
V)\ (st) - V7'. (b) 
where R').. (sp)' R)l. (st) = reflectivity of specimen and standard, 
respectively, at wavelength ~ • 
V)\ (sp)' V)\ (st)' V~ (b)= digital voltmeter readings for specimen, 
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standard and black box, respectively, at 
wavelength ~ • 
When a large number of measurements is made it may be 
preferable to use a PL / 1 computer program, as given in Appendix III 1, 
to carryout the calculation. 
Accuracy and Precision 
The reflectivity apparatus of this laboratory and the 
technique applied provide accurate and high precision results with a 
small limit of error. Results of silicon standard (NPL) measured 
against carborundum standard (NPL) arc given in Table III 1. 
The accuracy and precision of reflectivity values for 
quantitative colour measurement are discussed in Chapter VI. 
Table III 1. Accuracy and Precision of Spec.tral. Reflectivity Measurements 
Rf. of Silicon (NPL) Measured. A.g_ainst Carborundum (NPL) 
Si(NPL) iia.ve~ Meas.t red Values Mean Mean Standard Coeff.of j~ Accuracy 
Va:Lues length I II III IV ~-& deviation Deviation Variation Error 
43.1 44D 43.19 43.12 43.21 43.15 43.17 !•03 .035 .08 .16 .002 
41.3 460 41.54 41.56 41.51 41.68 41.57 +. o,;:. .065 .16 .65 .007 
39.9 480 40.02 40.07 40.03 4!).17 40.07 +.05 .059 .15 .42 .004 
,_ 
38.9 500 )3.93 38.99 38.98 39.10 39.00 !·05 • 062 .16 • 26 .003 
38.0 520 38.r:Jl 38.09 38.07 38.20 38.11 :.05 .054 .14 .29 .003 
37.2 540 37.26 37.29 37.39 37.41 37.34 +.a; .064 .17 .37 .004 
36.6 560 36.62 36.65 36.62 36.75 36.66 !•05 .053 .14 .16 .002 
36.0 580 35.96 35.96 35.99 36.10 36.00 !·05 .058 .16 .oo .ooo 
35.5 600 35.50 35.-48 35.53 35.62 35.53 +.04 .054 .15 .08 .001 
35 •. 1 6-20 35 •. 20 35.14 35.16 -35.29 35. 20. '!:·05 .058 .16 .28 .003 
34..8 64(). 34.68 34.54 34.56 34.67 34.61 +.15 .063 .18 .55 .oos 
-
34.4 660 34.83 34.33 34.49 34.50 34.54 
U1 
:-29 .182. .53 .41 .004 t.l 
about 21.0 room temperature. 
Ill 
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III 3. SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY Of GEMSTONES 
Gem varieties of natural minerals, artificial materials 
and some organic substances of beauty to mankind have been used as 
gemstones. The qualities of colour and reflection are the most striking 
and important properties of gemstones. 
The colour of a gemstone is used as an aid for identifi-
cation and also made use of for classifying into different qualities. 
The colour may be the most important property to assess the relative 
value of very similar stones, other things being equal. 
To measure the colour quantitatively the first problem 
ia to obtain the spectral reflection or transmission values of a 
gemstone. Once a gem mineral has been facetted, the transmitted light 
method of determining its spectral transmission is difficult or 
impossible to apply, because of its odd shape, therefore it was first 
decided to make an investigation of the use of reflected light method. 
The reflectivity of an isotropic gemstone is given by 
fresnel's equation 
R% = (n - N)
2 
+ k2 
(n + N) 2 + k 2 
* 100.0 
where n and k are the index of refraction and absorption coefficient, 
respectively, of the absorbing mineral. N is the refractive index of 
the surrounding medium (air N = 1), k = nK and k / AO = K /" 
where K is the absorption index, ~ 0 is the wavelength in air and 
~ is the wavelength in mineral. The index of refraction and absorption 
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coefficient of a gemstone vary with wavelength and therefore 
reflectivity varies accordingly. 
ror uniaxial gemstones, the reflectivities R and R of 
o a 
the principal vibration directions are related in the same way to 
refractive indices n and n and the absorption coefficients k and 
o e o 
k • Bireflectance of a gemstone is R - R if it is optically negative 
e o e 
or R R if it is optically positive. 
a o 
Similarly, a biaxial gemstone has three principal 
reflectivities Rw, R~ and R"( corresponding to nac. kQ( , n(! k~ and 
n"C k IS respectively. The bireflectance is R'6 - Ro. • If Rf3 is nearer 
to R~ than R1 the stone is said to be optically positive and if R~ 
approaces R1 it is optically negative. 
As in ore microscopy, the reflection principles for 
normally incident plane-polarised light are applied to gemstones and 
the reflectivity measurements are also applicable to polished surfaces 
of gemstones. 
In an ideal brilliant cut stone the total back reflection 
occurs as shown in rigure III 3. A test showed that black plasticine 
absorbed all incident light, no detectable light reflected from it and 
so to reduce the back reflection facetted stones were mouMted on pieces 
of black plasticine. 
Inclusions and flaws are not uncommon in natural gemstions. Scattering 
of light due to such imperfections will cause error and unfortunately, 
this is unavoidable in the measurement. 
However, an area as free as possible from optical imperfections should 
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be chosen and thus the conventional method of reflectivity measruement 
can be employed to facetted gemstones. 
Spectral reflectivity measurements, as described in the 
previous section II 2, were made on polished surfaces of some ore 
minerals and facetted gemstones in the visible spectrum ranging from 
440 nm to 660 nm at an interval of 20 nm. In all measurements a low-
power objective (X 10) and a measuring area of 50 micron were used 
consistently. Measured reflectivity values of ore minerals and 
published data available in the literature were employed in the 
quantitative measurements of colour. 
The spectral reflectivity values of facetted gemstones 
are presented by the curves in Figure II 4. For non-opaque minerals 
and gemstones there is no significant variation in reflectivity 
throughout the visible spectrum. Consequently , their spectral 
reflectivity values which ere not related to the pronounced colours 
of the specimens are inapplicable for colour measurement. 
The probable explaination for this is that reflection 
of normally incident light actually takes place at the top surface, 
perhaps a few micron thick layer of a nco-opaque specimen. The amount 
of absorption of such a thin layer of low-absorbing material is 
negligible {i.e. k -+ 0), and therefore it is not effective to 
reflectivity although measurement is made on thick specimens of 
pronounced colour. 
It follows that reflectivity of a transparent(i.e. light 
can pass through a petrographic thin section with a thickness of 0.3 mm) 
mineral is completely dominated by its refractive index n rather than 
57 
the absorption coefficient k. 
For these reasfons the accurate measurements of reflectivity 
. 
suggested that reflectivity values and refractive indices of non-opaque 
minerals are direc~ly correlated as shown by the linear straight line 
in Figure III s. 
Therefore reflectivity measurement could provide an 
additional method for identification in gemmology, especially those 
stones whose refractive indices are high beyound the range of a normal 
refracrometer. 
Since the application of reflected light method to the 
measurement of colour in transparent gemstions was unfavourable, an 
1~ 
~ investigation of the use of~transmitted method was made. The proper 
transmission measurement method requires a thin, parallel sided 
specimen. The most convenient thickness of a specimen depends on its 
amount of absorption (Tauc, 1967). 
Such measurement is obviously impossible to apply to facetted gemstones. 
Therefore an alternative method of determining spectral transmission 
of facetted stones was considered and is described in the next Chapter. 
Figure II I 3. Tot.aJ. iJack refleL:tion anr:l dispersion of 


















Figure Ill 4. SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY CURV·ES OF GEMSTONES 
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Figure Ill 5. HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REFRACTIVE INDEX AND REFLECTIVITY 
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IV. POSSIBILITY OF TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT THROUGH FACETTED 
GEMSTONES FOR COLOUR MEASUREMENT 
THEORECTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Consider a parallel beam of light incident normally on 
the surface of a parallel sided plate of thickness t , refractive 
index n~ and absorption index K~ • If the intensity is I
0 
in the 
direction shown in Figure IV 1, let J be the intensity of light 
0 
travelling in the opposite direction due to reflection at the surface 
AB and transmission of components reflected from the surface CD • 
With similar meanings for other Ix 
relationships: 
and J we have the following 
X 
Equations for light leaving the surface AB 
J = R I + (1 - R) J1 0 0 
Equations for light leaving the surface CO 
Equations for absorption in the medium 
-mt -mt 
12 = I1.e ; J1 = J2.e • 
where R is the reflection coefficient at normal incidence 
2 2 2 (n~ - N) + n~ K~ 
R = --~----------~--~ 2 2 2 (n~ - N) + n~ K'b 
K = k/n, N is the refractive index of the surrounding medium. 
( 1) 
ml\, is the absorption modulus = 41\ n~ K~0/ "" 0 = 41\ k ~ / "'\ 0 ( 2) 
~0 is the wavelength of the light in vacuo. 
c 
l 13 
--~ ...-.-:-;-.~t-.-.-. ~i~:lr2-:-----.~,~· 
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Figure IV. 1 Reflection and absorption of a parallel 
beam of_ normally incident light in passing through a 
pdrallal aided plata of an absorbing substance. 
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Assuming no reflection from the measuring instrument J3 = 0. 
Hence 
J2 = R I2 ; 





T~ I 3 I I 
(1 - R~) 
= = 0 
m)lot R2 -m)'ot 
e - ~ e 
(3) 
For non-absorbing substances it is usually assumed that m = 0, then 
equation (3) becomes 
(4) 
Thus for an isotropic absorbing and non-absorbing 
substance with two parallel surfaces on opposite sides the transmission 
of normally incident light is given by equations (3) and (4) 
respectively. From these equations, formulae for transmission of a 
. 
i·' / combination of layers can be dirived as follows: 
-~ I 
(1) Transmission of a combinat-ion of non-absorbing layers separated 
by air as shown in Figure IV 2 is 
~2 . ··2 (1 - R1). (1 - R2) T = (5) 
when both layers have the same refractive index, then 
R1 = R2 = R , and hence 
T = (1 
----
1 
(2) Transmission of a combination of non-absorbing layers in optical 
contact, when both layers have the same refractive index as shown 
Figure IV.2 
Figure IV.3 
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A combination of non-absorbing layers separated 




A combination of non-absorbing layers in optical 




A combination of non-absorbing layers in optical 
contact,refractive indicae of layers are different. 
in Figure IV 3, then 
T = 
( 1 - R1 )( 1 - R2 ) 
1'- R1.R2 
= 
1 - R 
. 
(6) 
1 + R 
(3) Transmission of a combination of non-absorbing layers in optical 
contact when refractive indices of layers are different as shown 
in Figure IV 4, then 
where 
T = 
R1 = (n- 1)
2 I (n + 1)2 
R
1 
= (N- n) 2 I (N + n) 2 
R2 = (N- 1)2 I (N + 1)2 • 
(7) 
N ') n. 
(4) Transmission of a combination of an absorbing layer and a non-






(Bouguer's law), is called internal transmittance. 
There is no parallel transmitted beam of light through 
a facetted gemstone since total back reflection takes place from 
inclined faces as shown in Figure IV 6. A parallel transmitted beam 
of light through such stones can be obtained when immersed in liquid 
of the same refractive index as shown in Figure IV 68. 
By this way transmission measurement is independent of 
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Figure l\/ s. Trar:son.i.~·sion nf a comb.in<~tion 1:1f an absorbin~ .layer 
and ~ "on-absorbing layer in optical contact. 
rigurA lU G ~. Ba~k refle~tjon 
~A~Rinq through a facettRd 
ston8 in air. 
rigure IV b h. A parall~J transmitted 
r.ay nf U qhl in passing 
throuqh a facetted stone in 
oil of the same R.I. 
~1 
the shape of a gemstone and the difficultw of preparation for a thin 
parallel sided section is eliminated. The above equation, therefore, 





at a particular wavelength, where the refractive index of a stone and 
liquid is the same. 
When measurement of spectral transmission based on this 
principle is made errors will be introduced in the experiment. 
The probable errors considered are 
(1) due to the excess liquid over the stone and 
(2) due to higher dispersion of the liquid for other wavelengths, except 
the matching wavelength. 
In the first case the error may be eliminated if the 
matching liquid is colourless. If the liquid has a negligible amount 
of absorption at thin layer over the stones the consequent error may 
also be regarded as negligible. However for accurate measurement 
colourless immersion liquids are preferable. 
In the second case the amount of errors depends upon the 
dispersion character of a liquid used in the measurement. Unfortunately, 
the dispersion of immersion liquids are normally higher than that of 
solids as, for example, shown in Figure IV ?.(after Wahlstrom, 1966). 
The refractive index of solid and liquid will be matched at a particular 
wavelength, and so parallel transmitted beam of light through a facetted 
stone occurs. 
. 
For other wavelengths in the visible spectrum the d~viation of reftactive 
ind~cies of liquid from those of a solid will cause the divergence of 
I 
the transmitted beam from parallelism. From the theorectical point of 
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view, the refractive index of liquid at every wavelength could be 
matched with that of the solid by adjusting the temperature, since 
the R.I. of liquid is much more sensitive to temperature than that 
of a solid. But in practice it will not be very convenient and costly 
to do it. 
However calculation shows that the estimate of the error 
due to a difference of 0.01 n between liquid and solid is about 0.25% 
in transmission and due to a difference of 0.1 n is about 2.5% • If 
the second case is considered as a maximum error the method of 
transmission measurement in oil is reasonably acceptable. 
The relative values of spectral transmission are of 
interest for colour measurement of a particular qemstone. If the 
dispersion of liquid is not too much stronger than that of the stone, 
and as long as the same liquid is used for different cut stones of 
the same mineral, their relative transmission values are comparable 
and therefore their colour values are also comparable to one another. 
The equation for spectral transmission of an isotropic 
absorbing gemstone in oil (of the same n as that of the stone) may be 
written as 
T)\ = 
. ' (1 - R1h)(1 - R)\) (1 - R21\) 
1 - R1).. • R 
1
') R2 )..~ 
(9). 
Figura IV.7 
Wavelength in ~illimicron 
Dispersion curvae plotted on a Hartman net and 
showing relationship among the index of refraction 
wavelength,and temperature ( after Wahlstrom 1 1966 ) 
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
To establish the validity of the above considerations 
transmission measurements were made and measured values were compared 
with those obtained by calculation according to equation (7) for 
non-absorbing specimens. 
For an absorbing mineral two methods of transmission 
measurement were applied according to the conditions for equation (8) 
and equation (9). The equation (9) is the same as equation (8) which 
is from equation (7), but the measuring methods are different. Hence 
the results obtained by two methods should be the same. 
Measurements were made as ~allows. 
The same reflectivity apparatus was used for transmitted 
light work, with some alterations of the equipment, as shown in the 
diagram Ill 2. In the microscope assembly an iris diaphragm below the 
polarizer, a measuring diaphr~~m, of about 80 micron in diameter,above 
the objective, a photomultiplier stop, of about 50 micron in diameter 
(the same as in reflectivity measurement), below the photomultiplier 
tube-window, and the condensing lenses just below the microscope stage 
were used. By using the condensing lenses the image of the light source 
can be bro~ght up to the specimen surface. 
A glass cell was made by joining one end of a glass tube 
to a surface of a polished petrographic glass slide with 'araldite' • 
The glass cell was thoroughly cleaned and placed on the microscope 
stage. The image of the light source was focused as in proper way. 
Intensities of the light source (I ) at various wavelengths were read 
0 
on the digital voltmeter. 
One side of a basal section of clear quartz (rock crystal) 
with polished parallel surfaces was wetted with a drop of Rayner's R.I. 
liquid of 1.54 n and was placed with gentle pressure on the glass 
slide in such a way that a thin film of the liquid served to make 
'optical contact' with the specimen and the glass slide (i.e. the entU9 
space between the specimen and the glass slide was completely filled 
without any air bubbles). 
An area of the specimen as free from imperfection as 
possible was selected and the image of tha light source was focused. 
So the distance between the surfaces of photo.·cells and the source 
image was always the same when the specimen was in or without the 
specimen in the plane polarized light. 
Intensities of the emergent light passing through the 
glass slide and the specimen ware read for various wavelengths • 
Therefore the spectral transmittance of the combination of the glass 
slide and clear quartz (w) in optical contact is 
T = I I I 
0 • 
In order to compare the measured values with calculated 
results spectral refractive indices of the same glass slide and the 
quartz specimen were determined, at working temperature of about 2o•c, 
with an Abbe Refractometer model 8 and a quartz monochromator. Direct 
readings on the scale for various wavelengths were corrected by using 
given calibration tables for the dispersion characteristics oft.na 
instrument as a function of the wavelength. 
a a 
fresnel reflectances of the quartz specimen, glass slide 
and quartz-glass interface were computed thereafter and substitutions 
of these values in the formula (7) gave spectral transmittances of the 
combination of the two non-absorbing layers at optical contact. 
Measured spectral refractive indices and calculated 
fresnel reflectances are tabulated in Table IV 1. Measured transmission 
values and calculated results of the combination of clear quartz and 
the glass slide at optical contact are given in Table IV 2. The 
measured values are slightly higher than the calculated values (N.B. 
according to Ayres, 1949 and Bloss, 1955, the relative errors increase 
considerably when transmission is lower than about 20% and higher than 
60%). 
Spectral transmission measurements of a combination of a 
basal section of brown quartz (cairngorm) and the glass .slide were 
made by two methods. 
The first method was as described above for a combination 
of non-absorbing and absorbing layers (equation B) in optical contact 
at interfaces. In the second method the brown quartz basal section 
was measured in the matching liquid (equation 9). The polished surfaoe 
of the brown quartz specimen was thoroughly cleaned and wetted with 
the same Rayner R.I. liquid of 1.544 n. The specimen was placed on the 
glass iro1 the cell as mentioned above and the cell was filled with the 
same liquid till it just covered the top of the specimen surface. 
Measurement, as class as possible to the previous area was made after 
focusing to the image of the light source. 
The measured values by two methods are given in Tabla 
IV 3~and are presented by curves in Figure IV B. All calculated and 
measured transmission results were then computed for quantitative 
colour values. For the clear quartz specimen its chromaticity 
coordinates must be the same as that of the achromatic point since 
it is colourless. 
6~ 
For brown quartz its colour coordinate points derived 
from two transmission measurements must also be more or less the same, 
or at least fall within the limits of a discrimination threshold. 
These conditions were satisfied as evidences of the proof are given 
in Table IV 4. 
Thus statistical and experimental results permit the use 
of matching liquid to determine the spectral transmission characteris-
tics of facetted gemstones. 
For an anisotropic gemstone the transmission T is according 
to the crystallographic orientation under examination. At a wavelength 
where the R.I. of the stone matches that of the liquid the image of 
the parallel transmitted beam is at the centre of the field of view 
and the boundary of the image is sharp. During a gentle rotation of 
the microscope stage and sliding the monochromator for other wavelengths 
the image of the emergent light slightly deviates from the centre of 
the field due to th~ different dispersion characteristics of liquid 
and the stone. In this case values of minimum and maximum transmissions 
were measured in plane polarised light at each of the two extinction 
positions. It was considered that it may be permissable to take the 
mean transmission values of an anisotropic stone for general colour 
measurement. 
66 a 
Table IV 1. 
Measured Refractive Indices 
Wavelength Clear Quartz Glass Slide 
nm n n 
Ill 
460 1.5517 1.524 
480 1.5501 1.523 
500 1.5488 1.522 
520 1.5476 1.520 
540 1.5465 1.519 
560 1.5455 1.518 
580 1.5446 1.517 
600 1.5439 1.516 
620 1.5431 1.515 
61t0 1.5424 1.514 
2 
Calculated fresnel Reflectances ( r = (n - N) ) 2 (n + N) 
Wavelength Clear Quartz Glass Slide Quartz-Glass interface 
I 
nm rw r r 
460 0.04675 0.04310 o.oooo81 
480 0.04653 0.04297 0.000078 
500 0.04636 0.04284 o.oooo76 
520 0.04620 0.04258 0.000081 
540 0.04606 0.04245 o.oooo8o 
560 0.04592 0.04232 0.000081 
580 0.04581 0.04219 0.000081 
600 0.04571 0.04206 0.000083 
620 0.04561 0.04193 0.000084 
640 0.04552 0.04180 o.oooo86 
Table IV 2. 
66 b 
T % of a Combination of Clear Quartz and a Glass Slide 
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Figure IV 8. 
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Table IV 4. Colour Specifications derived from Calculated and 
~easured Transmittance Values 
Source & Specimens 
Illuminant A 
Clear Quartz(w) in air, 
calculated 
Clear Quartz-Glass in 
optical contact, 
calculated 
Clear Quartz-Glass in 
optical contact, 
measured 
Brown Quartz-Glass in 
optical contact, 
measured 






















V. COMPARISON Of TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH A MICROSCOPE 
PHOTOMETER AND A GRATING SPECTROGRAPH 
Spectral transmission measurements have bean usually 
carried out with a recording grating spactrograph(or spectrophotometer). 
Such apparatus is not suitable to make measurement of vary small 
specimens ((2 mm in diameter) and specimens with non-parallel sided 
surfaces. Therefore, for non-opaque minerals and facetted gemstones, 
spectral transmission measurements were made with a microscope photometer 
(the same apparatus used for reflectivity measurement ; as described 
previously). 
It was interesting tn compare transmission measurements 
made with two different types of apparatus. for this purpose specimens 
were prepared as follows. 
A red spinel crystal of gem quality, from Burma and a basal section of 
brown quartz (cairngorm) were embedded in synthetic resin discs. They 
were ground with medium grade silicon carbide on the first lap and with 
fine silicon carbide on the second lap. They were then polished with 
fast cutting alumina, with 6 micron diamond paste, with t micron diamond 
paste and finally with 1finish polishing• alumina. The other sides of 
the embedded specimens were cut off and these second opposite surfaces 
of red spinel and brown quartz were ground and polished down to 1.5 mm 
and 1.0 mm in thickmess respectively. Minute solid inclusions in both 
specimens were observed under the microscope with a low-power objective • 
Measurements with the Microscope Photometer 
Spectral intensity of the incident beam of light (I ) 
0 
of about 80 micron in diameter was measured before and after measurement 
of a specimen, as described in the previous section. 
The polished specimen was cleaned thoroughly with xylene 
and sdft tissues. It was placed on the microscope stage and an area as 
clean and free from imperfection as possible was selected. Spectral 
intensity of the transmitted beam (I) of plane polarised light was 
recorded from wavelengths of 400 nm to 680 nm. T!he specimen was turned 
over to measure the second surface in the same way. The average of two 
measured I was used to calculate spectral transmittance (in percent) 
0 
of the specimen as 
T % = I I I X 100.0 
0 
The measured areas of the first surface and second 
surface of the specimen may not be the same. However, to estimate the 
precision of the measurement repeated experiments were made. The 
spectral transmittance values (%) of red spinel and brown quartz are 
given in Tables V 1 and V 2. The maximum variation of the average values 
of two measurements was less than 1 % (absolute) at any wavelength. 
Measurements with an Optica Recording Grating Spectrograph 
The optica recording grating spectrograph manufactured 
by Optica United Kingdom~ Limited has a double beam optical system and 
a working range of 185 nm to 3200 nm. It has a 600 lines/mm ruled grating 
with a dispersion of 16 A•/mm for the UV and visible regions (185 nm to 
1000 nm). 
Holders for a specimen and the reference beam of light 
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of 2 mm in diameter were used. The holders were specially made, as those 
supplied with the instrument are too large. The deflections of the 
potentiometers on the chart recorder were set to 0 and 100 over the 
visible spectrum by means of the O% and 100% transmission controls , 
when the light beam was cut off and when the incident beam was passed 
through the reference holder respectively. 
The same specimens were first cleaned thoroughly with 
xylene and one face of a specimen was stuck on the back of the specimen 
holder having a 2 mm hole. Measurement of the first surface was made 
from wavelengths of 400 nm to 700 nm under the following operational 
conditions. 
Source: tungsten lamp(12V, 48W) from 400 to 600 nm 
" " " " with a red filter from 
600 to 700 nm. 
Photomultiplier Type: RCA 1P 28 with a maximum response at about 340 nm. 
Slit: automatic slit used to obtain a constant 100% 
transmission of the incident beam in air. 
Time Constant: normal. 
Gain: 6 (optimum condition). 
Wavelength Scan Speed:0.5 A•/sec. 
Chart Speed: 2•/minute. 
Accuracy of the wavelength on the chart was 5 + 1 A• • 
The measurement of the opposite second surface was 
repeated in the same way. Transmittance values (%) thus obtained are 
given in Tables~V 3 and V 4. 
For comparison of the measurements made with two types 
7·0 
of different apparatus the spectral transmiticity ( i.e. transmittance 
in % ) curves of red spinel and brown quartz are shown in Figures V 1 
and V 2. 
From tabulated measured values and Figures V 1 and U 2 , 
it was seen that measurements with the spectrograph gave large variation 
in transmittance values of the first and second surfaces of the specimen. 
That is probably because of the different polishing qualities of opposite 
surfaces and imperfect parallelism of the section. Nevertheless, these 
large variations do not considerably affect quantitative colour 
measurements as shown in the chromaticity chart of Figure. V 3. . . ·~ 
With the microscope photometer a specimen can be 
examined and areas of both surfaces can be selected as free from 
imperfection as possible. For this reason the variation in transmittance 
values of the first and second surfaces of the specimen was comparatively 
smaller.Another advantage of the use of ~he microscope photometer was 
that a very small specimen could be measured. 
The differences in spectral transmittance values, within 
the experimental errors, obtained with two different apparatus may be· 
due to the following major reasons. 
( 1) Spectral sensitivities, over the visible spectrum, of 
the two types of photomultiplier are different as shown 
by curves in Figure V 4:~ 
Results of colour matching experiments however, show 
that for different persons appreciable differences in 
light sensitivity of retinal photocells result in 





Likewise, two apparatus differing in sensitivity of 
light for each wavelength produced two different spectral 
responses resulting slightly different colours of same 
specimen. 
Fields of illumination and measuring sizes were different, 
although the same type of sources were used. 
There is a lower polarizer in the microscope photometer 
but no polarizer in the spectrograph. 
Quantitative colour values were derived from the above 
measured transmittance values and results are given in Tables V 5 and 
V 6. Their colour points are plotted in the chromaticity diagrams of 
Figures V 3. 
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Table V.~. 1 
• 
TRANS~ITICITY(Transmittance in %)OF RED SPINEL (111) PlEASURED WITH 
THE PIICROSCOPE PHOTOPIETER. 
(Thickness= 1.5 mm) 
First Measurement Second Pleasurement 
(nm) Face 1 Face 2 Average Face 1 Face 2 Average 
400 9.7 10.1 9.9 10.6 10.6 10.6 
410 11.0 11.1 11.05 11.5 11.0 11.25 
420 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.9 12.6 13.25 
430 17.1 17.1 17.1 
440 22.5 22.1 22.3 23.0 21.25 22.1 
450 28.7 28.1 28.4 
460 34.0 33.0 33.5 34.4 32.15 33.3 
470 37.4 36.0 36.7 37.8 35.4 36.6 
480 37.9 36.4 37.15 38.6 36.1 37.35 
490 35.9 34.3 35.1 
500 31.9 30.5 31.2 32.7 30.3 31.5 
510 26.8 25.6 26.2 
520 22.2 21.3 21.75 23.0 21.2 22.1 
530 18.5 18.0 18.25 
540 16.6 16.1 16.35 17.2 15.7 16.45 
550 16.5 16.0 16.25 17.0 15.6 16.3 
560 18.3 17.8 18.05 18.85 17.3 18.1 
570 22.3 21.5 21.9 
580 28.15 27.0 27.6 28.4 26.2 27.3 
590 35.3 33.6 34.45 
600 42.6 40.1 41.35 42.8 39.55 41.2 
610 49.3 46.6 47.95 
620 55.1 51.7 53.4 55_.o 50.9 52.95 
630 59.9 55.9 57.9 
640 62.8 58.9 60.85 63.5 58.5 61.0 
650 65.7 60.95 63.3 
660 66.7 63.0 64.85 65.6 62.55 64.1 
670 68.5 64.0 66.25 67.9 62.9 65.4 
680 67.8 64.9 66.35 68.1 66.0 67.05 
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Table v. 2 • 
TRANSMITICITV Of BROWN QUARTZ!W} MEASURED~WITH THE MICROSCOPE PHOTOMETER. 
(thickness = hO mm) 
(nm) face 1 face 2 Average 
400 41.3 43.6 42.25 
410 42.3 44.8 43.55 
420 42.9 44.9 43.9 
440 43.1 45.3 44.2 
460 43.4 45.8 44.6 
480 44.0 46.5 45.25 
500 45.1 47.6 46.35 
520 46.4 49.1 47.75 
540 ~8.1 50.8 49.45 
560 49.9 52.7 51.3 
580 51.4 54.4 52.9 
600 53.3 56.3 54.8 
610 54.4 56.9 55.65 
620 55.0 57.6 56.3 
630 55.9 58.7 57.3 
640 56.9 59.6 58.25 
650 57.4 60.4 58.9 
660 59.4 60.9 60.15 
670 60.0 62.0 61.0 
680 59.6 61.7 60.65 
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Table V 3. 
TRANSMIT! CITY Of RED SPINEL (111) MEASURED WITH THE OPTICA RECORDING 
GRATING SPECTROGRAPH 
(Thickness = 1.5 mm) 
First Measurement Second Measurement 
{nm) Face 1 Face 2 Average face 1 Face 2 Avegare 
400 5.6 3.25 4.4 3.3 2.3 2.8 
410 8.o 4.7 6.35 4.6 4.0 4.3 
420 10.0 5.1 7.55 6.0 5.0 5.5 
430 15.7 8.9 12.3 10.0 8.6 9.3 
440 21.7 17.4 19.55 17.5 15.5 16.5 
450 38.1 24.9 31.5 25.4 22.4 23.9 
460 45.5 30.0 37.75 31.0 27.1 29.05 
470 49.6 32.9 41.25 33.6 30.0 32.0 
480 49.0 32.5 40.75 34.2 30.0 32.1 
490 44.3 29.4 ::S6.85 31.0 27.1 29.05 
500 36.9 24.3 30.6 26.0 22.8 24.4 
510 28.5 19.0 23.75 20.0 18.2 19.1 
520 21.4 14.3 17.85 15.0 13.5 14.25 
530 17.0 11.4 14.2 12.0 10.7 11.35 
540 15.7 10.5 13.1 11.2 9.9 10.55 
550 17.0 11.4 14.2 11.5 10.2 10.85 
560 21.5 14.6 18.05 14.8 13.2 14.0 
570 29.0 20.0 24.5 20.0 18.0 19.0 
580 39.6 27.5 33.55 28.0 25.0 26.5 
590 50.8 35.3 43.05 36.7 32.0 34.35 
600 60.8 42.6 51.7 44.4 39.3 41.85 
610 69.0 48.3 58.65 50.4 45.4 47.9 
620 74.3 52.0 63.15 55.0 49.3 52.15 
630 78.3 54.8 66.55 58.3 52.1 55.2 
640 80.4 56.7 68.55 60.2 54.0 57.1 
650 82.2 57.6 69.9 61.7 55.5 58.6 
660 83.3 59.0 71.15 63.0 57.0 60.0 
670 84.3 59.7 72.0 64.2 58.o 61.1 
680 84.6 60.4 72.5 64.6 58.4 61.5 
690 83.7 60.0 71.85 64.5 58.2 61.35 
700 83.9 60.5 72.2 64.5 58.8 61.65 
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Table tJ • 4 • 
TRANSMITICITV Of BROWN QUARTZ(W) MEASURED WITH OPTICA BE CORDING 
GRATING SPECTROGRAPH. 
(Thickness= 1.0 mm) 
(nm) face 1 face 2 Average 
400 26.4 41.8 34.1 
410 26.6 42.0 34.3 
420 26.9 42.0 34.45 
430 27.0 42.2 34.6 
440 27.1 42.2 34.65 
450 27.3 42.4 34.85 
460 27.5 42.4 34.95 
470 27.7 42.5 35.1 
480 28.0 42.7 35.35 
490 28.3 43.2 35.75 
500 28.6 43.7 36.15 
510 29.3 44.2 36.75 
520 29.9 44.8 37.35 
530 30.5 45.6 38.05 
540 31.4 46.5 38.95 
550 32.0 47.5 39.75 
560 32.8 48.7 40.75 
570 33.2 49.4 41.3 
580 33.8 50.3 42.05 
590 34.6 51.0 42.8 
600 35.4 52.1 43.75 
610 36.1 54.5 45.3 
620 36.9 55.4 46.15 
630 37.5 56.5 47.0 
640 38.2 57.5 47.85 
650 38.5 58.7 48.6 
660 39.8 59.9 49.85 
670 40.8 60.9 50.85 
680 41.6 61.8 51.7 
690 42.8 62.9 52.85 
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r1gure V 1. Spectral curves of r~d spinel ~easurPd with 
the Double Baam Spectrograph and Microscope 
Phntomet:.er. 
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figure V 2. Spectral transmittance curves of brown quartz measured with 
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Chromaticity diagram shot.1lng the colours of Red Spinel 
(1.5 mm) and Brown Quartz (w, 1. 0 mm) under the C.I.E. 
source c. The differences in chromaticities • are mainly 
due to two different types of apparatus used for 
transmission measurements. 
c. 
ttJ BROWN QUARTZ 
·· 0 ~s SPINEL 
mp = Microscope photometer 
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Table llr 5 
QUANTITATIVE COLOUR VALUES or RED SPINEL (111) 
UNDER AVERAGE TUNGSTEN LAMP LIGHT 
CHROMATICITY 
X 
T % Measurement with 
rirst measurement 
race 1 0.5226 







































































Table :v 5 (continued) 
QUANTITATIVE COLOUR VALUES OF RED SPINEL (111) 
UNDER AVERAGE DAYLIGHT. 
CHROMATICITY COORDINATES COMPLEMENTARY EXCITATION 
X y WAVELENGTH().c) PURITV(Pe%) 
T % Measurement with the Microscope Photometer. 
First measurement 
Face 1 0.3671 0.2939 - 495.69 19.69 
Face 2 D.3636 0.2926 
- 496.30 19.56 
Average 0.3654 0.2933 - 495.97 19.62 
Second measurement 
Face 1 0.3646 0.2954 - 495.57 18.62 
Face 2 0.3640 0.2944 - 495.85 18.91 
Average 0.3643 0.2949 - 495.71 18.77 
T % Measurement with the Optics Recording Grating Spectrograph. 
First measurement 
Face 1 0.3827 0.2903 - 495.26 24.06 
Face 2 0.3887 0.2919 - 494.69 24.54 
Average 0.3851 Oiii2909 
- 495.03 24.27 
Second measurement 
Face 1 0.3901 0.2920 - 494.60 24.76 
Face 2 0.3919 0.2933 - 494.33 24.57 
Average 0.3910 0.2926 
- 494.47 24.69 
Table \1116 
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QUANTITATIVE COLOUR VALUES OF BROWN QUAR~) 























T % Measurement with the Optica Recording Grating Spectrograph. 
Face 1 0.4714 











Table \I'~ a (continued) 
qUANTITATIVE COLOUR VALUES OF BROWN QUARTZ~ 









































VI. METHODS OF COMPUTING COLOUR SPECIFICATIONS OF MINERALS 
Description has already been made of the basic principles 
of colour measurement. In the past colour specification of objects have 
been usually carried out graphically in part, from spectral transmittance 
or spectral reflectance data (Hand Book of Colorimetry by Hardy, 1936; 
Piller, 1966). Since better accuracy and precision of colour values of 
minerals are preferable, the absolute mathematical approach is considered 
and computer programmes developed to evaluate all colour specifications. 
This has the advantage of eliminating personal errors and reducing the 
time required for calculation. 
VI 1. Computatiogal Procedure ~~~J!Jlstimulus values and Chromaticity 
Coordinates 
Measurements of spectral reflectivity for opaque mineral 
and spectral transmittance for non-opaque minerals and cut gemstones 
could be made at various wavelengths only within the sensitivity range 
of the photomultiplier (i.e. from about 420 nm to 660 nm) since the 
colour-matching functions are very small below about 400 nm and above 
680 nm, the reflectivity curve can be extended justifiably towards the 
two ends of the spectrum by extrapolation (see Figure II 14). 
Therefore the values require for the calculations-were 
then found by interpolation and extrapolation for wavelengths of 360 nm 
to 780 nm with an equal interval of 5 nm , by the following linear 
equation: 
( 1 ) 
where Rx is a required reflectivity at the wavelength 'Ax , )\2 and 
~ 1 are longer and shorter successive wavelengths respectively, and 
R2 and R1 are the respective measured reflectivities. 
The reflectivity values at 5 nm intervals are then 
multiplied by the corresponding normalized products of the colour-
matching functions of the light source obtained from Table II 5. By 
definition, the tristimulus values XV.Z of an object colour can be 
determined by evaluating the following integrals. 
X = J R )\ H)\ X)\ d). 
y 
= J R}. H" y)\ d). (2) 
r 
z = j R)\ H)\ Z)\ d)\ • 
Since the reflectivity (or transmiticity) values are 
in percent, the sum of the products for X is divided by 100.0, and 
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similarly for Y and z. Each integral extends over the visible spectrum 
at 5 nm intervals • that is an 81 - point multiplication and summation. 
The chromaticity coordinates x, y, ~ are given by 
X v. z 
X = -------- t y = , z=--- (3) 
X + Y + Z X + Y + Z X + Y + Z 
PL I 1 Computer Programme 
A PL/1 (Programming Language / One) programme written 
by the author and based on the above computational procedures (1), (2) 
and (3), has the capacity to determine the required values from data 
for several samples at a time, for one or many different light sources. 
The computer output includes measured reflectivity ( or 
transmiticity) data (input), interpolated and extrapolated values and 
chromaticity coordinates (output). This programme and an example of 
listings of sample data are given in Appendices VI 1a amd VI 1b. 
respectively • 
VI 2. Computational Procedure for Dominant Wavelength, Complementary 
Wavelength and Excitation Pur!!Y 
The dominant or complementary wavelength of a sample 
may be determined graphically from the standard chromaticity diagram 
(previously described). Judd (1933) gave a computational procedure to 
* calculate the dominant wavelength and colorimetric purity by linear 
interpolation from his tabular values given for the C.I.E. standard 
sources A,B,C and E. Judd's tabular values of slopes of the dominant 
wavelength lines can also be found in the book 1 Color Science' by 
.-
Wyszecki and Stiles (1967). 
* Colorimetric purity = spectral luminance purity, is the ratio of the 
luminance of the spectrally pure component of 
mixture with achromatic component, matching the 
colour, to the luminance of the colour itself. 
( CCOSA , 1968) 
Such ratios of constant dominant wavlength { also 
complementary) for any other light source are evaluated by 
r = (x - X) I (y - Y) 
if absolute value (x - X) ( (y - Y) 
r = (y - Y) I (x - X) 
if absolute value (y - Y) < (x - X). 




A PL I 1 computer programme to compute tabular ratios 
was prepared and is given in Appendix VI 2. Tabular ratios for sources 
A,B and C are listed in Table VI 1. 
The computation of the dominant wavelength ()\d) or 
complementary wavelength ()\c) by means of the Tables of Appendix VI 3, 
is as follows: 
Knowing the chromaticity coordinates (x,y) of a sample 
irradiated by a source whose coordinates are (X,Y) the ratio r is 
computed from (4) above. The ratio r will be found lying between two 
tabulated ratios r 1and r 2 which correspond to dominant wavelengths ~ 1 
and ~2 respectively. The required dominant wavelength ( ~d) of the : 
sample was evaluated by linear interpolation within the intervals of 
1 nm, therefore 
)\d = ---- ( ). -2 • (5) 
To compute the excitation purity {Pe) it is required to 
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find the coordinates of the dominant wavelength on the spectrum locus. 
The dominant wavelength of a sample lies between the tabulated wave-
lengths ~ 1 and ~2 • Their corresponding chromaticity coordinates 
(x1, y1 ) and (x2, y2 ) were read from Table II 3, and the required 
coordinates (xd, yd) of the calculated dominant wavelength ( d) were 
obtained by linear interpolation. 
(~ ~) 
xd = (x2- x1 ) + x, 
( ~ -2 ~) 
(6) 
(~ ~) 
yd = (y2- y1) + Y1 
( h2 - ~) 
The excitation purity (Pe) of the sample colour was 
then computed from one of the following formulae: 
= 
y y ~= 
---------
X - X 
(?) 
X y 
These two expressions are equivalent, but if the straight line is 
approaching vertical the first expression is less accurate and vice 
versa when the straight line is nearly horizontal, and therefore the 
smaller value with the least rejection error was taken. 
To Compute Excitation Purities of Non-Spectral Colours 
Excitation purities of spectral colours always have 
positive signs, but one or both values (Pe) for the stimulus of a 
non-spectral colour will have a negative sign or signs when the above 
procedures are carried out. Hence the negative sign or signs of 
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excitation purity would indicate that the required wavelength was not a 
dominant wavelength ( )\d) but a complementary wavelength ( )\c) and that 
the specimen had a non-spectral colour. Therefore it was necessary to 
recalculate the excitation purity for the complementary wavelength. 
In order to calculate the excitation purity of a non-
spectral colour it is first required to find the coordinates of its 
complementary wavelength on the purple line. This could be done in two 
ways. 
( 1 ) Chromaticity coordinates of complementary wavelengths 
of maximum purity for the C.I.E. sources A,B and C can be obtained from 
tabulated values in the book ' Science of Color' by the Committee on 
Colorimetry, 1966. The calculated complementary wavelength was then read 
from that table and linear interpolation from tabulated coordinates 
would give the requi~ed coordinates. This method is less accurate 
because wavelengths are not in linear scale. 
{2) The second method used in this present work was as 
follows: 
The equation of the purple line is 
y = mx + c , where 
Y-) I {x - x ), n m n 
c = (x y - x y ) I (x - x ) m n n m m n 
and x , y and x , y are coordinates of the two extreme ends of the 
m m n n 
spectrum locus. 
The slo~e and intercept of the straight line passing 
through the illuminant point X,V and sample point x1, y1 as shown in 
Figure VI 1 are 
(9) 
I I 
The required coordinates x , y of the complementary wavelength (~c) 
are involved at the intersection of the above two straight lines • 
Hence simultaneous equations give 
I 
Y = m ( c1 - c) + c 
(10) 
( m- m1 ) 
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The excitation purity (Pe) of a non-spectral colour was then calculated 
by the formulae (4) in which x' and y' replace xd and yd respectively. 
PLL1 Computer Programme 
Acomputer programme written by Dr. Reeve and the writer, 
based on the above equations (4) to (10) , has the capacity to compute 
dominant and/ or complementary wavelengths, coordinates and excitation 
purities of large numbers of specimen data, and to produce input and 
output data. This programme and an example of listings of necessary data 























Figure VI 1. Explaination t('l compute complementary IJJavr-dengt.h (?\c) 
and excitation purity (Pa) of a non-spectral colour. 
VII. ACCURACY AND PRECISION Dr COLOUR SPECIFICATIONS 
OF MINERALS 
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Spectral reflectivity data available from different 
papers were employed to evaluate colour values quantitatively. 
Different authors gave different accuracy and precision of reflectivity 
measurements. Piller and von Gehlen (1964) describe accurate 
measurements of reflectivity with relative errors about + o.S% to ± 1%. 
Cameron (1963) claims an accuracy of ± 0.2% at 549 nm (corresponding 
to a relative error of + 1% at a reflectivity of 20%). 
Nichol and Phillips (1964) obtained a precision of 
± D.25% at the reflectivity level of 18%. Aowie (1967) gives raflect~ity 
data of some ore minerals with a precision of less than ± o.s absolute 
percent in white light. Levy (1966) obtained precision of about + 0.2 
to 0.6 from twenty measurements of spectral reflectivities. 
It is to be pointed out that the precision and accuracy 
of spectral reflectivity measurements vary over the visible spectrum. 
This is the case to be aonsidered seriously for reproducibilities of 
colour values of minerals, because calculations showed that a consistent 
error of 1% or 2% in every wavelength made no variation in calculated 
chromaticity coordinates, but small inconsistent error at some 
wavelengths only gave rise to differences in coordinates. 
However, as the C.I.E. colorimetric system has limits 
of accuracy (threshold values), the accuracy and precision of colour 
values derived from spectral reflectivities can ge estimated in terms 
of these threshold values. 
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The Weighted Ordinate method (d" = 5 nm) which is 
preferable to the Selected Ordinate method (previously described) was 
adopted as a standard method in this persent work. It follows that the 
accuracy and precision depends on spectral reflectivity data and the 
numbers of wavelength intervals used in the measurements. Most of the 
reflectivity values given in the papers are only for a few wavelengths. 
Hence several interpolated values required to evaluate the integrals 
may deviate considerably from actual measureable values. This in turn 
depends upon the shape of the reflectivity curve. 
In order to estimate the precision of quantitative 
colour values derived from available reflectivity data by the computer 
programmes it is necessary to estimate the true vaiues. This was done 
by using reflectivity data with the smallest wavelength intervals. 
Then the precision of chromaticity values derived from large wave-
length intervals can be compared to those obtained from small intervals. 
A wide range of specimen data was selected to obtain 
strong, medium and weak colours with the chromaticity points scattered 
as regularly as possible around the standard illuminant points A and c. 
Calculations for comparisons of results were carried 
out on the following basis. for a particular mineral measured values 
of reflectivity with smallest wavelength intervals were first used to 
derive the chromaticity coordinates. from the same series of measurement 
a few values of reflectivity were then selected and used to determine 
the effect of making measurements at wider wavelength intervals. So 
that deviations from the smallest intervals can be estimated as errors 
intrOduced in the colour values. 
ror example, pyrite has a comparatively medium colour saturation so 
originally the results of Demirsoy (1968), at 23 wavelengths, were used 
in the calculations and then values only 16, 12, 8 and 4 were used in 
turn, as shown in Table VII 1. 
Table VII 1 shows the deviations of reflectivity values 
at omitted wavelengths from the actual measured values of 23 wavelengths, 
due to linear interpolation. The effective variations in the chromaticity 
coordinates due to such inconsistent deviations of spectral reflectivities 
over the spectrum are given in Table VII 2. 
In the case of pyrite it was found that the chromaticity 
coordinates derived from the 23-point, 16-point and 12-point series 
were identical, although the interpolated reflectivities deviated from 
the actual measured values of the 23-point series. That is, the 
deviations ranging from o.o to ± 0.15 (see Table VII 2) in the visible 
spectrum indicate that the chromaticity values are not affected by 
errors of O% to 0.3% in spectral reflectivities. 
Due to linear interpolation the deviation of the 8-point 
and 4-point series from the actual measured values of the 23-point 
series ranged from o.o to +.0.2·and + 0.01 to ± 2.2 respectively 
(corresponding to relative errors of + 0.4% and ± 4% for the upper 
limits). 
Hence the chromaticity values of either the 23-point, 
16-point or 12-point series can be taken as standard values for 
comparison and the deviations of the 8-point and 4-poiQtvalues can be 




deviation Formula {ds2 = g11 dx
2 + 2g12dx.dy + g22dy
2; where the unit of 
ds = 1 ; previously described in Chapter II 12). 
The chromaticity values obtained From the a-point and 
4-point series differed from the standard values in the Fourth and 
third decimal places respectively, the results of calculations showed 
that the chromaticity point derived from the a-point data was well 
within the threshold values, but the chromaticities of the 4-point data 
were only just within the threshold limit. It seems that the MacAdam's 
standard deviations are slightly large. 
In the same way to estimate the accuracy and precision 
of colour values of minerals the calculated colour specifications and 
standard deviations for pyrite {Demirsoy, 196a), bornite (the writer), 
tennantite (Tugal, 1969), hematite (Demirsoy, 196a), covellite (von 
Gehlen and Piller, 1964) and cattierite (Demirsoy, 196a) are given in 
Table VII 2. 





For most ore minerals 12- to a-point measurements of 
reflectivity are sufficient for accuracy and precision, 
For a strongly coloured mineral like covellite at least 
12 measurements of reflectivity are necessary, 
four-point data will only provide reasonably accurate 
values of colour within the thr;sholds when the 
reflectivity curve is fairly linear, 
colour specifications derived from measured reflectivicy 
(or transmiticity) values with regular approximate 
errors of 0 to ± 2% over the visible spectrum are 
accurate within the small limits of the threshold values. 
Table VII 1. Measured Reflectivity Values and Deviations at. Omitted Wavelengths Due to Interpolation 
Wa"Ve- 23-point Series 16-Point DeviatioRJ 12-Point 
length (measured) Series Series 
tf.4'0 40.9 40.9 - 40.9 
450 42.4 42.4 -
460 43.9 .oo 43.9 
470 45.5 45.5 -
lf80 47.2 47.2 -· 47.2 
490 48.7 +.15 
s·oo 50.5 50.5 -- 50.5 
510 50.9 50.9 -520 51.5 +.05 51.5 
530 52.2 52.2 -
540 52.7 52.7 - 52.7 
550 53.2 .oo 
560 53.7 53.7 - 53.7 
570 54.1 54.1 -
580 54.3 .oo 54.3 
590 54.5 54.5 -
600 54.7 54.7 - 54.7 
610 54.7 .oo 
620 54.7 54.7 - 51~7 
6-30 54.9 54.9 -
640 55.0 + .. 10 55.0 
650 55.3 55.3 -












































































Table VII 2. Variations in Chromaticity Coordinates Due to 






























dV dx dy dV/Y 
Compared to the 23-Point values 
o.oo9 o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo2 
o.oo9 o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo2 
0.025 o.oob 0.0001 o.ooos 
0.362 0.0006 0.0020 0.0068 
Compared to the 12-Point values 
o.o79 o.ooos o.ooo2 
0.138 0.0004 0.0048 
o.oo4 
o.oo7 
Compared to the 12-Point values 
o.o33 o.ooo3 o.ooo1 
o.oso o.ooog o.oo11 
o.oo1 
0.002 
Compared to the 23-Point values 
o.oog o.ooo1 o.ooo1 
0.018 o.oooo o.oooo 




Compared to the 14-Point values 
o.oo8 o.ooos o.ooo1 
0.019 0.0014 0.0004 




Compared to the 23-Point values 
o.ooo o.oooo o.oooo o.ooo 
o.oog o.ooo1 o.ooo1 




VIII. MEASUREMENTS OF COLOUR CONSTANCY, BIREFLECTANCE AND 
REFLECTION PLEOCHROISM 
83 
Colour constancy refers to the substantial invariance 
of object-colour perceptions in the presence of changes in illumination 
(The Science of Color by Committee on Colorimetry, 1968). Discussion of 
the phenomenon of colour constancy is as old as the problem of matching 
surface colours in different illuminants. Two samples, for instance , 
will match under one illuminant, but they may not match under another. 
In some cases they will mis-match because the alteration in appearance 
may be so slight that it would pass undetected if the second sample 
were not available for comparison. 
Each real object has a so-called object colour which is 
merely its capacity to modify the colour of the light incident upon it, 
This capacity depends essentially upon the spectral reflectance of the 
surface and is a more or less unique and constant characteristic of the 
given object. 
Changes in appearance accompanying changes in illuminant 
may be too weak to be perceived. For instance, coal usually continues 
to look black, and snow white, in a wide range of illuminants, owing 
to the effect of colour constancy. They are said to have high degrees 
of colour constancy. 
Changes in colour sensitivity are less frequently noticed 
although they, too, are continually occurring and may be quite large. 
The tendency in maintaining the colour constancy of object colours is, 
on the other hand, due to visual adaptation. 
84 
The effect of visual adaptation in colour perception 
may be illustrated as follows. The colour of dayl~· and the colour of 
tungsten light are very different when viewed side by side, but many 
ordinary objects in a room seem little changed in appearance when they 
are seen during the day and at night. 
Another example of adaptation effect is well known in photographic 
colour processing. Whites in the original may consist of white surfaces 
illuminated by daylight , artificial light, or some other illuminant , 
and hence have varying energy distributions. These are all seen as more 
or less white, owing to the adaptation of the eye to the illuminant, 
but of course the sensitivities of the photographic material are 
unchangable, and therefore will give different reproductions for whites 
under different illuminants. 
Thus process of visual adaptation could largely 
compensate for changes in sensitivity level of the eye and the colour 
of the illumination, and hence favours colour constancy. Nevertheless , 
the compensation is rarely quite complete and a high degree of colour 
constancy is rare (Wright, 1969; Committee on Colorimetry, 1968). On 
the other hand, if the illumination changes are too sudden or too great, 
or if the colour of the object instead of the illuminant is seen 
' 
adaptation could not prevent obvious changes in object colour perception 
due to changes in illuminant. 
Changing the illuminant may change the brightness or 
relative spectral distributions of the light from the objects, and 
therefore they show changes in appearance. The degree of colour constancy 
will be of significance to particular light sources. 
A classic example of a poor colour constacy can be 
demonstrated by alexandrite (Cr-bearing chrysoberyl) in the field of 
mineralogy, particularly in gemmology. Alexandrite is green under 
daylight and changes very distinctly to a red under tungsten light, 
because it highly absorbs the light in the yellow and blue regions, 
gives a main peak in the green and a secondary one in the red. Its 
spectral diffuse reflectance or transmittance curve may be somewhat 
85 
like the one as shown in Figure VIII 1. Unfortunately, no quantitative 
data for alexandrite was obtained vecause of lack of specimens. Its 
colour values calculated from the above predicted, general curve were 
plotted on the chromaticity diagram in Figure VIII 2 to show the obvious 
changes of colour in passing from daylight to tungsten light. 
It was, therefore expected that some minerals may have 
characteristics changes in app~arance accompanying the change of 
illuminant and so some minerals may be easily distinguished from others, 
which are similar under ordinary-observation condition. 
According to the literatures of ore microscopy briartite 
and gallite are difficult to distinguish, galena and sulvanite are ~ 
similar. They can be distinguished from similar counterparts by 
observing changes differently in appearance when inserting and taking 
out a daylight filter infront of the tungsten lamplight. As shown in 
Table VIII 1 briatite shows very little change in appearance whereas 
gallite changes in colour noticeably when changing the illuminant from 
A to c. In the same way the changes in contrast enchancement of galena 
and sulvanite could be detected. Galena shows noticeably increasing 
saturation and brightness (additive effect), i.e. its appearance changes 
towards luminous bluish colour from bright grayish colour; whereas 
sulvanite performs slight decreasing saturation and brightness (sub-
tractive effect) from gray~yellowish to faint yellowish colour. 
.. a 
WAVELENGTH (nm) 
rigure VIII 1. A spectral distribution curve giving a green colour in daylight 













figure VIJI ?. Chrom~ticity diagram showing a poor colour constancy nf ~ 





The basic quantitative colour values of some ore 
minerals for the standard light sources A (average tungsten light) and 
C (artificial average daylight) are tabulated in a later Chapter. 
Isometric minerals have a single reflectivity in all 
directions in white light or in any monochromatic light and consequently 
they remain unchanged in chromaticness (hue and saturation) and visual 
brightness as the stage of the microscope is rotated under one light 
source. ~any minerals of other crystal systems show distinct changes in 
appearance with rotation of the stage under ordinary observation 
conditions.Such changes are due to the variation of indices of reflection 
and absorption with different crystallographic orientations. The 
changes may be in brightness or chromaticness, or both. 
The terms bireflectance and reflection pleochroism are 
here ysed in separate senses on the basis of quantitative values , 
although in the literature of ore microscopy these terms have been used 
with the same or similar meanings but without clear d{finitions • 
1 
(particularly in the books published by Uytenbogaardt and Burke, 1971 
page VI; Ramdohr, 1969 page 297). 
Bireflectance may be defined as the difference between 
the maximum and minimum reflectivities of principal crystallographic 
directions or as the difference of brightness Y vaues ( = visual A) , 
i.e. dY = Y Y . • Effective bireflectance to the 
max. m~n. 
visual 
sensation can be estimated with the threshold value of the brightness 
which is appeoximately dY/Y = 1% • 
Some sections of anisotropic minerals may show changes 
in brightness alone without changes noticeably in chromaticness, as the 
8:7 
stage of the microscope is turned • In other words the change in 
appearance of a polished section with rotation of the stage is due to 
the bireflectance, not due to changes in colour. 
Reflection pleochroism may be defined as differences in 
chromaticity values (dx,dy) or as differences in dominant wavelengths 
- ft,.·.r 
(~d) and excitation purities (dPe) between the' principal directions of ,. 
a section. Effective reflection pleochroism can be estimated with 
MacAdam's threshold values. 
Thus on the basis of quantitative colour values we can 
say that changes in appearance of anisotropic minerals with rotation 
of the stage are either due to the effect of bireflectance or due to 
reflection pleochroism, or due to both effects. 
Pleochroism can then be defined quantitatively as 
differences between respective tristimulus values dX, dV, dZ for the 
principal directions of a section or expressed differently as the 
combined effects of bireflectance and reflection pleochroism. 
For example, changes in colour of some ore minerals, 
as the microscope stage is rotated under one illuminant, are shown in 
Table VIII 2. Such quantitative values of bireflectance and reflection 
pleochroism may also help to direct the consentration of an observer in 
a particular case or cases. 
Figure VIII 3 shows the changes of dominant wavelengths 
and excitation purities of some ore minerals in passing from tungsten 
light (source A) to artificial daylight (source C). In the Figure dots 
represent positions of the specimens under source A and the shifts are 
8,8 
indicated by arrow-heads when the illuminant is changed to source C • 
From this Figure the following interesting points are noted. 
ed(\!··. 
(1) Most of tihe ore minerals have hues in two major 
wavelength regions - i.e. yellow-orange part and 
purple-blue part. 
(2) The shifts of chromaticness, accompanying changes 
in illuminant, appear in a rather regular fashion. 
These regular shifts, in general, indicate that 
the colours of ore minerals having chromaticnesses 
in yellow-orange region become fainter when a 
daylight filter is interposed infront of the 
tungsten light, whereas the colours of other 
minerals having chromaticnesses in the purple-
blue become stronger. 
(3) As consequences of the effect three signi,icant 
characteristics in some cases were observed. 
;r Firstly, in comparison, if two faint coloured minerals 
occur side by side there may be effective contrast 
enchancement with changes in illuminant. 
For example, galena and briartite will show effective 
contrasts because the degree of colour constancy of 
galena is comparatively poorer than that of briartite. 
Similarly as shown in Table VIII 1, briartite and 
gallite which are difficult to distinguish from each 
other can be differentiated and recognised by observing 
contrasting degrees of colour constancy. 
Secondly, some anisotropic minerals will show more 
effective pleochroism (bireflectance and reflection 
89 
pleochroism) under one illuminant or under another. 
For example, the reflection pleochroism of hexagonal 
pyrrhotite is stronger under illuminant A than under 
illuminant c. The reflection pleochroism of klockmanni~ 
is distinctly stronger under illuminant C than under 
illuminant A. These examples are illustrated in 
Figure VI II 4. 
Thirdly, the colours of many minerals change 
correspondingly in passing from illuminant A to c, 
but their shifts are of the same magnitude, thus the 
contrast between·the colours of many minerals remain 
the same. 
The same effects were observed when attempts were made 
to obtain significant changes in colour under new light sources. These 
sources were combinations of source A and a neutral filter with 80 % 
transmission, and source A and a neutral filter with 20 % transmission 
characteristics. 
The procedures for measurement of a new light source 
are described below. 
First and formost measurements of spectral transmittances 
of each neutral filter (F~ ) were made in the visible spectrum. The 
relative energy distributions of the C.l.E. source A (H~d~) were 
multiplied by the 1931 C.I.E. colour-matching functions (x~ ), similarly 
by (Y .,._ ) and (z )\ ) for wavelengths 380 nm to 780 nm with an equal interval 
of 5 nm. 
The sums L x)\ Hl\ d)\ 
' 
were 
• multiplied by a normalizing factor K, where K = 100.0/LJ~ H~ d~ 
Then the spectral transmittances F~ were multiplied by corresponding 
products x~ H~ d~ , etc. The normalizing factor K for the new light 
source was computed by 
K = 100.0/ ~~ yl\ H'l\ d~ 
The tristimulus values of the new light source were 
XF = K Y:l- x). H~ dl\ 
YF = K -u~ yl'\ Hl\ d'J\ = 100.0 and 
~F = K E~ i~ H~ d1\ • 
The relative energy distributions or normalized energy distributions 




J(F'I\ H)\ X~ d). ) XF 
'it)' H). x"' 
f<f"'J\ H)l Y'l\ d-,..) YF 
Lt). H'l\ y)\ 
~( Fl\ H). Z'}\ d')l. ) ZF 
~)\ Hl\ Z)'. 
These relative energy distributions ware used in the calculation 
SD 
according to the C.I.E. method for the measurement of an object colour 
with respect to this new light source. The chromaticity coordi~ates of 
91 
the source were then calculated by the formulae given previously. 
APL/1 computer program written by the author for 
IBM/360 to compute relative spectral distributions, tristimulus values 
and chromaticity coordinates of any light source whose spectral 
characteristics are known is given in Appendix VIII 1. 
Colour measurements of a few ore minerals were made for 
the new light source and results were compared to those obtained previously 
fot the standard light sources A and c. With changes in illuminant A to 
I 
the new light sources or C to the new light sources all bases of comparison 
~~ 
shifted correspondingly, but nothing looked significan,ly different 
~ 
·(! 
compared to the shifts due to changes in illuminant A to c. 
Therefore all quantitative colour values of some ore 
minerals are presented in Tables for the standard light sources A and c. 
Table VI II 1. 
Example; Degrees of colo~r constancy in passing from tungsten 
light ( source A) to daylight (source C). 
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Table VII I 2. 
Examples of Quantitative Values of Bireflectance and Reflection Pleochroism 
under average tungsten light (source A). 
Anisotropic Bireflectance Reflection Effective Pleochroism 
Pleochroism 
mineral dV dPe% d~ dV/V ds 
Hematite {w - e) 3.7 o.s 1 .1 12.7 1.0 
Luzonite(max.- min.) 3.3 s.s 12.4 12.4 1.4 
Mawsonite(max.- min.) 0.6 11.1 1.9 2.25 10.9 
Chal~opyrite{max. -min.) 0.1 0.9 0.3 
- 0.3 -0.9 
Chalcophanite(max.- min.) 16.7 3.1 1.3 63.5 7.4 
Niccolite(max.- min.) 2.2 2.9 0.1 4.2 7.7 
Hodrushite(max.- min.) 1.2 o.o 4.0 3.6 2.1 
Note: Pleochroism of hematite from (w) to (e) is mainly due to bireflectance. 
That is,the brightness difference between (w) and (e) directions is 
12.7 times greater than just noticeable difference. Reflection 
pleochroism is just perceptiable since ds = 1. 
The brightness difference (dV) of chalcopyrite between maximum and 
minimum directions is below noticeable level. The saturation 
difference (dPe%) is just below noticeable difference. Therefore, 
.... 
:1 


















FIGURE VII 3 SHOWING ·CHANGES IN· HUE.(l\d) AND SATURATION(Pe) OF ORE MINERAL.S .IN. PASSiNC . FROM· TUNGSTEN :I,.ICHT TO :DAYLIGHT 




















































IX. A STUDY ON SOME COLOUR PROBLEMS IN ORE MINERALS 
The major aim of this present work lies in the 
development of quantitative colour measurement methods for minerals and 
the establishment of numerical colour values, spectral reflectiv~ty data 
and graphical representation of the colours of some ore minerals. 
On the basis of the quantitative values, attempts were 
made to understand the nature of the characteristic.colour, colour 
92 
variation, colour discrimination, colour constancy, refelction pleochroism 
and bireflectance of a mineral. Explainations of these properties have 
been given in the previous chapters. 
Attempts were also made to understand the relationships 
between variations in colour quality and chemical composition and/ or 
physical properties. Unfortunately, in the majority of cases, insufficient 
chemical and other physical data are available for measured specimens, 
and therefore no promising correlation could be made, but general 
relations were observed. 
The results of the analyses, described in the following 
pages should be consulted with the appropriate figures and Tables which 
are compiled in Chapter X • 
PURE GOLD, Au 
PURE SILVER, Ag 
GOLD- SILVER ALLOY, SO% Au +SO% Ag 
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The chromaticity coordinates of pure gold, pure silver and 
-synthetic gold-silver alloy were plotted on the x-y chromaticity chart. 
A gentle curve passing through these points indicates the increase of 
excitation purity (saturation of hue) with increasing gold content in 
gold-silver alloys. 
The chromaticity points of two natural sylvanite(AuAgTe4 ) 
specimens from different localities are also shown in order to compare 
the positions of relative chromaticities with v~~iable gold-silver content. 
The change in chromaticness of each sylvanite is due to two principal 
orientations ( ~ and~ ), and is almost parallel to the purity increasing 
direction of the gold-silver alloy. 
It is evident from the chromaticity chart that the higher 
purity of the sylvanite specimen from Fiji (the maximum purity point) 
suggest a higher gold content or conversely lower silver content than the 
specimen from Colorado, as quoted from their electron microprobe (Stumpfl, 
1970) analyses on the chart. 
These quantitative values of colour agree well with Eales 
(1961), who noted qualitatively that the colour of gold in polished 
sections is an index of its fineness. According to Eales nearly pure gold 
from some Southern Rhodesian mines has a golden colour with a distinct 
ruddy tint (approximately 9SO fine) and with increasing proportion of 
alloys silver this colour changes through yellow to pale silvery yellow 
(approximately 600 fine). Eales defined only four shades of colour 
qualitatively, to which all gold grains encountered could be referred. 
It be of interest to determine colour coordinates of 
several gold-silver alloys having different finenesses because the 
94 
above data suggest that their colour points will lie on the suggested 
gentle curve, showing an increase of purities with increasing gold contents 
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GERMANITE, Cu6 Fe Ge s8 
Quantitative colour values of germanite specimens, as 
plotted on a chromaticity chart, are in good agreement with Levy (1966) 
who made measurements of spectral reflectivity on those specimens. 
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The chromaticity chart shows that the two specimens 
1 and 2 from Bancairoun have the same colour as they are chemically 
homogeneous (Levy, 1966). The chromaticity points 3,4,5 and 6 scattering 
outside the discrimination ellipse represent the varying shades of colour 
. b-of four different areas on a {eterogeneous specimen from Tsumeb, as the 
differences are visually noticeable (Levy, 1966). 
According to R. Phillips (personal communication), 
Springer (1969) and Levy (1966) the probable reason for the heterogeneous 
character of Tsumeb germanite is mainly due to the different contents of 
tungsten (tungsten-germanite). The colour of homogeneous, probably normal 
germanite is similar to that of bornite but slightly paler and higher in 
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BORNITE, Cu5 Fe 54 
Freshly polished surfaces of some bornite specimens 
show noticeable colour differences. It was of interest to investigate the 
colour variation in bornites. 
Spectral reflectivity measurements for colour evaluation 
were made on freshly polished surfaces or six specimens from five different 
localities, as described previously in Chapter III. In order to know the 
tarnishing effect with time, repeated reflectivity measurements were made. 
The values of the second measurement immediately after the first run, 
within about 40 minutes, showed no sigificant cariation in reflectivity 
and colour values, but during the third run it was noted that the specimen 
surface tarnished quickly and consequently gave different values. Therefore 
the reflectivity values obtained on the first r-un were believed to be 
accurate for bornite. 
Electron microprobe analyses of these specimens were made 
by Dr. Peckett {Geology Department, University of Durham) with a 'Cambridge 
Geoscan 1 microanalyser. The precision of the measurements was estimated at 
about + 2% of the measured value. 
All analyses show that the measured specimens are nearly pure as all trace 
element contents are below the limits of detection. The contents of Ti, Cr, 
Co, Ni are approximately less than 180 ppm, As is less than 450 ppm and 
Sb is less than 350 ppm. 
Figure IX 3, showing the colour distributioQs of measuDed 
97 
bornite specimens {also other bornite specimens from Turkey; Tugal, 1969), 
and the Table below indicate that there are slight variations in colour 
with slight differences in composition, but also shows that there is no 
linear correlation between colour and composition. The chemical formula 
of each specimen is given on the basis of 4 sulfur atoms per molecule. 
97 a 
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Sum 1 oo. 31 
Formula cu5. o!e1 .. 02s4-
Y (b.Ii gh tness ) 22 .. 05 
d (nm) 593.8 
Pe 1~ 19.74-
Electron Microprobe Analyses and Colour Va.lues of Bornites 
13513 6320 5796 12894- 6301 
Australia Arizona Rhodesi. a RhodeS. a New Jersey 
6"3. 4-7 63.4-4- 63.4-1 63.39 63.01 ~.t.% 
11.48 11.57 11 .. 50 11.4-1 11.60 
24-.82 2!.._88 25 .. 70 a.-.88 ~.50 
99.71 99.89 100.6f 99.~8 100.11 
eu -(Fe 06s 5.1 . 1. ' 4- Cu5.14-Fe1. 0684- Cu4-. 9Ef'e1.02S4- Cu5.14Fe1 •. 05S4- Cu4-. 98Fe1.04-S4-
21.30 21.83 20.14- 19.78 20.32 
595"·· 8 596.1 603.7 610.6 603.8 
19.74- 19.69 15.16 11.82 12.4-6 





PYRITE , Fe 52 
The colour distributions of 15 pyrite specimens are 
shown together with a discrimination ellipeon the chromaticity chart. 
All colour points are scattered within about 3 nanometers of the dominant 
wavelength, but the variation in purity (saturation) as a whole is 
surprisingly large, i.e. their colour qualities may be perceptibly 
whitest yellow to yellowish white. 
Comparing the colour distributions with the threshold 
ellipse, the colour quality, for instance, of the R.S.M. pyrite is 
noticeably different from that of the A.E.D. pyrite. 
Spectral reflectivities of the (100) face of pyrite 
(Demirsoy, 1968) are lower, by between 0.3 and 0.6 units, than those of 
the (111) face, but chromaticity coordinates are identical. Their 
relative brightness ( = visual reflectivity) difference (dY/Y%) is 1% 
which is just noticeable under an ore microscope. 
Singh (1965) demonstrated the variations in spectral 
reflectivity of a group of pyrite specimens from fifferent localities 
and the same effect is also described by Gray and Millman (1961) and 
others. According to Singh the specimens 1877, 1879 and 1883 have no 
significant variation in composition and contain no trace element greater 
than 0.1%. In the figure they all will lie within a discrimination 
ellipse centred on the specimen 1883. 
The anisotropic pyrite NG 18 of Tugal (1969) has a 
slightly larger cell size {about 0.001 to 0.002 A•) than his other pyrite 
specimens. It seems that this difference is not significant in colour 
quality as compared with his other pyrites. 
99 
Pyrite specimens have been employed as standards in 
comparative reflectometry but it is doubtful on the above evidence whether 
pyrite is a reliable standard for spectral reflectivitw measurements. 
It is not included amongst the standards recommended by 
the International Mineralogical Association Commission on Ore Microscopy 
(I.M.A.C.D.M.). 
If the spectral reflectivity data given by different 
authors are assumed to be reliable with small, conventional errors, then 
appreciable chromaticity variations could be largely a function of 
chemistry. 
Since pyrite may have slight substitutional and non-
stoichiometric variation in composition, apprecia~le changes in optical 
properties of pyrites from different types of deposits may be due to the 
presence of a minor element or elements (Co, Ni, Cu, As, Zn), perhaps : 
greater than 0.1 %. Unfortunately, chemical data on measured specimens 
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CHALCOPYRITE , Cu Fe s2 
The chromaticity distribution of 15 chalcopyrite specimens 
from three mineral deposits of Turkey (Tugal, 1969) are presented in the 
x-y colour diagram of.Figure IX 5. Although the variation in chromaticness 
is not very large compared to the size of the discrimination ellipse , 
the brightness (visual reflectivity) differences from one mineral to 














TETRAHEDRITE, Cu3 Sb s3• 25 
TENNANTITE , Cu3 As s3• 25 
Quantitative colour values show that tetrahedrite 
specimens have slight colour variation from greenish-yellowish grey to 
bluish-greenish grey and that tennantite specimens have comparatively 
larger variation in colour from greenish grey to bluish grey with higher 
saturation (purity). 
Since the range of solid solution in the tetrahedrite-
tennantite series is very large, their reflectivities generally vary 
corresP.Jondingly fran~ 32.7 to 29.6% in tetrahedrite and 31.0 to 26.5% 
in tennan ti te. 
The chromaticity coordinates of some members of 
synthesised tetrahedrite- tennantite series {Hall, 1971) are not 
directly comparable with those of natural tetrahedrite and tennantite, 
probably because of large variable substitutions in stoichiometric 
composition and weak colour values. 
Hall (1971) concluded in his doctoral Thesis that with 
increasing As:Sb ratio there is a general decrease in cubic cell edge, 
increase in microhardness, decrease in reflectivity and increase in 
saturation of colour (purity). Unfortunately, it was not possible to 
support his conclusion for natural tetrahedrite and tennantite, because 
no chemical and physical data on measured specimens is available in the 
literature. 

















































SPHALERITE, Zn S 
Many investigations on cause of coloration in various 
sphalerite specimens have been reported. Since pure Zn sphalerites can 
be colourless, the change in colour of sphalerites, from a translucent 
yellow through brown to nearly opaque black, is usually considered to 
be a function of iron content (Dana's System of Mineralogy, 1944; Deer 
Howie and Zussman, 1969). 
102 
Roedder and Dwornik (1968) concluded, in a study on 
colour banding of some low-iron sphalerites (Pine Point) with the 
electron microprobe, that there is no correlation between iron content 
and colour. Graeser (1969) also reported that the coloration of low-iron 
sphalerites (from Binnatal) in various shades of colour from yellow to 
black is not due to the increase of iron content, but due to a strong 
influence of the Mn content: the yellow colour changes to brown and 
black whenever the Mn content exceeds a value of about 100 ppm. No 
report to support his view has appeared so far. 
The quantitative colour values of 16 sphalerite specimens 
from Yugoslavia (Grafenauer et al, 1969) do not agree with Graeser's 
report and have no correlation with chemistry. Although there is a 
linear relationship between reflectivity and FeS content in synthesised 
sphalerites (Akinci, 1970), their quantitative colour values again do not 
correlate with chemistry or cell size. 
The reason for lack of correlation with chemistry in 
this present work might be that the reflection colour of sphalerite is 
very much less sensitive to its chemistry or other physical properties 
than the transmission colour. 
The same reason will apply for other non-opaque minerals. 
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Therefore, quantitative colour measurements derived from 
spectral transmission data of sphalerite may be more suited to investigation 




















figure IX 7. 
• Tugal ( 1969) 
o Levy (1966) 
MARMATITE 8 Nichol & PhillipR { 1966) 
·306 X ·308 ·310 ·312 
GALENA , Pb S 
All quantitative colour values of 7 galena specimens 
represent greyish white colours with slight differences in purity. The 
specimen M1 of Tugal (1969), being an average one, is taken as a 
10A 
reference origin of the discrimination ellipse to compare the chromaticity 
point with those of other specimens. 
Figure IX 8 shows that all galena specimens have no 
difference in colour perception. The specimens of Tugal have the relative 
brightness difference (dV/Y) not greater than the threshold level, but 
Demirsoy's galena (100) has 5% greater than the reference. 
Under a daylight illumination galena will show a 
relatively brighter and slightly stronger saturation, as quantitative 













·304 ·306 ·308 ·310 
CDLUSITE, Cu3 (As,Sn,V,Fe,Sb) 54 
SULVANITE, Cu3 V 54 
Colusite is very similar to sulvanite (rare) in 
reflectivity and colour quality as given in Tables and shown on the 
chromaticity chart of Figure IX 9. Sulvanite has a slightly higher 
reflectivity whereas colusite commonly shows different shades of zonal 
structure. 
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The different shades are not due to difference in 
chromaticness but due to differences in visual reflectivity (brightness). 
The chromaticity points of different zones lie within the discrimination 
ellipse, as shown in the diagram, but the colours of two zoned colusite 




























STANNITE, Cu2 Sn fe s4 ; Tetragonal 
MAWSONITE, Cu2 Sn1 fe s4 ; Tetragonal +X -x 
IDAITE , Cu3 fe s4 ; probably Tetragonal 
Several unnamed varieties of stannite have been reported 
(Ramdohr, 1944 & 1960). Ramdohr recognised four different stannites 
which he called 'Zinnkies I- IV'. Some of them have been named, but 
still noticeable deviations from ideal compositions of stannite and 
hexastannite ( = stannite jaune of Levy, 1966; renamed as stannoidite by 
Kato, 1968) from different localities were found by electron microprobe 
analysis (Springer, 1968). 
Mawsonite is considered as an intermediate member 
between stannite and idaite (Uytenbogaardt and Burke, 1971), but little 
is known about the relationships between stannite and idaite. 
An investigation of the variations in colour and other 
optical properties of stannite, stannite jaune (hexastannite), mawsonite, 
orange bornite and idaite were made and observed as follows. 
The chromaticity points, as shown in the x-y coordinate 
chart, show, in general, that excitation purity and combined effects of 
bireflectance and reflection pleochroism increase rrom stannite to idaite. 
It seems that the colour saturation and reflecttion pleochroism is largely 
influenced by the Cu content. That is, as given in Table below, the 
above properties increase with increasing Cu content from stannite to 
idaite. 
The electron microprobe analyses are average data as 
quoted below Table IX 2 which shows the general relationship between 
chemical composition and the optical properties. 
for each member of the series the colour variation is 
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also due to slight variation in chemistry and orientation of the measured 
sections. In Tables (Chapter X ) and figure IX 10 the spectral reflectivity 
data and respective colour values of 1-3-4 and 5-6-7 belong to the six 
different areas of the specimens no. 2 and no. 1 respectively (Levy, 1966). 
According to Levy (1966) the slight difference in reflectivity (as well 
as in colour) is perhaps due to the fact that the specimen no. 1 contains 
Zn whilst the speci~en no. 2 contains no Zn. 
It was seen from the figure that the colour points of 
the so-called orange bornite lie inbetween mawsonite and idaite and its 
colour variation is large perhaps with large variation in composition. 
Orange bornite (13) from Peru has higher Cu and Fe contents than other 
orange bornites from Vaulry (Levy, 1966). 
Similarly, the reason for large variations in reflectivity 
and colour of idaites are due to the different orientation and chemistry. 
Idaite (4-5-6) from Cerro Huemul, Argentina has higher Cu and Fe contents 
than those (1-2) from France. 
Therefore, on above evidences the colour intensity in 
the series from stannite to idaite is strongly influenced by Cu content, 
i.e. the brownish yellow saturation increases with increasing Cu content. 
A slight variation in colour of a member of the series is probably due to 
the differences in content of Cu, Fe , perhaps Sn, and minor elements 










F'igure I X 1 o. 
107 a 
• ·sTANNITE 
o STANNITE JAUNE 
A MAWSONITE 
o ORANGE BORNITE 
• IDAITE 
·310 .34() .aso· .360 )C ·370 ·110 
Table IX 2. Electron Microprobe Analyses 
Stannite Stannite Hexastannite Mawsonite 
Jaune 
Cu 29.7 29.8 37.5 39.8 
Sn 27.1 26.7 20.1 16.4 
Fe 11.5 10.9 11.8 10.8 
Zn 1.7 3.2 2.7 1.7 
s 30.0 30.0 29.8 29.7 
5 L L s 
(9) (5) (9) (4)* 




S = Springer (1968) 
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ENARGITE, Cu3 (As,Sb) 54 Orthorhombic 
STIBIOLUZDNITE~LUZONITE, Cu3 (As,Sb) s4; Tetragonal 
The chromaticity variations of enargite and stibioluzonite 
are mainly due to the different orientations in the polished sections, 
whilst the measured luzonite specimens were very small and had many 
inclusions {Levy, 1966). 
A potion of the chromaticity diagram shows the colour 
distributions of enargite, stibioluzonite and luzonite. In order to 
visualize the colour quality from part of the chromaticity diagram and 





Pinkish grey to violet grey, 
bireflectance and reflection pleochroism 
distinct. 
Pinkish without orange tints, 
bireflectance and reflection pleochroism 
distinct to moderate. 
Light pinkish orange, 
bireflectance and reflection pleochroism 
















































• Cll . 
THE EffECT Of GRAIN SIZE ON CHANGES Of HEMATITE COLOURS 
A massive hematite specimen from the Lake District 
(England) and single hematite crystals from Sweden were ground down 
separately by means of a Tema disk mill to investigate the change of 
colour when the grain size is reduced. 
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Each powdered specimen was passed through successive 
nylon sieves. All separated samples were then pelletised (dry) with boric 
acid powder backings by means of hydraulic Ram Press. 
Under the reflected light photometer microscope all 
pellets revealed brown to red earthy grains and fairly, evenly distributed 
shining tiny specular hematites. Three separate, smooth areas which will 
represent the overall reflection of each pellet worechosen and spectral 
reflectivity measurements were made on each area. The average results of 
each specimen were employed in quantitative colour measurement. 
Some pellets having large grain sizes were reground down 
into sufficient fine powders for x-ray fluoreseent analysis, because it 
was considered that the composition of the samples may change due to 
separation into different grain sizes. 
X-ray fluorescent analysis was carried out on a Philips 
PW 1212 automatic sequential analyser for the following oxides. Si o2 , 
Al 2 03 and fe 2 o3 line intensities of the elements were measured on 10 
standards which had previously been analysed by wet chemical methods. 
Calibration curves for the elements were then obtained and from these 
the compositions of the unknown samples were determined by interpolation. 
and 
The analyses are given in the Table IX 3/show that the 
compositions of the different samples of the massive hematite were not 
significantly different within the experimental error. The composition 
of the different samples of hematite crystals was therefore assumed to 
be the same as the original composition. Hence the change in colour of a 
specimen was mainly due to the change in grain size. 
Figure IX 12 shows the effect of grain size on changes 
of colours of the massive hematite and hematite crystals. When the grain 
size decreases saturation (purity) of hematite colours distinctly increases 
together with slight change in hue (dominant wavelength). All sample points 
are also shown with the discrimination ellipse on an enlargeApart of the 
chromaticity chart of Figure IX 13. 
The changes of colour of the massive hematite were large 
at first and then decreased when the grain size was finer and finer. The 
dark red colour of the powders of hematite crystals changed little 
compared to the changes of the massive hematite powders. 
For a hematite powdered specimen the variation in colour 
was due to the change of grain size and also the amount and nature of 
tiny specular hematites which were present in the powdered specimens. 
Therefore the change of colour is probably a function of 
different light scattering (diffraction and reflection) from tiny 
spherical grains and crystalline hematites, together with the absorption 
of light incident upon the powdered specimens. 
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Figure IX 12. Chromaticity diagram showing tho colouT sequence of 
hematite powders under the standard illuminants A 
and c. Saturation increases with decreasing grain 
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Fiqure IX 13. Enlarqed part of Fiqure IX.I2 to show the noriceably chanqes of the colours 
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XII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS OF POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK 
Quantitative colour measurements have been widely 
applied, in many ways (e.g. the use of the visual quality of a colour 
for its own sake; the use of the colour of an object as an idicator of 
other properties which it may possess; etc.), in various laboratories 
and industries such as colour photography, colour television, signal 
glasses and road signs, agriculture and food, meteorology and astronomy, 
chemical tests, analysis of optical and visual phenomena, industries of 
automobile, dyeing, paint, pulp and papsr, etc. 
This project was undertaken to investigate the 
contribution to be made by concepts and methods of quantitative colour 
measurement to mineralogy and gemmology. 
All necessary computer programmes were prepared for 
IBM/ 360 and used in this work to reduce personal errors and to save 
time, since numerous calculations are involved in the measurement of 
colour. (Chapter VI). 
An investigation of the use of reflected light methods 
of determining spectral reflectivity values of facetted gemstones wa~ 
made for quantitative colour measurement. (Chapter III 3). The same 
method was applied to the measurement of colour in ore minerals, since 
it promised to be a useful additional method for the identification of 
these minerals. 
Many ore minerals, especially oxides, sulpha-salts and 
sulphides have similar reflectivity in white light and some have 
overlapping values of reflectivity and microhardness. It has been 
realized that spectral reflectivity measurements, can be made use of 
in many cases for mineral identification. 
Although reflectivity is the most important property 
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of opaque minerals, it is still difficult to compare the measured values 
with available reflectivity data of a mineral for determination. As 
shown by curves in Figure XII 1 in the Appendix, spectral reflectivity 
values of many polished specimens of a mineral vary over the visible 
spectrum. Such variations may be within the experimental errors and/or 
due to slight variations in chemical and physical properties. 
Unfortunately, such slight variation in properties is below detectable 
limits in many cases. 
Therefore, it is difficult to interpret the significances of considerable 
variation, at a wavelength or at some wavelengths , of 
reflectivities. 
spectral 
However, from such spectral reflectivity measurements, 
little work is required to obtain additional quantitative values, colour 
values, which may be more useful for mineral determination and which may 
help in explanation of the significant variations of spectral 
reflectivities of certain minerals (Chapter VIII and IX, Figures 1a and 
1b). 
The enlarged diagrams of Figures 1a and 1b may be used 
as an aid for mineral identification on the basis of quantitative colour 
values. 
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from the chromaticity diagram of figure 1a, in general, 
the measured chromaticity point of a mineral can be compared with those 
of other minerals. All similar minerals may be eliminated by reading off 
the tristimulus values V, which is the relative brightness {or visual 
reflectivity) at an appropriate dominant {or complementary) wavelength 
from figure 1b. 
The mineral identification thereafter can be made with 
the aid of other quantitative properties such as degrees of colour 
constancy, pleochroism {bireflectance and reflection pleochroism), etc. 
{Chapter VIII) and of other qualitative properties such as form, texture, 
mineral associations, etc. 
Thus spectral reflectivity data and colour values together 
may form an additional sy~tem of mineral identification. Therefore the 
compilation of systematic data of spectral reflectivity and colour of ore 
minerals took the large volume of the present work. 
further more, a chromatic1ty diagram representing colour 
qualities of ore minerals will be useful especially in teaching ore 
mineralogy to students. The colour distributions of ore minerals can be 
seen in a such a diagram. 
It is of interest to look at the chromaticity diagram 
of figure 1a, because the colours of most ore minerals distribute across 
the diagram { i.e. within 40% constant purity curve) from the yellow-
orange region through the illuminant point to the blue-purple region. 
The cause of this somewhat systematic and characteristic colour 
distribution poses a new problem. 
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Finally, from this work quantitative colour values may 
contribute to a useful means of representing colour characteristics of 
ore minerals in a colour diagram, comparing and distinguishing between 
similar coloured minerals, and to an understanding of relations between 
colour quality and other properties such as compositional variations , 
bonding and structure of minerals. 
SUGGESTIONS 
More imformation for other ore minerals is required to 
complete the chromaticity diagram. 
An interference colour of ~ mineral can also be shown 
in a colour diagram if its spectral energy distributions are known and 
such measurement may reward further study. 
It was considered that the transmission methods of 
measurement of facette·d gemstones :·for colour measurement requires further 
development of accuracy and precision and eventually, standardisation 
of method. Further investigation could make use of internal transmitted 
light method, since such a method has already been used to qualitatively 
determine the absorption spectrum of gemstones {Chapter IV). 
Further work will be worthwhile to investigate the 
measurement of fluorescent colour of particular minerals.The fluorescent 
colour quality of a mineral is very difficult to discribe and yet is 
used as an important property for identification of some gemstones and 
minerals. 
Finally, a suggestion is made to investigate the 
improvement of reflected light methods of observing polished ore 
minerals by using certain types of illumination under which effective 
colour constancy and/or different colour contrast of similar minerals 
may be easily observed. 
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x. QUANTITATIVE COLOUR VALUES AND SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY 
DATA OF SOME ORE MINERALS 
Appendix 1 
The quantitative colour values and spectral reflectivity 
data of about 340 specimens of 130 different ore minerals are compiled 
in the table forms. 
In compiling these data minerals are divided into two 
sections, isotropic and anisotropic, according to the crystal system. 
The visual reflectivity (tristimulus value V) has been chosen as the 
chief property in the sub-division, in order of increasing value. The 
colour values derived form 4-wavelength reflectivity data are given at 
the bottom of each sub-division in the same order. 
All these quantitative data can also be used together 
with qualitative descriptions given in the literature of ore microscopy 
for mineral identification. 
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REF. FOR R: (J.HAK El AL,lS7Ct 
~Ef'lllRKS: LCC. CZEC~GSLCVAKlll 












PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMECA 
(P~) Y (Nf'l) 
3.?S 41.50 42C 


































C t- R m-1 A T I C I 1 Y 
SCURCE CCCRDI~ATES 
}( 't 
A C.45C2 C.4C6l 
c o.~ll~ o.~l54 
REF. FCR R: (CEMIRSCV,l~6E) 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(p') v (1\1") 
0.93 33.fl 440 




































REF. FCR R: llEVV,l~~~) 
Ct-:RCfo'lll IC llY 
SC~PCE CCOROif\AlE~ 
X . y 
A 0.441: C.4CE4 
c o.310~ c.317S 







PU~ITY (VISuAL R) LA~ECA 
(P~) y (1\~J 
0.56 32.GC 420 















:: 1. 2C 
32.00 

















CU3 (T E, S B J 54 
CUBIC 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,lS6t) 
CHRCMA li C I l 'Y 
SCURCE COG~CIN~lES 
)( 'r 
(j 0.4417 C.4CE5 
c C.:!lCC: C.:!lEC 







PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBCA 
CF~I Y (~foil 
C. if 31.11 4L0 








































A C.~4tC C.4CE7 
c o.~c9:: o •. 31 ;3 







PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(p') y (~~, 
C.37 31.71 420 


































CL3 V S4 
CUBIC 




A 0.4t:C5 G.4122 
c 0.3244 C.333f 




PuRITY lVIS~AL R) LAMECA 
(P~) Y (1\l"t 
5E6.:!8 l2.2C 31.!:<; 42C 


































CU3 V S4 
CLBIC 




A 0.4t01 0.411~ 
c c.~.!44 c.3332 
REMARKS: LOC. ~ERClR,Ll~r,U.S.~. 
CCtllt\AI\1 
( CD•: PL •) 
wAVELEI\Glt-
B~IEHli\ESS 
PURITY (VISuAL R) LAMBDA 
(P~) y (~~) 
5€6.14 12.1! 31.~2 420 































COMPOS IT ICN 
CRVSlAL SYSTEM 
SULVANITE 3,1 
Cl.J:! V Sit 
CUBIC 




A C.4ECC C.LtllE 
c o.32:!f o.3327 
REM#'IRKS: LOC. ~ERCLR,LlAH,U.S.ft. 
cc~:l\l'lr\T eRIGt-11\E.S~ 
( C 0 1 FL. ) 
wAVELENGTh 
PuRITY (VISU~L RJ LA~ec~ 
(p~) y (1\~) 
5Ec.!:C 11.57 31.14 420 































CO~ POSIT I CN 
Ci<YSl.AL SYSTEM 
SLLVMdTE 4 
CL3 \1 54 
CUBIC 




A C.4t2€ C.412<; 
c o.::212 o.33ts 




PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
(P1) Y (N~) 
586.4S l4.2E 2S.8S 420 








































A G.4tC: G.l.tl4E 
c o.~274 c.~~~c; 





PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(P') y (1\~) 
5EI.t.l0 13.E8 30.C:5 420 








































~ 0.4f03 0.4141 
c o •. :!~i? c.?3~l 




PU~ITV (VISUAL R) LAMECA 
(f1J Y (NM) 
-5€4.1€ 13.El 3C.~l 42C 




































REF. FCR R: LEVY (1~66) 
Ct-RC~~T IC ITY 
SCUPCE COCFCif\~lES 
X V 
A C.t.tC2 c.41;c; 
c o.~2fB o.3345 
RE~~RKS: LCC. EUTTE,~ONT~NA,C~~ACA 
BR 1 G t-ll\ E S 5 CO'II\Jli\T 
CCCI"Fl.) 
wAVELENGTt-
PURITY (VISU~l RJ lA~eCA 
(P') Y CN~) 
:e4.1~ 13.18 30.Cl 420 




































REF. FCP R: LEVY (1~6~) 
0-RC~~.·T IC ITY 
SCLRCE CCORf.I~AlES 
X 'V 
A o.Ltt~Lt c.LtlCC:; 
c 0.~284 0.3~14 




PURITY (VISUAL R) UIMBCA 
lPt) Y INt-'1 
~€E.~1 13.30 29.57 420 








































A 0.4t:~~ C.41CE 
c C.32E2 0.3312 




PUPITY CVISU/ll RJ l/lMECA 
(P~) ~ (N~J 
~ee.e:c 13.17 29.~~ 42C 









































/1 Q.ljf:2!: Q.ljlli 
c c.32"7<.i c.~321 




PuPJTY (VISU~L R) L/l~ECt 
(P~I Y (1\~1 
5E7.ljc; l3.2lt 2<;.5( 42C 
































CL3 se S3.25 
Ct;BIC 




A C.44t3 C.41C":i 
c 0.31CS C.:!2CS 
RE~ARKS: LCC. HCR~~A~SE~ 






PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
(p~) y (N,..J 
1.46 32.67 420 
































CCMFCS IT ION 
CRY51Al SYSTEM 
TETRtl~EtRITE 2,2 
CL3 56 S:!.2~ 
Cl.BIC 




A 0.4L;~t C.41CE 
c 0.3C9c:i 0.3.2Cl 






BR I G Fl f\ E ~ S 
PURITY (VJSUI!L Rt U~IVeCA 
(P1) Y (f\IVI 
c.c;c; 32.fi 420 





































CU3 Se S3.25 
CUBIC 




A C.4454 C.41C4 
c u.~cc;c o.::1c;4 








PU~ITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P~) Y (NfJ) 
c.11 32.55 42u 


































CU3 SB S3.25 
CUBIC 




/J 0.44~1 C.41C~ 
c c.::cc:2 c.~lC:l 





5ZC: .. 1C 
BRIGrT~ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBCA 
(F~t Y CNtJt 
C.l:E :;- 1:': --~·-- 42C 
































CCMPOS II ION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
TETR/I~ECRITE 1,3 
CL3 58 S3.2~ 
CUBIC 




A 0.44f2 C.41C4 
c 0.3103 C.!2CO 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~BC/1 
(P~) y (1\f/) 
1. C7 32.4t 420 































CCt-PCS IT ICN 
CR't!llll SYSTEM 
1E1RA~ECRITE 2,3 
Ct.:.! SB s::.~: 
CUBIC 




II 0.44t:4 C.41Cc 
c 0.31C6 C.32C2 







PURITY (~IS~AL R) LAM~CA 
(P~) Y CN~) 
1 • .!4 32.4t: 420 

































T ETR ArECR ITE 3 
CL3 se .S3.25 
CUBIC 
REF. FCR R: (LEVY ,1966 t 




A 0.4437 C.4CSS 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
CP~) Y (f\~J 
o.es 31.63 420 



































cu~ se s3.2~ 
CUflC 
REf. FO~ R: (LEVY,l966) 
REMARKS: LOC. FA~AliNA 
Cf-RC~AT IC llY 
5CLRCE CCCRCII\AlES 
X V 
A 0.442€ C.41CC 







FURITY (VISUt!L R) LAMeCA 
CPt:) V (f\1\1) 
1.ca 30.8G 420 


































CL3 se 53.25 
CUBIC 
REF. FCR R: (TUG/1L,l9(:9J 




A C.4450 C.41C7 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~BDA 
(P~J y (f\~) 
0.1t; 30.5l: 44C 


































cu~ sa ~::.2~ 
CUEIC 
REF. FOR R: (llGAL,lSfSJ 




A 0.445E C~4CH: 







PURITY CVISUAL R) LAMeCA 
CP~) Y CN~J 
C.42 2S.S7 44C 

































1 E T R M· E CR .IT E, 4 c; 8 
CL3 se 53.25 
CLfiC 
REF. FOR R: CTUGAL,l9f91 
RE,..ARKS: LCC. llRKEY 
C t1R C ~·A 1 I C I 1 't 
SCURCE COCR[JN~lES 
X 'V 
A 0.4lt2C C.41C6 







PURITY CVIS~AL Rl LA~BDA REflECliVITY 
R (P~I Y (N~J 
1.26 2S.3:: 44C :t.c;.se 



















CU3 AS 5~.2~ 
CUEIC 
REF. FOR R: lLEVY,lStll 




~ 0.4433 C.4lC2 







PURITY lV[SL~L R, L~MBDA 
(P'J Y (NMJ 
c.s7 3C.7<; 420 































COt-~ PC S ll'I CN 
CRYST/ll SYSTE!Iol 
lENI\/lNTITE e,l 
CL3 AS S3.25 
cue1c 
REF. FGR R: (LEVY,lg6ct 
0-RCM.OllC I TY 
SCURCE CCCRDINATES 
)( y 
A 0.<4:!~£: C.<4Ct:1 
c o.~oo3 o.~l2t: 







PUR1TY (VISUJ!L R) LJ!MSCA 
(P~) l (~II') 
2.72 29.28 420 


































Cl.3 AS 5!.2! 
CUBIC 




A o.4::to c.4cc;2 
c C.3CC2 C.3121 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMfCA 
(P~t Y (NMt 
2.t:a 2S.S4 42C 































CCMPCS IT ICN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
TEI'\Nt1NTITE,40 
ClJ3 AS ~3.2~ 
CUBIC 
REF. FOR R: tTUGAL,1969) 




A C.4~2C (.4121 
c 0.3C7G G.32C2 
CC"'INPf\T 





PLRITY (VISU~l R) LA"'BDA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~t Y (N"') 
1 •. 30 28.E6 44G 28.53 



















CU.3 /JS S3.25 
CUBIC 




/J 0.43~0 0.40t.;G 
c C.3CC1 C.311E 







PURITY (VlSLAL R) LAMBDA 
(F~t V (N~) 
2.~~ 2e.E2 420 



































CU3 .AS ~3.2: 
CUBIC 
REF. FOR R: (TUGAL,lSfS) 




.A 0.440&:, G.4lll 
c c.::<~c c.::11= 
CCfoiJf\.AI'l 





PUPITY CVISU.Al R) LAMBDA REFLECTIVITY 
R CP1) Y (N~) 
l.l:2 2E. ~;: 4-4C zc;.ce 
















CO'!PCS IT ICN 
C~YSl/ll SYSTEM 
TEf\l\/lf\TITE,47/l 
CL3 /15 !:3.25 
CUBIC 
REF. FOR R: CTUGALrl9t9) 




A 0.4~8C 0.411~ 







PURITY (VISUAL R) l/IMBC/l REFLECTIV.ITY 
R (P') Y (NtJ) 
~. 17 2S.32 440 29.25 
















CCMPC SIT 1 CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
TENNAf\TITE,51 
CL3 .as 53.25 
CUBIC 
~EF. FCR R: (TUGAL ,1969) 




A C.44C3 C.41C2 
c 0.3C45 C.:3162 
DC~lNAI\1 





PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~) y (1\11') 
1.65 28.14 440 


































CL3 A~ 53.25 
CUBIC 
REF. FOR ~: (LEVY,l966J 
RE~ARKS: LCC. ~I~RI 
C t- R C M A T I C I T ·y 
SCLRCE CCCRCI~~TES 
)C y 
A C.43.!e C.4CEt 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
CPt) V (N~) 
::.22 27.22 420 


































CU3 ~S 53.25 
CLBIC 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,lS6~) 




A 0.433c; C.4C78 
c c.~C.:7t C.3CE5 
DC~lN~~l BRIGHT~ESS 
(CCMPL.J PURITY lVISLAL RJ LAMBDA 
kAVELE~GT~ · CF~) Y CNMJ 
4·S5.l6 3.22 27.20 42C 


































CL3 llS S3 .25 
CUBIC 




A 0.4?1C.: C.4Cif 
( 0.2<;5<; 0.3077 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LJIMfCA 
(P~I V (t\tJ) 
3.7C 26.05 420 


































fi:I NERJlL.~- NAf.IE 
. COMPOSITl'Df~. 
. . CHfm~ATlCi.tv OO_M-INANT .- B.'l IGHTNESS . . 
CRYSTAL SYST.Ef-1·· ; 
., . SCURCE .COOPOINATES: ··. CCCMPL~.l ~URlTY.. CV·IS_UAL R) .. LAMBO'A 
, . · X · . -~( . . tfA)IEl ENGTH · C P') Y ( NJI: t 
-,-· 
· VAESlTE 




.EF. FOR .R~ (D~M1RS6Y~l968.) 
I • • • ~ • • • '• • • 
REMARKS: LOE-~.-· UNt<N.~OJ\. . 
.·' 
·-·· 








-575.P5 . !.01 30.89 


































CCM POSIT ICN 
CRY~TAL SYSTE~ 
C:ERf.I~I\ITE,3 
Cl:c FE GE 5E 
CLEIC 
REF. FCR R: (LEVY,l9cc) 




A C.4t4~ C.4C2~ 







PURITY (VISU~l R) LAMECA 
(Ptl Y (Nf.l) 
8.22 22.53 420 































CO•"PCS IT ICN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
EERI" Ill\ IT E, f: 
CLc FE GE 5S 
cuerc 
REF. FCR R: CLEVY,l~6c) 
~EMARKS: LOC. TSU~EB 
CJ-~CI"ATICITY 
5CURCE CCCRCII\IlTE5 )( v 
A Oo4t41 C.~Clf 







F l f! ITY (VIS U /l L R ) l A~ e C ll 
CP~) Y (!\~) 
1.33 22.21 420 































COMPOS I TI CN 
CR'YST~l SVSTEM 
GER~~AI"~ I TE, 5 
CL6 FE GE 58 
CLBIC 
REF • F C R R : ( l E: VY , 1 9 6 6 ) 




A O.L;f1.f: C.4025 







PURITY IVISU~l RJ LAMBDA 
(P~) y (~fttl 
t.22 22.04 420 


































CU6 FE GE S8 
CL:BIC 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,lSff, 




,1! 0.4cl't C.4CCS 







PURITY (VISUAl Rl LAftleCA 
CP~l Y (~Ml 
4.~c 2l.fC 420 


































CU6 FE c;E S8 
CUBIC 




A C.4e66 C.4C26 






REMARKS: LOC. BAf\C~IRCL~. ~C~CGE~ECUS SFECI~EN 
BPIGHlNE~~ 
PURITY (VISU/ll Rl LAMBDA 
fP1) Y (~~~ 
S.76 21.5t 420 


































CL6 FE GE Sa 
CLBIC 




fj 0.4f:f:E C.4C26 






rEt"I!Rt<S: LCC. eA~CtiRCUI\. ~Ot"CGENEOUS SPECIMEN 
eRIG~lf\ESS 
PURITY (VISLAL RJ LAMBDA 
(P~) Y (~M) 
c;.c;c 21.~~ 42C 


































BCRN llE ,I\G3t 
CU5 FE 54 
Cl.BIC 
REF. FOR ~: lTUGAlrl~~SI 




~ 0.4127 C.414C 
c 0.!<4C! C.~431 
EF!IG~Tf\ESS CC ... If\Af\T 
( CC~ PL • I 
ki\VEL Ef\fH· 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~) V (NM) 
~87.~2 2l.CJ1 2~.C::i 44C 











, (,~, ·. _,~ 
~ 2 r:,2_,... -






















CUS FE 54 
CUBIC 
REF. FCR R: HUGAL,lSfS) 




/l C.41E<.i C.4CEE 




PURITY (VJSLAL Rl LAMBDA 
CP') Y CNIV) 
5·C:l.S2 22.58 22.EE 440 




























CU5 FE S4 
CLBIC 
REF. FOR R: T~E AUTHCR 




A 0.~174 C.4C6(; 
c c.!412 c.3327 








PURITY (VISUAL R) lAMBDA 
(Ft) Y (NM) 
:·g:.;s 1S.74 22.05 440 
































CC~PCS IT I (I\ 
CRYSl~L SYSTEM 
ECF<I\ ITE ,I\GC6 
CU5 FE 54 
CUBIC 
REF. FOR R: (llGAL,lSf9) 




A 0.4i51 C.41l:! 




PURITY (VISUAL RJ lAMetA 
{P%) Y (N~) 
~foS.E7 21.(:<; 22.C4 440 

































CU5 FE 54 
CLBIC 
REf. FOR R: TrE AUlHGR 




~ O.iti93 0.4042 
c 0.~·41E C.32S3 
Electron Probe Analysis: Wt. % 





ERIG ... T~ESS CC.,I~~"T 
CCCI"! PL. J 
ldVELEI\fH-
PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBOA 
(P~) Y (NII-I) 
5 c; t • 1 4 p; • f: 1. 2l.E:! 440 
~e~.~c .11.98 20.c;4 460 
4€0 
500 
































CUS FE 54 
CUBIC 
REF. FCR R: (TUGAL,l969J 




A C.4i3«; C.4CEC 




PURITY CVISUAL R) LAMBDA 
CP%1 v cr-.~1 
~<;2.41 18.5f: 21.52 440 
































C R Y S T /1 L S \' S 1 Er., 
BCRNITE 13~1~ 
CLS FE S4 
(L~IC 




A C.4191 C.4045 
c 0.3417 O.Z2S2 
REM/IRKS: LOC. ALSTRALIA 








PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P'J y (1\~) 
5S5.S3 1c;.74 21.30 44C 

































CGt1 PCSI TI CN 
C~YSlAL SYSTE\~ 
CI-RC~ATICIT~ D~~INAI\l 
SCLRCE CCO~CI~ATES (((~~l.l 
X ~ ~A~~LEI\GTH 
~RIGHTI\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL ~~ LAMBDA 
(P~) y (1\~) 
BCR:\illE c3tl A .:;.-472( C.4Cll t·J~.en 12.4c 2C..3.2 44C 
Cu5 FE S4 c c.~~lr c.~::.E7 
CuBIC 
~f:F. FCF R: TI-E AUTI-OF. 
R E t-'·A R K S : LCC. 1\E~ JERSEY 



































CCf"PCS IT 1 Cl"\ 
C R Y S T /.ll S Y S T E I~ 
ECP.I\ITE 5796 
CU~ FE S4 
cue1c 
REF. FGR R: THE ALTHOR 




/J o.4172 c •. 3c;c;e 
c 0.3.~tl: C.31<;3 
Electron Probe Analysis: Wt. % 
Cu 63.4-1 
Fe 11 • .!P 
s 25.70 




PURITY (VIS~AL Rt lAM&pA 
(P'J V (N~J 
tC.3.(:6 15.1<6 2C.l4 440 




































CLS FE S 4 
cue1c 
REF. FOR R: lHE AUT~C~ 
REMARKS: LOC. R~CDESIA 
Ct·RC~.AT lC llY 
SCLRCE CCCP.CII\.AlES 
X V 
A 0.4i!f C.3<:H: 
c O.~.!lS Ou314S 
Electron Probe Analysis: \ft. % 
Cu 63.39 
Fe 11.41 






FURITY (VlSl.JH Rt LM'-8C.A 
(P%J 'V (t\fJI 
""' 
l:lC.~c; 11.82 19.78 440 



































CU5 FE S4 
CUEIC 
REF. FOR R: (TUGAL,1StS, 




A Go4i?':- C.4CCc 





PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMECA 
(P~l Y (N~) 
Rt:FLECTIVITY 
R 
tG1.1; i6.i8 lc;.(:7 440 17.55 
HJ(. 5 j 8.71 18.8£: 4t:O 
48~ 
5LCI 



















CU5 FE 54 
CuBIC 
REF. fOR R: lTUGAL,:i.96'1l 
RE~ARKS: LCC. TURKEY 
C H ~ C •! A 11 C I T Y 
SCURCE CGCRCIN.OTES 
X y 
.A C.4"i42 C.3G73 
c c.;;u: c.::l2E 
DC~l~A~l ~RIGHT~ESS 
(CC•·IPL.l PURITY (VISUAL Rl LArAP.DA RE!=LECliVITY 
R ~AVfL~~GTH (P~I Y CN~l 
tl~.E7 7.1.34 18.62 44U 1 E. 0 2 
tcc.c;s:: t.15 17.92 4c0 l6.S4 






















A 0.4445 C.41CC 
c C.3C€4 C.~lEC 
REF. FOP. R: [~ICHCL & PHILLIPS,l~t4l 
REfvARKS: LCC. UNKNwON 






FUR ITY (VISUAL R) Ltli'1ECA 
(P~) y [1\~) 
0.72 22.24 4~"' 
-"' 





















CQr-'POS IT I CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
MAGNETITE 





A 0.4497 0.4078 
c o.::l24 o.3I7e 
REF. FOR R: (0E~IRSCY,l968) 







PUP.JTY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P'l Y (Nfw'J 
1.66 20.92 440 



































SCURCE CCCRCII\ATES (CC~~L.l 
X Y ~AVELE~GTH 
A ~.4~S4 C.40c2 4c;6.25 
c C.3C2S C.3i2S 4E:.cc; 
REF. FCR R: (1\ICHCL ~ PHILLIPS,l~64l 
RE~ARKS: LCC. UI\KI\kCI\ 
~f<IGHT~ESS 
PURITY [VISUAL R) l.!IMECA 
CP~l ~ c~~, 
1. 91 1.8.91 430 
2.se lS.lC 47C 
49~ 
520 



























A 0.441C 0.4C75 
c 0.3(3c; 0.3122 
REF. FOR Fl: CNICHCl & PHILLIPS,l9t4) 







PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMeCA 
CPtl Y (1\~) 
1. Sf. 18.15 43C 























CCfJPCS IT I CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTE~ 
fo!AGI\ESICFERRITE 





/J 0.4354 0.4C44 
c C.2S7o4 0.~041 
REF. FCR R: lDE~IRSC~,lSt€) 







PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMECA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~) Y (N~I 
;.o2 17.CS 44C 1 S.4C 
5.~3 17.33 460 19.10 




















CHROMA 11 C I 1 'Y 
SCU~CE COORCIN.OlES 
X 'Y 
A 0.4410 0.4C55 
c C.3C31 C.3Cc:i3 
REF. FOR R: (NICHOL & PHILLIPS,lSfitt 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMECA 
(P~) Y CNM J 
l.l:5 l1.t3 430 































A C.-4434 C.4C44 
c 0.3C49 0.3CE3 
~EF. FCR ~: lG~JlfENJlUER ET Alr196SJ 







PURITY (V ISUtl R J l.6M8CA 
(P%J ~ {f\~J 
1.17 19.19 440 
























C R \' S 1/ll S Y S l E t4 






/! 0.44C2 C.4C<;4 
c C.3C43 C.3142 
REF. FOR R: (GRAFENALER ET AL,lSt<;t 







PURITY (VISU/ll R) LAMBD/l 
(P~) Y (N/11) 
I.e<; 1S.C7 440 































A 0.4422 C.404C 
c c.3C35 c.3ctc; 
REF. FOR R: (GRAFENAUER ET AL,lScS) 







PUPITY (VISUAL RJ LAM8CA 
(P'I Y (N~) 
1. 4c 1a.c;s 440 































A C. 44C ~ O. 4C~C 
( 0.3t21 0.3C77 
REF. FO~ P: (GR.AFEI\AUER ET DL,l~c~J 





4?-~. ~ 1 
BRIGHlf\E55 
FURITV (VISUJll R J LAME!CA 
(P~J Y lN~J 
i.84 18.<;7 440 































fJ 0.4415 C.4C42 
c C.3C27 C.307C 
REF. FCR R: lGRAFE~/IUER El AL,l~fSJ 







PURITY CVISL/ll R) LtsMeCA 
(P') V (N~) 
l.fl lE.S~ 44C 




























CHROMA 11 C 11 V 
SCURCE COO~CINATES 
) " 
A C.44C2 0.4035 
c 0.3Cl2 C.3C~2 
REF. FCR F: tGR~FEN~LER El Alr 19fS) 







PURITY (VISLAL R) LAMBCA 
(F') Y (N~) 
1.c;s 18.S4 440 




























CrRCMA UC I l'Y 
5CuRCE CGOR(lN.tiTES 
X y 
A 0.4:!92 0.4042 
c o.3C07 c.~c~c; 
REF. FOR R: (GRAFEI\AUER ET AL,lSfS) 
~E~ARKS: LOC. SREE~EI\IC~,YLGCSLtVIA 






PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P~) Y CN~) 
2.14 18.l:2 440 
























CJH'Sl Al SVSTH1 






A 0.4421 C.4C47 
c 0.3C35 C.3CEC 
REF. FC~ R: CGRAFENilUER ET Al,l~~9) 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~t Y (1\~t 
1.44 18.56 440 























COP-lPCS IT I Cl\ 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 






.A. 0.4431 0.4Cl:c; 
( c.::cs7 c.~l£1 
REF. FOR R: CGRAFENAUER ET AL,l<;c<:) 







PURITY (VlSL.Al R) LA~BCA 
CF%t Y CNf'l 
1.08 18.12 44C 










}C;. c ~ 
18.88 



















A 0.4417 C.4C53 
c 0.3034 0.30<;C 
REF. FOR R: CGRAFENALER ET AL,lStS) 







PURITY (VJSC.OL RJ LAMECA 
CP'-) Y (Nfv') 
1. 4<; 17.<;3 44C 































A 0.4437 0.4045 
c o • 30 51 c. 3 a c; o 
REF. FOR R: (GRAFENAUER El AL,l969) 






RR 1 G~TN!: SS 
PUPITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
CP~) Y (NMl 
1. 09 17.92 440 





























A 0.4420 0.4054 
c o. 3039 o. 30<;2 
REF. FOP P: CGR.AFENAUEP. ET Al,l969) 







PUPITV CVISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
CP~I Y (NM) 
1. 42 l7o en 440 






























A :1.4438 0.4046 
c n.~051 C.3CE7 
REF. FOR R: {GRAFENAUER ET Alrlc;t:<;J 






PURITY fVISUAL Rl LAMBCA 
fP'-) Y {N~) 
1.06 17. 8! 44-D 







P EfL EC"'T IV I TV 
R 





















A n.4437 C.4C47 
c 1).3051 0.3:JC:2 
REF. F 0 R R : ( G P A F EN AU E R E T A l , 19 6 9 J 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~BDA 
(P~l Y CNMl 
1.08 17.A2 440 




























REF. FO< R: CTUGAL,19cq) 




A ·3.4415 o.4Cf:c 
c G.~C3f C.3!.1C 
D01 l~Af\'T 





PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA REFLECliVITV 
~ (P~l V (~Ml 
1. 4 7 17.15 44G 1e.c;s 
2.e!1 17.88 460 18.50 
480 1E.37 




















REf. FCR R: CTLGAL,lgtg) 




A 0.44!! C.4Cfl 







PlRITY (VISU~l RJ L~~ec~ 
(p~) y (NI\I) 
1. ca 1"7."3E 440 

































C Ci'-. P C S IT I C N 
CRY51~l SYSTU.' 
S P r /.1 L t R I T E 1-1 2 
ZN S 
ClJBIC 
~EF. FOR R: (1LGAL,1969l 




A C.-4"2·: C.4Ccc 
c :).304c J.:?l:i..2 
ccr-· !1\ti\'T 
(((t'Pl.) 
~; .A V E L E 1\: G 1 f-. 
o4S2 .. C5 
4?E.c5 
Bl~ IGrTI\:E55 
PU~ITV (~ISU/.IL R) LA~BCA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~) y (1\~) 
1.3€: l7o34 4l}O lB.39 
























A ~.Lf415 C.4~34 
( G.3C24 C.3C54 
REF. FCR F.: (GR.IIF~I\.IIUER ET AL,l9cSI 
REtv'ARKS: Lr.C. SUPLJ.II STENA,YUGCSL.IIVI.II 
DC.VJNAI\T 





PU~ITY (VISUAL ~I LAMBDA 
(P~I Y (N~I 
J .• 6c 17.27 44C 






















f': I N E R A l t\ A f'/ I: 
CCJV,POS IT ION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEtv: 






(J. 'Jo4437 (.,u:52 
c 0.3054 c.s1c2 
REF. FCR ~: (GRAFEt\ALER El AL,lSc~) 







PURI!Y (VISUAL P.~ LAH~CA 
(P~) V (N~) 
l. [4 17.1<; 44u 

























SPt-.llLER ITE 39A 
Zl\ ~ 
CUEIC 
REF. FOR R: CTUGAL l9c~l 
REMtRKS: LOC. TuRKEY 
Ct-RC~ATICITY CC~I~~I\T 
SCURCE CCORCII\AlES ICC~FL.I 
X Y ~AVELE~GTt-
-~ C.lti;-42 C.4C7i 4S2.7S 
c Cl.3c6e o.3!3C. 477.CC 
RRIGt-11\E~S 
PURITY (VISU'l R) LA~8C.ll 
IP~I Y (1\~1 

































,..., IN E R J! L N Mr E 
CCt'PCSiiiCN 
CRYSTAL SYSTE!"'1 
S .F H t L E R IT :: 4 1 
l 1\. s 
CLBIC 
REF. FOF. R: ( TUGAL 49c9) 




J!. !J.-4422 C.405C 
c C.?C3E C.!CS~ 
DC~INf~l\1 





PUFI!Y (VISUAL R) LA~BCA REFLECTIVITY 































REF. FCR R: ITUGAL,~9c9J 
RE~ARKS~ LOC. TURKEY 
C '"'" C r-• A T I C I T Y 
SCLP.C~ CCC~CI~AT~S 
X y 
I-• .:;.44lc C.4C54 
( G .. ~c3; C.3Cc;4 
0Ct1 IN Af\ T 





PL~ITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBD~ REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~l Y ~~~~ 
l.?:L 1e:.c:: 44(; 18.22 
::. 25 17.(2. 46(. :7.136 
4P.U 17. 73 
5 (•J 17o53 
520 l 7. 3 f 


















~EF. FCR R: (TUGAL,19t9l 
REft.'JIPKS: LCC. TURKEY 
CI-RC~AliCilY CC~:~A~T 
SCL~CE CuURCII\Alf.S (CO'PL.l 
X Y WAVELE~GTH 
A 0 .. 4414 0.4C5E 4SCol::: 
c C.~C35 C.31CC 4"'8.22 
E!RIGI-Tt\ESS 
PLRITY (VISUAL Rl LA~eCA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P!tl Y (N~) 
l. 54 16.€1 44() 17.98 
3.:.z 16.93 460 i7.67 
4co 17.63 
500 i7.35 
520 17.2 1 
540 17.06 
5C:O lt.E~ 









i~ 11\i:::P.AL NtWE 





REF. FOR R: ITUGAL,lStSI 
Rcr-'t.qKs: LCCo TUP.KEY 
CHRC~A11Cl1Y DC~I~~~T 
SCURCE COORDINATES (CC4PL.I 
X Y WAVE~E~GT~ 
A O.L4l:: C.4C!::7 45~.sc; 
c -:.;.::C33 0.3JS7 477.S2 
I?F.IG~Tt\ESS 
PUPITY (VISUAL Rl LA~PDA ~Efl£CT IV ITY 
R (P~) y ~~~~ 
1.=7 16.7! 44C 17.'77 





















~EF. FC~ R: (TUGAL,~~69) 




A (j • 4 4 l 1 c • 4 0 5 1 








Pl~ITY (VISUAL R) LAMRCA PEflf.CliVITY 
CP') y (1\~) 'R 
1.65 16.(:<; 440 H. 2C 
3. 5 c; 16.8( 460 17.73 
4ec 17.4: 
5C~ l 7.26 
520 17.0~ 
54J l.t. SE 
560 1c.a1 















REF. FCR ~: lTUGAL,l9t<;) 
RE~ARKS: LCC. TURKEY 
C f-' R Ct-! A li C 11 Y 
SCURCE CCOR~IN~TES 
X y 
~ ._;.4itl~ C.4C55 







PuRITY (VJSUAL Rl LA~BCA ~EfLECliVIlY 
~ (P~I Y (NMI 




4 c.r ...... 
50~ 
52G 
17. S E 




















z 1\ s 
CLBIC 
RE:F. F8R !-":.: (TLGAL J.9l:Sl 




A 0.4418 G.4Cc5 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~BCA REFLECTIVITY 
R (F~l Y (N~) 
1. 41 lC. 51 t.~C 17.3c; 
2.66 16.63 4cJ 17.41 
4EO 17.2 2 
5('1') 17.11 
52C 16. 9C 
54C ~6.72 
















REF. FCP. R: tTUGAL,l969t 




A o.4~t~t: o.~c:3 
c c.:::c:1 c.::1cc 






PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAM~DA REFLECTIVITY 
R lF~t Y (N~) 
l.Ct lt.5C 440 l7.4S 
2.4<; 16.57 460 17.2c 






















REFo FC.R R: lTLGAL 1969) 
RE~ARKS: LCC. lLRKEY 
C r R C ~·: A T I C J T Y 
SCLPCE CCGFCI~~TES 
X y 
A t.44l4 C.4C57 







PUFITY (VISUAL Rt LAMRDA R!:Fl EC T IV lTV 
R (P~) y (~~~ 
1.54 16.47 440 17.62 

























A ~.441~ c.4~:2 
c a.~c3l C.:!CEE 
REF. FOR R: (CE~IRSCY,l~t€1 
REI'AP.i<S: LCC. UI\KI\CWI\ 






PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~BDA 
CF~I Y CN~I 
:.59 16.35 440 

































REF. FCR R: (TUGAL l~c~) 
RE~ARKS: LCC. TURKEY 
C 1- R u: A 1 I C I T Y 
SCU~CE COORCINATES 
X y 
~ C.442S C.404E 
r C..3C43 Co:!CS2 




473 .. 4S 
B~IGH11\ESS 
PU~ITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA ~EFLECliVITY 
R (~~) Y (NM) 
~.27 16.04 440 17. lt 
2. 9 t :.6.li 460 17.!)6 





















CH~CMAl IC Il'Y 
SCURCE CCCFOif\~lES 
X '1' 
A G.441C C.4GE4 
c 0.~032 C.31CE 
REF. FCR R: (NICHCL & P~ILLIPS,l9c4) 
RE~AR~S: LCC. Uft.Kft.~Cf\ 
BRIGHlf\ESS CCMINANl 
(CC~Fl.) 
·~A \1 EL. E f\G TH 
PURITY (VISUAL R) lAMBCA 
(P~O Y (N") 
4Sl.<;5· 1.60 14.07 430 

























C.hHJ~1 lll: Al•::: 
IFE,~Gl(CR,AL,F~l2 C4 
CLBIC 
~EFo FOR R: IENGJN,l9t9l 




A (;.,4414 0 .. 4CtS 




,, s?. 14 
~ftCoF.l 
BRIGHT~ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA REFLECTIVITY 
p (P'l Y (NM) 
1.49 12.55 440 l ~. 2 E 





















REF. FOR P: (ENGIN,l9t91 
REMARKS: LCC. TURI<EY 
C H ;~ C r•i A T I C I 1 Y 
SCURCE COO~CINATES 
X y 
{'. L-.t.1~22 0.4~f:C 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~BDA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~l Y (N~l 
1.34 12..47 440 , ':I ':I -:: 
.. -·--
2. 715 12.55 460 13.G4 












tt, I N E R .~ L 1\; Af'' E 
CC('IFCSITICI\ 
CRY~l.O.L SYSTE:-· 
C t- R C r: 1 TE Z L l 2 
(FE,MGt(C~,AL,F~I2 C4 
CLBIC 
~EF. FC~ P: (ENGI~,lSt~l 
~~~ARKS: LCC. TURKEY 
C~~C~ATJCITY DC~I\AI\T 
SGURCE COORDINATES CCC~~L.J 
X Y ~AVELEI\~Tt-
A C.4"24 C.4C63 4c;:.E5 
c C.3t:46 C.3lll 4 '7:3. 3 t 
eRIGt-TI\ESS 
PURITY (VJSU~L Rl LAMP.CA REFLFCT IV ITY 
R (P~) y (1\~) 
1.2E 12.4t: 440 13.21 

















O·RO' IT E ~17 
(FE,~GI ICR,~L,FEI2 C4 
cc e I c 
REF. FOR R: (EI\GII\,l9cSl 
REMARkS: LOC. TCRKEY 
CHRCJI'I~T lC ITY 
SCLRCE CCOR:II\~TES 
X y 
A S.4":2C: C.4C!:i: 







PURITY (V ISUJll R I L.dMECA REFLECTIVITY 
R IP~I Y (1\~) 
1.20 ~2a42 44J 13.17 













t1 I N E R /ll 1\ Ar' E 
CCI"FCSITICI\ 
Ctn'~lAL 5YSTH' 
Ct-R01 IH: ZL.30E 
(f~rMGJCCR,AL,FEJ~ C4 
CLBIC 
REF. FOR R: lE~GI~,:9~9) 




A ,:: .• " 4 2 1 c • 4 c 5 c;: 







PUQITY (VISU~L R) LA~eCA REFLECTIVITY 
R CPll Y (~~) 
1.3'7 12.3S 44C 13.2C 
2.78 1.2.4£: 461) 13 •. J4 


















l FE , r-· G ) ( C I< , ~ L , FE: I 2 C4 
CLSIC 
REFo FCR R: (~~GI~,l969) 




A C.441.2 C.4Cc4 
c u.?c~c c.;:ct 
DCflNA~T 9RIGHT~ESS 
(CCMFL.) PURITY (VISU~L R) LAMBDA REFLECliVIT't' 
R ~A~ELE~GlH (P~) Y (~~) 
4t;l.EC: 1.55 12.37 440 13.25 
4'1t;.4:! 3.cc 12.4f 4(:( 12.SS 
480 12.<;1 
5 20 12.ce 
540 12.54 
56C 12.47 
















RE:F. FOR R: (ti\!GII\,lc;C:c;) 




A v .. 4Lt24 c.4c5c; 
r. C • .3C43 C.31C5 
CC~II\AI\T BRIG~TI\ESS 
CCC~FLol PUPITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA REfLECTIVITY 
R WIIVELEI\GTH (P%) Y CN~I 
4Ec;.:c .Le32 12.34 44\J 13.15 




















REF. FOR ~: CE~GI~,l9t9) 
REWARKS: LOC. TURKEY 
C~~C~ATICill CC~I~~~T 
SCLRCE CUOROIN.6TE5 (CO'PL.) 
X Y ~AVELE~GiH 
A C.olt414 C.4.:cl 4;c.c;4 
c C.ZC37 C.3~C3 l:78.4':i 
~RIGrT~ESS 
PU~ITY (VISUAL PI LA~BCA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~I Y (N~J 
~.52 12 • .?3 441J 13.1 e 















CCfviPOS IT I CN 
CRYST.6l SYSTEM 
C t- R U·l IT E Z U ~ 
(fE,~G)(CR,AL,FE)£ (4 
CUEIC 
REF. FOR R: (E~GII\,1969) 




A ().~415 C.4C7L 







PURITY CVISUAL R) LA~eCA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~) y (1\~) 
1.46 12.31 440 12.94 




















CUE I C 
REF. FOR R: (ENGII\,1969) 
REt··t.RKS: LOC. Tl.JRKE'V 
C t-1< o· AT I C 11 Y 
SCL~CE CCCRCli\~TES 
X y 
A 0.4'"~i C.4Ct2 







PU'< ITY (V ISU~L R) LAMBCA REFLECTIVITY 
I< (?~) y (N~) 
1. 36 12.27 440 13.~6 
















COt.-PCSI T I CN 
C R Y S T A L S Y S T E f-1 
C 1- R GJ I T E F 7 t 
(F~,,.,GJ(CR,~L,FEI2 C4 
ClJblC 
~EF. FCR R: (ti\Gll\,1969) 
RE~ARKS: LOC. TURKE~ 
CHRGMATICITY DJVIN~~T 
SCLFCE CCC~CII\tTES (CC~FL.I 
X v \o.AVEL.EI\GTH 
A C:.Ltlt2C C.4U:7 ·4S2. ;t; 
c :J.3C44 C.311€ 
·48( .72 
~R.IGHTI\ES5 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~BDA REF l EC 11 VI T Y 
R (P~) y (1\~) 
1.35 12.18 440 ~2.81 
£.57 12.2E 4C:C 12.77 
48G l~ol:S 


















REF. FOR R: (ENGI~,l9c9) 




A C.LJ4l7 ':.4CC:c 
c oJ.::C42 :.31'-4 
uCfoll\IAI\T 





PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA PEFLF.CliVJTY 
R (O~) Y (NMI 
1.43 l2.U7 440 12. 7 ~ 
2.t-9 12.j,5 46"C 12.72 
4F.O 12. e:c 
520 12.35 

















R~F. FOR R: (EI\Gll\,19691 




A ~.4427 Co4C63 







FURI1Y (VISUAL R) L~MRCA REFLECTIVITY 
R (P~) Y (N~) 
i. 2! l-2.C4 440 1Z.6 5 















i" II\ t: F! A L 1\ M1 E 
CCf.'!=CSITICI\ 




REF. FCR R: lEI\Gll\,19f9) 




,. t:: .. 4"24 C..4C5i 
c ~.3C43 C.3J.C4 





PU~ITY (VISuAl R) LA~ADA PEFLECTIVITY 
R (P~) Y CN~) 
1. 31 ll.SE 440 12.74 





















REF. fCP Fl: (Er\Gl\!,19c91 




/!J 0.4Lt2t. C.4Cl:4 
c v.3C4e c.~~lt: 
DC~£1\:Af\T ~RIGHTI\:ESS 
(((:'PL.I PURITY (VJSU.AL ~~ lAr-~fWA REFL~CTIVITV 
R ~A~E~E~GTH (P~I Y (f\~) 
4~';;1.1<1 1.28 !i.57 4L:C 12.1S 
47c;.77 .2. 52 11.c.4 460 12.G9 
4SL 12.:4 
520 llo!:ll 

















ReF. FCR R: (EI\GII\,1969) 




A 0.4417 C.4Ct: 
c :1.3C3S C.3lt4 
CC!-'.11\.ll!\T 





PUPITY (VISUAL R J LA~eCA REFLECTIVITY 
R CP~) Y (1\~) 
1. 45 :1.46 440 :2.25 
2.<;2 u .• 54 4cC 12.C4 
480 11.92 
520 11.73 














CRYSTAL S Y S T H~ 
C~RCMITE Ft: 
I FE , t1 G I ( C P, A L, FE: I 2 C4 
CUBIC 
REf. FOR R: IENGI~,i9cSI 
REMARKS: LCC. TUPKEY 
C f-R 01A TIC IT Y 
SCLRCE CCC~Cif\~TfS 
X y 
A 'J.442E C.4Cct 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~) y (f\"') 
1. 16 1L.7:! 44C 












u .• 2a 
11.06 




















REF. ~OR R: IEI\GJ~,lSfSJ 




A 0.44!C C.4Cl:3 







PURJlY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA REflECTIVITY 
R IP~l Y (N~J 
1.14 1C.54 44G 11.12 















t-11 N E P. A l "~ AI-' E CI·U~.Qr.1AT i CITY D m-~ I fl.': M.t"!" 
COt-1POS IT I 0!\J SOU~CE CC1RCI~A 7 ES Icc~.~ PL. I 
C R V S T A l S Y S T E '·1 X y WAVELENGTH 
lVVAGHJTS~V IT;:: A :1.455: o. 4!f'2 586.37 
CPD,PTl3 IPC,S~JI c _,.31A•; 'J.3253 577.47 
CUBIC 
REMAPKS: LOC: UNKNCWN 
REFo FOR R LoVYALSOV, MOWSCC~ 
COPPE~ A 'J.5055 ').41C5 596.77 
cu c :;.~~~c; :::.3412 5C.1.56 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: GEORGETQWN,USA. CU=~9o7~ 
REF. FOR R CE~VELLE & CAVF.,l968 
eRIGHTI\JESS 
PURITY CVIS~~l Rl 
CP'P.I v 
7.1'1 6 7. ;, 8 
4. 74 66. c. 3 












R E FL EC T IV IT Y 
R 












;..1INERAL NA~E CH~0··14TICITY DOrHNMIT 
COf4POSI!!CN SOURCE COOP~l~ATES (CQ~.!IPL.I 
CRY S T A L S Y S T P1 X y b•!AVEL ENG..,..H 
SPERRYL JTf.: A 3.4448 0.41<;3 50o.77 
PT AS2 c J.3C85 ~.3:. 73 4qs.se 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNOWN 
REF. FOR R L.VYALSOV, MOkSCOW 
CLAUSTH/ll !Tc A 1.435:: ·1.4:116 486 .. 3"' 
PA SE c n. 296'1 :J. 3!1fl3 475.17 
CUBIC 
RE~ARKS: LOC: EAGLE GROUP,CANADA 
REF. FOR R BURKE, FRE= UNIV.,A~STERDAM 
B~IGHTN=SS 
PLJQ. I TY (V!SIJAL Rl ( 0~, y 
'1.63 54.91 
.... 54 55.'·') 
~.::. 9 49.13 
7.f.·l 49.74 
LM'IBDA 























MINERAL NAr•IE C H R 0~-i A TI C I T v DIJfi.11NA:'\1"':" 
COMPOSITION SOURCE COORniNATES ( CCW PL. 1 
C R Y S TAL S Y S T F,1 X y WAVEL~NGTH 
SKUTT ERUDITE A ;l. 4462 :l. 4 )72 491.14 
(CO,FE,NilAS3-X c ·J.3:86 J.315f 479.5'3 
CUBIC 
REMAQKS: LOC:JACHY~OV,CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
REF. FOP R BURKE, FP.!:I: UNIV .. ,AIJISTEROA:•l 
HOLL I 1\!GWQRTH iT E A t). 445! ').4 l97 512.14 
(P.H,PDtAS S c n.3C89 J.318Z 5,. : . • 6 6 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNOWN 
REF. FOP ~ L.VYALSOV,~OSCQW 
q~IGHTNESS 
PU~ITY (VISUAL R) ( p~. y 
1.34 53.21 
,, ... 69 53.29 
'·59 51.71 
J.41 51 .. q9 
LAMBDA 
















51. 5 :; 
52.5" 
52.:~') 





CHR0~1ATICITY DC~-4J~IANT t·HNERAL NANE 
COMPOSITION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEi\.1 
SOURCE COORDINATES CCOMPL.J 
X Y ~AV~LFNGTH 
RU-HOLLINGWORTHITE A ~.4459 Jo4:J75 494o 7~ 
CRH,RU,PD)AS S c 0 • 3 .) R 5 ') • 3 l 5 3 483.14 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNOWN 
REF. FOR R L.VYALSGV, MOSCOW 
GER SDORFF ITE A u. 449') ).4'176 591.24 
C N I , C 0 , F E ) AS S c t). 31! 6 -~ 0 31 71 5~6.3 7 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LQC: SUCSUPY,ONTAR!r. C~NADA 
REF. FOR R BURKF, FREE UNIV.,AMSTEPQA~ 
6RIGHTNt:SS 
PURITY ·(VISUAL R) 
( P~J) y 
•'"\.4.'1 l;9o 04 
~1. 69 49.~4 
:. ·'4 4·8. 41 
-~. 62 48.32 
LM•18DA 





























REMA~KS: LOC: UNKNCWN 
CHR.rfi-!A TIC I TY 
SOURCE COQRDINAT~S 
X y 
A n. 449~; Jo 4-·191 
c n.3123 'J.~l9S 
~EF. FOR R UYTENB~GAARDT & BURKf,l07l 
GERSDORFFITE A 0.448P. J.4;H?9 
CNI,CO,FEIAS S c Do 317.iJ 1. ·n c;2 
CUBIC 
REt-\ARKS: LOC: UNKNCWN 
REF. FOR R UYTENBOGAAPDT & BUQKE,l971 
DO~INANT 
(CO:" PL. l 





!3~ 1 GHTNf.S S 
DURITY (VISUAL~~ 
(P~l Y 
2 • .,e 46.42 
~.53 46.37 
1. ~V1 53.64 
1.20 53. 5. 8 
LAMBDA 
























i41NERAL NMlE CHR.cr-:ATI CI TV oo· If\ ANT 
Cm1POSITI!:m SOU~CE CCOPDINATES (CO~PL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTE.'-1 X y viAV:::L ENGTH 
POLY DVM ITE A D.4SC!O 0.4186 59~). 8!:: 
NI3 54 c ~.3230 ').3261 58J..44 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: DRY NICKEL MINE,S.QHOJESIA 
REF. FQR R 9URKE, FREE UNIV.,A~STfPDAM 
lRAR SITE A ::1.4426 :).4')71 4°3.43 
(IR,RU,PH,PT)AS S c ·1.3;"151 q.3127 481.72 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNOWN 
REFo FOR R L.VYALSOV, ~GSCOW 
B?-IC:H ... NESS 
PUR!TY (VlSU~L P) 
( p~) y 
9 .. 34 4-7.12 
6.~9 4·6.45 
'· .19 46.74 
2.21 47.:-.2 
L t-,:1.1!3DA 














= ~. 7 ':) 
48.6.1 
4 7. S"l 







MINERAL NAf"iE C f-IR m• AT I C I T Y !J c~.q f\!MI ;· 
CO~POS IT I ON S~UPCE COORDI~ATES IC0f-1PL.l 
CRYSTAL SYSTt"'. X y ,,, AVE L F 1'\ r. T H 
.I~ARSITE ,._ 'l.44?6 ·:.6;!84 498.6Q 
IR,RU,R.H,PTlAS S c '"'I • :31 6 7 (, ;) 3 ~- 5 7 68S.A? 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LCC: UNKNCWN 
R~F. FOR R UYTENBOGAAR~T ~ ~URKF,~S7t 
TYRRELITE A Jo4527 jott;A7 588.1'3 
INI,CO,CUl3SE4 c J.~l5f ~) .. 3212 .:;?c;.7l 
CUBIC 
RE~ARKS: lAGLE GROUP,CANADA 
REF. FOR R ~URKE, FREE UNIV.,A~STERna~ 
B~IGHTNESS 
PU~ITY (VJS!Jfll R) 
( P~O y 
l. ".'2 46.55 
lo 31 46.e:; 


































SCU~C~ CCORQI~ATES (CO~PL.l 
X Y WAVELENGTH 
A J.~647 0.41"'1 589.t:2 
c ·:>. 32Cl'" 1.~·314 5fn.r.,_ 
REMARKS: LDC: FLAT NICKEL ~INE,TEL~M~~K N~RHAY 
REFo F:Jq R 8U~KE, FREF UNIV.,AMSTERDM1 
ULU-'\AI'JITE ,!!, '). 446'1 )•L''\4:_1 '577. ~~~ 
NI SB S c :i.3~C:7 ~.3:c;c; 453.(5 
CUBIC 
R E t·1 A R K S : l 0 C : E I S E 1\: H .ll. R T E R , S A X ;-)NY 
REf. FIJR R BURKE, FREE U:\JIV. ,Ai'~STEP.DJ\r-1 
f:\P IGHTNESS 
PUF' TTY {VI SlJAL R l 
( D'l') y 
).3.65 45.f.'4 
G• 12 44.g3 
, "'\ ~ 
... 4~. c;.? 











R E: fl EC T IV IT Y 
!:< 
30. AJ 
~4. : "' 
4 7. ;,_, 
5":·. 5•i 

















A ').,4294 -"-4'327 
c :"'.2914 ··i.2qsc; 
11 rM I NA"i~ 
ICO~"PL.,! 




PU~ITY (VISUAL P.J 
( D~) y 
4o 51 41.25 
e.11 42.:3 
RE,.,.AR.KS: LnC: GllOONfWS BAY,ALA.SKAa RU=6~ •. :;IP=:t .. ~;S-=:?!3 .. ·1 wT.,>? 
REF. FOR R (LEONARC E~ AL,l969) 
L AU P I T E ( 2 ) !\J U r; G E T A --~. 4~ '5 ·). 4 13 ~ 49 1 .2~ 4.24 4'1. <;.:,. 
RU S2 c 0.2925 '1.,29<;<; 478.5P. Bo26 41.71;-
CUB I C. 
RH1ARKS: LOC: GOOD~!EWS 13AY,ALt,SKA. :<LJ=L.••.5;IR=l3. l;S=3l.l I.H.~ 













47 .. 8~ 
4/. s:) 
4('. 3': 
3 7.?. "! 
47.:):) 








M I N E R A L N At-1 E CH Rfi.1.A TIC I TY 00'·.1 IN A 1\JT f:lR.IG~TNJ:SS 
COMPOSITION SOURCE COOR~INATES !COPPL.l PtJRJTV !VISUAL ~~ 
CRYSTAL SYSTEfl.1 X y WAVEL;;:r-'GTH (P~I v 
LAUR ITF. ( 3 ) A 1.42'-t3 ~~.3954 4$3·'5. 5? 6.U. 37.c8 
RU 52 c '1,. 2 8 4·: · 0 • 2 R C: '~ 474.6q : ?. ~ R 36. 95 
CUBIC 
RE~1A~ KS: LOC: GOODf\!EWS BAY,ALASKA. RU=59.5;1R=2.·•;S-=36.~l ~IT.~ 
REF., FCR P (LEONARD ET AL,!96SI 
LAURITE ( 4) A n • 4 2? '- -:.• • 3 9 c. • 464.52 5. 36 3 9. 'l t 
RU S2 c l. 2 E?r· 1.:.288~ 473.47 : J. 0 8fl ~9 .. q,·, 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: STILLWATER COMPLEX,MONTANA 
REF. FOR ~ !LF.Of\l.'\RC ET J~L,:96S) 
LA~ BOA 









R F. F L '::C TI VI TV 
F. 





3 9 .. :v; 
38. ~~, 





CHRO~ATICTTY nc~INAI\JT RRIGHTNESS M I N E F! A L 1\J A '1.1 E 
COMPOSITiON 
CRYSTAL SVSl"E'1 
SOUFCE COORDINATES (COi'·:PL.I PURITY {VISUAL R) LA"~~DA REFLFCTIVITY 
X V WAVELENGTH (D%) V (NMI ~ 
U\UR I TE (51 A :'1.4344 ~.4,37 489.~5 3o 2° 41. 'Y":· 47-:...• lJ. 5 D 8~.' 
~u sz c ,,.2q62 ].3129 478.·17 t-..58 41.61 546 41. a 'J 
CUBIC ~Ra ? ' , l,.) .. 3 ~~, 
651J 3 8. 2 'I 
REf·1ARK S: LQC: BnRNEO. RU=3~.~;IR=20.1;S=?7., WT.~ 
REF; FOR R (LEONARC ET AL,l969) 
PETZITE A ')oL..427 d.L"i'52 4'!' r.; ., 
-0· -· 1. 27 4 I. 32 4~\1 42. 6'.! 
AG3 AU TF2 c 1 o 3 }4 4 1 o 3-...:; n L. 74o 42 2o 87 4'.1. 52 54:J 4::•.5") 
CUBIC 58) 4''• .2t' 
64'·) 39.60 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNCWN 






l\1 INE:RAL NAIAE CHPG1ATICITY OOMI 1\lAI'IT 
CO:'-IPOSITION SOURCE COORDINATES I Cm1PL. I 
CRY S TAL S Y S T E 1\1 X v lil!.ll VELENGTH 
PET lITE A 1. 4419 1. 4C74 ~94.49 
A.G3 AU TE2 c J • 3~ 4 9 ., • 3 ~- 2 7 4R2.2C:: 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNCWN 
REFo FOP R L.VYALSOV, MOSCOW 
PETZITE .A. "' • 4 4 2 2 •) • 4) 54 48Fl.O:? 
AG3 AU TE2 c '1.3~3<; :1.3"'<;8 476.65 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNCWN 
REF. FOR R P.BEISTEIN, MOSCOW 
BR[GHTNESS 
PUP ITY !VISUAL Rl 
( P5!;l y 
J .• 35 38.55 
2. 31 38. ~H 
1. 37 3 a. 1 J 
3o-r'l"'' 38.33 
L Ar-1BDA 









R E FL F.C ~IV IT Y 
R 
4') 0 :!,~ 
3q. 1"'' 
3 R. 7"'1 









~11NERAL 1\!AME CHRQr.~AT I CITY ccr.,INAr-,~ 
COr.,POS IT I rm SOURCE CCQC.~I~ATES < crr'Pl. 1 
CRYSTAL SYST~~1 X y WAVEL~w;rH 
PETZITE A ·1.4.2"7t ~ .. 3994- 487o7"? 
AG3 AU TE2 c ·')• 2~~.L;. 'J. 2933 47';.46 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNOWN 
REF. FOR q UY"!'ENROGAAP.DT E. ~IJRt<.E, 1971 
COLOPADOITt A l.45)J J. 4 )7 B 59i.l~ 
HG TE c ').3112 ')., 31 (,r; 5G:i:.,6t 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNK~CwN 
REF. coF R L.VYALsov, ~oscrw 
BP IGHTNESS 
PUFITY !VISUAL Rl 
( p ~) y 
5 D 1 ) 35 .. ~3 
1 1~.55 "36.63 
1.97 37.Q9 
la: 5 "-37. 73 
L Ar-~ BOA 











42 .. 1) 
3 7. i. \ 
34 .. 9''1 
33.3 ) 
3 7. l 
36o 8"• 
::;:;_,., 











REMARKS: LGC: UNK~OWN 
CH~miA TIC l TY 
SOURCE COOR~INATES 
X y 
A ~ .. 45~\4 J.4r.<?6 
c J.3144 •,1.32"'7 
REF. FOP P P.BElSTfiN, MJSCnw 
COLORADOITE .4 '1o443! Jo 4:'112 
HG TE c ,,<,. 3 _;z a -~. 3 !3 1 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNnWN 









PUQI~Y (VISUAL R! 
(P~) y 
3. -4"1 36.24 





















33 0 g:' 






MINERAL NAI'-~E CHR:Jt>'lA TIC I TY !J Ofv1 I NMJ T 
COI-1POSITION SCU~CE COORDINATES ( Cm-1 PL'" J 
. C R Y S TAL S Y S T E ~-1 X y ~JAVELEI\JGTH 
t-lURDOCH ITE .fl. ··"1.4533 ;J.4187 588.59 
CUo PB 08 c 1.3163 0 .. 3216 579.73 
CUBIC 
REMARKS: LOC: TCHAH-KHOUNJ MI~E,!RAN 
REF o F (l R R BU R K E , F R E: E UN I V • , A~ S T E ~ D M·1 
"1URDOCH IT E A :1. 4534 '). 4,'19 2 587.'33 
CU6 PS OR c ::.3168 1.3224 57A.9l 
CUBIC 
REMAQKS: LnC: UNKNOWN 
REF. FOR R UYT~NBOG~ARDT & BURKE,l911 
p,p I GH Tl\l:: SS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LA \~BDA 
(P~) y ( N....,) 
4.78 17.31 47J 
3.:.~ 17. 2J 546 
589 
65~J 
s. 2:' 17.lq 4?:' 
~.43 1.-,. ~7 546 
589 
65J 





11. e ; 
16.3':1 
11 .. ::n 







t•1INERAL NAr'-E CH~.o~· AT I CITY D{")'A lf\JA~T 
COMPOSITIO'\l SCURCE COO~Dl'\lATES ( CCf-1 Pl.. ' PUq ITY 
C~YSTAL SYSIE 1-~ X y \1-IAVELENGTH ( P Y, I 
T I TAN Dr-1 A GN E T IT r: A n. 4 4 6 q J. 41 ·~ 3 563.76 ~ .• 4 7 
FEl+X,FEZ-2X,TIX 04 c .. ). 3112 1"1.32:"{ '563.11 1.2 9 
CUBlC 
R E:"l ARKS: L~C: UNKEL,RHENANIE. FE2 Q3~84.5t;TI 02=~5.3~ 
REFo FOR R CERVELLE,l967 
R.RIGHT!\JESS 
(VISUAL Rl LAr-:BDA 















2. ANISOTROPIC MINERALS 
~!NEPAL N~~E Ct-RCMA"TICilY CCM I:'JANT 
COMPOSITICN SCURCE CCCPCI~~lES (CC~FL.) PUR lTV 
CRYST~l SYSTEM X v hAVELEI\GTH (P') 
KCSTOV ITE A 0.44E2 C.413C 572.52 4.24 
Al Ct; TE4 A o.-4soe c.414t: 57t:.c;a 1.1e 
fRGBAELV MGNO. c o.::l.!t c.32~5 5:l:5.54 3.41 
c 0.!112 0.33C2 56B.E4 5.E:4 
REF. fOR R: (TERZEIV,lc;66J 
REMARKS: LOC. Ct-ELCPECH,BULGARI~ 
BRIGHTI\ESS 
CVISU~L RJ lAMeCA 
'Y (Nfo'J 
53.22 '1p 433 
!: 7. s 0 )'~ 4t:c; 
53.26 'tp 482 

































COMPCS IT ION 
CP~SlAL SYSTEfl 
~~P.C~SITE ~GC ~(1, 
FE 52 
CIHHCfH·CfJE IC 
REF~ FOR R: (1UGAL,1969) 




p. Oo45~~ Cc-4121 
A C.-4~34 C.,4l~l 
c 0 .. 31E<.i o., 32E5 
c C .. 3l<.i5 ~ .. 33Cc 
[(~JI\~I'l 
(CCIVPL) PlRITY 
W/IVELENGTI- ( p ~) 
5EL 77 7g 7C 
5€C.£:1!: e.32 
51~<> 17 5o 64 
571.?8 6.~(: 
E!RlGt-TI\ESS 
(VISUAL R, uH~ec~ 
y (Nfil) 
5 ~::, S4 'fp 440 
~~.>18'1~ 4fG 
50" 55'#p 480 










( R p ) ( p9 , 
44o98 45oc;2 
45"c;e 48_.1;, 
41a72 su .. uc 
4€o~3 ~ L.l5 
4S,.54 5L, BE 
.50o5l: s2 .. ee: 
51.:, 4E 53.5f: 
5l,l:3 54. e e 
51.4~ 53 .. 25 










~~RC~SITE ~GC ~(2) 
FE 52 
CRTHCRHOtJ.BIC 
REF~ FCR R: (lLGAL,lSE~) 





A 0.44~6 ~J,4121 
~ !l:.4517 C .. 412E 
c 0 .. ~14~ ,'J.3.2!:1 




~7l: .. El tt~~se 
57~ .. c7 6.52 
5cE.,C5 3 ... 4c;i 
.571J.5S 4.<;9 
EP.Ht-Tf\ESS 
(VJSU~l RJ LAMBCA 
v (I\' IV) 
4 s ., 55 'lr 44·.) 
! L 06 '19 4f!l 
4<;e51 '/p 480 










( R p ) (~ ) 
45 ... 76 45 .. 45 
4l:,41 47~~s 
4l"E2 4Ec. €( 
4€ .. 61 4<; .. 64 
4c;i):!C 5Co32 
4c; .. c;r. 51 .. 17 














MMlC,aSITE KC 16 
FE S2 
GRTHORHOMB.IC 
REF. FOR R: CT~GAL,lS6S) 




A 0.4!!2 C.4121 
A 0.4!:14 C.4140 
c C.31E:! C.32(;~ 
c 0.31'7:! C.33CC 
CCMINJ11\T 
(CCfJFL.J PURITY 




5.6 '3. 18 !:.t:l 
BRI<:t-TNESS 
CVISU,Gl RJ LA~BCA 
y (NJoiJ 
46.63 Yp 44C 
52. E4 '19 460 
























( R,9 ) 
46.20 
















f<llf\EP..Al f\M~E Ct-ROMATICIT'f' DCM.£NANT 
COMPOS ITI GN SCURCE CCG~CI~~TES CCCI'-'PL.t 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X ·y WAVELE1'4GTH 
NICCOLITE 1 fJ. 0.4El5 C.4134 589.22 
td AS A Oe470! Ca4ll3 :ac;.34 
HEXAGONAL c C.35C7 C.3477 581.18 
c 0.33t:O C.3477 5BC.99 
REF. FOR R: CTHE AliTHCR) 
RE.,ARI<S: LCC. C~TARIG~CANACA 






PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBDA 
CP%t y ( Nr-' t 
27.58 51.29 '(p 420 
18.3c 11:.4 C:"'\tj .., . -~ 44C 
19.32 0 49.22 'fp 460 










































~INER.tal NAME CHR QII.1A 1 I C 11 Y CCfVIt-.ANl 
CCIVPCSlTICN SCURCE COORCINATES ( CO~PL. t 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y \1A.VElEf\Glr 
LCELLINGITE A 0.4500 C.411C 57<;.G5 
FE AS2 A C.o45E4 C.414.5 583.48 
CRTHORHCMBIC c 0.3142 0.3236 .569.9c; 
c 0.324? 0.3352 5 74.0 E 
REF. FOR R: O.VAASJOKI {1 q69, 
REMARKS: LGC. UNKNCWN 
BR 1 GHT 1\E SS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
<Ptt y (NMt 
4.10 50.2C',f 440 
12.34 53o 22 ~ 48C 
3.06 so.12 Yp 500 






















~11\E~~L 1\~ti.E CrPCMJlT IC lTV CCf-llNANT 
CO,..POSiliCN SCURCE CGCRDINATES ((C~FL.J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y WAVELE~GTH 
• 
SYL'\/MdTE:,FlJI ll 0.45EC C.413C 584.55 
AL AG TE4 A 0.4518 C.4101 583.02 
~CI\CCLII\IC c 0.323~ C.3334 5"74.C7 
c 0.3148 0.3237 571.53 
REF. FC~ R: CSTU~FFL,i970) 
REMARKS: LGC. ~~PEROR MINE,FIJI 





PURITY (VJSUftL RJ LAM8rA 
( p~) y (N~J 
11.02 so. 71 'lot 440 
4.37 60.80 '11 460 
s.l3 sc. 24 'fe( 480 






























COMPOS IT I CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
SYLVJINITE,COLCRAOO 
Al AG ·y E4 
MCNOCLINIC 
CHRCfJ:JI.T IC lTV 
SGURCE COCRCINATES 
)( y 
A 0.45.52 C.411C 
/J 0.~492 G.4CEE 
c O.~lSC C.3217 
c c.:n.22 c.31S7 
~EF. FCR ~: (STU~FFL,l970l 
~EMJIRKS: LCC. REt CLCUC ~It\E,COLCP.ACO 













PURITY (VISUAL R) l.AMBCA 
(P~l V (N~) 
7.70 44.04 'lot 440 
2.01 !: E. c; a 'f1 4tC 
5.45 43. 75 'lor( 480 































CU FE S2 
TETRAGCNAL 
REF. FOR R: tTUGAltl~~q) 
RE.,.ARKS: LCC-e TU·RKEY 
., 
. ·. CH~O~AliC tTY .{)C~I.NA~t .BRtG·HTNESS· 
SOURCE ·,cOORDINAlES · ( COMPLII! l · PURl T"Y (V'!StiAt, .R l lAMBD'A REFlECTIVITY 
. X ... · ... Y WAVELENGTH fP'r Y . '(NMl R 
·A 0. 4724- ~.4262 582.~5 30.16 47.62 































49 .• 52 
49.67 






CCMPOS IT I CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTE~ 
CI-:ALCCPYRITE 4 
CU FE S2 
TETRtGCtdiL 
REF. FCR R: TUGAL ( 1969) 
REMARKS: LOC. TURKEY 
CHRCfJATICITY CC~INt'I\T 
SOURCE CCCRCINftlES (CCI-:Pl.) 
X v WAVELENGTh 
A 0.4?0t C.4243 5 ·32. 82 
A C.412C C.4242 533.11 
c o •. ~44E c.~c43 ~-n.~c 
c o.~-4c~ c.3citS 5"73.95 
0 t. z 
BRIGI-Tt-.ESS 
PU~ITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBCA 
( Pll y ( N ~) 
27.61 47. 61 'fr 440 
28.51 4?.? 5 '~'1 4f:C 
2~.1«; 46. 63 'lr 480 










































CCMPCS IT ICN 
CRYSTAL SYSTE~ 
C~ALCCPYRITE,NG39 
CU FE S2 
TE1R~GONAL 
REF. FOR R: CTUGAL,l969) 




A c • .t.till c.42~c; 




PURITY (VISUAL RJ lAtJBCA 
tPtJ Y (NM) 
5f2o45 29.05 41.37 440 


































CHALCCPYR IlE ,f-12 
CU FE 52 
TETRH~ONAL 
REF. FCR R: lTLG/lly1969) 




A C..4i21 C.4257 




PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(p~) y (1\f") 
5E2.73 29.61 41.2S 440 



































CU FE 52 
TETRAGONAL 
REF. FOR R: (TUGAL,l969l 








583 .. 01 
c 0.~475 C.3666. 573.56 
8R I GH.TNESS 
PURITY CVISUAl Rl tAMBOA 
(Pil Y (NMJ 
zc;~2a 47.22 440 
































Ct-~LCCPYR ITE ,M3 
CU FE 52 
TETR~GCf\~l 
REF. FOR R: (TLGAL,lScS) 




A 0.4733 Co42l:C 




PURITY CVISU~L R) LAMBCA 
(P~) Y (NIVo) 
5l:2.SC 3C.t7 4?.16 440 

































COMPOS Ill CN 
C~YSTAL SYSTEM 
CHALCCPYRITE,Ml2 
CU FE S2 
TETRtsGOI\AL 
R E F • F C R R : (T U G A ll 9 6 c; t 
REMARKS: LOC. lLRKEY 
Cf-iROfJlAT IC I 1 V 
SCLRCE CCC~CINtsTES 
X 't 
A C.4731 G.~2~6 







PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBDA 
(p~) y (1\1\1) 
30.2-f: 41.14 440 






























~11\E~l!L t\.O~E CHROMATl C I l't' DC~INAI\T 
CCfJPCSITICN SCURCE COCFCII\~TES {CC~Fl •. ) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X 't ~AVELEI\GTH 
CHALCCPYRITE M24 A 0.4122 C.426C 582.67 
CU FE S2 A 0.41~0 C.4262 5S2.1S 
TETR.aGCI\IAL c C • .34El C.3l:E5 573.29 
c 0.3491 C.3cS7 573 • .33 
REF. FOR R: lUGAl (1969) 
REF>' ARKS: LCC. TURKEY 
BRIGHTI\:ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
CP'.ll y (NfJ) 
29.88 46. S9 'lp 440 
3C. 5f 41.3sY<l 460 
24.21 45. S4 'fp 480 










































COt.,POS IT I CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTE0'-1 
CHALCCPYRITE,K 
CU fE 52 
T ETR./IGCI\AL 
REF. FC~ R: (TlGAL,l969) 
REM/IRKS: LOC. TURKEY 
C 1- R or-~ A T I C I1 Y 
5CURCE CCCRCII\J!TES 
X 't' 
A 0.4113 0.4252 
c o.!4t! c.~t:t4 
BRIGHTf\ESS DCMINAI\1 
(((t'i:L.J PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
\r.A \IEL":I\GTH (P') y (1\~) 
582.71 28.71 46.€7 440 

































C C ,.: P C S I T I C ~ 
CRY51Al SYSTEM 
Ct-.ALCCPYRITE,tJl 
CL FE 52 
lETRAGCr\.AL 
REF. FOR R: CTUGAlrl~t~) 




/J 0.473E: 0.42t2 
c 0.!~~~ C.:!1C5 
eR IGt-T~ESS CCI"II\.01\T 
CCC:'1PL.J 
WA\IELENGTt-i 
PURITY (VISUAl R) L.AMBCA 
(P') V CNM) 
sa~.sc 31.02 o4t.11 44C 




































CU FE 52 
lTETR.tiGCf\.tll 
REF. FOR R: (TUGAL,l9~9) 




A 0.4748 C.42~4 




PURITY (VISUAL RJ LA~BCA 
(Ftt Y (NM J 
5a;:.cc; 3l.c;c; 4to!:E 44C 
































CC~PO SIT I CN 
CRYSTJ1L s·vsTEM 
C~ALCCPYRITE,NG35 
CL FE 52 
TETRAGGI\AL 
REF. FCR R: (TUGAL,l969) 




A C.4i4S C.4254 
c 0.350<; C.3?CC 
BRIGHTI\ES.S C'CtvH NAN T 
'co· Ft., 
WAVELENGTH 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(p~) y (Nfo') 
5~13.41 31.34 46.4<; 440 

































CCr-1PCS IT ION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
Ct-ALCCPYRITE,2C 
CL FE 52 
lETRJlGCNAl 
REF. FOR R: CTUGAL,l969) 




A 0.•021 (.42~3 
c o.3474 o.3c73 
BR IG t- T 1\ E S S CCr-'INJ!f\T 
(CC~Fl.) 
WAVEL ENGH· 
PURITY CVISUJll R) LA~eCA 
(P'-) y (~~) 
5E2.E5 29.34 46.48 440 
































CG~PCS IT ICN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
C~ALCCPYRJTE,NG31A 
CL FE 52 
TETR/lC:ONAL 
REF. FOR R: (TUGAL,l969) 




A o.414~ c.425c 




PUIHTY (VISU.I!L R) LtltJ~CA 
(Pl) Y Cl\~) 
5c:: .. ~l 31.35 46.40 440 
































CC,..PCS IT ICtx 
CRY51/IL SYSTEM 
C~ALCCPYRITE 43-46 
CU FE 52 
TETR.a<;C~Al 
REF. FOR R: CTUGAL,l9f~) 




/1 0.4tCc:i C.42EE 




PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(P~) Y CNr-'J 
~c3.!:5 37.et 4.3.~C 44C 































fl INER.n t-.JH:E 
CCIIIFCSITICI\ 
C R V S TAl S '\' S T E ~~ 
GFCCRCI\ITE 
27PI: S 7CSE,.ASI2 S3 
I"Ct\r.C L II' I C 
C H R C ·-~ 1\ 1 I C I 1 '\' 
SCUPCE Cf.CP.r.Ir.'!'1ES 
)( '\' 
/J Co44L.l5 f.o4".34 
f. 1 .. 4441 :':o41:?~ 
r f"') • '::1 ~ ~. 1 ,.. • ?. 2 6 '1 
c (' • .?~~€- 1o~2~7 
IJO' t lUI\ 1 
( (;"; ·' 0 l~ I 
' . ,.L\VF'.E"GTt-
~/~:;.:·~ 
':'·~ 2 .. ~ 5 
1:; !:; ' • 
- J ..... • ~ ... 
~,:; 7 D /.· ~ 
REF. FC~ ~: 1\~CFZCA 1\.ffCZGC~A ~T fl,I~~7PC~~~~~ 
RHJ!RKS: LCCa UI\!<1\CWI\ 
;:u?JTY 
( ;. '!: ) 
"' • .,.. "J 
• D 74 
• c C1 
. ... 
• " FC: 
q'"'TGt-TI\~55 
( \J! S L !\ L ~ l I. Ar-1 PC A 
y ( "' ~' ) 
3?.l.4'(p 
4Co t:? Yg 
---4\1... ;:: '·.:. 'r 











I~ p. l ( R_g ) 
-;s:. t:n 
-.,.- , ... 
-::r-.• r::· 
·- 7. :: ~ 
::OS: -:<."1 .,_ 
? E .. ,.. ... .. 
?.7.7". 
::t.~l") 
':1 c:. ~" 
...• 
"??.r:: 
::l c ('I" 





4 ~-. c ,-
4::.2'" 
?.S.5!: 









GEOCRCI\ I! F 
27Pe S 7(SE,AS>2 S3 
f/CNOCL ltd C 
C 1- R (r! £\ 1 I C ! 1 'f 
SCLRC~ CCOR[INAlES 
)( 'f 
A "·'t44f ':.41:1 
c ~.!1!1 'lo~27c 
P. E F • F C P. R : G ~ A V S ~- I l U·H N ( 1 <; t ?. I 
REMARKS: LCC. l~~I\C~~; LI\CFIEI\1Er S~CTif~. 





-..,. -"0- "' 
P?iGI-TI\ESS 
PlJ'f'ITY (V1SU.Ol ~) LA''~CA 
(F~I Y !N~I 
:. -~! 4C.5<; t~ 7 r 
-: ~, 
.~. -" 4C ... E3 5?~ 
~75 
6"'""' ~. ol,. I 
7 f ': 
R'.:F l f.C' IV TTY 
p 
-:: C .-r 
-I. '.\, 
4 2 0;) ~: 
4:\.. 5 ~ 









C R Y S T A L S Y S T :: "'1 
eCULAI\GEI< IT:: 
SFE S 2SE~ 53 




A ~·.t.t;?L; •• [.1'::1'" l. •. -- .... 
A ~o4L2f::. ~"oL;l2t 
r r.:ce7 (.3?2€ 





~~ :: .. t:f: 
~?7.1: 
::4of:! 




J .. ?t'"" 
!eL4 
{" c CJ 
~E~ARKS: LfCo UNK~CWN; RP=~CF~~L 10 C, RG~F~~DLL~L TC C 
13R!GH.,.J\f.SS 
(~ISU~L Rl L!~Prt 
y ( 1\' ~ .. , 
:! t. 4 6 'fp 
4 r" 3 c "1.,9 
3 6. 7 ~ 'fp 
l., 5,. 
t.~ 72 
4 c:· .c 







(? p I ( R_9 ) 




























C Q Y 5 T A L S Y S T E ~~ 
eCULAI'\G !:'Q !T:: 
SPB 5 2SE2 S3 




A !'!.~::«:? c •. ~:!c 
c '1.3:':4t r..?2(c; 
REF. FCR R: GR~Y & ~ILLV~I\ (!9c2) 




5 c? 0 :;_ s 
c:r, ""J-: 
.. ~ "- ... 
eoH~TI\.E5~ 
CLQTTY (V!SU~L ~) lA~F.CA 
(P~) Y (~~) 
lo 88 3t:.4S 4""7i. 








~7 .. T:: 
-:t.:, I:,. 







tt, Ir\EF-AL N/lt-'E 
CCtJPCS IT lCI\ 
CRYSlAL SVS"!"E" 
t-F.TERCIIICRPI-<PE 





fj 1e4L4l ~ .. 4:.1.: 
. 1\ !::.44::: C.L,~;2C 
,.. ::.3C~f c D ·: , c; E \, 





5: E. 4:. 
~-. ~ -
... ~ .! • ·- .. 
52f·. ;c; 
P'?"Gt-TI\ESS 
PL~I-V (VJSLtl ~I ( ~ ~) v 
f'.Ff: 
, [";:. . 
...... . ' .. 
f.. u: 
~ ~ ~ ~v 
.:: "-• ~..;. 'P 
4 :'. ~. 7 '1 ~ 
':(: 7C'-~p 






'"".C"t; , .,. '·- " 1:;--
"i .... ., t! '~ ... ! ! 
~EF. FC~ ~: ~~C~ZCA 1\.~CZGC~D ET tL,I~~7E(l~;:.S) 5~0 













':l ~ "',.. 






- . 0 - .... 
4" - -
' • :.. ' I 
4:; • c.r 













CL~ S.2tP~ S 75~?. S~ 




A r.442P r: • .!t':E:? 
A C.442£. ~.~~<;; 
c r· 'l-.::s;: I • -~I.- . ::.,:i::L. 
c r-.:~~~ r.=H=l 





- . c- ··' 
LC:-"'.Lt?, 
REF. FCF ~: ~t[fl[t 1\.~CZGC~- ET !L,I~~7E(lCtSJ 
P~Ht-TI\r:SS 
CL~r:v <vr~LAL ~~ 
( D ~ J V 
.. 1 • 
~ • I ; ~ .. 4 ~ 'lp 
, • "' 'W ?S.?f:~ 
1. ? ;. ·:u: -, V _,.f. p 
, ~ &:.; 
.. ' ~ 4r o: rs v9 
Pf~.ORKS: LrC. LN~~C~N; ~P~NC~NAL 1[ C,R(=PAP~Ll~l ,( C 
LAV~Ct. 












F;.. FL EC~ TV TTY 







::.- .. ~ ,. 
-:l4.F.: 
?G.L"' 
'l4.2 ... · 
4:.~r 
4r.s': 













t:: ! N E I< til 1\ llr' c 
CC~PCS Ii J r~. 
CRYST.~l SVSTf'J 
~EI\EGI- II\ liE 










.., 'l, .• ,.. 
• ·- 4 ' 
REF. I=(R R: G~HY & f'IILU•J.IN (:l,<;.t21 







PURITY (VISLAL Rl LA~~DA 
(~~~ y (~~) 
?.t.:' 
L. -,. 












? '· ~: 
3;:. "''"' .. "' 
':1 &:; 1:: ,. 









Z HJKH; I TE 
FB S SP.2S3 
t-EXIIGC~lll 
c 1- .« r:r~ ~ i I r n v 
SCUP(E ro~~CIN~TES 
>: y 
A "''"''",~ • • • .1~ - c.4:!.r7 
;\ ;-. i: 417 c .. 4:~: 
c 'I.?:!;~;:: t.:.:::E2 





:c7 .. c:' 
!,c.:.e:: 
~~lo:~ 
REF. FOR R: \~C~Z~J ~.VCZG[Vt ~T ~L,I~~le(,S~~) 
::'Uf.~TY 
( F ~ ) 
" ...., " 
. .'. · ... "" 
~- 0 ?4 
, ., ':1 
·--
, e? ~ 
RE~liRKS: L[(o UNKNCW~; ~P=NCR~AL T~ C,~G=Ph~~LL~L ~C C 
p;:;Jc.:t-::1\ESS 
CVISU~L O) LA~~~t 
v n,:.'.·, 
3 ':. "~ 'lp 
3Eo 51 'f~ 
:::. 7 2 'lp 
'!to E1+ 'I~ 
.t..~"" 
. - \.J 
4 7.2 
{! c; f: 
r:~-. 





f l ~: 
~Efl~':l!VI'TY 
(Rp ) CP.9 ) 
'::11:: ~,. 
-. '- ,. 
~e:.c: 
"Jt. "="' -~ ..... -· .. 
36o5:' 
:: ~. 5(1 
~5.?"' 
'::IL,. f~ 
~ !': o e~"' 
'j1 • rr 




I .,..... ~ :"-' 











f! H~E j;~ t\ L 1\ !H-' E C 1-' Fl C r_. A 1 I C I 1 'f rc~~;~\.~1\: 
CC~'PCSITIC~ SCUQCJ; CllCClCII\J.n1=5 (Crr1 :lol 
CRYSTAL SYSTP' X y l;:!WH:I\.~H 
ZI'\I<FI\11:: A J.~-427 C: .. 4i55 ~ • , 1:. 
-" ... •--
FP s s~t:s:: A ~.4-'74 ':.4:'.,{:"; 5? .,. c ,_ 
1--F.Xt\GCI\JIL c ('l.::c~c:: :-:.'73?.77 5.!:.~~ 
r. ..... ":. .. 'J. )l '.- .... -· . ;.:~J.~ ~~" ':'L -....... - . 
REF., FCF .... "" . GR ~y g !"' ILU,~AI\ l!ce:~> 
~~I(I-TI\ESS 
PLRPY (VISU!IL R) L!H .. i3Ctl 
( p ~ , '! ( ~.' ~ ) 
- ':1-(.- ( 3 F." 4 A 'tp L.-" ,._ 
5 .. 7 1 4r. c; 5 Vg r:;;- •. .It. \.• 
;;; • F" ~Eo F ~ 'fp ~-~ ~ , ~ 
r: "C 
-. ..· 41.1? Vg r.ro.~ 
?rr. 





'?.F. 7 .~ 
::f:.5~ 
~t.6~·-
( '"! ) 
':\P r::"" 
..... __., • .. 
4 2. 7f' 
4. -~ ··. 
-.-. 
~ C • L: 
"':~. "'·. 1 




CCr-~ PC SIT~ f!N 
C R Y S l A L S Y S T ~ '1 
JA~t:SCI\JT'= 





A ".4~13 Co4:'.14 
.fJ. ..... t, ':; c 1-
... . . .... .. - ('.4~.1:? 
c .l D ";I C:?1 C ~?. ~- c E 
c ,... ~ '"l;.l"'t 
' • - a I [.o?:.~! 
r o: ~- t ro.. ~ 
( CP q.) 
t· t IJ !: L ~: \ G 1 t-
r::. r . 1:." 
- •. Q ... . ~ 
C' .... ":' ..,;.. 
- -· . - .... 
L.C",7~. 
4C.£,o:-"" 
REF. FCP ~: 1\AC~ZC~ 1\.~CZGCVA E! ~L,!~~7~(1S69) 
PU~I":"V 
( ~ ~) 
2 0 -::r., 
... f1: 'i 
-" -
~ cr. 
I! 0 - .) 
2 0. L... 
R '= !1 ARKS: LCCa U~KNCWN; ~P=~C~~~L .... r . ,_ C,~G~PA~~LLEL 1~ C 
::~:.' IC:~~:'\ESS 
( !J! S U ~. L ~ ) L A·.~ 0 C.~ 
y (1\tl) 
34 ... S3 'lp 4r;:;,· 
. -'"· 
-:c. ra::" 
-='•MJ 'Cl 47l 
: ~" 44 'fp 4C6 






:< [ FL :CI IV 1TY 
(t\p ) (J;'_g ) 
1t- 0 "'!I' 
! t. ~ ~ 
'73f:o5~ 
3 7 0 ;-~·~ 
::t.r:~ 
'3t..7 .... 
-: ':1 ~· r 




:;c; .. c·' 
~ c;. 7·~ 






~ c ~. 





t·: I 1\i Eo t1 L 1\M_.:::: Cl- R ~ ~ !,1 I C I 1 Y CO I\tr-.i 
CCf''PCS IT I Cl\ sruRCE ccrQriN~,~s (("('\'t:Lo) 
Cl<'f'SlAL SYS"!'E'·· X v L·l.IV::~'=P>..~H-
J .e r-· !: s rr\J r f. .e. ....... ~~44 :-:.,4~"c:;~ 4 S?,. t,;·. 
4Pe s FE c: SP.2 S3 A '";.44:25 1.41.2"" :: ·~. 2. -;:,.. 
r-'Cf\CCL H If ,. ~l.2C::R~ ~ :-'··=~~~ L~l -s; - . e .. -
c "l.~c7: r.?2:7 57 ~.4S 
REF., FCF ~-. . GIHV f r- HU·'~I\ 11962) 
F;IC.:I-Tf\.::SS 
PlJG:!TY (V~SlJt.l p ) L t ''PC .l' 
( 0 ~) v ( r\ !'-' ) 
:. .. "C: :! : .. J 3'fta 41!: 
1,. 2 ... ~ c::. 7 6 'ttj 52J 
l. ~. ~~ei:'fp ~:::-~:: . ·-. ... , ' 
~.Cf 4~. :'A 'f.9 f:f'(' 
7~~ 
Q!:I=L':CT IV ITY 
( Rp ) ( J:' .5 ) 
~7.71 ?S.7~' 
~~.r~ 41 rr ...... 














5PPoS 4S':l2 S3 
1\1 C f'-JC C L It\ ! C 
(1-RffJI\ 1: [ (I l't 
SCL~C~ CCCFCII\!.TE~ 
')( "'( 
~ :" .41;25 r" L.1-· ~. ... t. ~ 
.f:. (' .. t. 4 !" s: f.-5412? 
c r:.?f74 C .. 3214 




r:: .• - 1- c 
..... • t:.. • .... I 
.:; - c:: I" ':1 
-0 -
r:: .. k s:-~ ~ •. j 
t.•=i.~ ':: 
R E F • F 0 f: R : 1\ t1 C !: l C t! 1\ • :: C Z G C V Jl E : .tl , ~ ~· '--? P ( 1 <; f 9 I 
f' E r; A R K S : LCC. LI'\Kf\Ckf\~ 
2~!(1-TI\ESS 
PURITY CVJSLtL P) LA~P[A 
(P~) y (~~~ 
, :; , 
-.- .... ?. =. £: 7 '/p L ': .-·~ 
r::<J 
"" 
~ '7. ~ 3 'I~ l.. 7 2 
~ ~~ 
-· 
tt. ~7 0 CL. 'fp 
-- , . 
[, c; ~ 
J."3 ':1.7 ':17" z::-7 































t-111\!EF!tll f\~r-;: c 1- t1 r ~ .. " 1 r c I 1 -r C cr-·: '\ .11 1\ T 
CC~FCSI'TIC\ S!:UPCE Cr:'CPC!!\'t.''TI:S (Cn'nL.) 
CRYSTAL SVSTEY y .., ~ .. AVFL:I\C:!'I-
1-EXAGr:Nt.L ~VR't-CTll[ I' n.4~3'2 :94rc:7 ~~::.€2 
FE(l-XI s t "': lr"C, 
. 0 . - ._ r. c 4 ~. ::-2 r;:~~o ~c; 
1-EXAGCI\AL c ;":.~:27? "'o32SS r: ·I= I" .., c - • 0 •• 
c ::.22~2 <...??.E: .:;.,c rr:. 
- ". . .. 
REF. FCR I< : VCI\ GEl-LEI\ f: PILLI=C! (:_c;f:L) 
REfJAP.KS: LCC. TR~PCA,VLGrSt~VI~; 
Rr;I(;H...,.I\F:SS 
PU<:!!TV (VISLAL R) L ~ ~·~ ~ [. t' 
( I=~ ) y ( !\ \' ) 
12. ~l. 35 .. 1£;"~ t.?t. 
guP( L.,roC4'iS. l..Pf 
E .. ,2.t, !4 .. 5 r 'f~A~ 546 




(~&o\J) t ~ e ) 
-: .,. c.,. 
- ... e . :=t.2C 
1~ .. ~~ 3£.-o(j; 
3£;. r -, 3C:: • .?~ 
::Jr:: j:l" 
, . 4(.7~ 
~P.c"' '•?.~'J 
-:~c cr 





t•HNERAL N~ME CHROMAliCilY DCMINAt\T 
CC~PCS IT I CN SCURCE COOFCIN~TES (COM PL.) 
CRYSlAL SYSTEM X y WAVELEf\GTH 
HCORUSH:IlE A O.tt5(:l C.4lC't !SEf:.(:7 
CU(8.12JBl(ll.5ttJFE(O.~~JS22 
A 0.4541 0.4124 582.66 
MONOCLINIC c C.32C5 C.3213 576.el 
c o •. 31S7 c.32ec; 57~.ec; 
REF. FOR R: {KCDERA El ~L,l970J 
REf/ARKS: LGC. 
BRIGHli\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBCA 
(P~l y (NM) 
7.90 32.15"-fp 42C 
7.90 33 •. 35 Y9 41t0 
5.74 31.86 'lp 460 


























t'II\E~AL 1\AME 0-RCMAT IC ITV DCMINANT 
COMPOS IT I CN SCURCE CCC~CII\~TES CCC,.,FL.) PURITY 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM )C "i WAVELENGTH (P~) 
PYROLUSITE A 0.44-41 C.4Cc7 4SC •• 8<;; 0.86 
eETA-~N C2 ~ 0.4~4f: 0.4.012 4<3:!,,CS o. 72 
TETRJ!GONAL c O.!Cf4 (.~1.!1 47c;;._c1 1.70 
c 0.3C72 0.3145 483.10 1. 2: 
REF. FOR R: (NICHOL f. PHILLIPS,l<3t:t 
REMARKS: LCC. UI\1<1\CWN 
BRIGH.TI\ESS 
(VISU~L Rt LAMSCA 
v (NM) 




3.2. 55 'lp 4~0 


































A 0.4-411 C.4Cft: 
"'"1-) MN) C2-2)(0H)2),)=.Ct-.C7 
c o.3C4c c.3144 
t-EXAGONAL 
REF. FCR R: (~ICHGL E Pt-ILLIPS,1~f4) 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBCA 
c P ~u y (NM) 
1.50 3C.7<; 430 
























MINERAL NAME Ct'RC,..AliCilV CCtHN~I\T 
COfiPC.SITICN SCURCE COORDINATE5 tCC~PL..,) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X v WAVELEf\GTH 
I CA IT E 4 A 0.4SE8 C.4234 Se6.1C 
CU3 FE 54 A C.4715 C.4242 584.26 
PROBABLY TETRA~ONJL c o.~c73 o.3737 577.~2 
c 0.3!:2<.i C.3674 575.16 
REF • FOR R: llEVY,1c;E:t;) 
RE~ARI<S: LCC. CERRC-~UEfiUL-MENCOZA,ARGENTINA 
B~IGhTNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) l~MBCA 
(P:f) y (NM) 
~ DD 
39.E:O 31.63 'Yp 420 
32 •. 32 3 2. 3 5"1.9 440 
30.35 30.20 Yr 4f0 









6 6- '~ G. c .... •. LJ 
' •' ~ .. 
REFLECTIVITY 














..... I . 0 I) 
~ ., 

















~11\ER.Ol N.O~E CHROMATICil'V DCMINANl 
COMPOSITICN SCURCE CCORCI~.OTES CCCI~Fl.J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM )C 'r hAVELEf\G'TH 
II:AITE 5 A C.4EEf: C.424C 535.9G 
CU3 FE 54 (J 0.4791 C.4238 5€4.66 
PROBABL'V TETRAGONAL c a. 3677 o. 3743 5?7.84 
c o.3~4·c; c.3c76 515.73 
REF. FCR P: (LEVY,l96t) 
REMARKS: LGC. CERRC-HUE~UL-~ENCCZ~,.ORGEf\111\A 
BRIGHTI\E5S 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P':) y (1'\~J 
3«;.88 31.49 y, 420 
33.14 :n.13 v9 44C 
30.65 3o. o7 Yr 460 









































~11\E~.II.L NJ!f~E CHRCt'.II1.1CITY D.CMIN.IINT 
COMPOSITICN SCLRCE COC~DINATES CCO'FL.) 
CRYSlAL SYSTEfo' X y WAVELENGTt: 
lCAITE 6 A C.4S2C Ca42C3 5E?.3c; 
CU3 FE Sit A 0.4737 C.422C 5E4.29 
PROBABLY TETRAGONAL c C.!.fSt: C.3fS1 57S.lC 
·C o.34tc c.35~e 575.~(: 
REF. FOR R: CLEVY,l9t:l:) 
REMARKS: LOC. CE~RC-HLE~Ul-MENCCZA,ARGE~TINA 
BRIGt.TNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMeDA 
{P~l y cr'" t1, 
3<i.65 28.Cl'Yp 420 
28.16 2 c;. t: 5 'lg 440 
30.29 26.59 'lp 460 










































foiiNEJ;AL r\MI:E CrRCMA.T I.C llY OU'INAI\T 
COMPOSITION SCURCE CCO~OINATES CCCfiFL.l 
CRYST.Al SYSTEM X ·y WAVELENGTH 
ItA IlE 2 A O.~Cf2 C.4CC:1 5c;2.01 
CU3 fE 54 A 0.4S77 C.412S sec.;.9~ 
PROBA8LY TETRAGONAL c o.~sli: c.~!:El 5E4.S2 
c 0.35E3 0.3526 581.56 
REF. fOR R: (LEVY,l966t 
fiEMARKS: LCC. EAI\C~I~CUI\,FR~NCE 
BR"IGhlNESS 
PURITY CVISUAL R) LAM8CA 
(P%t y (NM) 
42.12 2s. a5 Yr 420 
~1.52 2 6. 55 'IJ 440 
30.44 23.96 'tp 460 








































MINERAL f\At-1E CHRC.,.aTICil\' CC,..IN~I\T 
COMPOSITION SCLRCE COORDINATES CCC~PL.l 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y WAVELENGTH 
U:AlT E 1 A o.5cts c.4oc;5 592.10 
CU3 FE 54 A C.4EE3 C.4127 sc;O.C6 
PROBAeLY TETRAGONAL c 0.38ll: Go35S4 5E4.<;9 
c 0.35E9 C.3527 591. "70 
REF. FOR R: (LEVV,l96t) 
REMARKS: LCC. BAI\C~IROUN,FR,ai\CE 
BRifHTI\:ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMeC,a 
c P~n y (Nf-1) 
4 2. 18 25. 12Yp 42C 
31.78 26. 48't! 440 
30.47 23. 82 "fp 460 












































CU3 FE 54 
FROBAfLY lETRAGGN~L 




A 0.4882 C.4lt4 
A C.4E43 C.4lc;;C 
c 0.3~15 C.35S7 
c o.35E3 c.36ll 
REMARKS: LCC. SAINl-VERAN 
BR.IGHTNcSS CCI'-'I~~I\T 
C COl PL. J 
WAVELENGTH 
PLRITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
CP'J V CNtJJ 
5E8o45 .34.3G 2 5. 56...,, 420 
5E7.C3 33.43 26.25'Yg 440 
seo.2e 25.16 24.34'/p 4t0 








































CC~PCS IT I CN 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
C~A~~E eCR~ITE 6 
CUi2+X)SN(l-XlFE 54 
lETRAGGNAL 
REF. FCR R-: CLEVY,l966) 
REMARK5: LCC. \ALLRY 
Ct-'RC~ATICil'f' cc~r~Al\'T 
SCURCE COORDINATES c cc~~PL.) 
X y WAVELENGTH 
A 0.4911 0.415! 5Ec;.l2 
A C.41~c; C.411S 5E6.50 
c 0.3t44 C.35~S .5EC.6~ 
c C • .34E~ C.3550 577.69 
BRIO·TI\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~BDA 
(P~) y CN~) 
35.55 27.10~ 420 
21.52 26.88 'lr 440 
26.24 25.7 2 'ip 4l:C 








































~INERAL 1\AME Ct-!RCP'AliCllY CCt-'11\.AI\T 
COIVPCS IT I CN SCURCE COORDINATES ICCfJPL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X v WAVELEI\GTH 
C~AI\GE BCPI\ITE 1 .A Oa4916 0.415C ~es • .~:e 
CUC2+.lOSNCl->clFE 54 A Ca4114 (.4117 5S6.66 
lETR.AGCNAL :c 0.3t4S 0.!5<iS 5EC.E2 
c C.34l!7 0.3550 577.94 
REF. FCR R: (lEVY ,1966) 
REMARKS: LOC. '\i.ALLRY 
BRIGt-TI'\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMeC-
CP~t v CN~) 
3~.ce 21. C1 'I~ 420 
27.72 26. en 'lp 440 
26 • .37 L. ~. t s Yp 4tC 











































CRA~GE BCR~ITE 4 
CUl2-t)C)SNCl-)0fE 54 
TETRAGC~Al 
liEF • F G R R: ( l E VY , 19 6 6 ) 
REMARKS: LCC. VALLRY 
CHRO~AT ICI lV CCVII\A~T 
SOURCE COORDINATES CCCMPL.) 
X v WAVELENGTH 
A Oo4940 0.415C :SE'i.4·4 
/J C.41?4 C.4111 :se~.6t: 
c o.3cEC c.3c2.3 5SC. E l 
c C.34E7 0.355C 577.94 
BRIC:f-ITNESS 
PURITY lVISUAL R) LAMBCA 
CP%) v cmo 
?.1.34 26.63 Yp 420 
21.12 u: .s3 'fs 440 
21.ee 25.21 '/p 460 











































C~A~GE 8CP.~ITE 3 
CUC2+X)SN(l-XtFE 54 
TETRJlGC~Al 
REF. FCR R: (LEVY,l~6tl 
REMARKS: LOC. ~AULRY 
CHRC~JlTICITY I:C,..II\A~T 
SOURCE COORDINATES (CCMPL.I 
X y ~AVELENGTI-1 
A 0.4941 0.41;6 .5Et;.c;c; 
A C.4174 C.411E :586.62 
c o.~t:1.1 o.35Et ;581.77 
c 0.34EE: C.3545 577.27 
BR Ht-TNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P~J y CNMI 
3t:.3~ 26.51 'tp 420 
27.87 26. 81 Yg 440 
2 6. l:4 2s.c5Yp 460 









































COMPOS IT ION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
CR~~GE eCR~ITE 5 
CUC2+XJSNCl-XlFE 54 
lETRAC:Cf\AL 
REF. FCR ~: CLEVY,l966) 
REMARKS: LCC. ~~LLRY 
CHRCfo/AlJCITY [(l"lf\.llr\1 
SCuRCE COORDINATES (CC~PL.J 
X "Y WAVELEI\GTH 
A 0.4946 0.414!: 5E'i.f7 
A C.4EC3 C.4lfC 587.80 
c o.~t8~ c.3·f:22 3 ac .91 
c C.35G9 0.3545 '578.52 
BR 10-TNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBDA 
( p :l) y CNM) 
37.42 2c. so Yp 420 
28.57 26.67Y,s 440 
27.93 25. C6 Yp 4f0 









A E FL EC T IV ITY 
































CRA~GE BCRNITE 8 
CUC2+~)SNC1-XJFE 54 
lETR,GCI\Al 
REF. FOR R: CLEVV,lg6cJ 
REMARKS: LOC. VAULR~ 
CHRCf'/lliCilV CCII'INJII\T 
SOURCE COORDINATES fCC~PL.) 
X v WAVELENGTH 
A o.4<li4o o.413e sec;.s1 
A C.4i7E: C.4176 ~Sl:.13 
c o.3E:72 o.3see 581.72 
c 0.~4EE C • .354~ 577.4.5 
BR Ht-TNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ l/IMfCA 
(P~U y (Nil') 
3f. 52 26.4 7'fp 420 
27.80 2~. S6 'f,g 440 
2E:.12 25.C2 Yf' 4E:C 









REFLECT IV lTV 

































(RANGE BCR~llE 7 
CU(2+XISN(l-XIFE S4 
TETR.IIGCN.6L 
REF. FCR P: (LEVY,l966) 
REMARKS: LCC. ~AULRY 
Ct-::RCIVAliC:IlV CCIVII\.61\T 
SOURCE COORDINATES (CCP'PL. ·1 
X y WAVELENGTH 
A 0.4926 0.4156 ~E<;.ll 
A C.41€3 0.4lt3 587.18 
c C.3t71 C.3615 .5cC.E3 
c 0.34<;1 0.3538 .578.15 
BRIOHNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P%) y (Nt-1) 
3t.80 2 s. ec Yp 420 
27.73 26.84 'l_g 440 
27.42 24.44 'lr 460 














11.3C 2C • .5C 
18.70 22.40 












COMPOS IT ION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
CRA~GE 8CR~ITE 2 
CUC 2+.X)SN( 1-.X)FE 54 
T ETR.AGCI\:Al 
REF. FCR ~: CLEVY,l'966) 




A 0.4'923 Oa415c 
A C.t;7c3 C.4lf:E 
c Oo:?H:7 o.:H:l5 






!5 sc. 7·4 
578.15 
BRIGI-TI\ESS 
PURITY (VlSU/Il R) l/IMEDA 
CP~) v CN,..J 
3t.59 2 5. 78 'fp 420 
27.73 26.84 "9 440 
21.31 24.44 'lp 460 








































1'-:INERAL NAME CHRC~AliCIT\' DC~II\AI\l 
CCI"PCSITICN SCUPCE COORCIN~TES CCO,.-PL. t 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y WAVELENGTH 
CRA~GE BCPNITE 10 A 0.5040 0.4137 5So.4·~ 
CUC2iX)SNCl-X)FE S4 A O.~E~l C.41El !:E7.25 
"lETRAGCN.AL c 0.3SQc; C.3f85 ~El.H: 
c 0.3!:tl C.3tC4 578.15 
REF. FOR R: CLEVY,l«;66t 
REM.ARKS: LOC. 'JAULRV 
BRIGI-Tf\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P~) \' (Nt-'1) 
4~.?8 2 5. 70 "{! 420 
31.96 24.89 'fp 440 
33.CC 24 .co v9 4l:O 










(R! , CR.p • 
11.35 13.4C 
12.60 14.40 





24 • .20 24.4C 











C~ANGE ecP~ITE 12 
CU(2+X)5NC1-XJFE S4 
TETRtiGCt\.AL 
REF. FCR R: (LEVY,l966l 
REMARKS: LOC. ~ALLRY 
CH~CfJ.AT ICIlY CCfiii\/I~T 
SOURCE COORDINATES CCC~FL.) 
X y WAVELENGTH 
A 0.5ClS 0.4142 s;o.I5 
A C.4E3t C.41Sl 5~6.92 
c Oo.31S2 C.36SC 5~1.4!: 
c 0.3572 C.3624 577.74 
BRIGt-:TNESS 
PURITY (VISU/IL R) LA~eC.A 
( p !1l) "V (Nt-') 
42.27 25. 55"~ 420 
33.Gl 24. Cj2 'lp 44C 
32.14 2 3. «;4 'Yp 460 











































CRANGE BCRNITE 11 
CU(2iJ)SN(1-X)fE S4 
TETR.6GCI\/Il 
REF. FC~ R: (LEVY,l«;66) 
REMARKS: LOC. V,6ULRV 
CHRC!iAliCI'TV 00'1 1\.61\1 
SOURCE COO~OINftTES (CCI'"! PL. J 
X y WAVELENGTf. 
/1 0.5055 0.4123 s~c.c;e 
A 0.4E11 C.41f4 ~ES.~5 
c o.:3sP; c.3ct7 ~82.~5 
c C.35S5 (.3cC1 s;c;.ca 
BRIGt-'TNESS 
PURlTV (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
c P~n v (NtJI) 
4!.23 24. c3 'lp 420 
33.55 25.34 "~ 440 
32.78 22. S4 'fp 460 











































CR~NGE BCR~ITE 13 
CUt2+X)SNll-~)FE S4 
lETR~GCI'\AL 
REF. FCR R: tlEVY,l9bb) 
REMARKS: LOC. PERU 
CHRC,...AliCilY CC,..l~I!~·T 
SCURCE COORDINATES ( C Cf~Pl. ) 
X y WAVE::..ENC:TH 
A o.sac;s o.4CB2 5'S2.t:1 
A C.4El4 C.4132 sa9.31 
c 0.3E5C C.36C4 5.34.<;9 
c C.3502 0.34«i9 5ao.cc 
BRIC:t-TNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~8DA 
( p~q v (N~J 
4·~. 57 2.3. 57"'/p 420 
27.37 24. 18'1~ 440 
31.91 21.;6 Yr 4tC 









































CCfiPCS IT I Cl\ 
CR'Y'SlAL SYSTEM 
P',A\\SCNITE 14 
CU2+J SNl-X FE 54,.5<><1 
TElf<~GCI\Al 
REF. FOR R: CLEVY,1966) 
"CI-!RCMA 1I C 11 V 
SCURCE COO~OINATES 
X Y 
A 0.4c;C4 0.41.3:3 
A 0.41!E C.4141 
c o.::t:21 o.:::s:c; 
c 0.3419 0.34~2 















~ - ·"" ~~ .. (t-< td. ,.-..s ' 
~~t.-& ' e~IGH~ESr (VI'SUAL Rl LAMBDA REFLECTIVITY 
'V C N M ) ( R ~ ) ( P.f J 
2·7.1a'l~ 4.2C-
.26.10'Ip 440 
~!:. E 1 Y~ F 4 c C 











































CU2+X SNl-X FE S4,.5<X<l 
lETfUGGf\AL 





/J 0.~90~ 0.41:32 
A G.41!1 C.41.3E 
c 0.3f2C C.3553 
c 0.34lt C.344E 
DC,..li\AI\1 






8R I GFTN ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~l Y {NMt 




2£:. t4 Y§ ~2C 
26. co 'lr 44o 
25.3c~F 4l:C 
































CU2+X SNl-X FE S4,.5<X<l 
lETR/IfC"Al 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,1966) 
CHRCMA H C IlY 
SOURCE COORDINATES 
)( y 
,. 0.47~9 0.4140 
A C.4i~E C.4141 
c 0.3420 0.345C 
c 0.341E 0.34~4 









PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(Pt) V CN~) 
22.1C 26.0 7 'lp 420 
22.72 26.23'Y! 440 
lf:.2f: 2 !!: • 2 c; Yp ., 4f:C 


































REF. FOR R: CLEVY,lScc) 




A 0.4112 Co4l4Q 
A C.46E4 C.413l 
c 0.~3ES Co341S 









PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMeCA 
(P!:t y (N,_.,) 
2C. 86 26.62 'lp 42C 
18.30 2S.s6Y_g 440 
14.59 25.a9Yp 460 










(Rf ) ( R' , 
20.50 21.20 





















R E F • FOR R : ( L E V Y , 1 c; l: l: ) 
RE~ARKS: LCC. VAULRY 
CI-:RCMAT IC ITY 
SOLRCE COORCIN~TES 
)( y 
A 0.4724 (.4133 
A Oe4l:80 0.41~7 
c C.:!:!St C.341~ 
c 0.3348 C.3399 
DCMINANT 
(CCfoi;FL.) PUR JTY 
lolAVELENGTH (P%) 
5SS.21 21.21 






26.54 'lp 420 
21.~eY~ 44C 
25.7 8 "'p 460 








































fJ 11\ERJ!L 1\Jtt~E Ct·RCMAT IC lTV COMINAI\T 
COMPOSITION SCURCE CCCRDI~ATES (CO• FL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X. y wAVELENGTH 
STANNITE JAUNE,4 A O.lti~C C.4lltC 5€7.71 
CUCI+XJ~NCl-XJFE S4 It 0.4tEG C.413C: 5E7 • .24 
T ETR AEONAL c C.3.3St C • .3425 51«;.25 
c 0.3348 0.33~9 578.24 
REF. FGR R: lLEVY,l966) 
REMARKS: LOC. ~AULRY 
BRIGHTI\E55 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBCA 
( Pll:) 'V (Nr-':J 
21.42 26.48 "fp 420 
1E.37 2E.l1Y_5 440 
14.94 zs.74 vr 460 












































CU( I+XJSNll-X)FE S4 
TETRAGONAL 
REF. FOR R: (LEVV,l~66l 
~E~ARKS: LCC. V~Ul~Y 
C .. RCM.Al IC ITY 
SCURCE COCROI~ATES 
X v 
A 0.41.24 C.413c 
.A 0.4613 0.4138 
c 0 .• 3401 C.3422 
c c.3344 c .. 33c;c 
OCMINANT 







(VISUAL Rl LAMeOA 
v (N ... ) 
26.29 Yp 420 
~e. 12 'fs 44C 
2 5. 53 'fp 4£:0 
































2 E. 7C 
2'i.4C 












REF. FOR R: (LEVY,l96c) 
~EMARKS: LCC. V~ULFY 
0-RCf"AT IC lTV 
SCURCE CCCRCI~ATES 
X y 
A 0.4iE2 C.41C5 
A O.lti2~ C.LtlCO 
c 0.34.21 C.33c.i.l 
c 0.3.373 0.3363 
CCfi:lt\At\T 
(CCr-FL.) FUR ITY 






(VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
v (Nil') 
25. 59Yp 420 
21 .1a'Yg 440 
24.12 'fr 460 










( R f ) 
20.20 


































REF. FOR R: (LEVY,l96f) 
RE~ARKS: LCC. VttLLRY 
O·RCMAT.IC llV CCI"If\;A~T 
SCLRCE COORDII\ATES (CC,..FL.) 
X y WAVELENGTH 
A C.'4;~c; C.4Cc;5 ~Sl.25 
A 0.4121 Co4G<;2 scn.2e 
c o •. ::-41 c c. 3314 582.<;3 
c 0.33f6 0.3348 582.63 
BRIGt-11\ESS 
FU~ITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBCA 
CP~) y (NtJ) 
21.00 25. 38Yp 420 
1S.l5 27.55'fj 44C 
13.95 24.52 'Yp 46C 









R E F L EC T I VI TY 

















2 2. ec 
23.8C 
24. 5C 











CCft'PC SI Tl CN 
CRYSTAL S'fSTEM 
51ANNITE,3 
Cl..2 Sf\ FE S4 
lETRAGCf\Al 




~ 0.4568 0.41.£:4 
A 0.454:3 C.415E 
c C.3243 C.3371 
c 0.~~15 C.3341 




PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P~) Y (NM) 
581.21 12.51 28.21'1p 420 
57c;.91 10.41 2 a. 63 Yg 440 
572.45 9.39 2 7. ~6 'lp 4tC 































CU2 St\ FE S4 
lETR~GCt\tll 




A 0.4511 C.4167 
A 0.4!:41 C.415E 
c 0.3247 0 •. 3.377 
c 0.!~1~ 0.334.!: 
REMARKS: LOC. SAINl-AGNES,CCR~CLAILLES 
DCfo'II\Af\T BRIGHl~ESS 
( CO'fl. I 
~A\IELEI\GTH 
PURITY CVI5UAl RJ LAMBDA 
(P~) Y (N~) 
SE-1.21 12.92 28.17'ft 420 
5"'ic; .. 74 10.27 28.t:4V.9 440 
!:72.44 S.l:E: ~ 7 C"'l ~ '" • ~- r 4(:( 































CU2 Sf\ FE 54 
TETRAGONAL 




A 0.4575 C.4ll:S 
A 0.45~7 (.4152 
c C.3252 C.33El 
c 0.32C3 C.33.34 




PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
CPt) Y (N~) 
5El.!9 13.29 2 a.14 Yp 4 ~c 
s;s.Ec c;.5e 2·S.l3 'i~ 440 
572.64 S.90 z 1. a a 'lr 4cO 




























COMPOS IT ION 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
STAt\" lTE ,6 
CL·2 SN FE S·4 
T ETRAfCf\~l 




/J 0.4£:29 0.4153 
/l C.4cCc C.4L3C 
c 0.3~~c; C.33SE 
c 0.3~64 C.3344 
REMARKS: LOC. 5&IN1-~Gf\ES,CCR~CU~ILLES 
BRIGt-TNESS C0.1 1Ntlf\T 
CCCMPL.) 
WAVELENGTh 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LJ.\MBDA 
(Pil Y CN~) 
584.73 l6.C2 28.c1Yp 420 
585.67 12.83 £E. E4 Vj 44C 
575.24 11.62 21.59 Vp 460 




























COMPOS IT I ON 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM 
STAI\~ITE,7 
CU2 SN FE 54 
TETRAGCf\AL 




A Oo46~7 Co4l54 
A C.45<;c; C.4141 
c Oo33C8 Go34CE 
c C.3£t2 C.3356 
RE~ARKS: LOC. S&1N1-AGI\ES,CCRI\CLAILLES 
BRIGt-TI\ESS C 0' II\ tal\ T 
CCCMPL.) 
WAVELENGTH 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~eOA 
(P') Y (N~) 
584.92 16.65 21. ';4 'fp 420 
5E4.47 13.10 2c;.c5'i~ 440 
575.28 12.13 27.sc'fr 460 



























~INEJ;tiL 1\.II~E Ct-RC!Ir'.IITICITY CC~:NAf\'T 
CGMPCSITICN SGLRCE CCORDII\ATES (CCtJFL.J 
CRYSTAL SYSTE~ X y WAVELENGTH 
SltiNNITE,5 A O."tfCt: C.4l!:S se3.49 
CU2 Sf\ FE 54 A 0.4~91 G.4152 58~.~0 
TETR~GONAL c o •. 32E3 c.~~c;c 514.57 
c o.32l:l c.3372 s:r3.c;t 
REF. FCR P: (LEVY,lSt:f:) 
REM..IIRKS: LCC. SAl~l-AGI\ES,CCRI\CUtiillES 
BRIEt-li'\E5S 
PURITY (VISUtiL RJ LAMBCA 
(P~J y CN~J 
14.84 21. 11Yr 420 
13.31 2 E. 5:3 'f~ 440 
lc.cn 27.3s'fr 460 


















2 7. sc 
28.00 







2 ~- 70 
26.70 
2 7. 2 c 
28.20 










COMPOS IT ICN 
CRY Sl AL SYSTEM 
RENIERITE,lCRE)ROJ 
C~C3-XJGECXJFE S4,X=<C.5J 
lET RAGON tiL 
REF. FGR R: C LEVY, 1 c;f:.f: J 




A C.4E46 C.41E4 
/J. 0.4841 0.415C 
c C.35E2 0.35c;c; 









PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMeDA 
(P~) Y CN~J 
33.20 28.64'Yj 420 
3C.4~ 21.1;'fp 44C 
24.cO 2"1. 42 'fj 46C 









REFLECT! VI T\' 























REF. FCR R: (LEVY,lS6cl 




fJ o.4e5E: c.4I7c; 
A C.'t€4~ C.·tclitc; 
c 0.3592 C.3560 
c 0.355C C.3475 
OCfJII:\lAf\1 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~BDA 
CF1) Y (NM) 
3'': c: c: _ ...... 2S.44'1~ 42C 
30.56 27.77 'lp 440 
23.82 2 6. 53 'f~ 4cC 









REF LEC TI VI TV 
(R~ ) (Rp ) 
11.40 18.8C 
17.30 18.50 
























A 0.4Ecc; 0.4l~S 
A C.'tf~t C.'tl.3E 
c 0.3!:(:8 0.354.£: 
c 0.3!:21 C.34E2 








PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(P~) V (NM) 
33.0~ 2e.!";Y~ 42C 
28.34 26.C3'Vf 440 
22.eo 2c.76'f~ 4cO 
































REF. FOR R: ClEVV,lS66) 




A C.4€~5 C.4174 
A 0.485~ 0.4125 
c 0.~59.3 0.35c;(: 









PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBDA 
tP~I Y (NtJI 
33.14 21 .93Y8 420 
2'9. 56 2 7. c 2 'lp 4-4 c 
24.81 2 7. 1 <; "' 4(:0 









REF L EC 1 IV IT~ 




































REF. FOR R: (LEVY,.lSl:f:) 




A C.4E41 C.4lf3 
~ 0.48f4 0.4lf2 
c C.35E7 C.35S5 









PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(p~) y (N~) 
31.38 27.56'/p 420 
32.<;2 ~ 1. e 2 '1g 44( 
24.36 26. 1o Yp 460 









REFLECTIVIT'V ( R, ) ( p~ ) 
17.30 1~.c;o 
1l:.l:C lt.3C 




















REF. FCR R: (lEVY,l<;66J 




A 0.4S.3'i C.4ltl 
A 0.4E41 C.41~<; 
c o.3597 c •. 3stc 









PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBCA 
(Ftl Y CNMJ 
31. 12 2 7. c 7 '/f 420 
31.54 27.99 Y_g 440 
23.9E: 26. a 2 "~r ·4tC 

































REF. FOR R: (LEVY,lS6·l:) 




/1 0.4844 C.414S 
A O • .~.tEl~ Co4l~l 
c o.35Sc c.3st:.~ 
c o.35~4 c.35lc 
DC~II\/11\T 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
(P~) Y CNM) 
3C.t:3 ~~.18'1f 420 
33.12 28.15 y~ 440 
24.01 2t:.e8'fr 4l:O 









REF l E C 1 IV I T\' 
( Rf ) ( R~ ) 
17.40 l8.4C 
17.30 18.3C 
H. lC IE. 5C 
18.80 18.90 















LLZCf\ Il E 1 
Ct,;3US,S8 lS4 
lETRA(;CNAL 




A 0.4607 0.4078 
A 0.4~:2 C.4C:4 
c o.32:!f c.322E 
c 0.3lf5 0.3lfE 









PURilY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P'-!J Y CNMJ 
s.ze 28.<;C~ 42C 
3.81 2s.62 Yr 440 
:. 36 za.~c;Y!J 4cc 




































A 0.4560 C .. 4CE1 
A C.4543 C.itC~4 
c o.31c;1 c.~2ct:. 
( 0.315~ C.3lt3 
REMARKS: LCC. ~/INKAV/l~,F~ILIFFII\ES 
CCIYII\~1\T 







PURITY (VISUAL R) l/l~BC/1 
CP') l (NM) 
t:..24 2E.42~~ 42C 
~.18 2s.oa "r lt4l: 
:. 57 2 a. c 8 'l__g 460 





































A 0.4.~4~ C.4C'7S 
A 0.4:2.3 0.401<; 
c 0.311:: C.32C4 
c 0.3148 0.31<;4 









FURITY lVISU.Cl R) LA~BC.C 
(P%J Y (N~) 
5.06 26.54 ~ 420 
::.52 2 5. E4 'fp 440 
3.03 26 • .30 ~ 460 

































REF. FCR R: (LEVYrl~6ct 
CI-RCM.6T 1 C I"TY 
SCLRCE CCO~CINATES 
X y 
A C.~~H Co4C54 
A 0. 4 53 2 c. 40 1 7 
c o • .31c;4 c.~1;c 
c 0.3124 0.30S5 






tC1 .. 45 
-528.43 
BRIGI-:lNES~ 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ lliMBCA 
(P%) ~ (N~) 
5. 81 21.C1~ 420 
.3.05 24.30 'lp 440 
2. cs .26. 65 ~ 460 

































REF. FOR R: CLEVY,l96t1 
C f-1~ 01 AT I C rT Y 
SCLRCE CCCPOI~ATES 
X y 
A 0.4~f~ C.4C't5 
A 0.454C C.401E 
c C.3114 C.314E 
c 0.3132 0.3100 









FURITY (V ISUJ!L R) LAMBCA 
CP~t Y (N~J 
4.08 2-6.30 "' 420 
3.15 2 it. 5 c; 'fp 440 
1.97 2.5. c;s 'f9 460 

































REF. FCR R: (LEVY,lg6tt 
~EM~RKS: LOC. KIPUSHI 
Ct1RCF-'ATICilY 
SCLRCE CCCRCINAlES 
X . y 
A 0.44ff: C.41~1 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~ECA 
(P~) Y (N~) 
3.21 26.c;c; 420 




































REF. fOR R: (LEVY,lS~tt 




A 0.446~ C.4134 
c 0.:!111 C.32!54 
DCr-'INAI\1 





PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBCA 
(F~t Y (NMt 
~.21 26.8S 420 





































REF. FCR R: (LEVY,196t) 
REI"ARKS: LCC. KIPLS~l 
C~RC~~TICITY CC~li\AI\T 
SOURCE COCRDI~ATES (CC~FL.) 
X Y WAVELENGTH 
A U,.44i1 C.l;J.4C :t:E.7S 
c 0.3129 0.3273 5t:l.73 
E!RIGJ-11\;ESS 
PU~ITY (VISUAL R) LA~~CA 
(p~) y (~P) 
4.:4 26.e7 420 






























MINERAL f\AfiE CHRC~~TICilY CO'II\.01\T 
COMPOS IT ION SCURCE COORDINATES (CCMPL. J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEI\II X ·y WAVELENGTI-i 
CORCI\.OCITE A 0.437c; C.4C67 4<i3. 3<; 
PB<=2 tJI\e Cl: A 0 • 4 ~54 G. 40 7 7 4":;5.07 
1 ETRAGCI\AL c 0.30G7 C.30Sl: 481.S2 
c c.2sec; a.3C'if: 483.40 
REF. FCR R: ti\ICHCL & P~ILLIPS,l965) 
REMARKS: LCC. UI\Kf\i(WI\ 
BR It: FT 1\ E S S 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBC.O 
CPt) y (N,..J 
2.32 26. C9'fp 430 
2.81 31.4 a'Y~ 47C 
-4.14 26.3 9 'fp 490 































A<=2 ea Cl6 




A 0.4~11 G.4077 
c 0.~006 Co?lC<; 
REF. FCR R: (NICHCL & PniLLIPS,l<;c4t 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~J y (1\ft/J 
2.47 25.<i<; 430 























~INER~L N~ME CHRC~AliCil'Y CC~II'AI\1 
CCIVPCSITICN SCURCE COOPDIN~TES ( CCM Fl.) 
CRYSTAL S'ISTEM X 'Y WAVELENGTH 
hGLLAI\CilE ~ o.~3c;7 o.4Ct4 4c;i .• 42 
EJ!<=2 R8 Cl6 A c • .c;:;et C.4CE1 4t;I'.CE 
lETR.& fJCI\C. c O.~G21 C.31C3 481..29 
c C.3C24 C.312f 48~. c;a 
REF. FOR R: f~ICHCL & PHILLIPS,l9€:5t 
REM~RKS: LOC. LNKNCWN 
BRIGt-TI\ESS 




l.c;l 2 5. 2 c; 'Yr 43C 
2.09 31.78'1~ 470 
3. 5c 25.53"tp 4c;c 




























r-'I!\IEPAL tJAf.1E C 1-1 R 0;'·1 '-1. T I C I TV [)Cf-1 INA~!.,. !iP.IGH:N!:SS 
CO"'IPOS IT I eN SOURCE COOP~INATES (CDr:PLo l PIJRITY !VISUAL Rl 
CRYSTAL SVS T 1:~1 X y WAVELENGTH ( p ~, y 
HJARGITE A <),.4-!..;'p ."i.4'l26 481~2: :l,. R~ 2 s. J2 .....,"/. 
CU3!AS,SBlS4 A " • 4-497 r-. 1..')43 -537.3L. ~ .• 52 2 6. j') ...,., 
ORTHORH0 1·1 B! C A '1,.4454 de4'l63 48 5 .. '1 ·;.58 2 Ha 68 "fa. 
c " 0 3 (' u. ·~; • 3 ') 5 4 473.7~ 4.513 2 3 .. 2:;. "11-
c ·)" 3!. :~3 io3l2q -547e9C , I. •. •• D 'f' L 26 .. 23 ..,.., 
c . i • ? ) 7 ~ ') • ':3 :. 2 7 4 7". '1,..i. ~. 0 4~' 28.73 '/z. 
REFo FllP. P.: L!lPEZ-SOLER fT AL (!.97'11 
RE~~APKS.: L~C. UTAH,U.S.~.: ORIE~~:~D SFCTJOI\ 0 A;;ALL=L T!l X- Y- Z-.4XIS 
l. t.. '·1 B D A 














RJ. P...., J:'z 
27.7 2.6.7 2S.8 
27of: £6.,q 29oli' 
27.2 26.8 29.1 
26o5 26o5 2bo9 
25.9 ?.6 .. 2 2o.R 
.~5.3 .t.5.9 ~c.? 
24.8 25 .. ~ 28.,7 
7.4.5 zs.c ~6.7 
24.4 26.3 .?.B.o 
24.6 ?!>.8 28.5 
25~~ 27.7 28.4 








EN IIR CITE 7 
Cl3CAS,SBJS4 
CRT 1-.G R liCM E I C 
REF. FOR R: CLEVY,l96t) 
REMARKS: LCC. P.OR.OC 
CI-RCMAT I CITY DOMII\ANT 
SOURCE COCRCI~AlES ((Cf"FL.) 
X v W.l\ VEL ENG lH 
.A. 0.4~1C C.4C:!2 -~2~.4.3 
(J 0.44·f<; C.4C29 -!:7!.~2 
c C.!llC C.!ll6 -!:3~.45 
c 0.3070 0.308~ -566.15 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY CVISU.OL RJ L.OMECA 
( p,q v (f\f/) 
2.1.3 2 s. 1 s'lp 420 
1. 55 2 (:. c; 6 'Y5 44C 
2.06 25.62 "r 460 









R E FL EC T IV I T Y 


































E N JH~ f ·n E c; 
CL.3lAS,S8)S~ 
CiFHt-OPHOME IC 
R E F • FO R R : ( l E V Y , 19 6 ~ ) 




A 0.452C C.4C31 
1\ 0.44cc; Co4026 
c c.::111 c.~.11e 







-56C: .• l5 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) li\MBCA 
(P~) 't (N~) 
2.34 2 5.62 'If 420 
1. (:l: 2c.e!'tj 44C 
2.11 25.46 'lr 460 



















































WAVELENGTH X y 
/1 0.4503 C.4032 -~4C.Cl: 
A 0.44El C.4024 -568.27 
c 0.3105 Co311C -547.C2 
c 0.3Q1c; C.3CS3 -562.4G 
REMARKS: LCC. ~/IURCN,PERU 
eRIGt-TI\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Pt LAMeCA 
(P~t Y (NM) 
2. 02 2 5. 59 'fp 420 
1.94 26. c; 1 '19 440 
2. 21 25. 48'fp 460 









R E f L E C T IV I TY 



























(j 0.4508 0.4031 
A C.44S5 C.4C23 
c 0.3110 0.3112 
c C.3CE.3 C.3CS1 
REMARKS: LOC. BOR,YOUGOSLAVIA 
cc~ II\'Mn 







PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~BDA 
(PtJ V (NMJ 
4:.14 2 ~ .1 e 'lr ·42C 
2.04 26.85 ~ 440 
2.22 25.C5 '/p 4t:O 





































A 0.450<; C.4011 
A 0.45C7 C.4C21 
c 0.3CCJS 0.3078 
c 0.3100 0.3(<;4 
REM.IlRKS: LCC. ECFI,YCU~CSLAVI.Il 
OC~INAt-.1 







PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBCA 
(P~J Y (NM) 
2.48 2 5 .• 13'Yp 420 
2. BS 27.14'Yg 440 
2.76 2 4. c; 8 'ft 4f0 
































REf. FOR R: CLEVY,l~fc) 
CHROMATIC ll Y 
SCURCE CCC~CI~~TES 
X '1 
A C.4510 C.4Cl7 
A 0.450C C.4C24 
c C.!lC4 C.30E7 
c C.:!C<;t: C.!C<;3 









PURITY CVISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
CP~) Y CN~J 
2.€19 24. E 2 'lp 42C 
2.26 26. 59'/j 440 
·3.12 24 .6a Yp 460 





































A 0.4537 C.402l 
A C.449<; C.4C2l 
c 0.~12c; 0.31CS 
c o.3C9~ c.3cc;c 









PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(·F~) Y CNMI 
2.<;<; £4.76 'fp 42C 
2.35 27.03 j 440 
2.74 24.54 "'p 4t0 









REF l EC 11 VI 1 V 
( R p ) ( R~ I 
26.~0 2S.OC 
25.70 28.4G 




















IHF. FOR R: (LEVY,!Scc) 
RE~ARKS: LCC. F~R~C 
Ct-RCMJ\T IC llY 
SCURCE COO~CINATES 
X y 
A 0.4:!1 C.4Cl5 
A o.449: c.4C22 
c C.3l~f C.3cc;c; 








..,oii ..... L._.J ~.79 
BRIGH.TNESS 
(VISU~l R) LAMBCA 
y (Nfol) 
24.70'Ip 420 
2 c. c; c; y~ 44C 
24o4 1 Vp 460 









R E FL EC T IV IT Y 




































~EF. FCR ~: lTUGAL,l969) 




A 0.44~4 C.4C~(:; 
.A C.44C::3 C.4C5c; 
c o.3o3o c.3oec 






474 .. ~4 
4(:; l.bc; 
8 R I G ~·r 1\ E S S 
PURITY (VISU.GL Rt LllMBCA 
(Ptl y (NM) 
1.45 24. 10'It 44C 
C.43 2 8.1 7'1,9 4(:;0 
::. ~7 ~ "· e c 'fr 4EC 










(Rf ) (Rj ) 
26.(;5 29.24 
~6 •. (:;«; 28.1:! 
2(:;.42 28.31 
26.01 28.42 

















CRT t-:ORHCM e I C 
REF. FCR R: CTLGAL,l969) 




A 0.4ij£<; C.4C~c 
A 0.44S£: C.405«; 
c C.3C45 C.:!ll4 
c 0.31Cl C.3.14S 
CO~II\ANT 







(VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
v 'Nr-n 
24.46 "' 440 
25.E1'Y~ 4f:C 
24.61 'lp 480 









R E fl EC T IV I TV 
























REF. FGR R: CLEVY,lStf) 




wAVELENGTH )( y 
A C.4~~C C.4Cl~ -512.2C 
fj 0.4~C5 C.4ClS -55C.~S 
c C.~l~C C.!lC2 -5lE.iS 
c 0.3098 C.3088 -55:::.17 
REMARKS: LCC. ~/IURGN,PERU 
BRIGHH\E55 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
CP~) Y CN~) 
3.22 £3.68 ~p 420 
2. 5(: 2 f. 11 "..9 440 
3.00 23.46 "' 460 































CU2 Sf\- ZN S4 
TETRt!GCt\.Al 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,lStt) 




A 0.4!:02 C.411E 
c C.314c.i 0.325S 
CCfiii\/11\1' 





PURITY (VISUAL Rt l/I~BDA 
CPt) Y (N~t 
4.79 25.56 420 
































CC~ PCS IT I Cf\ 
CR'YSlAL SVSTEM 
I<CSlEfllTE ltl 
CU2 Sf\ ZN S4 
lETR~GCl\AL 
REF. FOR R: (LEVV,lSff) 




A 0.4505 0.4122 







PURITY (VISUAL flJ LAMBCA 
(P~t 'Y CNMJ 
~.27 -s:: 11':11: t. .... ... - 42C 



































CU2 SN ZN S4 
lElRAGCNAL 
REF. FOR R: (LEVV,l~tt) 
flEMARKS: LC(. VAUL~Y 
CH~CMA 1 I C Il \' 
SCURCE COCRCINATES 
)C y 
/J 0.4502 0.4122 







PURITY (VISUAL ~) LAMBDA 
CF'J V CNt'J 
:.c1 25.~4 42C 





























"' C\ 0 
ftllf\EJ<.H f\~ftiE 
COMPCS IT ICN 
CRYSTtl.l SYSTEM 
I<CSTERilE ::,2 
Cl..2 Sf\ Zf\ 54 
lETRtlGCI\IAL 
R E F. F C R R: ( L E VY , 19 6 6 t 




A C.44S4 C.4llc; 
c 0.~142 0.~255 






PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(PtJ Y (~~) 
4.3C 25.53 420 
































CCMPCS IT ICN 
CRVSl.Al SVSTEII' 
KCSTEI'ITE 2,1 
Cl,j2 Sf\ Zt\o 54 
T ETRJ!C:CI\Ill 
REF. FCR R: (LEVV,l~66J 




A 0.4506 Ca4121 
c 0.::154 C.32ff 
CCP~:NJ!f\T 





PURITY (VISUAL RJ LA,..EC.A (p,, v (~II') 
5.28 25.52 420 



































CU2 Sl\ Zl\ 54 
TETRAGONAl 
REF. FCR R: (LEVY,l966) 
REMARKS: LCC. ~ALLR\' 
C 1-:R C fV AT I C Il Y 
SCLRCE CGO~CII\~TES 
)( 'V 
A C.44<;C C.4119 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
CPtl V Ct\~) 
4.03 25.41 42C 






















2 5. 4( 

















A O.'t335 C.4Cl:l 
A 0.4355 0.4071 
c c.29t:5 c.~c~s 
c 0.298~ 0.3CS6 
REF. FCR P.: (VCN GEt-LEN E PILLER,l~l:5t 
REMARKS: LOC. ELBA,IlALY 















PLRITY (VISUAl R) lJ!MeCA 
(P'I Y (N~) 
~. 37 2 5. 40'ft 47C 
2.87 29. 12 'fw 4Ef 
c.ca 25. €2 "' 546 




( R ~ ) ( R~ ) 
28.00 31.50 
21.6( :: 1. 2 c 
26.20 30.0C 
25.10 2a. ac 
22.80 26.50 





fJI"ER/Il 1\~~E CHRC,.,/IliCilY 
COMPOSHION 5CURCE COORDINA1E5 
CRYS.TAL SVSTEI'-I X y 
T 1-t- Et-' /IT IT E A 0.-4.~~7 C.4C5E 
FECFE,TIJC3 A o.43t:2 c.40cc 
TRIGCI\/Il c C.2C.:E3 C.3C66 
c 0.2992 0.3084 
REF. FOR R: CVCN GEt-lEN & PILlER,lC.:t5) 
REMARKS: LCC. SI\/IRlt-',1\CR~J!Y 
OliJemical Anaqsis: Wt.% 
Fe2o3 90.7 













PURITY (VISUAL Rt L/IMfC/1 
(P!It y (Nt-'l 
2.81 23.<3E"ft 470 
2.72 27.5 7 'fw 48f 
5. 37 24. 30'fL 546 






















~INERilL Nt!ME CHRCMA 1I C Il \' 
CCI"'PCS I TICN SCURCE CGORCINATES 
CRYSTAL SVSTEM )( \' 
E 
ILf'J>fr\IlE 
FE T I 03 
lRlGCI\Ill 
REF. FOR R: 
REMARKS: 
{l 0.4504 0.4041 
f.. 0.44t1 C.4C~4 
c 0.3114 C.3130 
c o. ::ce2 o. ~122 
CVCN GEl-LEN & PILLER,l~c5) 
LOC. ILMEf\ MlS.,USSR 
Chemical Analysis·: Wt.% 
Fe2o3 6.6 
FeTi03 80.5 











PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
( F ~ J v (NMt 
1.4S 17.32'fi 47( 
C.61 20. 2 2 '1'-J 486 
1.57 17.2 4 'ft 54c 
1.30 20.22 'fiN 58<3 
650 
656 











fiiNEfU!l t-..AI"E CHRCMAliC.Il'V DCMINAI\T 
COP'PCSITICN SCURCE CGORCIN.ATES CCCfo.'PL.J 
CR"ST.Al SYSTEM X 'Y ~AVELEI\tTI-
CREONER ITE A 0.4373 0.4078 4CJ5.29 
CU tJI\ C2 A 0.4::4E Go4Ct;5 491.4E 
~GNOClii'\IC c 0.3007 C.311C 4E.3.87 
c o.2sc;2 o.::12~ 4E6.67 
REF. FCR R: C~ICHCL & PHILLIPS,l96~) 
RE~U'lRI<S: LCC. UNKNGWN 
BP.IGHTI\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R» LAMBDA 
C PlU y ( NM) 
2.42 23 .12Yr 430 
2.96 33. Sl Yj 470 
3.98 2 3. 41 "r 4CJO 













2 2. ~G 
21.3C 
( R_5 ) 
3 ~. EC 
36.60 










fo'If\ERI\l 1\.AJIIE CI-RCMtiT IC Il'i ccr--1\J.AN.l 
COMPOSITICN S~URCE CCC~DII\.61ES (((~Fl.J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X '; ._,AVELEf\GTH 
CHALCOPt-At\' ITE A 0. 4:!l·c; c. 4C34 487.~9 
(Zf\,JIIf\,FEJ~f\3 C7.31-2 C ,!1 0.42~2 C.4CCE ~ac;.E~ 
TRICLINIC c C.2c;<;.£ C.~C47 47t.3S 
c o.2e11 o.2c;42 47.3.12 
!<EF. FOR R: (NICHOL E PHILLIPS,l96~) 
REMtiRKS: LCC. Uf\Kf\CWf\ 
BR..IGHTI\ES~ 
PURITY CVISU.Gl R t LAMBCA 
(P%t v (N~t 
2.49 c;.51'tr 430 
5.5c; ~c. 2c;'1_5 47C 
5. 31 9.ca'lp 490 























A3 X6 ft!f';8 C16 
CRThCRHOMBIC 
C t- R Gl/ll I C Il Y 
SCURCE CCCF:CI~~TES 
X y 
A C .• 43'i5 C.4J7C 
c 0.30C5 C.3C:<;7 
REF. FCR R: (t\ICHCL & Pt-ILLIPS,l9t4J 
REft'ARKS: LCC. LNKN~ON 




L,g 2 • 18 
BRIGI-.q!\E5S 
PURITY (VISUAL Rt LM·iECA 































CL GA S2 
lETRtiGCt>.tll 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,l9ff) 




tl C.4421 C.4051 





47 ~ D 4 3 
eRIGt-Tt>.ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA 
(P1) V CN~) 
1. 41 2I.t: 42C 


































GALL ITE 3 
CC GA S2 
lETRAfCI\Al 
REF. FCR R: (LEVY,lSft) 




/J 0.44Cc C.4C!:C 







PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMECA 
(Pt) Y (Nfl) 
1.77 21.5~ 420 



































CU GA 52 
T ETR HO~/ll 
REF. FOR R: (LEVY,l966) 
REMARKS: LOC. lSLMEB 
C 1- ROM tl T I C 1T Y 
SCLRCE COOPDINJ!lES 
X y 
A C.4ljC5 C.4C4~ 







PURITY IV ISUJll R) lllMeCA 
(P'I Y CNfo') 
1.ac 21.54 420 































~.INER/IL r\/IME CHRCf>'/ITICilY f.CPJINJli\T 
COMPOS IT ION SOURCE CCCROlN/IlES lCC~Fl.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y WAVELENGTH 
E!RAUNITE A 0.4::91 C.4Ct2 49~.18 
~N ~Nc(CB/SI 04) A 0.4:!€2 C.4Ct4 492.80 
T ET R t!GCf\/ll c o.3C15 c.~cc.:2 48C.2C 
c C.3CC€ C.30~1 48(.95 
REF., FOR R: lNICHCL t PhiLLIPS,1965) 
REMARKS: LOC. Ut-..I<NCWt\ 
BRIGrTNESS 
PURITY (VISU/Il RJ LAMeOA 
(Pll 'V (NMI 
2.06 1 c;;, en 'It 430 
2.26 2 c. a a '1_!3 470 
3. c;z 20.16 'fp 490 




























~INERAL N#\ME CHRC~AliCilY OCfVII\Af\T 
CCt-'POSITICN SOURCE COORDINATES CCCMPL •. t 
CRYSTAL s·vsTEM X y w#\VELE~fTf-, 
HAUSfJAf-INITE A 0.4382 0.4073 494.43 
(foiN,FEH'N2 04 A C.4!fE C.4C73 4c;'t.47 
TET~#\GC~.AL c 0.3Cl3 C.31C7 4S~eEE 
c Q.3CCC C.3c~c; 482. c;2 
REF. FOR R: CNICHGL & PHILLIPS,l~65) 
REfo':tiRKS: LCC. UI\1<1\CWf\ 
8Rif ... Tt\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
cP~n y CNMJ 
;:.23 H:.e5'1r> 4~C 
2.56 19.93 "~ 470 
3. eo n. c4 'tr 4~C 




























MINERAL NAME CH.RC~.ATICITY DO'li\AI\T 
COMPOS IT ION SCURCE CCCRClNAlES CCCfiPL.I 
CRYSTAL SYSTE~ X ·y ~AVEL ENETt-: 
FYRCCHFICITE A 0.4.388 0.4052 4~C.32 
MNCOHJ2 A C.43fE C.4Cf.7 4~3.24 
t-. EX AECI\ AL c o • .:ccc; c.:3C77 47S.~! 
c 0.3016 C.31CC 481.42 
FIEF. FCR R: (NICHOL t Pt-ILLIPS,1S65J 
REMARKS: LCC. Ll\ KNC'WN 
BR IO·TKESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LA~ECA 
(P~J 'Y (NtJJ 
2.18 14.99 'fp 43G 
2.10 17. 54i "'" 47C 
4 • .32 15.13 'lp 490 




























MINE~Al N~ME CHf!C~ATICilY CC~J'I\~f\T 
CCMPCS IT I CN SOURCE COORDINATES 'em' PL. t 
CRYSlAL SYSTEM X y WAVEl.EI\Glh 
HElAERCLITE A 0.4~7<; Co4065 4~ 3 .a 2 
Zl\ MN2 04 A 0.4.213 C.4Ct:2 4S2 .• t4 
1 EHUGCN~l c 0.300f C.3C«;2 4P.l.IO 
c 0.3000 C.3CE4 4f:C.e3 
REF. FCR P: (1\ICHCL & P~ILLIPS,l965J 
REMARKS: LOC. LNKNCWN 
BRIGI-TI\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
( p ~) y (N~) 
2.32 1'.3. 11 'lr 43C 
2.48 17.22!5 47C 
4.16 13. 3 2 'fp 4c;c 




























f'llt-.ER~L t-.API.E CPRCMAliCill' DCIVINAf\1 
CC~PCSITICN SCURCE COGRCINATES CCC,..Pl.l 
CRVSTAL s-YSTEM X v L-iAVELEt-.GTH 
GROUT IT E A C • .~j415 C.4CfC 4Sl:.l9 
ALPtJA-~N CCH A 0.441(: C.405S 490.~~ 
C RH,Q FH·OM E I C c C.!Cii!: (.31.:~5 -4£4.12 
,c 0.3C3S C.3cc;c; 47(:.«;4 
REF. FOP. R: (NICHOL E PHILLIPS,l<.i65l 
~EMARI<S: lCC. UI\;KNCW" 
BRIGHli\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(Pt;J y C NM J 
1.42 12.23 "" 430 
1. 4 «; 1 c;. e 2 Y! 47C 
2.33 12.32 'lp 490 




























t-HNERAL f\At-'E C to; fl C r·· A T I C I l Y D Ct'l 1\ AI\ l 
CCfJPCSITICf\ SCURCE COCRDINATES CCCI-';PL. J 
CRY!lAL S't'SlH' X y WAVELEI\C:H· 
Af\llfo'CNY A G.Lt.ij2t C.4CE1 4<;(:.8~ 
se A C.Ltij;4 G.4C7S 4S6.42 
1RIGCI\AL c Oo3C58 C.3143 4S5.1P 
c 0.3C63 C.3145 4fl5.U7 
REf. FCP P: CERVELLE E CAVE 11968) 
REMARKS: LCC: IVEYII'fJC,FR,!!f\:CE. SE=SS,;AG=lRACES 
C'YSCRASITE A 0.4505 C.4CEE 5E:5.3~ 
AC:3 SB A C.4~3t C.4C72 5«;4.37 
CRTt-CF.t-Cft'SIC c 0.3l.::c C.32CC · 576.S.! 
c 0.3157 C.31S5 585.42 
REF. FCR R: AR!JYA 11968) 
REMARKS: LCC: UI\1<1\CWI\ 
BRIG,.,TNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) 
' p lt ) y 
1.16 73.54 'lp 
0.98 7 5. 53 'Vj 
1.1e ;.::.c;e'fP 
1.57 75.92 YCj 
2.92 (:; 1. 7 3 'lp 
3.91 65. oo Y.9 
1. c; 3 cl. ~:: Yp 
2.36 64.54 Y.5 
LAMEDA 
































,.,11\E:RAL 1\/lt-'E Ct-RCMtlT ICIlY 
C C f'-1 PC S IT I C N SCLRCE CCCRCI~AlF.S 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y 
F/lR.ACCCF:JlSITE {l 0.4451 ~ .. 4C74 
se2 cse,ASI2 A C.444<; C.4C7E 
,.,CI\CCLI~IC A 0.44::7 C.4Clc 
c 0.3077 C.3!45 
c c.3c?c; c.315C 
c 0.3066 C.314C 
REF. FCP P: e.F. LECI\ARC g ~EACClSil) 
REt-'ARKS: LCC. ERCKEI\ t-ILL,~E~ SCUTH W~LES. 
OO'JNJl!\T 
CCCi"'FL.) FUJ< ITY 
\a>AVELENGTt- ( P"J, l 
4S 1iell c .. sc; 
4<;6.?C c.t::? 
4<;!: .. 23 c.s2 
48:.2<; 1.07 
483a5C c .. c;4 
·4E2.5S 1.52 
A \Ero jll 11\E:Rtl 
SRI(t-TI\ESS 
(VISUAL Rl l/lMBCA 
'V ( 1\ ,., I 
t 1 .. so'fp 47C 
7C. 22 'fw. 54t 
73.27'1j 589 
6 7. 6 9 'fp 650 
7 c. 4 2 'f"" 
·73. 5S 'fj 
PEHEC1IVITV 
!<p R'\'\1\ R,9 
68.6 71.2 75.0 
ci.E 7C.5 73.E 
67.6 70.7 73.6 





,.,INER.Al 1\liii'E CtiROI'-1ATICilY DCII'If\AI\l BPIG ... TNESS 
CGfi!PCSITICN SOURCE COORDINATES lCCt-1Pl.) PLPITY (VISUAL R) l~MECA 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y WAVELENGTH (P~t y ( N tJ,) 
t-ELCI\ITE 1:. 0.45€6 C.40€C 5c;1.a4 e. C4 sc;. c 1 'fr 47C 
N I TE2 A C.4t:2t C.4043 cCC.93 8.17 6C.SS~ 546 
~EXAGCI\Al ( o.3215 c.323c 583.83 5.02 5 e.. 2 2'/r 589 
c 0.323c:i C.3l<i6 595.64 4.58 5«;.66 '19 650 
ICEF. FOR R: EURKE,FREE UNIV.,AMSTERDAM 
REMARKS: LCC: RCBB ~CI\TE~AY MI~E,,UEEEC,CANACA 
E!ISP'UTt- A 0.45c5 Co4CC:7 5S3.14 c;.ca s e. 55 'lp 470 
EI A C.4555 C.4lC2 5E6.67 "1. 35 63. c 7 '~9 546 
lR IGCI\.Al c o.~224 c.32t:c s e~~ .c1 6.Cc 57. 81 'fp sec; 
c C.31<;2 C.325«; 577.24 4.98 62.55 'Y-5 65G 
REF. FCR R: CERVELLE E CAVE (1968) 
REMARKS: LOC: ALLEP'CI\T,FR/JNCE. E!I=<;6.8~; SE=2o3~; AS=C.2~ 
REflECTIVITY 






















~INERAL 1\AME CHI<C,.,I.ITICilY CCI"li\111\T 
COMPOS IT ION SO~RCE COORDINATE~ CCC~- Pl. ) 
CRY51Al S'tSTEM X y w.llVELEI\ETt-
I<ITKAITE (J o.45€1 o.4cc;c; 58E.29 
~I TE SE A 0.4~1f: C.4CC:7 58f.44 
t.EXAGOI'IlAL c 0.3220 G.32~7 57'=-.4e 
c 0.:!~14 C.32~S 51~.81 
FIEF. FOR R: EURKE,FREE UI\I~.,fJI"STEI<CfJ,., 
REMARKS: LOC: KUUSAMC,FINLAI\0 
RAMfJ.ESLBci<GITE (J 0.4448 0.4C5l 477.74 
N I AS A 0.44~S C.4C~l 4E~.s:: 
CRTHCFIHCMSIC c 0.3C~2 C.31C<.l 47(.11 
c 0.3C.54 C.31C3 4 72. 't4 
REF. FOR R: W.PETRlK, OTTA~A 
REllo4ARKS: LCC: EISLEBEI\,GERMt~Y 
BRIO·TI\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Pl LA~SCA 
( P'U y CNI"l 
€.S4 s1.o1'lp 4 7C 
8.45 5<.1.65 'f_s 546 
~.sa se.32'tf sec; 
5.61 58.96 y~ 650 
O.El se.sc'fr 47C 
1.oo 59.92 'fj 546 
2.oc; 57. ct. 'fp 589 
2.44 60.15 y~ 650 
flEHECTIVITY 





















MINER~l 1\i~rv·E Cl-tf<Ct-'AliC.IlV DO'IN~I\T 
CC~PCSITICN SCUPCE CCCRCINATES (CQMPL.l 
CRYSTAL SVSTEfltl X v 1o. A 'I E L E 1\ G T 1-: 
RH'~'ELSSERGiiE (l 0.4449 0.4G5E •!83.24 
f\1 AS A Oo4437 C.4C57 ltEc.c5 
CRT HCRHCt-:B I C c C.3C66 C.3121 lt73. s 7 
c c.3C54 a.3lli lt75.66 
REF. FCR R: k.PETRLK, CTlA~A 
REfv.ARKS: l((: EISLEBE~,fE~~AI\Y 
tJILLERITE A C.4eS3 G.4175 ~84o9S 
f\1 s (l C.4t;C5 C.41~7 :e:s.ec; 
t-EX.AGGI\Al c c.~377 c.3412 ~76.(;4 
c o.3~cl o.3.!3l 57C..92 
i<EF. J:QR f': BURKE,FREE CNI~.,A~STEPCil~ 
RE1-'ARKS: LCC: LIEUSII\,KLACI\C BCt-EMIA 
8~ IGt-TI\ESS 
PURITY CVlSUAL R) LA~BDA 
( F ~) y ( N~) 
0. 7.~ 5 t;. 41 'fp 47C 
loOl 5S.43~,9 54c 
1.77 56.64'fp 589 
2.3.2 59o6S'i~ 650 
21.29 55.24'1£ 47t 
12.:c sc.17'fw 546 
l5.7C 54.02Yt. 5ES 
a. ac 4S.46 Yw 650 
REFLECTIVITY 
( R f' ) 






















fYII\EFt-L 1\.t.f'!E CI-RC~ATICITV CCWINt.I\T 
CCfv;PCSITICN SCLRCE CCCRCI~~lES ((['1 FL.) 
CRVST~L SYSTEM X v \\A. \1 E L E 1\:G 'TH 
tRSENCPYR ITE A C.tt.:u: C.4CE~ 5EE.14 
FE AS 5 /l 0.4~3c; C.41U: 5E4.Sl 
r-·oNOCL HnC A C.44cE C.4C77 6C'?aC2 
c 0.3l4f! C.32C3 s7s.e5 
c c.~:t.ac o.32~1 57c.:.l 
c o.3cc;s o.3162 t::'C.£::5 
REF. FCF p: P.R. Slt-FSCI\CLCI\CCt\t 
I<EfJ.~PKS: LCC. LI\KI\C\<-.1'\ 
fPIGHTNE55 
PURITY CVISU~L Rt l~~ECA ( p~' y ( 1\t-') 
3.60 52. c 8 'I~ 470 
e:.52 :2.12'1~ 54t: 
C.42 51. 7 3 """ 589·.., 
2.::3 52.43'1• 650 
4.L.8 5lo77'1p. 
C.lc; 51. 7 7 '11 
P.EFLfCTIVITY 
"~ R~ R~ 
5C.€ 48.7 5!.8 
c ~ ~ 
-1!•(. ~l.E 5i.c; 
53.2 52.8 51.7 





MINERAL 1\A~E CI-RCII'ATIC1TY DCIIIII\/li\T E!~IGI-TNESS 
CC~PGSlT IC~ SOURCE COORDINATES (CC~PL.t PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y hAVELEI\GTI- (PU y (Nf".) 
STAI\1\CP~ll~ClNlTE A 0.4601 0.413C 5E!::.4E 12.48 53. t: e '/p 4E:O 
PC3 SN2 A C.4606 C.41Ct; 5~7.78 11.37 55.30 y~ 540 
~EXAGCNAL c 0.3257 0.3336 57c .1 7 e.a3 s 2. c; e 'fp 5€0 
c o.3249 c.33C2 57E.48 7.70 54.51\(~ 660 
REF. FOR R: L.~VALSC~, ~CSCC~ 
REl>'ARKS: LCC: UI':KI\CWN 
ARSENIC A 0.4433 0.40E:l 48C:.l7 t.oa 44.28 'fp 47C 
AS A 0.4428 Ce4C54 487.11 1. 2:3 44.57 ~ 546 
TRIGONAL(FSELDGCUSIC) c c •. 3cs:: o.3116 477.65 2.21 44.4<; Yr 5St; 
c 0.3C45 c.:~lC2 475.<;7 2. 75 44. s1 v_, 65G 
REF. FCR R: CERVElLE & CAVE (1968) 
REf'ARKS: LCC: STE.MARIE AUX MINE,FRANCE. AS=9e%; SB=2~ 
REFLECT IV lTV 






















fJINERAL 1\A~E Ct-'RO' .!1 11 C I l'f CCI¥11\AI\T B·R IGf-.TI\ESS 
CCfJPCSITICN SG~RCE COORD1NA1E5 (CCI'w'PL.t PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMECA REFlECT IV IT Y 
CRYSTAL SYSTH' X y WA\/ELEI\C:Tf-o ( p t) v lNtJI ( Rl. I lRw t 
EREllhOI.JPITE A 0.4'H9 C.4CCC. t;C6.c~ 11.75 41. 7 2 "ft. 4'70 37.40 45.50 
1\I 59 A. c.4c5e c.40c7 594.18 11.95 51.33 'lw 546 ~c.~c 48.20 
f-.EXt!GCI\AL c J.!312 C.31E? t:C4.2:! 6.29 40. 3 "i 'Is. ::ec; 43. 7C 53. CO 
c G.32S3 G.32cl 586.2·4 7.51 50.18 y~ 650 ~l.CC sa.cc 
REf. FC'R R: EURK E, FREE UNIV.,AMSTERDAM 






Rp ~ , ... , ·-
43.4s'fr '.-SCHt!PBt!Cf-.ITEl~t!TILCITEI A G.445G 0.407~ ll 94. ;c; C.61 47C 44.20 45.30 ,,; 
-
,, 
AG 81 S2 A C.4.t.53 C.4C13 l,<j3. 31 J.55 44.60 ··t.~ 546 43.80 44.90 --\_.;) 
~...: 
.,EXAGCI\AL c 0.3C77 C.3147 l.S2.46 1.04 43.63 'fr 5E<; 43.4C 44.40 ~~:~ 
'./• 
c 0.3C7<; 0.3147 £.81.61 0.97 44.12 Y,;; 65D 42.60 44.0G 
REF. FCR R: HIRRIS £ Tt-:ORPE (19691 





tJ 11\:ERAL 1\:tWE C H ~ 0' A 1 .I C I 1 V C(llllf\t'l'l 
CCtJPCSI~ICf\ SCURCE COORCINATES ( CC'-1PL.) 
C R Y S 1 A l S Y S T E rJ X y W.IWE!..ENGTI-
51181\llf: A 0.4?97 C.4:4c; ~39.11 
SP.2 S3 .A. 0.442~ C.4C~C 4.;c;.~;; 
CRTI-CRI-C:'-1EIC A 0.427t C.4C?'3 t:;l./2 
c C.~Ol~ C.3C7S 47E.22 
c O.~C57 C.31cC 49G.i!: 
c c.zec;s c.3::c5 4i~C.e3 
REF. FC~ R: P.~. SJ~FSCI'(L(I\CCI\) 
RHlARK S: LCC. LI\KI\C\-.1\ 
eJ:"IC:t-TI\ESS 
PURITY (VISU~l RJ 
(P~J y 
l.C.:E t. 1. 4 0 "'w 
i.H: 3:J. L 3 'I() 
4.£7 4 5. 2 7 ...,1 
4.15 41.78'/0< 
l.6t: 3G.35'fpt 








Roc. Fl.(l R1 
44.4 3U.8 52.6 
42.1 3J..1 48.l 
4C.4 2S.3 42.1 





fo'If\ER'l 1\,~E CHRCMJ!TICITY CCM JNANT 
COMPCSITICN SCURCE CCG~Dif\J!TES ( C01 FL. ) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM )( ~ hAvEl.EI\GTH 
t-ESSITE A 0.41t2C C.4C57 489.25 
~G2 TE /J 0.4518 C.4C62 500.2~ 
foi.CI\GCLI N I C c Co3C3<; C.31C3 47E.Cl 
c 0.3135 0.3167 489.54 
REF. FOR R: L.LOGINOV/J, ~OSCC~ 
fCft.~/JRKS: LCC Uf\l<t\CWN 
GEOCRON ITE A 0.4432 C.4C76 495.18 
27PB S 7(~E,AS)2 S3 /J o.440S o.4CcO 4c;1.0~ 
~CNGCLINIC c o.3Ctl c.!l~c: 4E3.3~ 
c 0.3030 0.3100 47t;.27 
REF. FOR R: L.VYALSOV, MOSCOW 
REMA~KS: LCC: Uf\1<1\CWf\ 
BRIGHlNESS 
P~RITY CVISU~l R) LAMeCA 
(P') y (Nr-') 
1.40 38.17 "' 460 
c.ss 41.4 3 v~ 54C 
2.c;4 38.41 Yp sea 
1.2«; 41.2c 'Is ~4C 
1.03 .37.92'1r 460 
1.67 4Co 7C ~ 540 
1.71 38.11 'fp 560 
3.2c; 4l.Cl '/' (::50 
REfLECTIVIT~ 






















t<'INER~L 1\~t-'E C..,ROMATICITY DCMINANT 
COfi.PC SIT I CN 5CLRCE CCG~CII\~lES CCC~FL.) 
CFIYSTAL SYSTEM )C 
" 
"'A'\IELENGlH 
BISMUTHINITE A 0.~-42.5 C.4C54 487.sc; 
812 S3 /J 0.442€ C.4CE2 4<;7.3( 
GRTHORHOMEIC c G •. 3C43 C.31CC ~75.03 
c 0 •. 3060 0.3146 485.8:3 
REF. FOR R: BURKE, FREE l~I'IJ.,AJIISTEROAJII 
REMARKS: LCC: ~VENTUR~ JlllNE,BOLIVIA 
LAUNAY ITE A C.4~14 C.4055 489.23 
22PB S 13CSe,AS)2 53 /J 0.4~8<; 0 .. 4(56 491.07 
ftiC~CCLINIC c 0.3033 C.3CS6 477.72 
c 0.3Cll 0.3CE3 479.24 
REF. FOR R: JAftiBOR (lS67) 
IHJII~RKS: LCC: MACOC,C~TARIO CANADA 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL R) LA~BCA 
CP%) y (1\JII) 
1.30 31.63 'lr 470 
1.11 4«;. ;c; "1 54(: 
2.84 31. a4 'fr sac; 
1. 67 49.tS'I.5 tSC 
1.55 36.56'/r 470 
2.14 4::. 1:: y~ 54(: 
3.Z4 36. 81 'fp 589 
4.17 43.56 yj 650 
REFLECTIVIT't 






















MINER~L N~ME CHRC~AliCil'r DC~JNM\l 
COMPOSlTICN SCURCE COORCIN~TES l CCII'tPL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y kAVEL.Et\GTI-
\EEN1TE fJ 0.-4::75 0.4C63 4C7£ .• 77 
2Pe s.cse,ASJ2 S3 A C.4~E:: C.4C~'.; 4·r;1.ec 
CIHHCPHOMEIC c o.-.3COl 0.3CH: 481.01 
c C • .3CC7 C.3CE4 47C:.98 
REF. FOR R: J~~BOR Clc;67) 
REMARKS: LOC: ~ACOC,CI\lARIO CANACA 
SCREYITE ~ 0.43€0 C.4C60 4<;2.1:: 
17Pe S.llCSB,ASJ2 53 A 0.4!E2 C.-4CcC 4S.2.G7 
t-'CI\CCLII\1( c o.:~oo~ a.3CE4 480.24 
c 0.3005 C.3CS7 4SC.6t; 
REF. FGR R: JA~BOR (1967) 
REMARKS: LOC: MACOC,ONTARIO CANAOA 
BRIGHTI\ESS 
PURITY CVISUAL Rl LA~BDA 
( p 1) y (N~) 
2. it 3 3t.;~'lf 47C 
2.26 42.42 Yj 546 
4.itS 37. u: 'lp sse.; 
4.30 42.87 )'3 650 
2 • .32 
-:If -:.-"""' .... -~ r 47C 
2.28 41.94 y~ 546 
4 • .3"7 3c.72 'lp sec; 
























~INERilL t~;Af-/E CHRCMAlJCilY DC~IN.AI\T 
CGMPCSITICN SCURCE CGORCII\ATES lco:PL. J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y ~AVEL.EI\GTH 
HdNNIJE /l 0.43'i4 C.4C5S 491.47 
FE S(SE,ASJ2 S3 A o.-4::74 c.~tc:: 4'S.l.4: 
~CNOCLII\IC(FSELDO-C~T~O.J c c .-3017 c .3oc;o 47<;.5~ 
c o.4:991 o.::c14 47':.15 
REF. FCR R: JA~eG~ (l967J 
~EM ARKS:: LOC: MACOC,CNTARIO CANADA 
HETEROMCRPHITE /J 0.4442 0.4109 515.31 
7PB S 4SB2 S3 A 0.4442 C.4112 51E.CE 
fo'Ct\CCLII\IC c o.3cet c.3l'it: 5~C.01 
c o.~cee c.·32c2 52 E. 7S 
REF. FOR R: A.RAKTS~EEV, MCSCOW 
REMARKS: LOC: l.NKNCWN 
BRIGHTI\t:SS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~) y ( N ~) 
2.0-:1 3e.3l'IP 4/0 
2. 4 c; 42. 15 'f__, 546 
3.87 3 c. t.! 'fr sec; 
4.77 42. e:5 vj 650 
o.a3 3t:.l7'1p 45C 
o.aa 39.98 Yj 550 
c. t.4 3t::.3~ vr :;c; 
























~1NERAL 1\Ar-'E CHRCf"1AllCI lY DCfoiJI\Af\T 
CCI .. PCS IT I C" SGURCE COORDINATES (CC~PL.) 
CRVSlAl SVSlEfo' X y wAVEL.ENGTf 
Tlt\TINAITE A 0.441S C.4Ct:2 49C.SC 
SPB S 4(81)<58)2 S~ A C.4434 G.4C71 493.17 
CRTHCRrCMElC c o.;C40 C.3111 47C:.8C 
c 0.3G5E 0.3134 4S2.3t 
I<EF. FOR R: EURKE, FREE UNIV.,AMSTERDAM 
REMARKS: lOC: TINTINA,C~NAC~ 
PLAYF~IR ITE A 0.43SC C.4C~E 4Sl.42 
l6PB S.9(SE,AS12 S3 A 0.4:93 G.405S 491.51 
MCNCCLINIC c c.::c12 c.~cet: 4iS.f:C 
c o.30l5 o.3csc; 479.l:E 
REF. FOR R: JAMBOR ClS67) 
REMARKS: LOC: "'ACOC,CI\TARIO C~NACA 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY lVISUJL R) LAMECA 
(P1) y (Nfo'J 
1.40 3 s. 11 'lr 47C 
1.00 42.61'19 546 
2.80 35.95 'fr sac; 
1. ea 42. 84 "..5 65C 
2.10 35. 8C 'fp 470 
2.C~ 3S.t4Y,g 54l: 
4.10 36.lt Yp 589 
3. c; 5 4c.oz v_, 65C 
REFLECTIVITY 
( R f ) 
3?.4C 




















f<ili\EfiAL f'\Afo/E CHROMATICITY DGMINANT 
COMPOSITICr..i SCURCE COCRCINATES ( CC.\1 FL. J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X 't ~A\IE!..Ef'\GTH 
STERRYITE ,. C.44Cl C.4C61 491.61 
12PB S 5CSE,ASJ2 S3 A 0.4:!99 0.4Cc2 4<;l.S1 
ORTHGRhCMBIC c C.3C23 C.30S6 47";.7C 
c 0.3022 0.3CS1 4£!1) .05 
REF. FOR R: JAMBOR (1~67) 
REMARKS: LCC: M/lCOC~CNTARIO CANADA 
GUETTARDITE A G.4::<;4 C.4Cc5 4S2.71 
c;pa ~.acse,ASJ2 53 (J 0.4386 C.4C5<; 491.7(; 
fo/CNOCLINIC c o.3C2C o.~cc;9 4e.:.11 
c 0.3COS C.3C65 479.87 
REF. FOR R: JAMBOR (1S67J 
FIE,.,.ARKS: L((: ~ACCC,CI\TARIO C~NACA 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
( p%) y (f'\,.,) 
1.83 ;s. 4 t 'lr 47C 
1.87 38. cs y~ 546 
3.58 35.11 'fr 589 
::.61 3e.4:: Ys l:50 
1.<;7 34.22'/p 470 
2.19 41.2t 'I! 546 
3.65 34.54 Vp sac; 

























t"li\EP.lll t\Ai"E CH~O'llTICilY OCfJII\Ili\T 
CCtJPCSIT ICI\ SCURCE CCORCJ~ATES c co· PL. t 
CRYSTAL SYSTEIII X y ~.AVELEI\GTI-
ECUPI\CI\ITE A 0.44'J5 C.4C€C 4S5.~c; 
2PB s cc~ ~ ~s~ s~ A C.43S2 C.4Cc2 492.15 
CRTHCF\HCI'"'BIC ll :.43E3 0.4C57 4Sl.4S 
,. ;;.30.38 c .. ~12s 4E4.Ic; 
'· 
c J.3:lt: C.30Slt 4EC..4C 
c C.3CC7 C.3G7S ·4 7<;. l7 
REF. FCR R: P.R. SlfJFSCI\(LCI\DCI\l 
FE~JIRKS: LCC. PRI8RA~,LSSR 
ef<IGI-TI\ESS 
PURITY (V!SU.lll PI u~"'~ e c A 
( p ~) y (Nt-'1 
l.t·c 3 4. € 7 "· 4 7C 
2.('13 33.::54 "fl 546 
2.27 35.li4 "" 5€S 
2o65 3 5. 16 'I• 650 
3.86 33.cc 'I~ 
4.3t: 35.40 '11 
FEFLECTIVITY 
R-. R~ R1 
3l:.3 ~5.5 37.6 
3~.t 33.t; 35.5 
~4.7 32.c; 34.~ 

















fo/11\EI<H 1\.llfJE: CI-RC~"AliCilY C C ~-~ I "' Ar'\l 
CCMPCSITICI'\ SCURCE CCCFCII\tlltS (COJ:L.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTE~-1 X 'y hA\IElEI\Gll-
(j-,ALCCCITE A 0.4;1c; C.4C3c; 4SC.E8 
(l;2 s A 0.4:!2~ C.4C::!8 4C:C .. ct: 
CRTI-CRt-Cf'IBIC A C."<!2c C.4C2c; 4fSo5l 
c 0.2S4l 0.3ClS 4-;c;.ca 
c 0.2c;44 C.3C2C 478 .. SJ.. 
c G.2S42 0.31JOS 4/?.SS 
REF. FCR 1<: P.R. SIIYI=SCI\(LCNCON) 
~E:rJ.ARKS: LCC. Ll\l<r..Cwl\ 
BPIGHTl\ESS 
PUR!'Y (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
( p~) y (f\~) 
3.sc. 32.43'£., · 4lC 
3. 7E 32.4 a '~t9 546 
3. 75 32.33 Y"t 589 
7. /., 4. :.:; Cl 'I .... _.;. -. f::5C 
7o!2 3 3. C5 'f(l 
7. ~ 3 32.88 "" 
RE~LECTIVIT't 
RO( R~ R'ZJ' 
3£:.1 36.7 3c.7 
33.3 33.3 :n.1 
31.7 3;. .. 8 31.5 
2<;.c 2c;.1 ~C.2 
J:> 
• 
"' \0 0'1 
~II\ER~l 1\~t'E CHROI-1ATICllY DCMINANT 
COMPOS IT I CN SCURCE CGC~DI~~TES ((O'FL. J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X \' wA\IELENGTH 
ESKEBCRNITE A C.4i2c C.413G 588.44 
Cl: FE 5E2 
" 
0.4f2E C.4l22 5E7.CS 
HEXAGONAL c o • .33c;e o.3421 57~.56 
c 0.3282 C.333E 57t,.61 
REF. FOR R: B~RKE, FREE li\I~.,A~SlERCA~ 
PEM~RKS: LGC: EAGLE GRCUF,CAI\~0~ 
GETCHELLITE A C.43l:C 0.4031 48S.lc; 
~S SB 53 A o.4!41 o.4C1c 4S7.12 
MCNCCLINIC c c.2c;73 C.3Q2c; 476.68 
( 0.2950 0.29«;6 475.67 
REF. FOR R: BLRKE, FREE ~~~~.,AMSlERCA~ 
RE~ARKS: LCC: GETC~Ell ~INE,NEVAD~,USA 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(P%) y ( "~, 
21.14 25.tc'/s. 470 
l3.SC 3 ~ • :! c; 'fll<l ~4£: 
14.89 24.93 'lr. 589 
iC. 89 34. i c; 'l.u 6!:C 
2.94 25. 55'/p 470 
3.41 21. o 1 Ys 54f 
6.20 25.88 'lp 5S9 
7.44 2"7. 41 y~ 65C 
REFLECTIVIT'r 
























ftllt\E~AL ~Af"E CHROMATICITY DC~rNAI\T 
CGMPCSITICI'l SC~RCE COC~CII\ATES CCCtHL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X 'lj ~A\IELEI\GTH 
STAI\:NCICITE A o.<4t7e c.413l 5S7.l~ 
CU5 S~lFE,ZNJ2 SS A 0.4t:64 G.41.32 587.18 
CRTHCRJ-:O'EIC c 0.:!345 Cu34Cl ~i?.El: 
c 0.3.328 0.3382 57B.lC 
~EF. fCR R: BURKE, FREE UNIV.,AMSTERDA~ 
REMARKS: LGC: ~CNJO '11\E,JAFAI\ 
Clr\NABAR A C.-4~81 C.4C31 4e6.t:2 
t-G s A 0.4386 0.4082 496.12 
lRIGCI\Al c c.2c;c;.3 C.3C4C 47~.1C 
c 0.3C19 0.3123 484-.86 
REF. FCR R: L.VYALSCV, MCSCC~ 
REMARKS: LCC: lJI\:Kr\CWI\ 
BRIGHTNESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rl LAMBDA 
(P~I y O~f.' I 
18.30 25.08 "" 470 
16.99 2 7.12 "~ 546 
12. c;c 24.52 '/p 589 
11.97 26.5 ~ y5 650 
2o46 24.71 'fp 460 
2.10 2 E. 3 ~ 'fj 540 
5 •. "38 24. <;6 'fp 580 
~.40 2E. c4 Yj 64u 
R E F L EC ll V I T 'Y 





















~.lNERtll t-.~~E CHRO~t~TIC IlY CO'IN.OI\T 
CCMPOS IT I GN SCURCE COCRCIN~TES CCCrJFL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y wAVELENGTH 
CINNIB~R A Q.lj:!SC C.4C.!S 4E7.24 
t-G S /J 0.44C3 0.4Cf6 4<;2.f~ 
TRIGONAL c 0.3CC5 0.3054 475.16 
c Oo3C31 C.31C3 4S7.7~ 
REF. FCR R: HAEER, FREE li\IV.,A,.,STERC/J"' 
REMARKS: LCC: ZIPS-GC,.,CRER,USSR 
CINNABAR A 0.4.362 0.4C43 4SC..9l 
HG S ~ o.43c4 o.4C71 4S4.1E 
TRIGGI\Al c o.2999 o.3c5c; 471'.32 
c 0.2c.iS5 0.3093 48~.55 
REF. fOR R: LCPEZ-SCLER ET AL (1970 J 
REMARKS: LCC: HI.ONC,LECN,SPAIN 
BRIG~TI\ESS 
PUR I"TY CVISU~l RJ LAMBCA 
( p~) y (Nt<'J 
2.21 23.ae'lp 470 
.1.76 2 8. 8 7 ...,~ 54c 
4.78 24 .os Yr sec; 
3. 22 2<;.1 c y~ 650 
2.36 24.42 "~ 470 
2.f:5 2 e. 51 'ft 546 
4.89 24.67 Yw 5ES 
4.61 2 e. t; s 'li 650 
REFLECTIVITY 






















"' UJ UJ 
MINER~l N~ME CHRO~ATICilY DCf-"lNAf\T 
CCfJPCSITICN SCURCE COORCIN~TES C CCf'lPL. J 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM )I y hA\IELEf\GTH 
fJAGl\ETCFLl:fJBITE A O.Lt!«;c C.LtOc-4 Lt·SC:.-4~ 
Pe o.t:FE2 03 A o.~::c;~ c.LtCc!: Lt<;~:.1't 
t-.EXAGCNAL c 0.3Clc; C.31Cl 481.20 
c 0.3Cl7 C.31Cl 4ei.46 
REF. FOR R: E!URKE, FREE L~IV.,AMSTEROAfJ 
REfJ.ARKS: LCC: LONG E!Af\,SWEDEN 
RUTILE A c.Lt3c;s o.4042 481.67 
T I 02 A 0.44CO 0.4046 48S.15 
TETRAGONAL c C.3Cl0 0.30l:5 47c.l8 
c 0.3016 0.3073 476.48 
REF. FCR R: HABER, FREE ~NIV.,AMSTERCAfJ 
REI"ARt<S: LGC: ZIPS-GOfJCRER,USSR 
BRIGHTf\ESS 
PUPITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
( P~U y (NM) 
1.<;3 21.LteY1 470 
2.00 2 3 • 4 4 'Yf.\) 546 
3.6(: 21. 6S 'ft. sec; 
3.73 23.68'/W 650 
2.07 19.74 'lp 470 
1. <; 3 23.c2Y5 54l: 
4.45 19.91 y, 58<; 
4.13 ~-:~ 2~ 'f~ 4!:~• ~ l:!:C 
REFLECliVITY 



























,.,INERAL t-.tlfJE CHROMATICITY 
COMPO S.IT I GN SCLRCE COGRDI~~TES 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X 'Y 
NB-RUliLECILME~CRlllLEJ A C.4415 0.4051 
CFE>~t-.JX+YC~E>T~J2X Tl2-l3X+Y)C4-V 
A 0.4411 0.4046 
TETRAGONAL c 0.3C3.2 C.3CES 
c o.302f: c.3oeo 
REF. FOR R: EURK E, FREE UNIV.,AMSTEROA~ 
RH~ARKS: LOC: LEIR~,~.E.ER~Zil 
TtiPlOLITE A 0 .• 4444 C.4C71 
(FE ,tJt-. IT A2 06 /l o.4420 o.4Ct3 
TETR.CGONAL c o.3ctc: c.31;t: 
c o • 30 41 o .-3112 
REF. FOR R: EURKE, FREE UNIV.,AMSTERDA,., 













PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBDA REFLECliVIT'f 
(P~) y (t\fJ) CR ) (R ) 
1.55 1c;.u: 410 .20 •. 30 21.4C 
1.67 2o.oc; 546 19.3C 20.20 
3.37 19.30 589 19.00 19.90 
3.7C 2C.23 650 1 e. 10 1S.f:C 
c.11 16.61 470 17.00 lt:.OO 
1.;7 15. 3C 54(: 16.70 15.50 
1.46 16.67 sec; 16.60 15.1C 





P'I~E~/IL f\/IME CHROIV'AT IC I'TY DOMJ.NANT 
CCMPOSITICN SCURCE COGPDif\~TES (CO'FL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM )( .., \o.AIJEL.fi\GTH 
lAP.IOLITE A C.447t: C.4Cee 4E9.04 
CFE,,..I\ITA2 06 A 0.44~7 C.4Cf:2 48S.C4 
TETRAGONAL c C.31C8 C.31E3 564· .67 
c 0.3C58 0.3118 4 76.69 
REF. FOR R: BURKE, FREE UNIV.,A,..STERCA,.. 
REfo:ARKS: LCC: N.E. ER/IZIL 
PlATTf\ER IlE A 0.4:!20 0.4Cf:5 49!.7C 
Fe 02 (l 0.4307 0.4C49 49~ .• 1 7 
TETR/IGON/IL c 0.-'S!:~ C.3CfC 48t.Cf 
c 0.2935 0.302<; 4SC.4f: 
FiEF. FOR R: eURKE~ FREE ~~IV.,AMSTERDA,.. 
REMARKS: LOC: TC~~~~-K~CUNI ~INE,/IN/IRAK,IRAN 
BRIGHlt\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL RJ LAMBDA 
(P~) y (M') 
0.98 17.t:S'ft 47C 
c.c;a 15. 8 4 'ft.l 546 
0.73 17.7C'It 58<; 
2.08 15.c;lYfloJ b 50 
3.71 u:. 5( 'fp 47C 
.c;.oc; 11. 2 4 v_, 546 
6.49 16.81 'fp 5 e9 
7.52 l7.5EVg c5C 
REFLECTIVIT~ 






le. ~G 1s.:c 







t-'INERAL t\IH~E Ct-RC~AT ICIlY CO'INANT 
CO~POS IT I CN SCURCE CCC~Cit\JlES (CCJII.Fl.t 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X 'I 'ftAVELENGTH 
hOLFRAMITE A C.4455 C.4CES 507.27 
(FE,foll\)h04 .4 Oe445l: C.4CE8 506.c;~ 
f/CNOCLINJC c o.::oee c.::1i4 5C1.4l: 
c C.3C€8 C.3112 4t;S.44 
~EF. FCR R: EURKE, FREE lt\IV.,~MSTERCAfol 
REMARKS! LOC: UNKNOWN 
hGDG I 1\ ITE A 0.4438 0.4046 489.82 
(lA,NB,FE,~N,S~,zR)l~ 032 A C.44~7 C.40t:C 47S.54 
JWCI\CCLit\IC c o.3ot:o c.::l23 477.8€ 
c 0.3C76 C.3127 477.72 
FEF. fOR R: EliRKE, FREE LNIV.,A~STERCA~ 
REMARKS: LCC~ SEf(ICCZII\~C,ERAZIL 
BRIGHTt\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAl R) lAMP.CA 
(P~) y (NM) 
C.48 15.78 'lr 470 
C.45 1 e. 4 t Y~ 546 
C.43 15. 82 '(p 589 
C.43 18.51 'f~ 650 
o.s5 14.2:: ...,, 47C 
0.54 15.4 3 'Y~ 546 
1.ss 14. 2 c; Yp sec; 
























fiiNER.tll r\.ti~E CliFC~IlliCil't CCI11 I"JI"T 
CCt'PCSITICf\ SCURCE CCCRDINA1E5 CCCMFL I 
CPYSl.Al SYSTEt-' X 'f W.AVEL.Ef\C:ll-
L~Af\C:ITE A 0,4~Qc; C.4CC4 4E7D34 
CU3 SE2 A o .. 4~33 o.,:naG -565.64 
TETR~C:Cf\Al c ~"' 2 <; l t: .: ;) "2 c; f: 47b4i 
c 0.,2S97 '.:o27!:'i -561. if: 
REfu FCR P: VCf\ GEl-LEt\, FRAf\KFLRT 
RE~.t1RK5: LCC: 5IERR~ C.tl l~A"GC,tRGEf\TI"t 
lt'At\C:ITE /J C_,4!17 C~4GG~ 4E(:.,82 
Cl3 SE2 ,tl C .. 45<;2 C .. 37<;E -55(:,16 
1 ETRJ!C:(f\.AL c i>o2Ci2c ·c 2C:tl 4 74,, S2 
c :J .. !!'J5e c .. 2€l4 - 556., E6 
FEF~ FCR R: EUPKE, FREE Uf\IV~,AM5lERrAM 
REMARKS: LCC: E!JGLE ERCLF,LAKE tll-tE~SCJ,C/Jf\A[,tl 
ERIC:I-Tf\E5S 
PLRITV (VISU~l P) l~~fC.tl 
CPt) 't C 1'\ ~ I 
4.:28 lt-.21'fe 470 
11.64 !.4. 2E'f~ 546 
t::>c;c.; lf:o57'11, 589 
14.4'0 14 .. :i c; '/tAJ t I;"' J'IJ 
4.:: 1( l6oOC 'ft 470 
12 .. 'n 13.f:C'fw 546 
f:o7!: l6o 27 'ff. sac; 
u:. 1t 13. 3it Yw c~J 
REFLECTIVITY 
(R£,.. I CR~ I 
19,:)~) 17c:40 
lf,t·'! 12. f~ 
15 ., 10 12-.. 80 
l~.,lt( 2L~ 4~ 
lS,oO 15Q8C 
H,.CC 12.C( 
16 ~:J l2e Hi 





~INER~L r\~t-'E CHROMA 11 C I l 'I DC\IINAI\T 
CC~PCSrTICN 5CURCE COORCINATES CCCP'FL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y WAVELEI\GTH 
SlARir\GITE A 0.4427 G.4C54 487.28 
(FE,~I\I0.5(SI\,TII4.5(1A,NeJ.Ol2 
~ 0.4418 0.4047 49c.24 
t-EXAGONAL c C.3C44 C.31C1 476.CC 
c 0.3C3.3 0.30E4 474.E:7 
J;ff. FOR R: EURKE, FREE LNIV.,AMSTEROA~ 
REMARKS: LCC: SE~ICCZII\~C,ERjZlL 
KLCCKMANN ITE A 0.4C45 0.3<;33 4·3 <; .1 c 
CL SE A 0.4:::c; C.4Ct:5 4g3.~! 
t-EXAGONAL c c.2e:1e c.2754 47E.C2 
c 0,.2<;87 C.3081 481.7?. 
~EF. FOR R: eURKE, fREE LNIV.,AMSTEROA~ 
REMARKS: LOC: EAGLE GRCUF,LAKE JT~~e•SCA,CANACA 
BRIGHli\ESS 
PURITY (VISUAL Rt LAMBDA 
(F') y ( NM l 
1.2o 13.E3'fL 47C 
.1.51 12.07...,~ 54E: 
2.80 1.3.90'It. 589 
3.41 12. 1: y\> 65C 
10.81 10.99'YP 470 
2. eo 34.:o'Y_g 54t 
20.04 11. 55 'lp 589 


























~INE~~l 1\~ME Ct-:RC~/11 IC lTV OCMINANT BRIGHTNESS 
CO~POSITION SCURCE CCC~OII\ATES ((CttPL. J PURITY (VISUAL R) LAMBCA 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM X y ~AIJELEt\GTH (P~I v (N~J 
C.ASSITERITE A 0.44Cc C.4054 4e9.4B 1.70 12.26"f£ 470 
51\ 02 A 0.4"=21 0.4061 490.4~ 1.3t: 1 c. 7 c; '(~;.;> 54C: 
TETR~GONAL c G.3C27 C .. 3091 477. 8~ 3.50 12.35Y£ 589 
c 0.3C42 C.31C.E 41E.57 2.71 10.86 Yw 650 
FiEF. FCR R: eURKE El ~L (1969) 
REMARKS: LOC: UNKNCWN 
GEIKIELITE A 0.4~22 0.4061 49C.36 1.34 11.7 t y£ 47C 
~G TI 03 A 0.~431 C.4Ctf 49£:.14 1.09 14.40 'f~~» 546 
1Fl.IGCI\.AL c 0.3042 0.311C 47~.1C 2.74 11. E~ '(~ sec; 
c c.~055 c.312~ 4 7 ~.54 2.12 14. 4 7 'ICA:j 650 
REF. FCR R: CERVELLE ( 196 7 J 
REMARKS: LOC: CREST MORE,CALIFCRI\IA. ~G 0=29.4;FE C=3.8;TJ 02:66.5 
REFLECTIVITY 























MINERill f\ll~E C~PCI"AliCilY DCI"li\Af\T BRIGt-Tt\ESS 
CCI"PCS IT IC~ SCURCE COORCINATES (CCJ'v!Pl.) PURITY (VlSU~l R) LAMBCA 
CRYSTAL SYSlEftl X y hAVELEI\<:Tt- ( P~U y (N~O 
CCVELLITE A 0•4-'~l C.3S44 484.2~ 5.9<; 23.Ct'fr. 470 
cu s A 0.3~€1 C.35€8 485.03 23.61 6.34 y~ 546 
1-iEXAGCf\AL c o.2E.37 c.zast: 47"+.65 1:!.2-4 2 3 .l: l: 'Y£ 5fc.i 
c C.2284 0.223!:: 475.17 40.63 7.06 'fw, 650 
I 
REf. FOP R: SI~PSGN; LOf\DCf\ 
REfJ.ARKS: LCC: Uf\iKNCWN. S=32.t:;CU=65.5;FE=C.C5;SJ=t.Cl;AL=O.C3 
COVELLITE A C.4195 C.3S48 486.8.3 7.25 22. 15 '1f 47C 
cu s A o.:!c6c c.35C4 481.57 22.30 6. 3C 'I~ 54(: 
t-EXAGONAL c C.2195 C.2836 476.31 14.92 22. a 1 Vs. 589 
c 0.2301. C.2177 473.33 4C.';? 6. 96 'Vw 650 
REF. FOR R: CERVELLE (lc.itf) 
REMARKS: LCC: ECR,YCUGOSLAVIA. CU=66.2;FE=0.3;S=~3.2 
REFLECTIVITY 






















flll\ERJIL 1\A~E Ct-RCMAliCilY DCMINA~T 
CCMPCSITICI\I SCURCE COORCll\~TES (CC,..FL.) 
CRYSTAL SYSTEM )C v ~AVELEI\GTH 
COVELL ITE A 0.3~13 0.3~13 485.89 
cu s A o.424E c.3c;c;3 4ES.55 
hEXAGONAL c C.2355 C.2343 475.79 
c 0.2E51 Co2S23 477.52 
REF. FOR R: VON GEHLEI\ & PILLE~ C1Cit5J 
~EII'~RKS: LCC. ALGHERC,SARCINIA,IlALY 
BRIGHTI\ESS 
PURITY CVISU~L Rl LAMBDA 
(P~) y (I\~) 
20.96 6.37.....,6:) 496 
5.76 23.25'/L 546 
3E:.70 7 .C 1 'fw sec; 
11. 50 23.87 'It 656 
REFLECTIVITY 















Table XI 1. Mean Transmittance Values of Some Cut Gemstones 
Wavelength 440 460 480 500 520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660 
(nm) 
Citrine 11.8 16.2 21.5 27.4 33.6 39.7 45.4 50.8 55.3 59.1 62.6 66.0 
Amethyst 33.9 38.7 38.7 36.2 33.4 31.9 32.0 33.7 36.5 40.2 44.1 47.5 
Chrysoberyl 39.2 42.9 43.4 42.5 47.3 56.0 66.-5 75.0 80.5 83.5 84.8 86.2 Sp1 
Chrysoberyl 9.2 11.8 12.6 13.1 17.4 25.8 36.9 48.5 57.4 63.1 67.0 70.1 Sp2 
Spinel o.o 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 2.3 6.6 13.8 21.9 29.9 37.9 
?yn. Ruby(1) 0.4 2.2 3.2 1.8 0.6 0.2 0.3 1.7 8.9 24.2 41.7 51.5 
Syn. Ruby(2) 6.0 8.6 6.5 4.7 4.1 4.5 6.8 13.7 29.0 48.1 61.6 68.o 
Almandine(1) 26.2 27.9 24.1 14.2 11.1 15.8 19.6 20.2 28.8 38.7 47.6 53.9 
Almandine(2) 31.8 33.6 29.9 18.8 15.0 20e1 ~4e1 ?4c?. ~1 .. 7 40.,3 47 .. 6 51.,3 
Matching Liquid 
Di-iodo Methane R.I. ::: 1.74 for Chrysoberyl & Synthetic Ruby 
Rayner = 1.70 for Spinel 
Rayner = 1.55; for Citrine & Amethyst 
Cargille = 1.78 for Almandine 
A.310 
Table XI 2. 
QUANTITATIVE COLOUR VALUES OF SOME CUT GEMSTONES. 
Chromaticity Dominant or Excitation 
coordinates Complementary purity 
X y Wavelength (Pa %) 
Under Tungsten Light (Source A) 
Citrina 0.5203 0.4245 588.21 62.19 
Chrysobaryl Sp1 o.5oo6 0.3940 591.88 38.31 
Chryaobaryl Sp2 0.5556 0.4050 593.59 71.57 
Spinal 0.6595 0.3397 ·608.32 99.65 
Synthetic Ruby Sp1 0.6711 0.3064 633e26 84.55 
Synthetic Ruby Sp2 0.6189 o.3417 615.97 72.92 
Almandine Sp1 0.5163 0.3573 -508.66 29.80 
Almandine Sp2 0.4969 ·. 0.3643 -512.05 23.99 
Amethyst 0.4635 0.3940 -511.39 7.58 
.Under Average Daylight (Source C) 
Citrina 0.4.72 0.4100 579.46 53.86 
Chrysoberyl Sp1 0.3745 0.3537 585.19 27.30 
Chrysoberyl Sp2 0.4641 0.3955 586.86 62.54 
Spinal 0.6407 0.3567 603.60 99.38 
Synthetic Ruby Sp1 0.6063 0.2945 634.35 73.46 
Synthetic Ruby Sp2 0.5197 0.3185 614.82 56.30 
Almandine Sp1 0.3560 0.2731 -502.74 26.00 
Almandine :sp2 0.3387 0.2746 -509.91 22.15 
Amethyst 0.3186 0.3087 -502.11 4.65 











Figure XI 1. Chromaticity diagram showing the colour distributions of 
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Legan for figure XI 1. 
Gemstones 
1. Citrine; brilliant cut,circular 
2. Chrysoberyl Sp 1• 
. ' 
mixed cut 
3. Chrysoberyl Sp 2; cushion-shaped cut 
4. Spinel; trap cut, B-sided 
5. Synthetic ruby Sp 1; brilliant cut,circular 
fi. Synthetic ruby Sp 2; mixed cut,oval 
7. Almandine Sp 1; cabochon with a concave base 
B. Almandine Sp 2; II II II II II 
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A.314 
f"il)ure XI 4. 
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rlote: There is no siqnif"ic..:mt V.Jri.atio•; 
in colour although rRflectivity varies. 
The colour of all qr-•lena s;.;,•c.imans is the 
same to the visual sensation 







......... _ / 
, , 
........ '-- -- -- __. -- --(Oenirsoy,19fd) 
( TwJal, 1969) 
6302 
Note: Significant variations in spectral 
reflectivityand colour of bornite specimens. 




~omparatively indistinguishable bGtween 
~-, ~avelengths of ~20 nm to 620 nm,but 
their colours are1 preceptibly different. 











420 460 500 540 580 66C 
ldavelength (nm) 
FigurA XII 1. Showing marked variations in spectral reflectivity 
values quoted for specific minerals. (see pages 112 & 4~). 
Appendix III 1. 
CP:PkuC lJPTI;·I\:S(r'L.INI; 
~-·>iJ.;"):''~<·1C rrrr·1w;c•:.\I~JI; 
/"'~d'rJr; TS A PH1Gi~,H1 TiJ Cfi'•1PUTt t;PtCTC:4l Rt:FUrTIVITV .. "Jr x·f. 
I •.: :·1 [1'.1 f r. A l t- P. (f '. (; t. I. V 0 ~ • An I 1-J ('. S • "I . 
i ; Cl I k I 1'1 I , S ( r.; I , w I r J I , !I I ~I I , R C N I , (; I T ) , \.C I r I I C .1~·~ T ~:· q L L [f) ~ l • 1 fl. T ; 
i)( L I I , J , SU ~ , (; r. I F I X t:f~ h J f>J ; 
[r(. L I '' , T I TL f: I r H '\D I 5 Cl I V fl.·· ; 
T.\t<.i.:r.rr LISTCTITL.f'li 
f, ·- 1 L I S T I ~i I ; 
All,Cfi.T~ ~,s,w,A,A; 
rill I = ~ T r. "! ; 
1-LT LI!>TI':'Illli 
t_\i[l; 
r.~· T I I S T ( T I ; 
C~l LlSTIWJ; 
P u r r- 1 ~ I r c r 1 r L r , 1 s P ~ c r ~: A L I{ r F L L c T 1 v r r v • 1 1 s t< r P 1 ~ 1 , " , s K I P 1 ~ 1 , c 1 11. 
(!'i.•I,AI; 
1J Ill t. I i f T ( 1 .., AVE: l F ~ G T H 1\1 ,. ' , w I ( S K 1 P I £: l , A , C C l ( ? ~ I , ( ~ I I F ( 'l , .L I , X ( ~ I I I 
S T A 1< T : r; ~ 1 l I 5 T I "i I i 
r · • J := ~~ n F 1 L r• c s c M~ n s 1 r, t.i r r r:- r N ; 
fl; . I = I T ' ~ 'J ; 
!:..LL.fiCf, Tr-: (.,Gr.; 
,., : .J = 1 rr· T ; 
~.! J 14 = J ; 
r,; T ll S T I 1,( J I l ; 
~I I\~: S I J ~I+(', ( ,j ) : 
,'\ t I I = S l H·! 11 : 
F ··J ') ; 
r~,, .J=1 Til T: 
~-U'"'-: I; 
C'-1 LIST(f".i~LJII; 
~. IJ 1-1 = s 1 J ...., + G r, ( J I ; 
f;( I I = S V1/1 ; 
t"!\1 [• ~ 
t;r- T L 1ST I G:l) ; 
·~ ( I I = ( r\ I T I - r; n I I( rq I 1- r; fl l * S I I I ; 
l •.r ll ; 
il U T f l! T T ( ·t., P I I c.; 1', I P I , · I , A , C (l l I ? '2 I , ( 1\! ) I r I ~, .?. ) , X ( 3 I I I ; 
r.'ll 1 S T A i~ T ; 
1- I ·'l : L ,,, I) ; 





























/*~EFLfCT IS A PRnGRAM TO COMPUTE TRISTJMULUS VALVES ANn 
I*CHPOMATICITV COnRDTNATFS OF ORJfCT fOLOUPS BY WEIGHTlO 
/*ORniNATE METHOD. 
DCL(K(MI,R(MI,ACNI,R(NI,H(N,CI,DCN,CJICONTPOLLEO FLOAT; 
DC l. ( TnT (3 I , V ( 3 I , CJ C 3 I , T , P ) F Lf.l AT ; 
nc L ( 1 , J, C , l , M, N I F I X E= n !H N, ( X , V I C H ,\_R ( 1 ~~ i". I V AR : 
f!N ENOFILECSCARDSIGOTC1 LAST; 
/*READ IN "1E-\SURED SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY VAltJEc:; 
RES~T:GET LIST(M,XI; 
All.OCAT~ K,P; 
GET L I S T ( K , R I ; 
P liT SK I P ( 4 I ; 
PUT PAGE EOIT( 1 Mf:ASlJRED REFLECTIVITY• ,'WAVELENGTH• HCOL 
C49I,A,SKIPt21,COLCl~I,A,SKIPI; 
IF ~<=f:. THEN nn; 
Pill EnJT((K(JJ DO I=l TO ~lltCnlt38+7*11,FC311; 
PUT EDJT(XHCOU181,AI; 
PUT EDITC(R(II f)() I=l TO MIICCOlt38+7*II,F(5,211: 
FI\JD; 
ELSE DO; 
PUT EQJT((K(JI D() 1:1 TO 6lHCOU38+7*It,F(311; 
PUT EDTTC~I(C0l(181,AI; 
PUT E'DIT((RCII 00 1=1 TO 6llCCOLC38+7*J),F(5,2H; 
IF M<=l2 THEN no; 
PUT SKIPC21: 
PUT EDJT((KCII DO 1=7 TO MI)(COL(45+7*M00([-1,611,F(311i 




[F CM>l21f.CM<l9t THEN DO; 
PIJT SKIPC2t; 
PUT EDIT((K(J) !)() J:7 TO 1211(f0L(45+7*M00tr-1,611, 
FC31t: 
PUT EDJTC ( R( J J 00 T=7 TQ 12t t (Crll (45+7*'~nrH J-1 ,61 t, 
Fcr;,;nt; 
PIJT SKJP(2t; 
PUT EOTT((K(tl DO T=l3 TO MII(C0L(45+7*M.OO(J-1,611, 
F(3J I; 




PUT SKIP(?. I; 
PIIT E11JT((Kfll nn 1=7 TO 12 J J f COl. ( 4 5 + 7* "'1 no ( I -1 , 6 I t , 
F(3)); 
PUT EDIT((Rfl) f)() I-= 1 TO 12t t CCOL(45+7*MOI)f 1-1 1 61 I, 
FC'5,211: 
PUT SKJPC2); 
PUT EDlTC(K(II DO 1=13 TIJ 18t I fCOLC45+7;,.Mflf)( I-1 ,~I I, 
FOil; 
PUT E 0 I Tf 1. R ( J I DO I =1 -~ TO l 9 I I f COL C 4 5 + 7 * M 0 0 ( I -1 , fl I ) , 
F(5,2t); 
PUT SKfPC21: 
PUT EDTTCCKCTJ DO 1=19 TO MJ I (C:OLC45+7•M00( 1-L,ld J, 
: C T: P ~~ nc 0 P T T ('.\1 S ( ·"'A IN ) : 
iT 
Appendix VI 1 a. (continued) A.318 
F(1)J; 
PUT EOJT((R(lt Dfl 1-=19 TO MJ)(f.Ol.(45+7*Mnf)(l-l,61J, 
F(5 1 2)); 
F "Jfl ; 
ENn: 
Ll:GET LISTCN,C,Zt: 
ALLOCATE A1 R1 H,O; 
GET LISTCAl; 
OIJ I-=1 rn N: 
IF ACII<!<Cl)" THEN 
on; 









IF ACJI(K(JJ THE!\! 
on: 




IF J<=M Tl-fF.N 
GTJTO l.WOGF.; 







no 1 = J T n r-1: 
GfT l.IST(HCf,ll 1 Hli,21,HCI,3)); 
DO C=1 Tfl '3; 




PUT EDIT(X, 1 WAVELF.NGTH', 1 RF.FLECTIVITY 1 , 1 E"JERGY I 
!10 1=1 TO N: 
1 n 1 s r R 1 Au r 1 ON 1 1 c c n u 2 ·.:.: 1 , 11 , s K T P c 2 t , coL c 2. t , A, 
CflU 34) ,A,COU s;a) ,A, A): 
PtJT FDITCA(JJ,R(J),CD(I,C) DO C=l TO 3)1CCOL.I24), 
F(3),COLC37J,F{6,3),COLC52),F(8,4),2(f(l2,4Jl J; 
00 C=l TO ;; 
TOTCC l=TnTCCl+DC I,CI: 
FND: 
ENO; 
on C=l TO 3; 
V(C. J =TOT(C 1/P; 
P • '1.41\ 11\H! 
!·r T: t~f !r" )r;- T r'i\!(' ( •· f, T "·I\ 
t" ,. 
Appendix VI.1 a. (continued) 
T """ t" ' I ' ' I \I l 
I ':~ r = ~ ~· ., -: 
"'!(r 1-:::'1('' 1 IT": 
,., liT i. '1 I , r I r::: ' ··-~ c: I • r r ., .,. , r , r. .. ' .- ~: , .• '"' ., l l ( ,- : ' I I '; "• 1 ' • • r r 11. ( • 
c r ,.. , -~ 1 , -. 1 =~ ' ~ ., , !, 1 1 1 ~ 
., II T r:,... T T I " • I '1. ' ' I v I ' ' 7 ' ' I it" ' ~- -' ~·I I! ! ~,. II.• I 'I' ~ I ' ( ,, I ( I ,, • ' , • 
., l , I I"'~-'~ r"""' ~.,. T r T T V r n • ., r.• n T \" ·:· -.·1:. c:: I , I '"'! ! :- l ~:' " ., ' .,. ' ' I \ 
I r: I( ! n r - , ' r. •"' I. ( ") ... ) ' ~. ' r~ !( ' r f ., , • r ,-, '· r c: 7 , ., • r I'· I I ( c: , ' • 
r 'l L I 7.., 1 ' " ' ~ I( T .... I , I • r. q ! I , 7 ' ' fl. ' ~ r !=" ( '. ., ' .', ' ' • ~ I~ ' I' I ., I • I",.., r ., ; ) , ", ~ 'r: r , :', '-'· t" 1 ' 
., = 7 ~ : 
T F 7 :: ,..., ... t-1 [' ~ • 
nn: 
I= 1'1 ,. :· 




r:L c:- ~r:~n ,.,, '11\W 
1.. ". ·~ .,. : ,.. ~· r· p F r.l r: r T: 
Appendix VI 1 b. A.320 
Example of listing of the programme "REFLECT 11 of Appendix VI 1 a. 
12 (number of wavlengths used in the measurement of R% or T%) 
'BORNITE SP. 6305(W.H, 1971) 1 
440 460 480 to 620 640 660 
17.55 17.42 17.53 etc. 
81 (number of weighted ordinates from 380 to 780 nm) 
3 
2 
{for tristimulus values x,v,z) 
(for two light sources) 
380 385 390 to 770 775 780 
1 1931 CIE STANDARD SOURCE A' 
o.ooo6 o.oooo o.oo29 
0.0011 0.0000 0.0053 
0.0024 o.oooo 0.0113 
etc. 
0.0011 o.oooo o.oooo 
0.0011 o.oooo o.oooo 
o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo 
o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo 
1 1931 CIE STANDARD SOURCE C' 
o.oo22 o.oooo o.o101 
o.oo41 o.ooo2 o.0197 
etc. 
0.0003 o.oooo o.oooo 
o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo 
14 
(colour-matching functions weighted by 
relative spectral distribution of CIE 
source A) 
(colour-matching functions weighted by 
relative spectral distribution of CIE 
source C) 
'BORNITE SP.NGD 6(TUGAL, 1969) 1 
440 460 480 to 




380 385 390 395 
660 680 700 
etc. 
to 770 775 780 
Appendix VI 1 b. (continued} 
1 1931 CIE STANDARD SOURCE A' 
o.ooo6 o.oooo o.oo29 
0.0011 o.oooo 0.0053 
etc. 
o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo 
1 1931 CIE STANDARD SOURCE C' 
0.0022 o.oooo 0.0101 
0.0041 0.0002 0.0197 
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Appendix VI 2 b. 
1 50URCE A COMBINED WITH NEUTRAL FILTER(20%)(x=0.4473 1 y=0.4196) 1 
0.4473 0.4196 
320 (number of wavelengths) 
380 o.17411 o.oo495 
381 0.17409 0.00496 
382 0.17407 0.00497 
ate. (wavelength & chromaticity coordinates of 
equal-energy spectrum) 
697 0.73465 0.26535 
698 0.73467 0.26533 
699 0.73469 0.26531 
A.323 
Appendix VI 3. A.324 
Table VI 1. Slopes of Lines of eonstant Dominant Wavelength for C.I.C. 
Standard Sources A,B,C and Source E (Equal-anergy, Wavelength basis) 
(from Judd 1gJJ) 
Source' A Source 8 Wave- Source c Source E 
r, r2 r1 r2 
length 
r, r2 r1 r2 (nm) 
+0.679~0 +0.50303 380 +0.4361!8 +0.41t50K 
0.67954 0.50307 381 0.43693 0.485 I 3 
o.c.7957 0.50311 382 0.43691! 0.48517 
0.67963 0.50319 31!3 0.43706 0.41!525 
0.67968 0.50326 384 0.43714 0.48532 
+0.67972 +0.50330 385 +0.43719 +0.48537 I 0.67980 0.50340 386 0.43731 0.48548 
0.67986 0.50347 387 0.43739 0.48555 
0.679'.11 0.50355 388 0.43747 0.48563 
0.68000 0.50365 389 0.43759 0.48574 
+O.Mii·OII +O.~cms JQO +0.43770 +OAK5!!4 
0.6~1Jl (I 0.5U3ll:'i 3'JI 0.437112 ll..;K5'i5 
0.61'0.:!-1 0.~0395 392 0.·:37;.1 0..18606 
ll.M!OJ~ 0.50~08 393 O..l31illK 0.411620 
0.1;KO-i6 050421 394 0.431122 0.48633 
+ll.hl\1152 +0 . .50-00 395 +0.43!02 +O.M16-IJ 
G.M\U(,Ii 0.50·H5 396 o..:jli~o 0.4KC.5') 
o.r.:;ou, ().5045!1 397 OA38fo5 0.0:1\673 
0.(•~0N7 0.504il 398 0.43879 ll.-il!61!7 
0.61liCI2 0.50489 399 0.431i1J9 0.48705 
+C\.M1115 +0.50504 400 +0.431Ji7 +0.-+8722 
O.CIIil:\0 050522 401 0.439.16 0.4K740 
O.Mloi] 0.50538 402 0.43954 0.41!757 
o.c.:>l ~7 0.50553 .;o3 0.43971 .1.48774 
0.611171 0.50571 404 0.43991 0.4lH92 
+0/·1-i :,') +0.50591 405 +0 .. ;401.1 +OASSIJ 
o,r.s.'o:! c •. ~or,m 406 0,44031 o . .;SS30 
O.liS~.'!~ 0.5GI•30 407 0.440.~7 0.4SII5~ 
O.f•'-::·ll \1.50651 4011 0,4.;0111 OASS71 
O,C11i~6S O.Sil679 409 0.44111 0.41!906 
+0.61>::9 +0.~1171 410 +0.4414 +0.·11!93 
O.I•H i I 0.5074 411 0.4417 o . .:K97 
o.r.:o.: 0.5076 412 0.4•t21 0.4900 
O,o'oS3Co 0.5079 413 0.4~24 0.4903 
ll.hii)'J 0.5082 414 0.4427 0.41J06 
-;-o.c.s.;1 +~~.~OS5 415 +0.4430 +0 . .:909 
0.1•~-j(, v-501\9 .::c; 0.4435 U.49i3 
ll.h:\·tX ().509~ 417 0.44311 0 . .:916 
{I,(JX55 o.51Gv 418 o,.;.:.:t1 0 .. (•"'1 ~ ... l.:.'t 
0.61!57 0.5102 419 0.4449 0.4927 
+O.t\S(,.I +O.~J;o 420 +o . .;.;s7 +OA~JS 
O.i•·'7o 0.5117 421 0.4465 O.oi'J-12 
0.6:~77 O.Si:!·' 422 0.4473 0.4950 
O.hli:-;6 0.5!33 423 0.44ii2 ().4959 
0.6892 0.5140 424 0.44!10 0.4966 
Table VI 1 (continued) A.325 
~1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 
+O.t•'IO.i +0.5152 425 +OA50~ +0.4'i79 
ii .. ··~ i -~ 0.5163 426 o . .:5i 5 0.4991 
fl.:.•l."!J 0.5172 427 n .. ;s:!~l 0.5GOO 
tl.n'~)J :1.5184 421i o.~.~J7 CU012 
il,h1J4-l 0.5196 429 O.-i550 0.5024 
-i-0.(1•)57 +0.5~09 430 +0.-I:'M +<>.5031! 
0.!•'17~ 0.5225 431 o ... i~.,~ 0.5055 
l).(I'Jl\li 0.5241 432 o . ..;s·Js 0.5072 
0.70110 0.5~.5·~ 433 OAC•il U.50!l6 
0.71·:~41 0.5275 434 0.4635 0.5101! 
+0.70.l7 +0.5293 435 +O . .U•S4 +0.5126 
0.70~(1 0.5314 436 0.4t,7C, 0.51~1\ 
0.7117-+ 0.5332 437 o..:r.•,5 0.5l67 
0.70~5 0.5354 438 0.471'i 0.5190 
0.7115 0.5375 .039 0.47·12 ..... 0.5212 
+0.7!4. +0.5402 440 +0 . .:77l +0 . .5240 
0.7i(.5 0.5428 441 O.-i7'J.~ 0.52ri7 
II. ii'JI o.s.:55 442. o .• :.-!27 0.5::!'16 
ll.7::!i 5 0,5.;1!1 443 0 .... ~~5 0.5323 
1),7::!44 O.S.5i I 444 0.4l!Si! 0.5354 
-t-0.7':.77 +CU!i·ifi 445 +0..1'1::!(, +CI.~.l91 
0.7:1 :.r ii.551ii 446 0_.;·_1,;.~ 0.5·12X 
il.~).:.; il.Siil7 447 o.~iiO::! 0.~·165 
ll.7lll~ 0.51i57 448 O.!i0-.5 0.5507 
ll. 7-~2 ... 0.5702 449 o.~li!l-+ 0.5555 
+Cr.7·i65 +0.:1746 450 +0.5!~! +0.5600 
0.7~0M 11.57')1 451 0.51111) 05{o.flj 
u. 7.\:io O.Sil42 452 05:.;~ 0.5701 
0.761•2 O.SR91 453 0.52.97 (1 • .5753 
0.7M5 0.5947 454 0.5351i 0.51\11 
-t·(J. 77·"•!) +i,.(,:)()J 455 +D.5-::q +0.5S7l 
!1.';'71·11 v.6iJ(,s 456 0.5~;,[1 0.~935 
( •. -: .... _ .. f) 0.6129 457 0.5~55 (f.(,()OJ 
u:·. ''·' 0.62.01 458 0.5t•.U U.rJI79 
ii. 7'Jh3 0.6:!73 459 0.5711 O.C.I 55 
+0.:~031i +0.6351 460 +0 . .5796 +0.62.36 
Cl.:, l li1 0.6429 ,,.,,1 0.5liXl O.C•.li'.l 
0.:\i•l.! (1.6516 462 0.5975 0.6410 
O.!W·q O.(,Cill 463 o.r.m.; ii.l\510 
0.1\.ih:! 0.6717 . 464 0,6i'l:! 0.6622 
+O.Ii·i'lll +O.C.ii31 465 +O.c,JJ7 +0.6743 
0.1\Col\1 0.1\951! •:66 0.6.;~5 O.I\S77 
O.li7-:7 0.7103 41\7 O.f,,,;.! 0.7030 
fl.;-.. ,•N 0.7263 .:68 o.67~:x v.noo 
\1. 1111(,:! 0.7435 469 0.6!176 0.73:12 
+0.\•:!5! +0.7635 470 +0.7:'.15 +0.759-1 
o.9.;.ss 0.7SS2 471 O.i-tj..; 0.71!2.5 
O.%X:! 0.1\094 472 0.7i02 O.iiOS.; 
0.91) .... + :.G\ir.l\ O.ll30.: 473 o.aoo::: 0.107:! 
+1.0207 0.1171!ll 0.8669 474 O.!i3.;::: O.li699 
A.326 
" 
Tabla VI 1 (continued) 
r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 
+ll.'i. .~ ;· ,i.'· .. dX .;75 +OXi."\t, +11.'.i075 
ll." i •. :, " .. ,.;~: .:-;(, O,<;,•iJ O.'J5i0 + ~-n~;:i 
Cl.>"li.i:! \l.'ii\I'J + I.Oi].:! '• 17 0.97:') .... +i.OOO~ • . :•;I'J I 
0.1\ :";•) + i ,(JO:iJ5 ,l,';illi .:7;~ +I.OJ2il a,,· .-:2 U,', ··~9 
o.:~iii7 0.'JJ76 -479 0.'j'i5•\l o.:.;x-~3 
+\l.:'ii3 +O.il~l5 .;:;o ·•·C.S~'="·i +(l .. ~~QO 
ll.".'- --~-. 0. 7~·27 .;<;I 0.7711:; O.ioiO 
\1.1•·:, o.1.;n .::;2 0.7C.;J2 0.71)].\ 
11.1 
·" 
O.M•J5 .;xJ 0.6277 ll.i>37·i 
li.~'· ,I ll.W!\U 41i<l 0.<5.;.1 0.5iU-f 
·1·1'.' :,58 0.5397 •l:i5 +O.,;iS9 +il.~fd .\ 
\),.;'/~.' O.-l717 ·i86 +0 . .:015 -f-1}..!302 
,,,.;.;.u 0.4023 4:J7 ;-11 . .\~27 ' +•1 .. •577 (J..lM'J'J 0.3:115 O:H8 +n.~~:~x +ll.~I\JM 
O.J.i.'l] 0.2~% 489 +O.Illi9 +ll.:!OI-'1 
-i-O.:!'i'.i7 ;-o. um -:'10 -t 11.11.~05 ;-0.1 J:' 3 
+0.:!:"~.; +il.ll27 491 -il.i II~(, +0.05i.O 
+ll. i Cr31l +ll.Ol71 492 -n.':~r.') -:>.o::::5 
+O.i•i~l -O.Il:iS2 493 -o.:-;i;r, -O.ifhl.~ 
+ltQ:tll -ll.li:\1 lj')tj -v.~.".i7 -o.r7:.s 
-O.Iri.'.l -0.1877 
·i'JS -c,.J"',r,: -n . ..,c:.·:c, 
-u.o, •. :-: -O.:!frl9 ~19t; (i.~li.-"1 0 .. 1]0:9 
-n.::.,7 -(1..1.150 •i'J7 O.•i'J'.I3 Q_.;;,,,7 
-u,;;,,,n 
-0.'!il7·1 498 OS.'!I.l o .• :l\.11i 
-o.::-•u -il.-'7114 499 0.(.5711 0.5574 
-il.:!\17•J -0.~ .. ::~ •• ji)O -0.7J~i -0.(,30-1 
n.J~,IJ 0.6Ji,\i 511l 0.1\1 ;.; li.7013 
()_.;(i ':l o.c.:;.::! .5112 o.~;:;u:; ,1.771-1 
II. : ~t'r'l O.h'l.:. SliJ -r.a . .;:; O.f.JhOi (1.11-+<IJ 
(•. ~ .. 7~ 0.1'153 .504 O.'Ji·ii • -1.11:;:,,) 0.%<'1 
-0.~·"'~ -(i.l\796 51iS -(J}J,j.,l - i.O.~~.! -i).975.:. 
~).IJCr·.~ -l.llWI 0.9•D3 50(1 u.H·i'Jil "·'·~9-1 -i.0-1:!3 
(i.(.~ ,., il.'i\IJ\1 -1.00£,) :'i07 O.j:<i'•.! •1.''•D.:!I 
li. ;;J;l(, (.,',,l:;!) 5G:i ir. 7~67 1) .• \~ 16 
0.7·i~ 1J il.H!<SO 509 :) .. , i 7:\ O.l<ON{ 
-o. 7•,.,2 -0.11:\'·f• .~10 -0.6!10::1i -O.i6ti6 
CJ,:oi.•l'J (1,7')\12 ~·. • ' I (1,(,507 .•.7JO_. 
n.~.7 .. i:! 11.7(1~·) 512 O.i1:1ti .;.(,1}77 
0.•):.:1· 0.7.!\111 513 0.51J-i"/ O.lif>77 
li.'J.;_;I) 1i.1",9\l(; 514 U.5r.~··IJ il.(r-~03 
-: (i!f~ .. ; -O.•j.~'J7 -n.r.7:•> 5:5 -05·;·;j -1•.1·;53 
l·.'•7c\i -l.li2)9 ,~_C.-Ii\J .' :,., 0.5:!fr.\ \1.5\i.!H 
o.•.•.;:·"". {i.6:!fl2 ~17 11 • .5(•72 ll .. ";:"~~ 
li.'(!l·,·. il.MI~7 Sill O.·i!Nil 
''· ~~21! 
\).f:•);•'J O.!'li65 51~ 0 . .:.7: ll ,1.5J,;7 
_,,,:,;~-, 
-ii .. ~i,.~F. S.!O -o . .;.~~7 -f;.5 i 7X 
\1.~~,,.; ..-.. ~s~:! S2l o.::.au 11.511! lJ 
Q .• \:<~9 .~.:\Jt ·" 522 o . .:::s;; o .• :s70 
U.S2..:,; t•.\:.~1 523 O.O:i 17 O..t7:!6 
O.lilOI Cr. ~liN 524 0.397!1 tl.-:5:!7 
Tabla VI 1 (continued) 
~ J I I ~ 
t•:.= ;, 
,,_; ... ·.; 
n:.· ;:, .: 
-u.: ~ ..... 
... -;: ... 




··.l·'•' .. ·; 
,;_,,.; .. ; 
_;. f·"'~" 










n .. ;•_,,.:·i 
\J.•iliKl 







,, __ 1~ ~ J 
..... 
c .. ,"1 •.• 






..;..c . .i ... • ;: 







-o .. ;: .. ., 
.. .. :; '7 
\l.·iliiiR 
Cl • ."l1i7'i 
u.;,N!i 




(: .. c::::H 
-c·.~·,;.\ 
ll.~s:! 


















-f ,, ~;·1\).! 
,, ! ~ liJ 
a;_~ _.,n_1 






,.: •.. ;i(J11 










__ ,· .. , ... ·-~ 
(: ,.:.! 
_,_ ~ 1.,-: 
n.~''i .\ 
')"''If\" 
O . .!i•50 
-··-~.C1'• 
0 "\-:., 
ti .• : "· ' 





ft. 1 .i.u 1 
0.1 ;· 
...... f;: 7'" 
_,,_(,\'\;, 
-·11.111,1) 
. . ~. 
-••• ... I 
_,,_,,,,, 
-r •.· ·.:i 
;. :I, II;· ,I\ 
·i-:J .• l~'i'\ 
+li.~·i'l: 
\). ((i ~ ·~ 
(i.; .:·.~ 
r,. ! ~· ~ -~ 
u. ~ 7 ;., 
+" ..... 











i ;_.;; i:' 
'··; J 77 
o . ..;tt~:~ 
lo. l•)l j 
·J •. \h~2 
:1.:•521 
ll .. i.l'l i 
IU:r.; 
-li,lj l~ 








I '. ~ I, •• ,-\ 
.... 
I} • ',•, 
"· ' ..•. 7 
.... _, .. ,• .. 
_,,_::~''"' 
-(·•hi,: 




-:--1'.: lr .. : 
(1.:(1 .• '7 
; .1·1:IJ 









0. il ~.: 
r 2:, 
A.32B 
Tabla VI 1 (continued) 
r, r2 r, r2 r, r2 r, r2 
---- ·------
+o.n:.:, .,:;.7i3J 575 -f-O,t.~7-, . Iii\·: 
IU'·'ill li .. ~-:79 51(· O.x•••i·l c...-;.j~(, 
o .. ;~."': O.'J:!\10 ~-1.07t,.; 571 o.•J.~:..;a -1' -. Pl.i•l (i.'');-:(, 
"-~~;.; + i.OI62 o.·•H-:1 5711 +l.li.";.J lr_•,;l.; 0.~:'15:! .,.J.:Jn.:. 
U.h7'1; O.X'N6 57'J u.l_,,, ~~ .. -+ i .O'ilil! i).'J:!(o~ 
+0.11:!05 +Oil~:'(, 5~(1 ~ ,;,:-: ;i.; -1-tJ.X<:<.; 
0.%h~ + 1.1.; :II •l.i5~' .51'1 o:.- ... " n. ·;;.··lo! 
+l.ilill\ n:·. ;-.~ O.I.X7i 5112 ,,_7.""' 15 '.i 1 ..... :-:•J 
tL'7•i) ~ \l,u~S'i 5!1 I o_, .. ,.,~ •Cl'7 .. '1 
u.: .. -.• ~ 0.57~7 !iX·i O.hJ::! :;_r .. ::ti7 
-1 :; .:~· .... ' +O.~:?..i:! 51i~ .;-fl.<;,.,:·\.~ -1·:,_~;:-i 
(,_(·,: .. t:_.;-_:,·,5 51!(, (I ... ; -;""; 0 .. ~:':(1 
(I • .'; -7 ,,_ .. ;_tz 51i7 ''· c_,, {,_ .. ;:,_-~ ; 
o.~ .:r,J (J ~·1~5 ~XR ,, . .., ... ... ;.,, (1,.;.: . 
11. I ~:•;•; U.35.5:! !iii') l!.~tJ'.': o ... i: .. : 
+•' I 'l\1'1 +il..i:•.:; 5911 -t·l1.·iliif• +0.~~- ' 
+··-~- -17 o. ~;;r.~ 591 ,;_ ~7h' 1 n __ 1 .•• \ 
·I· .. J}\\; ll.~)(J(, ~.I}~ \L .. ~,;,, ll.l; ... 
--· 
t'd"'; tl ~'~"1? ~·I') n .. ' ~~~ \1,, ,., 
-iU;JiiU 11 . .'011 _!II).; II .. :•,; .• tl ·r, ., 
-:i li71i~: +G.I'!f>l 59'i -t ii ... ~·: .\'1 .. -.. i 
-0. ~~~ll ,:. i"' ''l ~1\Jh ,}_:".,: ti. ~ ~ ' ~ 
-0 i -~ Hi Ci 13i6 ~·n 1"1.:' 1 is ti,: :-;·,·· 
-ll.l.\ih h.! I :4 51JX r; :' • :'5 I I J ~-; 
-ll.i7-i-l (iJj'l-: .. \ ~l)') II, i 1• jJ "· i ~-1 ,..~ 
-0.1'-~':i -j-C:.olj.p (,0(1 +1;_:'1'.1 -t-r;.L\j~ 
(l,;:>; 1h +O.Ii~'1(, (•01 l•.! hll') 1),1161 
il .. 't _1 ~h 
-: ·.-!:j"\ (,()2 il.i-:~~ 0.1 ,-,, .:! 
il .. ,·.· +••.L:t,4 1·113 il I .~I"' \1,,,.·.:7 
·~ ."'·· ~·i ; .. ,),U~~~ CtO·I li. i i il7 i • .rr;-..• 
_,; .... ~,,7 
-(l,ll(:!ll (,i,~ +fl. :•-.iii c ,)'\";'~ 
II . .!•J~f, -ll.:•:.il i.l):. r .. u,Jli ... 
·········· 11}1·~·; -(J.i;~.'-1 hll'i II_ .•• • ·: _ ........ -.·, 
O.~ihr. -O.il~c'.Q r,Oii ,. \i(,'J \ .. .i.·~: ... 
ll.:\~'11 -l.r.O.~h2 (111\1 \l,.,_q,~ 1' I ~ ....... 
-0. 4";(,X 
-11.11551:1 ()l(l ..;..i;_;':·-·. ·· .. :. ,•, 
11.3 if• I n.u(.;~ 6ll -i·t .... -\i.(,(I"J"'' 
IJ.J5•t'' (i,d7.tfi ()!~ -s-:•.•1.' ... -tl_,;:l·:! 
Cdi,~X ll.ii~: 15 6:3 .,.l•.i•:; i -~.iJ~.;_l 
v.mu U.Oiil)l c.:4 -:- (l,t ~ i i·il -l •. l;_;:\J 
-P.."77ft -o.nw,~ (,I~ ... !··· -:·1.u]l,~ 
,,_•:- ... -, c;.l o:n (,I(; +· O.ij.;,·.~. 
u .. ''.iU.~ Ci. il~·-l (,II _,i_i ...... : ,,_o_:;~, 
C:.1'11Ji ........ •J.:a •·• odli -u.G•J'I,·l (1,()5~ s 
il.•:tll () O.l.;!l I 61!J -n.o; ~~. o.;11;.;r, 
-OA(Ih7 -0.1265 li20 -~l.O~ 10 -O.Oilll 
0.4111 o.: :m 621 \I.: I~'~ 0.0750 
0.41.57 O.IJfil 622 l.,IJ.ilit1 0.0711!1 
0.4199 O,l-l•'5 623 0.03~1 O.lln-l·l 





._.._.. .... ..,...... 
Table VI 1 (continued) 
r1 r2 :r, r2 r1 r2 r, r2 
--0. i~77 -0.1 : .. ·\ .. ·~ __ ,,_,, i 1~ -fl,l~ii_!IJ 
n .. ; ': .\ 11.15::7 ,, .. (1 ()J;f,·: ''····)1. 
u .. ; ·.:c. L.i 5h:! (.: 7 ;l (,, i i 
·;. i{~,,~ 
i},•:' a. i ~·u, r.~K ''-''-~.;.; !), ; 0.1\ 
U. ~-uh 0,1 u.i I r.~l) II.O~KO IJ.ilfj.; 
-lt.•: ~ •7 
-0.11·•·1 ,,_\i) -OJJt~!: 
-0.1105 
tl.: ;:·'\ u. i ,,.,: ll.ll O.fih~i i 11.1 j J(, 
1).·! :··~ 0.17.:1 r,J~ ol.(l(, i! 0.1167 
O.·i.·.; 11.1 7 lK (,JJ 0.07iili 0.11'15 
u .. ;~ i2 U.l77n 6J4 0.117~7 0.1 :!.:!3 
-O.<i"~h~ 
- cu :;m i•U -O.Iii' \ -0.1 :.;:; 
u .. :~s7 •.t. 1 .. : :~ '. i•Jh (1.1)7-;,; :i.l :!:'.'\ 
CJ .• :r.; ·I o.:~.; 1 (,_; 7 O.i'~'';O ,;_I~'Jto 
ll.·lh~i" O.J,-..(,•» h\K o.r.:-.::3 0.1 ~i9 
r;,.;(,.J1 0. Pi '.I I ,,_19 0.0:\46 0.1341 
-o .. ~t·.,5 
-0.1'.111 
'' ;o -(l.(ll!(o(l -\1.1Jfi2 IJ,.;,.~ . .:! O.I 1!JI i•·ll 0,!,,-\,'\(, O.IJII~ 
lJ .. Jio'l() O.l'i47 c . , , ..... 0.(1•},)) 0.1.\\N 
O.•l 71:! 0.1%5 (,.;_1 O,IN~ l 11.1-+17 
Cl.4"1:!5 O.I'Jiill ... o.o•nr, 0.1•132 U't•• 
-O.•i739 -o.:•N5 M5 -0.1)')~:! 
-O.I·l411 
0.0:75:! 0.2010 (,..)(, 0.0'JI17 II.; ·IC1J 
O.·i/(.J 0,:!022 (,.; 7 0 f·'•litl II !.17£. 
o .. :ns 0.2C·J~ Mll 0.0';'13 O.i.IS') 
0.-l?l\{, 0.20..;R (~l'i O.lli!l6 ll.i5U2 
-O.•i-1'•5 -0.~0~8 (•'I) 
-O.Iiil7 -(1.1 s I] 
ll.-lSII~ (L~I11·'l r.~ 1 11.10~~ 0. i 5:!.; 
"··'·' 1·1 O.~l•"i'.l 6!i2 0.1039 0.1535 () .... ~:I 0.2\;XX MJ 0.10-17 0.15-13 
o .. ;: •. \1 0.:!011t( 654 0.1058 0.155-1 
-i),.::-;_111 
-'l . .:ll)(i (,~_s -0.!0()(-, 
-11.1562 
O.<IM·>5 iJ.~ I;.~ .... ~(j 0.1075 O.lql 
O.•iX~I u ... ~l :!I :.57 0.10~1 0.1577 
0.4i&~l! 0.:!: ~·J C•:'iK 0.1090 o.:;s6 
(1.-flili·: 0.:!1.;5 (·59 O.IG'J6 0.1:\'J:! 
-n .. :~f1'' -0.21·1:! (,(,0 
-0.1103 
-0.15 1•9 
U.-1~7.3 n.~i·ri't (•(>l 0.1107 0, j(,()J 
0.4~,-;~ 0.~ 15.."! til\:! 0.1113 0.1609 
U.•:'·'\~ o.~i56 (•1·3 O.i i l7 1).1613 
n .• ::-.·5 0.1 :!i•ll (\(,..; O.i 1:2 0.1618 
-n..;:-,,,IJ -O.~i(,,: M•5 -0.!1:!(1 
-0.16:!:! 
0. il!\12 O.~it·:· c.r.c, 0.1130 0.16:!6 
n .. :.··•r, fi.~ i ... 1>(.1 0.11:.u (o.!tl.lO ()_.;· .. :.) U.~: .. .... :, ll.i IJ<1 0.163-1 
O.•'i'1'i: o.~ug (,f,'-J 0.1141 0.163i 
-o .• ;•;o5 -u.~!liJ f.r7(i 
-0.!!-+5 
-0.1611 
o . ..:·•,l7 0.211i5 671 0.1147 (J. ;6-IJ 
0 . .;910 0.21~9 672 O.i 151 0.1647 
0.41JI2 0.2191 673 0.1153 0.1649 
0.4916 0.21'1~ £.74 0.11.57 0.16.53 
·---------· 
A .• 330 
Tabla VI 1 (continued) 
r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 ~1 r2 
-0.4911! -0.2197 675 -0.1159 -O.Ili55 
0.4921 0.2:!01 676 0.1 164 O.IMO 
0.4923 0.2203 677 0.1166 0.1662 
0.4925 0.2205 678 0.1168 0.1664 
0.4928 0.2209 679 0.1172 0.1668 
-0.49300 -0.2:!110 680 -0.11741 -0.16700 
0,49321 0.22134 681 0.11766 0.16725 
0.49343 0.22158 682 0.11791 0.16750 
0.493(·2 0.22180 61!3 0.1181-t 0.16773 
0.49382 0.22203 61>·; 0.11837 0.16796 
-0.49401 -0.22225 685 -0.113(·0 -0.16HI9 
0.49419 0.22245 686 0.11881 0.161139 
0.49435 0.22:!63 61\7 0.111199 0.16858 
0.49451 0.:!22111 688 0.11918 0.16877 
0.49465 0.22297 689 0.11935 0.16893 
-0.49477 -0.22311 690 -0.11949 -0.16908 
0.4941!8 0.22324 691 0.11962 0.16920 
0.49496 0.22334 692 0.11972 0.16931 
0.49503 0.22342 693 0.11980 0.16939 
0.49510 0.22350 694 0.11987 0.16947 
-0.49514 -0.22354 . 695 -0.11993 -0.16951 
0.49519 0.22360 696 0.11999 0.16957 
0,.09521 0.22362 697 0.12001 0.16960 
0.49523 0.22364 698 0.12003 0.16962 
-:-0.49525 -0.22366 699 -0.12005 -0.16964 
(sea pages 74 to 76, Chapter VI) 
Appendix VI 4 a. 












I~CH~!r!i'ol [r.; A r>J:fJGfiA"~ f!l. C.\l.C.ULATE DO~P.JANT 1.oii\Vt LF.NC.Tf-l, ·~·I 
I"'CIIRUI-11\TJCITV C'JORDlNI\Tt:S 1\"JD f.XCl'ihTii.li\J PI.!Q.[TV P::;RCtNTt.G::. • . ,1 
PC L I '< I ·~ l , Y ( ~1 l , T I ~, 2 l , W ( N I t C ( N I , U ( i\1 l , P ( r-1 I , l I ~~ I , E I M I , ~ I l'-1 I , P ( '1 I , 
I;) ( H I , V H·l I , c; (I"' I , H ( "' I I C. ON T R 0 L l 1: Ll FL U /\ T i 
DC. U i\ , B , I !~ LJ , S X , S V , P X , P V , V V , G G , H 1-1 I F l 0 t\ T : 
nCL I t-1 , N , I , J , K I F I X 1:-. ll H I r-~ : 
DCLICULCf.'IICmiTPOLLED FIXfD HIN; 
n c L 1 r-1 M4 E r:: H A R c l ' 11 1 v .A P. : 
DCLCTITLl:CMICHAR(5'J) lCWH~-'OLLED VAP.; 
mJ lJ\JUFI-~ F lliW PlJT nAT A: 
GFT llSlti\JAMEJ; 
PlJT PAGE i:DITnlAMEJICOLUr-1NC20l,t.l; 
I* R[AD IN NU~AER~ nF MINERAL SAMOLES 
Gf: T l I S T C M l ; 
I*- k!:A!) P.J CHI=:OF·IATIC.ITV CnORDPJATES OF STMJI)AP.D SCHJFCE "'=I 
G~T LISTIA,R); 
I* ALLOCATE ARRAY STO~AGE *I 
A L l i IC /1 T E: X , Y , ~ , l , E , F- , P , Q , T I T l F., C 0 L ; 
I* R[~r 11\J CHROMATICITY CnOROlNATES OF MINfR~L SAMPLES /\NO *I 
I* TITL~S ~/ 
PUT Flll T C 1 CHr: n~A TIC 1 TV CllOf..DJ NATES 1 ) ( UIUJ1·1t.J ((, '),A I; 
,., u r U..J t c • s LH1 P L E • , 1 x • , • v • t c UlltW N c 2 :' , , A , coL u i.-t r~ 1 ~, 6 1 , fl. , c u u J r-i N n c:. 1 
' A) : 
01.1 I= l HI M; 
GtT LIST(TITltC 1 )) ; 
GET LIST(X(l ),V(l) 1: 
PUT E!) IT ( T I Tl. C (I ) , XC l l , Y (I.)) ( Sl<: I PC 2), c.nLUMN I 2 -, t, A, COLUMN ( 6.3 I, r 
(~,4),COLU~~(76) 1 F(h,4)1; 
HJD; 
1~ COMPUT~ COnROINATE RATIOS 
on I=; ru ~; 
!F AI3SC XC T )-Al<ABSCYC l l··A) THf:N [)0; 
~CII=IX(li-A)/(Y(I)-H); 
CrJL( I t~l: 
t:N l.l ; 
EL s r on: 
P.(l)~(V( lt-B)/(X( tl-A); 
Cf.il(tl=2; 
GNDi 
PUT SK.IP FDIT(I,R(I))(X(5l,F(2),X(5),t=(7 1 3)1; 
E:NUi 
•· I 
/i.' REhO 1"1 NtJr-1fH.R nr TABlJLATi:D ClHlR!.III'lATF. F ATfC:lS,ioiAVELEr..:GTH :>::1 
I* VAUH:S, AND C.HP.Uf'.IATICITY C.Ofli'([IJNATES t:f 
Gfl L I ST(r-J): 
I ~ A L L 0 f. A Tf.: MO-l flY S TrlR A t; f. ~· I 
ALLQ(ATl T,W,(,D; 
I* PtAO liJ W/\V[l[N(,THS ;:rc .,./ 
DU J=t TO N; 
Gf. T L IS T ( T ( J, l ) , T C J, 2 l , W C J I , C. C J I , !'l ( J ) ) ; 
FNDi 
I* Cnt·1PLTL: ~AVElEI'IGTH I.!F C.~LCtJLATElJ foi,[NEF!Al CC.H!RDINATE RATIOS~.</ 
I* FRO,_, TABULATf.D VALtJE.S -!;:/ 
l :1); 
00 I=: Tn ,., ; 






































Appendix VI 4 a {continued) 
no J=:;_ TP !Il-l: 
If TCJ,Kl>PCI)f. TI.J+l,Kl<F-'Cil THUI GOT·J Ll; 
ELSE. IF T(J,Kl<R(I)f. T(J+l,Kl.>PCil THt:l\l r,nrn Ll; 
f:LSf. r;OlO L2i 
L l. : l ( I l = ( R ( I l - T C .J , K l l I C T ( J + 1 , 1<. l- T C J , K l l ; 
Zlll=lllt+W(JI; 
L 2. : I r T ( J , K ) ::: 10: ( J l THeN l ( T I = I.J ( J l i 
l·ND i 
PUT St<.IP :~DlTCJ.ZIIll(X(5),F(2l,X15t,FC7,·nl; 
f i'llJ : 
nn z,.l ro ~: 
JF Zl ll=.t THf.ri 
()(l; 
PO J = I HI ~1 i 
TI Tl f: ( ... 1) =TIT LF: C J+) l; 
ZCJl=lCJ+lti 
XC J ) =XC J+ I t ; 
Y(Jl=YCJ+:lli 




Df_l I = l T£ I M ; 




I* COrPUTE DO~INA~T kAVELENGTH cnnPOINATES 
on l=t ru !·!: 
IF A~.S(llll-TRlJNCClCilll>'' THEN DU; 
F ( I I = l ( I I •• T R. U'i C ( 1 C J ) I i 
,I= T RIJ NC C Z C I l l- W ( 1 l + l ; 
r C I l =£ ( 1 l *CCC Jtll-C ( J II +C ( J I: 
r:( l l = l C I l - T R IJ"J C ( Z I I l l ; 
FCJ I=HII•"IDCJ+l)-O(JlJ+DCJli 
HJD; 





/)'" CiWPUTE EXCITATION PI.IPTTY PERCENTAGE 
I ND =·l; 
l. _:) : fl rt 1 = ~ T 0 M ; 
P(J l=lXCil-~\l*l~-.1/IF( ll-Ali 
iJC I l=(Y( I 1-Rl"'l'lil/1 H ll-i3l.i 
A.332 
P liT S!«". I P [ D I T( I , I" C 1 l , Q ( J l , ~ ( I ) , F (I l l C X C 5 l , F C?. l , X ( 5 I , r (7 ,3 l , 
X C 'l I , F ( 7 , ~ ) , X ( ~ l , F ( 1 , 3 l , X ( 5 l , F ( 7 , 3 l \ ; 
E r-Jll ; 
I r I '·I Li = j THE N r. (IT ll L 4 ; 
GF T L1 STC SX, SY, PX, PY l; 
Al.L(I(ATE V,G,H; 
no I= 1 Hi '4 : 















ELSE 0(!; Appendix VI 4 a (continued) 
I*Ctl'·lPIJTF COf1~0P.JATr:S LlF CriMPU.MrNTAI-'Y W/WFLENGTHS 
VV=SX-·PX: 
r;r. = l S Y- PY l IV V i 
HH=(SX*PV-PX*SYIIVV; 
V ( I I ::A-· X l I ) ; 
G ( I I = C P.- Y ( [ ) I IV ( I I ; 
Hl I I= ( A*Y( J 1-r-p;c)(( J 11/V( I I; 
H 1 I = ( H l l I- HH I !( GC~--G C I ) I ; 
r ( I I =f;G.c: [ ( I I +HH; 
Pm; 
L:; : E ~In ; 
IND=l: 
Gi.lT 0 L '3; 
A.333 
1~ P~INT OUT RESULTS */ 
L4:PIJT DAGE; 
PUT SKIP(f,); 
PUT EOITC'WEIGHTf:l) CRDINATE ME:THCiD 1 1(C~LCl'li,A): 
PlJT tDIT(i\JAME) (COL( l.JI ,I\); 
PUT S K t P ( 2 I ; 
PIJT [iiiTl'WAVf.LENGTH 1. 1 1 CI10P.OINATES 1 , 1 1:-XC:ITATtrHJ PUP lTV• I 
CCOLC5•)t,I\,COL(69),A,CIJL(89) ,At; 
puT r= D I T ( • N M I ' • X I ' I y ' ' I p I ' ' Q I ) ( c (1L ( 54 , ' ~' c (J L ( 6 9 I ' A' c (J L ( 7 9 I ' /1. 'c p 
( 9 3 ) , A , C fJ L C l•'l::! ) , 1\ I : 
PUT SKIP('); . 
nn I =l Hl twt; 
PUT f: D I T C T I T l L ( I ) , l( I J , E C I I , F C I I , P ( 1 I , Q ( I I I ( S K l o C 2 I , C IJ L ( 1 . .i l , fl. , 
COLI 52) ,F(6,2l ,COL (b6) ,F(6 1 4) 1 COL !761 ,F(t-,4),C01..!9 •I, 
Fi6,i.l ,Cfil(J.···J) ,F(b,d i; 
END; 
PUT SKIP(?); 
PUT f-[JJT( •Pr<ORL.Er-, CO~PL.[TI:O' )(C£1LIJMNC31 ,AI; 
E~D Ct-i~OM; 
I!·H PROC OPT I OlliS ( ru~ IN I; 
ATTRIBUTf ANO CRC:SS-PEFERF~ICL: TABLE 
Appendix VI 4 b. 
Example of listing of the programme 11 CHROM 11 of Appendix VI 4 a. 
1 1931 CIE STANDARD SOURCE A (0.4476, 0.4075) 1 
10 (number of specimens) 
0.4476 0.4075 
'BORNITE SP. 6305(W.H, 1971) 1 
0.4774 0.4066 
'BORNITE SP.NGD 6(TUGAL, 1969) 1 
0.4751 0.4113 
and so on 





(number of wavelengths from 516 to 699 nm) 
516 0.04533 0.81939 

















(see Table VI 1) 
1 
etc. 
1 -0.49525 699 0.73469 0.26531 
0.17411 0.00496 0.73469 0.26531 (chromaticity coordinates of 380 nm 
and 830 nm of the spectrum) 
Appendix VIII 1. A.335 
L1 H\ : P P. !"! C UP T T f it.;:; ( 1•1 A lf'J J : 
,. 
" 
C IJl.. UP : P I< u C U P f I UN S trHd N I ; 
.-Kl ( 11<1 (".!I , T ( N I , f- ( 1\1 ) , F ( !\J, 3 ) , P ( N, 3 I , P P ( N, 3 ) , C I•IF ( N, "3) ) C rlN f.:< !ll..l c L· 
t-:-LOAT; 
!)C L ( 5 ( 3 ) , HJT ( :~ I , HIT A L I 3 I t X ( :; I , Y ( 3 I , A ( ) I t n ( 3 ) , K ( 1 ) , N K , Q , V , D. ( ~ I , 
•'JF,YY(3)1rLOAT: 
11C L ( I , J , !\! I F IX ED 11 T N I 3 :1• l , ( T IT L E ) C H .t\ R (l. 10 IV t\R ; 
!"IN El\iDFIL[(S(AJ;.DSHiOTO IJONF: 
iH:GIN:(ifT L1STCTTTU:.,~J); 
QLL~CATF w,T,E,F,P,PP,CMF; (; !: T L I 5 T ( T , F. I ; 
Ll :DO I = 1 TO N i 
r, t. T L I S T ( \-: ( I ) , F I I , 1 I , r: ( I , 2 ) , F ( I , 3 ) I ; 
L2:DO J=l Tfl ~1: 
fl( I ,Jl=E:( T I«FC 1 ,.J); 
D f' ( I t J ) = T ( I ) ·~ p ( I ' J • ; 
LNO L~; 
FND Lli 
PUT 0 nG~ ~DJT( 1 FILT[~ 1 ,'WAVlLENGTH 1 1 'SnURC[-E~ERGV' 1 
PIJT SK.IP(2t_: 
L~ : D 0 1 = 1 T f1 N ; 
'!.931 CIE CM FUI\JCTIONS 1 1 1 P!HJDIJ(T$ 1 1 1 PP.ODUCTS 1 , 
' T I ' I HI 'I X' ' I y I ' I l. I '. XH. '. y H' '. l HI ''X HT. ' I v HT. ' 
1 l H T 1 ) C C: 0 1.. ( ? ) , A , C: n I. ( q ) , A , C 0 l ( 2 :t ) , A , C: 0 l ( 3'-t ) , .'1 , C f_; L 
( 73 ) , A, C 0 L (] J3 I , A, SKI P, COL ( 4 I , f., COL I 2 5 I , /-., en L (3~ I 
, A, C rJ l ( 4i.o ) , f\ , COl. ( 54 ) , A , C fJ L ( 6 5 ) , .1\, ( !ll ( 7 t:il , 1\, C C."IL ( e 7 ) 
1 A1 COL(96) 1 4 1 COL(ll61 1 A,C0l(l!6),A); 
PUT f- D I l( T( I l , WI J I , E ( I I ,( F ( 1 , J I 00 J = l HI 3 I , 
(P(l,J) 0(1 J=~ TO 31 1 (PP(I 1 J) DO J=l T11 3)1 
(COt. ( 3 I , F ( 4,? ) , Cf.IL ( 13 ) , F ( 3), C(ll. ( 2 ~ ) , F ( 6,?. l , 
3 C F ( ~- .r, '+I ) , j ( F ( t 1 , 2 I ) , 3 ( F ( 1 :.1, 2) ) ) ; 
S=."J; TilT:;_,; 
L.4:~lD T=J. TO JI.J; 
L 5 : D n .I = i T l! 'i ; 
s. c J 1 = s ' .J 1 + P < r , J 1 : 
HIT ( J ) = 1" 0 T I J I + P P I J , J ) ; 
;:_ ~~IJ L 4: 
PUT tDITC 1 SI.I'~S',(S(J) IHl J=l TO 3),(TOT(J) DO J=J. TO 3l) 
I SK I ::> I?. l , Cr:! L ( 5 '> I , A , F I q, 2 I , 2 I F I 1 1 , 2 I I , 3 I F I '~, 2 ) l I ; 
/t.=.C!li·1PlJTE NfW. 1-1ALIZ£!) T~T STJr.HJllJS VAltJ!:S ANO C.CURDINATF.S n~ ~t 
/::.fHL SiliJRCE *I 
L ~, : 1) (j J = l T 0 3 : 
K ( J ) = l.(l :1 • '_l /5 ( J ) ; 
If- J=;:~ l"HEN 
t.OTll 1"-\Ui~; 
~- i'-J!) l 6 ; 
1UR:urJ; 
t-.11\=I"(J); 
~- ~~ () ; 
L 7 : : H.l ,I = l T'.l 3 : 
l((Jl=N'<*S(.JJ; 
· V I J ) = 1\JK * T 0 r ( J ) ; 
r.: NI.J I. 7: 
(J=SlH~ I X l ; 
V= SUI·H V); 
Appendix VIII 1. (continued) 
1 "c H ,. 1o ..... 1 1 c I Tv r. w r. 11 11\J 1\T •: ~:. !l r· s rIll f< c r 4 t.JD r t L T 1 1-' • 
L ~~ : .l • l .I = • T cr '3 ; 
'• ( J ) = 'J( ( J I /IJ ; 
''.IJ I=YCJ 1/V; 
c:.l\111 l l; 
f' II T t ;-, I r ( I 'J f' :u;~ J\ L I lt hJ (; F A c T n R 1<'. = • ' "'I( ' • )( ' ' I v I ' ' l 1 ' 
• I 
1 ·'-J,·;.:~l\Lilt"i.) TO I "T lMlJLIJS 1 , • 1 SOU;{Cr 1 •, C XI J) :,!J J= 1 Tl1 
31,•Crti.TEP.I 1 ,CYCJI f),J J=l TO ;))(SKIPC?.I,Ctll(~ •1,1',, 
C n l I 4 4 I , r: I 7 , ~J I , 5 K I P , C n l C 5 f.J I , A , C 8 l C 6 9 ) , A , C I .I l I 7 9 I 1 A , 
SKI I" , C f) l ( 2 I I , :\, C n l ( 4 £, I , A, 3 ( F ( 11 , 4 I ) , 5 K I P C '2 I , C Ill ( 4 (; I , 
At3CF(l:!. 1 4lll; 
PrJT LOITI 1 f.HFili','\TICITV ClORDI"I~TE:S•,•CSOUPCEI',(A(Jl [)Cl J=l 
T 11 3 I , 1 ( F I l T E '< I ' , C B ( J I 0 0 ,J = 1 T Q 3 I I C ~ K I P ( ~ I , C 0 l C 2 I I 
, A , C lJ ll 4 6 I , A , :H F Cl.-.1 , 4 I I , S K l P ( 2 I , C 0 l( 4 ~ I , A 93 ( FC l•' , 4 I l 
I ; 
L Q: 'Hl J = 1 T i'l '3: 
::> IJI=l··''g'.)/TOTIJ I; 






I.::Cni":PUH- 1\JfJIJ.III.J\lllFD TRISTIMULUS V.o\ltiES rlF riLTfR 
L ~ ,-, : n 1 J = 1 T o'J ":1, : 
VV I J I =f\IF*TI'i ( J); 
~ND l.i l: 
/<:(.:WPUH N11PI<II\L llLO COLOliR-~AATCHI"JG FU~KTinNS :lF FILTCP 
I>'~C0!·1f\J:HD WITH tlf- SflURf.E. 
D (; I = i T 11 fiJ ; 
Or:i J=.1. Tn 3; 






DlJT Pl\(,i" (-lliHTITl.E,'WAV[LE"!GTH 1 , 1 CCLDR r·IATCHJNG FUNCTJ!1t,IS 1 ) 
( c ;') l ( 1 '. 1 I ' A' sKI p ( ~ I ' col ( 1 C) I ' A' ( q l ( 3 5 , I A. • ; 
Tf:tTAL=.;; 
P lJ T SK I P I 2 I ; 
lll:D~ I=l Tl N; 
P tiT E ')( T 1 w ' 1 1 , ' c r-• r.: t 1 , J 1 u o J = l T C; 3 J H co u 1 :n , F 1 ~ 1 , 
HF(l5,4111; 
Llt-::D•.l J=l T;1 3: 
1··1T h l I J I = H'T A l. I J J +C ,..,: ( I , J I ; 
dm 1..1;:,; 
!:Nn L~:; 
Dul l!iiTI'SIJ!·IS 1 ,(TIJTI\LCJI DO J=i. TC :IICSKIP(?I,C 1Jl(1~1,!\, 
3(F(l4,41)); 
!.1 UN[ :f: ND C Ill. C~ ; 
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Figure 1.a . PART OF THE C.I.E. CHROMATICITY DIAGRAM SHOWING THE COLOURS OF SOME ORE MINERALS UNDER THE C.l.E. SOURCE C ( average daylight) 
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